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Chapter 1

1. Introduction

The lowlands between the eastern foothills of the Andes Mountains and the
western edges of the Amazon Basin make up one of the most linguistically
diverse regions of the Americas. In eastern Ecuador, northern Peru and
southern Colombia, 45 languages from 20 unrelated genetic units are spoken
in close proximity to each other. The river basins of this area host a dense
network of interaction resulting from centuries of migrations and
intercultural contact. At the heart of this region live the Shiwiar people. This
dissertation is a description of their language.
Shiwiar – referred to locally as ʃiwʲár t͡ʃit͡ʃam – is a Chicham (Jivaroan1)
language spoken by around 1,200 people on both sides of the Ecuador-Peru
border. This work is the first grammatical description of the Shiwiar
language. It is based on a documentary corpus of connected speech data,
collected over 12 months of fieldwork between 2011 and 2016 in the Pastaza
province of Ecuador.
In this chapter, I begin by explaining the motivations that led to this
doctoral research project as well as the specific aims of this dissertation (§1.1).
I lay out the theoretical linguistic premises that are assumed throughout this
work in §1.2. There is a short note about the scope of this work and about
future outlook in §1.3. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 address how my fieldwork and
documentary methodology adhere to the currently accepted standards of best
practice with regards to ethics, collaboration with the community, data
collection and resolvability. Typographic conventions adopted in this
dissertation are described in §1.6. Finally, I end this chapter by outlining the
structure of the dissertation (§1.7).

The initial <J> is pronounced [h] , as it would be in Spanish. See §2.2.1 for more
information about the use of the term Jivaroan.
1
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Introduction

1.1. Aims
The main goal of this dissertation is to provide a description and analysis of
all major areas of linguistic structure in Shiwiar. This is motivated by the fact
that previous academic work on the Shiwiar language is limited to a small
dictionary, a collection of songs, a BA thesis on possession and two
anthropological treatises about the emergence of the Shiwiar nation. There is
no previous comprehensive account of the grammar of Shiwiar.
This work is based on a 30-hour audio-visual documentary corpus of
natural speech data. Although no grammatical description can be fully
representative of a language, an important aim of this work is to reflect as
accurately as possible the way that the Shiwiar language is used on a day-today basis by its speakers. For this reason, the grammatical analysis that
follows is heavily reliant on spontaneous and naturalistic speech data, and it
is informed by the pragmatic, interactional and social context that it was
uttered in. All the claims in this grammar will be fully resolvable to the
primary data (see §1.5).
The Amazon basin is home to an incredibly high density of languages
and language families. Although little is understood about the historical
processes that led to this staggering diversity, it is clear that both long-term
language maintenance and intense contact between language communities
have had profound effects (Epps & Michael 2017). Another goal of this
dissertation is to engage with the growing body of Amazonian areal literature
to help unravel the processes of maintenance and contact that have shaped
the languages of the region. Wherever relevant, I will highlight possible
instances of contact-induced change and I will note salient similarities and
differences between Shiwiar and neighbouring Amazonian languages.
With this dissertation, grammatical descriptions now exist for every
member of the Chicham language family, including two comprehensive
reference grammars published in the last few years on Aguaruna (Overall
2017a) and Wampis (Peña 2015). This makes the Chicham language family
one of the most broadly researched genetic units in the Amazon basin. I will
point out areas of Shiwiar grammar that shed light on the diachronic
development of Chicham languages and, although it is beyond the scope of
this work to focus entirely on diachrony, I hope that this grammatical
description will help pave the way for an eventual reconstruction of ProtoChicham.
In a broader sense, this dissertation also aims to contribute to
typological and grammatical theory. Throughout the text, I will examine how
various grammatical categories in Shiwiar are similar to categories in other
languages, but crucially also in what way they are different and, at times,
perhaps unique. Wherever I have insights about the diachronic origins of
grammatical structures in Shiwiar, I strive to engage with the theoretical
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literature by exploring what Shiwiar can tell us about the nature of processes
like grammaticalisation, lexicalisation, analogy and contact-induced change.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the perspectives of the Shiwiar
speakers who worked together with me to produce the documentary corpus
that this dissertation is based on. For the majority of Shiwiar people who were
involved, the most important goal of this project was to give a platform to the
Shiwiar Nation to present its culture and language to the rest of the world. In
this sense, I hope that in its own way this dissertation will adequately
showcase the richness, complexity and value of Shiwiar heritage to an
international audience.

1.2. Theoretical premises
This dissertation is the outcome of a data-driven, bottom-up approach to
researching language. It is based on the theoretical assumption that formal
linguistic structures are moulded over time by communicative, social,
cognitive and anatomical pressures (Dik 1978; Givón 2001a; Halliday 1973,
inter alia). Language is adaptive: grammar reflects the way that speakers use
language, which inevitably changes over time and across different cultural
and social contexts. I therefore take the perspective that language is best
studied as a holistic system on the basis of natural data produced within an
interactive and discursive environment.
This grammar presents a synchronic snapshot of Shiwiar as it is spoken
at the time of writing, but observations about the historical sources and
development of grammatical structures are made wherever possible. This
follows a well-established tradition in linguistics of considering the
unravelling of diachrony as a critical component for understanding
synchronic grammatical structure (Givón 1971; Heine, Claudi & Hünnemeyer
1991; Lehmann 1985, inter alia). Observations about historical processes are
based on language-internal reconstructions, family-level reconstructions and
comparisons with unrelated contact languages. Variation also provides key
insights into language change and is therefore a central element of the
analysis. For this reason, this grammar not only includes robust linguistic
categories and clear-cut generalisations that can be drawn from the data, but
it also acknowledges instances of inter- and intraspeaker variation found in
the corpus.
The linguistic analysis in this work was deeply informed by typological
theory (Bybee, Haiman & Thompson 1997; Givón 2001a; Givón 2001b; Payne
1997; Shopen 2007a; Shopen 2007b; Shopen 2007c, inter alia) and the
framework that is commonly referred to as basic linguistic theory (Dixon
2010a; Dixon 2010b; Dixon 2010c; Dryer 2006). Nevertheless, the grammatical
categories that are discussed in this work are strictly borne out of the Shiwiar
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data. Labels for those categories were chosen by comparison to concepts that
are well-established in the typological literature, but the reader should not
assume that a grammatical category in Shiwiar necessarily overlaps in full
with a category that has been described in a different language with the same
label. To avoid confusion, I have taken care to describe what I mean by terms
which are used in divergent ways by different linguistic traditions.

1.3. Scope
This grammatical description is intended to cover all major areas of Shiwiar
grammar, including phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax.
However, the reader should remain aware that this work is the first treatise
on the Shiwiar language, and it will focus on certain grammatical domains
whereas others will be examined more in-depth in future research. Given the
extremely limited literature that exists about the Shiwiar people – both from
an anthropological or linguistic perspective – I believed it necessary to begin
this dissertation by devoting significant attention to the socio-cultural setting
in which the language is spoken. For this reason, I have dedicated one full
chapter to language ecology and another full chapter to serve as an
ethnographic sketch of Shiwiar culture. The grammatical analysis in this
dissertation focuses primarily on phonology, nominal morphology, finite
verbal morphology and syntax within the clause. Other areas, such as clause
combining and information structure, are addressed in this work but will
benefit from further analysis in due time.
It goes without saying that I am confident about the analysis presented
in this grammar, and I will make ample use of examples and cross-references
to the primary data in order to convince the reader of the validity of my
claims. There are, however, still areas of Shiwiar grammar which continue to
elude me and are not analysed to completion in this work. Whenever this is
the case, I will make note of the fact that I expect to find a more complete
analysis to those phenomena in future.

1.4. Ethics and community interaction
One of the most gratifying outcomes of this documentation project is the
relationship that I was able to develop with members of the Shiwiar
community during field work. Establishing a dynamic that worked for all
parties involved was a challenging process because everyone had different
motivations, expectations and perspectives, which also changed over time.
For this reason, the collaborative dynamics of this research project
continuously evolved over the years, and they will continue to evolve well
after the completion of this dissertation.
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One essential observation is that this grammar is not the only objective
of my collaboration with the Shiwiar community. In fact, it is possibly the
objective of least importance in the eyes of most Shiwiar collaborators. Other
outcomes that were considered more important by many in the community
include the publication of a compendium of traditional stories, the
development of pedagogical materials, a documentation of traditional
medicinal and ritual knowledge, the publication of a comprehensive
dictionary and an in-depth investigation of toponymy and linguistic
geography. Because of the time and resources that have been available to me
as a doctoral researcher, I have not been able to devote much attention to these
additional goals so far. However, my work with the Shiwiar community will
continue and I hope that the outcomes listed above will all be achieved in the
long term.
I also would like to acknowledge the enormous amount of work that
was put in by Shiwiar collaborators in the collection and transcription of
Shiwiar speech. Thirty-three people agreed to have their voices recorded in a
variety of different contexts, and six Shiwiar collaborators spent countless
hours transcribing and translating those recordings with me. Without their
intuition and insights, this work would not have been possible. See Chapter
4 for more details on Shiwiar collaborators and speakers involved in the
collection and processing of primary data.

1.5. Data resolvability
A grammar of a language is necessarily based on partial data (cf. Thieberger
2009). In addition to the impossibility of sampling every utterance produced
by a language community, there is implicit and often explicit bias in the
collection of linguistic data. Furthermore, there are innumerable variables
that lead speakers to produce particular utterances or linguistic judgements
over others. This not only means that a grammar will never be fully
representative of a language in its entirety, but also that the conditions in
which the data were collected may never be fully replicable by other
researchers. One way in which grammar writers have traditionally countered
this is by including example sentences to back up their claims. However,
examples as they appear in a grammar are already removed from the primary
data by a few layers of abstraction: they are the product of phonetic, phonemic
or orthographic transcription, they may be parsed into abstract morphological
units, they are often interpreted with the aid of a translation into another
language and they are decontextualised from the pragmatic and social setting
in which they were uttered. For this reason, example sentences alone do not
guarantee a reproducible analysis.
I have strived to apply a high standard of data and source transparency
in this dissertation, and I have been guided by the principles and
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recommendations laid out in the literature on reproducibility in linguistics
(Berez 2015; Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018; Gawne et al. 2017; Thieberger 2009;
Thomason 1994, inter alia). As digital tools for language documentation and
data archiving become more advanced, it has become increasingly possible to
make linguistic work resolvable to the primary data that it is based on.
Thieberger (2009) outlines specific ways in which grammars can be embedded
and linked to documentary corpora, and I have followed many of his
proposals in this dissertation. All numbered examples in this grammar cite
the source recording that they were taken from, as well as the start and end
time of the utterance within that recording. In the PDF version of this
document, the reader can click on any example to listen to it. Chapter 4 is
dedicated to describing the primary data that this work is based on, including
information about the speakers and the geographic and social context of the
recordings, but also instructions on how to access the full audio and video
recordings in the digital repositories where they are stored.

1.6. Conventions
Throughout this text, the following conventions are used when citing
linguistic data. A list of these, including abbreviations and glosses, can be
found at the beginning of this work. Well established linguistic standards,
such as the Leipzig Glossing Rules, are followed as much as possible. Any
variations from the standard are explained in this subsection.
Text that is highlighted in bold is hyperlinked to another part of the
text in the PDF version of this work. This is done with cross-references to
other chapters or sections (often abbreviated with the symbol §), tables and
figures.
1.6.1. Examples
Examples are numbered by chapter so that (9.12) is the twelfth example in
chapter nine. Bold font is used to highlight particularly relevant parts of the
example. Numbered examples are usually made up of five lines. The top line
is a broad phonetic transcription in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA),
transcribed as if the example had been pronounced in careful speech. The
second line is an italicised phonemic transcription which has been parsed
morphologically. Loanwords are identified in this line by subscripted square
brackets with an abbreviation of the source language, e.g. pero[Sp] indicates
that the word pero is a loanword from Spanish. The third line is made up of
interlinearised English glosses which correspond to the morphemes of the line
above. The fourth and fifth lines are free translations into English and Spanish
respectively. I have decided to include the Spanish translation in this work
because it was the language that used during transcription and translation
sessions with Shiwiar consultants. English translations were only added to
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the corpus afterwards, but they are necessarily biased by my own
interpretation of the data. The Spanish translations on the other hand were
based on the native intuitions of consultants who are bilingual in both Shiwiar
and Spanish. In the interest of resolvability, all examples are cited to where
they appear in the primary data: the name of the audio recording is given,
followed by a time stamp (see chapter 4 for more details). Audio can be played
by clicking anywhere on the example.
All Shiwiar words and phrases that are embedded in the English prose
are italicised , transcribed phonemically in IPA and followed by a translation,
e.g. ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'. Although these are phonemic transcriptions, they are not
placed between slanted brackets (/ /). The only exception to this is when the
phonemic form is being contrasted with phonetic or orthographic
transcriptions, e.g. aŋkúʃipʲ 'gourd', but /aŋkúʃipʲ/ [aŋɡúʃip̚] 'gourd', or
/aŋkúʃipʲ/ <angkuship> 'gourd'. Words from other languages that are
embedded in the English prose – as well as reconstructed forms for earlier
states of languages, including Shiwiar – are also italicised .
Accent in Shiwiar is marked with an acute diacritic on the accented
syllable. Usually, this diacritic is used in IPA to mark high tone, and I have
chosen to mark Shiwiar accent this way because accented syllables are
pronounced with a relatively higher pitch than surrounding syllables.
However, I do not mean to imply by using this convention that there is
phonemic tone in Shiwiar.
I consciously avoid orthographic transcriptions of Shiwiar in this work
as much as possible because there is no ample consensus on orthography
within the Shiwiar community (see §2.5). In fact, the choice of one
orthography over another is a politically contentious matter (see Kohlberger
2016). By using the more abstract phonemic transcriptions, I remain neutral
as to which orthography is best. Nevertheless, in the few cases where Shiwiar
examples from written sources are cited, the original spelling is retained and
the transcription is placed between angled brackets (< >).
When words from a language other than English or Shiwiar (e.g.
Spanish or Northern Pastaza Kichwa) are used in the text, they are also
italicised and followed by a translation. Words from other indigenous South
American languages are cited phonemically wherever possible in order to
avoid confusion based on differences in orthographic practices.
All hypothesised yet unattested reconstructed forms of an earlier state
of the language are preceded by an asterisk (*). All unattested forms that are
judged to be impossible or ungrammatical are preceded by a double asterisk
(**).
Finally, because of the nature of Shiwiar clause chaining (see §6.5.2),
almost all examples from natural speech are not full clause chains but rather
segments of a larger chain. To convey the full clause chain every time an
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example is given would be highly impractical because clause chains in
Shiwiar can consist of dozens of clauses. To be faithful to the data, examples
from natural speech correspond to intonation units, which usually encompass
one or two clauses within a chain. For this reason, the reader can expect
frequent subordinating morphology in clauses that are expressed as finite
clauses in English.
1.6.2. Glossing practices
The glosses used in this text are listed on page xv. They are based on the
Leipzig Glossing Rules and glosses used in previous literature on other
Chicham languages (notably Overall 2017a). In order to avoid excessively
long glosses, shortened non-standard glosses for subject pronominal suffixes
(S), object pronominal suffixes (O), and possessive pronominal suffixes (P) are
used.
A hyphen (-) is used before suffixes (e.g. ‑a (IPFV)) and after prefixes (a‑
(CAUS)). It is also used at the end of bound roots (e.g. puh(u)‑ 'to live'). An
equal sign (=) is used before enclitics (e.g. =k(a) (TOP)).
A colon (:) is used in two cases. The first is to gloss multiple
grammatical categories in a portmanteau morpheme. In order for a
morpheme to be considered a portmanteau here, the categories that are
expressed by it are necessarily also independently expressed by a nonportmanteau morpheme elsewhere in Shiwiar grammar. For example,
‑(i)nʲ(a) (IPFV:PL) expresses both imperfectivity and plurality in Shiwiar verbs,
but each of those categories is expressed by a single morpheme elsewhere in
the verbal morphology, ‑a (IPFV) and ‑(a)r(a) (PL).
The second use of the colon is to gloss the meaning of an ideophone,
coordinator or interjection, e.g. tak (IDEO:pierce.ground 'an ideophone that
means to pierce the ground').
A plus sign (+) is used in two cases. The first is to gloss phonological
fusion between two morphemes that are normally expressed independently
in a paradigm. For example, wɨ‑á‑ha‑i (go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL) 'I go' and
wɨ‑á‑wa‑i (go-IPFV-3.S-DECL) 'he goes', but wɨ‑á‑hi (go-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL) 'we
go'. Note that in the last case, the first person marker is fused to the
declarative mood marker. Compare that to wɨ‑á‑ha‑k (go-IPFV-1SG.S-Q) 'Do I
go?', wɨ‑á‑wa‑k (go-IPFV-3.S-Q) 'Does he go?' and wɨ‑á‑hi‑k (go-IPFV-1 PL.S-Q)
'Do we go?', where the first person plural marker is not phonologically fused
to the interrogative mood marker that follows.
Another use of the plus sign is to gloss a morphological category that
is expressed suprasegmentally. For example, in certain words locative case is
marked by a change in accent: íkʲam 'forest' vs. ikʲám (forest+LOC) 'in the
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forest'. There is no way to express this kind of suprasegmental locative
morphology in a concatenative gloss.
Finally, an underscore (_) is used to distinguish two members of a
compound hujuínʲt͡sa (hujuí_ɨ ń t͡sa) (IDEO:mist_river) 'Juyuintsa (name of a
village)'.
A comma (,) is used to indicate a prosodic pause. A semicolon (;) is
placed at the end of a clause in a larger clause chain. A full stop (.) indicates
the end of a clause chain. An ellipsis is used after a false start or an incomplete
phrase.
Morphemes are glossed according to the principle of “one morpheme,
one gloss”. In other words, every morpheme will only have one gloss in all
examples, even if the semantics of the English gloss seems strange in certain
contexts, e.g. if the gloss 'tell' is used in an intransitive context. The reason for
the strict application of this principle is so that the analysis of Shiwiar
grammar and semantics stays true to distinctions that can be borne out of the
Shiwiar data and are not an artefact of translation.
1.6.3. Citation of allomorphs in the text
Shiwiar has undergone several diachronic processes of elision (see §5.2.1).
These processes only applied to phonemes in certain prosodic positions of the
word, e.g. unaccented final vowels in words longer than two syllables.
However, because of the synthetic nature of Shiwiar morphology, the
prosodic position of a morpheme within a word can change if suffixes or
clitics are added to a stem. The result of this is that most morphemes have
multiple allomorphs synchronically, some of which still contain the elided
phonemes and some of which do not. For example, the agentive nominaliser
historically had the form *‑inʲu. However, depending on the prosodic
position that this morpheme appears in, synchronically in most cases either
the /i/ or the /u/ are elided: [uʋiʃíɲ] /uwiʃ‑ínʲ/ (cure-AG.NMLZ) 'shaman', but
[uʋiʃɲún] /uwiʃ‑nʲú=n/ (cure-AG.NMLZ=OBJ) 'shaman (in object case)'.
This causes a problem for the citation of morphemes in this text: should
the unelided historic form be considered the “underlying form” and cited, or
should one of the synchronic elided allomorphs be chosen as the more “basic”
one and cited? I have decided to do neither: beyond using token frequency, I
see no principled way of choosing one allomorph over another, but I am also
uncomfortable positing a so-called underlying form which hardly ever
appears synchronically. As a compromise alternative, I have decided to cite
bound morphemes with the elided phones in parentheses, e.g. ‑(i)nʲ(u)
'AG.NMLZ'. Free morphemes that can be uttered on their own are written in
their citation form.
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1.7. Outline of this work
The following three chapters introduce different topics that underlie the
linguistic data discussed in the bulk of this dissertation. Chapter 2 presents
an overview of Shiwiar grammar from a typological perspective and it
explains the relationship of Shiwiar to the rest of the Chicham languages, as
well as to other unrelated languages spoken in the area. Chapter 3 introduces
the Shiwiar people, their history and their culture. It also includes
observations about the use of language in Shiwiar communities from a
sociolinguistic standpoint. Chapter 4 is a detailed description of the data
sources, the methodology used for data collection, and information about the
primary data that this thesis is based on.
The phonology of Shiwiar is discussed in Chapter 5, including an
overview of the phonological inventory, insights on syllabic structure and
phonotactics and a description of elision processes that have had substantial
effects on Shiwiar morphophonology. This chapter also examines the
phonetic characteristics of speech sounds in Shiwiar.
An overview of Shiwiar morphology, syntax and information structure
is presented in Chapter 6. In this chapter, all Shiwiar word classes are listed
and defined. Then, the highly synthetic nature of Shiwiar morphology is
introduced. Syntactic topics, such as constituent order, finiteness and clause
combining, are also examined. Finally, the marking of information structure
is discussed.
Nominals are the focus of Chapter 7. First, the characteristics of nouns,
adjectives and pronouns are described, as well as the differences between
them. Then, derivational and inflectional morphology is presented, including
possession and case marking. This chapter also addresses the internal syntax
of noun phrases and the use of demonstratives and other nominal modifiers.
Finally, in Chapter 8, verbal morphology is analysed. All major
derivational and inflectional processes are considered – including valency
changes, and the marking of aspect, negation, tense, person, number and
mood. The morphology and use of deverbal nominalisations is also
discussed. Finally, a set of highly distinctive verbs, namely copulas and
auxiliaries, are explained.
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Chapter 2

2. The Shiwiar Language

This chapter introduces the Shiwiar language. Section 2.1 is an outline of the
most pervasive grammatical categories and structures found in Shiwiar,
presented from a typological perspective. Areas of Shiwiar grammar which
are cross-linguistically salient, rare or unique are highlighted throughout.
The next two sections place Shiwiar in its wider historical and areal context.
Section 2.2 describes the relationship between Shiwiar and its linguistic
relatives, the four other Chicham languages. It also presents a summary of
existing work on Chicham languages to date. Languages which are not
related to Shiwiar but are spoken in the vicinity and have been in contact with
Chicham languages are covered in §2.3. Section 2.4 discusses contact between
Shiwiar and Spanish. Orthographic conventions are laid out in §2.5, including
some of the historical and political considerations that are tied in with
orthography and prescription.

2.1. Typological overview
The Shiwiar language is spoken in an area between the northeastern foothills
of the Andes Mountains and the northwestern edge of the Amazon Basin.
Like many languages spoken in this intermediate region (see van Gijn 2014),
Shiwiar exhibits typological features that are typical of both Andean and
Amazonian languages.
Shiwiar has 14 consonants and 8 vowels (four vowel qualities and an
oral/nasal distinction). From a global typological perspective this is a
relatively small phoneme inventory, but it is not unusual for languages of the
area (cf. Maddieson 2013a; Maddieson 2013b). The consonants consist of three
oral and three nasal stops, two affricates, three fricatives, two glides and an
alveolar tap. The presence of a palatal nasal and a preponderance of fricatives
compared to affricates have been flagged as Andean features (Dixon &
Aikhenvald 1999: 9; Torero 2002: 523), but the presence of a single liquid
phoneme, a central high vowel and contrastive vowel nasalisation have been
said to be typical of Amazonian languages (Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999: 8).
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There are abundant phonological and morphophonological
alternations in Shiwiar, most often involving syncope/apocope, postnasal
voicing of stops and palatalisation. As a result of these phonological
processes, most morphemes in the language have numerous allomorphs
whose distribution is determined by particular prosodic and phonotactic
factors. A further result of these processes is that Shiwiar has gone from
having mostly open CV syllables historically to allowing complex consonant
clusters and codas synchronically. This is highly reminiscent of central
Andean languages, in particular Aymaran (Adelaar 2012: 601).
There are two open word classes: verbs and nouns. Adjectives are a
semi-open class with only a limited number of underived adjectives, but with
the option of deriving new adjectives from verbs. Other word classes, all
closed and with relatively few members, include pronouns, adverbs,
numerals, quantifiers, discourse particles and interjections. A final closed
word class which is nevertheless made up of numerous members consists of
ideophones. Payne (2001: 596) suggests that ideophones are characteristic for
languages of the Amazon.
Shiwiar is a highly synthetic language, like most Andean and
Amazonian languages (van Gijn 2014: 111). Shiwiar morphology is mostly
agglutinating but fusion (especially as a result of phonological assimilation)
is common within the verbal morphology. Shiwiar morphology is templatic
and largely suffixing (in verbs) and encliticising (in nouns). A similarly strong
preference for suffixation has been said to be characteristic of Andean
languages (Torero 2002: 526). Interestingly, the only exception to this
suffixing/encliticising pattern in Shiwiar is a single verbal causative prefix in
the form of a vowel, which has been identified by Payne (1990a: 78) as a
widespread form in Amazonian languages and may well have been a product
of morphological borrowing.
Shiwiar is both head and dependent marking. Core arguments are
indexed on the verb and grammatical relations are expressed on nouns by
means of case marking. It has strict nominative-accusative alignment, like in
most Andean languages (Torero 2002: 529). Nominal objects are case-marked
differentially: first and second person objects are always marked with socalled object case; third person objects are only marked with object case if the
clauses have a first person singular or third person subject. This is a
typologically rare type of differential object marking, referred to as a global
split (Silverstein 1976: 178) or scenario-conditioned differential object marking
(Witzlack-Makarevich & Seržant 2018: 12) because it is conditioned by
characteristics of both the subject and the object.
The preferred constituent order is predicate-final. SOV order is the
norm, but it can be manipulated in both main and subordinate clauses for
information structural reasons. This is the same pattern found in many
Andean languages (Torero 2002: 526).
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Nouns fall into two possession classes: obligatorily and nonobligatorily possessed nouns. The former is the more limited set and is mostly
made up of kinship terms. Cross-cutting that distinction, Shiwiar nouns can
also be divided into an alienable and an inalienable class, each of which is
marked with different possessive morphemes. Inalienably possessed nouns
mostly include body parts and kinship terms. The existence of these two
possession classes is characteristic for many languages of the Americas (Bickel
& Nichols 2013; Nichols & Bickel 2013).
Shiwiar has a very small class of numerals. Although there has been
recent elaboration through Spanish loans and innovations, the only native
numerals that are used regularly in natural speech correspond to 'one', 'two'
and 'three'. Having a limited set of numerals has been identified as a typically
Amazonian trait (Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999: 9).
Finite verbs in Shiwiar are obligatorily marked for aspect, tense, person,
number and mood. Aspectual categories include perfective, imperfective and
durative. There are many synthetic tenses: four past tenses and two future
tenses in addition to an unmarked tense which is interpreted as either present
or perfect. A large class of mood markers can be divided into four mood
types: indicative, interrogative, imperative and exclamative. These elaborate
paradigms of TAM morphology are commonly found in other Amazonian
languages (where the marking is often optional), but they are perhaps more
reminiscent of those found in neighbouring Andean languages where TAM
marking is also obligatory (Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999: 9–10).
The predicative use of nominalisations is widespread as a
subordination strategy: participant nominalisations are used for relative
clauses and event nominalisations are used for complement clauses. This is a
common trait of many South American languages (van Gijn, Haude &
Muysken 2011: 10–13).
Clause chaining is pervasive in Shiwiar, and a complex system of
switch-reference is used. While this is also a common clause linking strategy
in a large number of South American languages (van Gijn 2016), Shiwiar
switch-reference is typologically rare in that it not only can track subjects but
other arguments as well.

2.2. The Chicham (Jivaroan) languages
Shiwiar belongs to the Chicham language family. This is a group of closely
related varieties spoken along the border between Ecuador and Peru by five
distinct ethno-political 2 groups. There is widespread mutual intelligibility,
The use of this term intends to reflect the fact that the five different Chichamspeaking groups are both ethnically distinct (particularly in the sense that their
2
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especially between geographically contiguous populations (Overall 2017a: 22;
Stark 1985: 177). For this reason, the Chicham languages are best thought of
as a dialect continuum. Nevertheless, speakers feel very strongly about the
differences between the five varieties, and in this work the Chicham
languages will be presented as five discrete languages, each corresponding to
one of the five ethnic groups that speak them. Table 2.1 lists all five languages
by their most conventional English name, and includes their autonyms, their
Spanish names, the area in which they are spoken, as well as estimates of the
number of speakers based on the latest census data.
Compared to other Amazonian languages, Chicham languages are
strikingly healthy in terms of language vitality. All five Chicham languages
are still spoken across all generations and they are often used as the primary
language within native communities. Although bilingualism with Spanish is
widespread, it is interesting to note that Chicham is one of the few language
families in northwest Amazonia that is not being rapidly displaced by Spanish
or Quechuan (Wise 1999: 341).
2.2.1. Historical development and ethnonyms
It is not clear how long the current five ethnic divisions have existed or how
long they have lived in their current territories. Gnerre (1975) suggests on the
basis of toponymic evidence in Spanish colonial documents that the
geographic distribution of Chicham groups in the 16th century extended
further west into the Andes mountains and perhaps not as far to the east into
the Amazon basin. Chicham-speaking groups were historically referred to by
many different “tribal” names based on the hydronym of the river or stream
on which they lived or the name of local leaders (Overall 2017a: 23). Some of
the ethnonyms mentioned in the literature – but no longer in use today – are
Antipa (Shu), Arapico (Shu), Bolona/Bolono (Shu), Bracamoro (Shu), Canelo
(Shi), Gualaquiza/Gualakisa (Shu), Maca/Makas (Shu), Miasel, Pinday/Pintuk
(Shi), Samora (Shu) and Upano (Shu) (see de Castellví & Espinosa 1958: 139;
Loukotka 1968: 157–158; Mason 1950: 223; Steward & Métraux 1948: 618). The
abbreviations after the group name indicate the current Chicham group that
inhabits those river basins today. Judging by the years in which the five
modern-day ethnonyms began to appear in the literature, it seems that the
nation- and identity-building processes that resulted in the formation of the
five current groups started in the late 18th century, possibly as a result of
missionary influence. After the war between Ecuador and Peru in the 1940s,
ethnic divisions amongst the Chicham people were also shaped by the
international border between those two countries (see Peña 2015: 2).

members identify as belonging to different ethnicities) and politically distinct (in
the sense that they are considered different indigenous nations by the Ecuadorean
and Peruvian governments).

shuar
huambisa, wampis

iinia chicham
shiwiar chicham
shuar chicham
iina chicham,
wampis chicham

agr/
agua1253

acu/
achu1248(c)

jiv/
shua1257

hub/
huam1247

Aguaruna

Shiwiar
(Mayna(d))

Shuar

Wampis
(Huambisa)

55,400
1,000 in Ecuador;
200 in Peru
62,000

Peru (Amazonas, Loreto, San
Martín, Cajamarca)
Ecuador (Pastaza); Peru
(Loreto)
Ecuador (Morona-Santiago,
Pastaza, Zamora-Chinchipe,
Orellana, Sucumbíos, Guayas)

(a)

The locations of the different speech communities were taken from census data (INEC 2010; INEI 2009; Ministerio de Educación
2013) and further confirmed by examining language maps provided by the Ecuadorean Institute for Amazonian Regional
Ecodevelopment (Instituto para el Ecodesarrollo Regional Amazónico – ECORAE).
(b) Speaker numbers were taken from the latest Ecuadorean and Peruvian censuses and rounded to the nearest hundred (INEC
2010; INEI 2009). Note that the Ecuadorean census asked specifically whether a person spoke an indigenous language, whereas
the Peruvian census asked for ethnic self-identification. This means that the Peruvian speaker numbers could differ from those
reported here.
(c) Note that ISO 639-3 and Glottocode do not distinguish between Shiwiar and Achuar.
(d) See section 3.4 for a discussion on the use of this term.
(e) This term is offensive in Ecuador and has fallen out of use as an ethnonym.

10,200

13,500 in Ecuador;
10,900 in Peru

Ecuador (Morona-Santiago,
Pastaza); Peru (Loreto)

Peru (Amazonas, Loreto)

Approximate
speaker number(b)

Country (province/region)(a)

Table 2.1. The Chicham languages

shíwiar; jíbaro(e) (Peru);
mayna (Peru)

aguaruna; awajún

achuar; achual (Peru)

achuar chicham

acu/
achu1248(c)

Achuar

Spanish name(s)

Autonym

ISO 639-3/
Glottocode

Language
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The proto-Chicham autonym can be reconstructed as *ʃíwar. This is
supported by the fact that four of the modern-day Chicham autonyms are
cognates of this word: ʃuár in Shuar, at͡ʃuár (a contraction of at͡ʃú ʃuar 'people
of the moriche palm') in Achuar, and ʃíwʲar in Shiwiar. ʃuár wampís, or simply
ʃuár, is also a common autonym amongst the Wampis (Peña 2015: 22). The
corresponding cognate in Aguaruna, ʃiwáŋ , means 'enemy' (Overall 2017a:
23), a semantic change which is not surprising given the feuding that long
existed between the Chicham groups (see §3.3.6).
In English, the Chicham people have traditionally been referred to as
Jivaroans (and the languages as Jivaroan languages), based on the Spanish
word jívaro (also spelled jíbaro). In an etymological sense, this term is apt
because it originates from a hispanised form of the Chicham autonym:
Spanish colonial chroniclers recorded *ʃíwar as Xíbaro or Gíbaro (Gnerre 1973;
Harner 1984: xv), and this was eventually borrowed into English from
Spanish. However, the Spanish word jívaro/jíbaro has since acquired negative
and insulting overtones in various dialects of Spanish, so local linguists have
been shifting away from it at the request of Chicham speakers. In some
Ecuadorean circles, the term aents (which means 'person' in most Chicham
varieties) has emerged as a replacement to jívaro/jíbaro, but this term does not
seem to have been taken on by other linguists or by the speech communities
themselves to refer to the languages. Most recently, the term chicham
('language') was suggested by Shuar linguist Tuntiak Katan Jua to denote the
language family (Katan Jua 2011). This proposal has been met with
favourable reactions from native speakers and linguists alike, so the language
family will be henceforth referred to exclusively as Chicham in this work.
2.2.2. Internal relations within the Chicham family
Chicham languages are closely related.
This is especially true for
neighbouring varieties: Achuar and Shiwiar have often been classed together
as a single language in the literature (see for example Fast Mowitz, Warkentin
de Fast & Fast Warkentin 2008). The high degree of mutual intelligibility
between contiguous Chicham varieties has led scholars to describe the
language family as a dialect continuum (Gnerre 2010) or as a “language area”
with emergent languages (Kaufman 1990: 42).
Various subgrouping proposals have been made for the Chicham
family (Campbell 1997: 185; Corbera Mori 1994: 21; de Castellví & Espinosa
1958: 139–140; Gnerre 2010; Loukotka 1968: 157–158; McQuown 1955; Stark
1985: 176; Wise 1999: 309). Most of them can be condensed into the visual
representation found in Figure 2.1. These proposals acknowledge the close
relationship of Achuar and Shiwiar by grouping them as a single language.
They also accurately distinguish Aguaruna from the other four more closely
related languages (often labelled the “Shuar subgroup”). However, the
assumption of these models is that the divergent phonological patterns found
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in Aguaruna are conservative retentions inherited directly from ProtoChicham and that the Shuar subgroup underwent shared phonological
innovation. Specifically, Payne (1978: 46) suggests that Aguaruna retained a
hypothesised velar nasal proto-phoneme /*ŋ/ which was innovated to /r/ in
the languages of the Shuar subgroup. However, Overall (2008) points out the
opposite is true: it is in fact Aguaruna which has undergone phonological
innovation by losing the rhotic, whereas the /r/ found in the other four
languages is a shared retention.. He therefore calls into question the validity
of the family tree as shown in Figure 2.1 and argues that there is no evidence
to support internal subgrouping.

Figure 2.1. Problematic cladistic diagram of internal relations within the
Chicham family (adapted from Overall 2007: 5; Stark 1985: 176)
Despite the problems in establishing cladistic subgroupings in the
traditional way (based solely on lexical comparisons and phonological
innovations), there does seem to be broad impressionistic consensus in the
literature about the degree of relatedness of the five Chicham languages. As
stated above, there is ample evidence that Aguaruna is the most divergent of
the five. The other four languages form a dialect continuum where Wampis
and Shuar, on the one hand, and Achuar and Shiwiar, on the other hand, are
particularly closely related. Aguaruna and Wampis share some traits that the
other languages do not, for example the lack of palatalisation of consonants
after a front high vowel in Aguaruna and in younger Wampis speakers,
although this feature is pervasive across the rest of the family. Finally, it has
been observed that some lexical items are shared between Shiwiar and
Aguaruna, even though they are not found in other languages including
Achuar (Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de Fast & Fast Warkentin 2008: 12). Figure
2.2 shows a non-cladistic representation of the internal relations within the
Chicham language family, where the thickness of a line is proportional to the
degree of relatedness between the languages.
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Figure 2.2. Internal relations within the Chicham language family
There are dictionaries and grammatical descriptions available for all
Chicham languages except Shiwiar.
In recent years, comprehensive
grammars based on natural speech data have become available for Aguaruna
(Overall 2017a) and Wampis (Peña 2015), as well as a detailed sketch grammar
for Shuar (Saad 2014). Table 2.1 is a list of existing literature on Chicham
languages. Previous work on Shiwiar is listed in §4.1.

Language

Achuar

Aguaruna

Reference

Topic

Fast & Fast 1981

Pedagogical grammar

Fast Mowitz 1975a

Morphology and syntax

Fast Mowitz 1975b

Ideophones

Fast Mowitz 1975c

Phonology

Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de
Fast & Fast Warkentin 2008

Dictionary

Berlin & O’Neill 1981

Sound symbolism

Corbera Mori 1978

Phonology

Corbera Mori 1994

Grammar

Fast & Larson 1974

Pedagogical grammar

Larsen 1963

Morphology and syntax

Larson 2008

Dictionary

Lee 1995

Nasality

Overall 2007

Comprehensive grammar

Table 2.2. Literature on Chicham languages
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Language

Aguaruna

Shuar

Wampis
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Reference

Topic

Overall 2008

Phonology

Overall 2009

Clause linking

Overall 2014a

Clause chaining

Overall 2014b

Nominalisations

Overall 2016

Switch-reference

Overall 2017a

Comprehensive grammar

Overall 2017b

Commands

Payne 1978

Nasality

Payne 1989

Prosody

Payne 1990b

Accent

Pike & Larson 1964

Phonology

Uwarai Yagkug, Paz Suikai
& Regan 1998

Dictionary

Wipio Deicat, Antunce
Segundo & Jakway 1996

Dictionary

Gnerre 2010

Grammar

Pellizaro 1969

Grammar

Pellizaro & Náwech 2005

Dictionary

Saad 2014

Grammar

Turner 1958a

Phonology

Turner 1958b

Grammar

Turner 1992

Grammar

Beasley & Pike 1957

Phonology

Berlin & O’Neill 1981

Sound symbolism

Corbera Mori 1980

Word list

Jakway 1987

Dictionary

Larson 1957

Word list

Peña 2015

Comprehensive grammar

Table 2.2. (cont.) Literature on Chicham languages
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2.2.3. Genetic links to other languages
A number of possible historical links between the Chicham family and
neighbouring languages have been suggested in the literature. Greenberg
(1960; 1987) postulated a genetic grouping between Chicham languages and
Kandozi-Chapra. Payne (1981) also claimed on the basis of shared lexical
items that Kandozi-Chapra is related to Chicham languages, but he later
retracted that claim (Payne 1990a: 84). Beuchat and Rivet (1909), on the other
hand, list possible lexical similarities between Chicham languages and
Arawak languages, leading a number of other scholars to make similar claims
(de Castellví & Espinosa 1958; Gnerre 2010; Mason 1950). Finally, Kaufman
(1990) claims that there is lexical support for a link between Chicham
languages and Kawapanan languages.
Although there are indeed some lexical and morphological similarities
between the aforementioned languages and the Chicham family, it has not
been robustly shown that they are indicative of a common origin. In all cases,
the lexical and morphological similarities could well be ascribed to language
contact (see §2.3). In this work, it will be assumed that Chicham languages
are not related to any other extant languages of South America. This is in line
with the classifications by Tessmann (1930), McQuown (1955), Loukotka
(1968) and Campbell (2012), all of whom consider Chicham languages to be
an isolated grouping.
A special note should be made about Palta (also known as Xoroca),
Malacato and Bracamoro (also known as Pacamuru), all of which are extinct
languages of southern Ecuador and northern Peru which have also been
linked to Chicham languages in much of the literature (Adelaar & Muysken
2004: 396–397; de Castellví & Espinosa 1958: 139–140; Loukotka 1968: 157;
Mason 1950: 223; McQuown 1955; Steward & Métraux 1948: 618; Torero 2002:
284–287). Four Palta words were documented in Jiménez de la Espada (1965:
143). They are compared with possible Chicham cognates in Table 2.3.
The three possible cognate sets laid out in the table below are
interesting, but they are not enough evidence to posit a genetic relationship
between the Chicham family and Palta, as they may be the result of chance
similarity or lexical borrowing. However, there are further indications that
Palta may have been a Chicham language. Gnerre (1975) explores
anthroponymic and toponymic clues from 16th century Spanish chronicles and
concludes that Palta people and place names are highly reminiscent of
Chicham ones. For example, many Palta toponyms end in ‑nama, which
resembles the locative case marker in Chicham languages (=n(a)m(a) in
Shiwiar). Furthermore, there seems to be a Chicham substrate in the Spanish
of southern Ecuador and northern Peru where Palta was historically spoken.
The local Spanish name for a common lancehead snake (Bothrops atrox) is
macanche; the snake is called makánt͡ʃ in Shiwiar.

Contact with unrelated indigenous languages
Palta
Word
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Chicham

Meaning

Possible
cognate

Meaning

júmi

'water'

'corn'

ʃáa

'corn'

'fire'

kapáut

'burn'

<yumé>

'water'

<let>

'firewood'

<xeme>

<capal>

(Ag)

Notes
Note that <y>
corresponds to [j] in
Spanish. This cognate
correspondence was
first suggested by
Rivet (1912: 135–136).
No corresponding
Chicham cognates
suggested in the
literature.
Note that <x> often
represents [ʃ] in the
Spanish colonial
literature. This cognate
correspondence is
suggested by
Loukotka (1968: 158).
This cognate
correspondence is
suggested by Torero
(2002: 284).

Table 2.3. Palta words compared with possible Chicham cognates

2.3. Contact with unrelated indigenous languages
The north-western Amazon basin, where Chicham languages are spoken, is
an area of great ethnic and linguistic diversity. Speakers of Chicham
languages have long lived in close proximity to speakers of a number of
unrelated language families, including Quechuan, Zaparoan, Kawapanan,
Kandozi-Chapra and Taushiro (the last two being isolates rather than
families). The relationships between these ethnic groups can be characterised
as relatively egalitarian, and cultural practices such as exogamy (see §3.3.7)
suggest that there is a history of deep conventionalised interaction between at
least some of those groups. Epps and Michael (2017) describe very similar
situations for other contact zones in Amazonia, and they point out that these
conditions clearly favour cultural and linguistic diffusion. The degree to
which the aforementioned languages have influenced each other is still
unclear as there have been few systematic comparative studies of languages
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of this particular region in northwest Amazonia. Nevertheless, there are some
lexical and morphological similarities between Chicham languages and their
neighbours which may be the result of language contact. I will discuss them
in this section.
2.3.1. Lexical loans
I have only identified a small number of loanwords in Shiwiar from other
indigenous languages.3 This might seem surprising at first sight, given that
Shiwiar people are multilingual and are in regular contact with speakers of
different languages. However, the low levels of lexical borrowing in Shiwiar
are probably related to the fact that there are strong cultural prohibitions
against language mixing and code-switching between Shiwiar and other
indigenous languages (see §3.6). It is likely that over time speakers of Shiwiar
would have monitored their lexicon to avoid loanwords from neighbouring
languages in order to keep the language “pure”. This is highly reminiscent of
what has been described for other areas of Amazonia, including the Vaupés,
Putumayo-Caquetá and Upper Xingu regions, where low levels of lexical
borrowing have also been explained by alluding to local cultural norms that
strongly disfavour language mixing (Epps & Michael 2017).
Although there are few indigenous loanwords in Shiwiar overall, the
borrowings that are present in the language seem to cluster in clear semantic
domains: loanwords in Shiwiar are overwhelmingly terms for animals. It is
interesting to note that many of the loanwords in Shiwiar are in fact
Wanderwörter, words which have diffused across many Amazonian languages
(cf. Haynie et al. 2018). This is once again remarkably similar to what has been
found in other Amazonian contact areas. For example, in the languages of the
Vaupés region borrowings are disproportionately found in the domains of
flora-fauna and material/ritual culture, including many Wanderwörter (Epps &
Michael 2017: 939–940). Epps and Michael further suggest that the high
numbers of Wanderwörter in the Vaupés offer the impression that if a lexical
item is to be borrowed, it is likely to be diffused widely. The data from
Shiwiar appears to support this hypothesis.
Of all the words that I have identified as possible loanwords in Shiwiar,
the vast majority are shared exclusively with Kandozi-Chapra, a language
isolate spoken to the southwest of Shiwiar by some 3,000 people (Wise 1999:
310). Payne (1981) incorrectly identified many of these shared words as
evidence that Kandozi-Chapra and Chicham languages are genetically
related. However, since no other evidence of further shared inherited
material between the two language groups has been identified, these shared

Many of the loanwords I list here were brought to my attention through a lexical
comparative database compiled by Pattie Epps and colleagues (Epps n.d.).
3
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words are better analysed as borrowings. Table 2.4 is a list of lexical items
found in both Shiwiar and Kandozi-Chapra.

Shiwiar

Kandozi-Chapra4

áju 'yes, OK (affirmative

ájó 'very well'
(Tuggy 2008: 3)

feedback)'

ampúʃ 'owl'

ampoʃa 'owl' (Tuggy
2008: 1)

Notes

Apocope in Shiwiar.

aúnt͡s 'Spix’s guan
(Penelope jacquacu)'

karont͡si 'guan'
(Tuggy 2008: 23)

Loss of intervocalic /r/
in Shiwiar.

hɨɨ́ nt͡ʃam 'bat'

nt͡ʃómira 'bat'
(Tuggy 2008: 38)

Apocope in Shiwiar.

ja j́ ã 'type of rodent'

yaníayá 'jungle rat'

kawáu 'blue-and-yellow

kawaaro 'macaw'

macaw (Ara ararauna)'

(Tuggy 2008: 25)

Loss of intervocalic /r/
in Shiwiar.

konampi 'squirrel'

Apocope in Shiwiar.

kunám 'squirrel'
kúru 'bicolored-spined
porcupine (Coendou
bicolor)'

mánt͡ʃu 'mosquito'
máʃu 'Salvin’s curassow
(Mitu salvini)'

(Tuggy 2008: 108)

(Tuggy 2008: 31)

Nasalisation in Shiwiar.

koro 'bicoloredspined porcupine'
(Tuggy 2008: 32)
mant͡ʂo 'mosquito'
(Tuggy 2008: 45)

maʃo 'curassow'
(Tuggy 2008: 45)
miika 'common
bean' (Tuggy 2008:
47)

Apocope in Shiwiar.

muúk 'head'

moot͡ʃo 'head'
(Tuggy 2008: 48)

Apocope in Shiwiar.

pamá 'tapir (Tapirus

pamara 'tapir'
(Tuggy 2008: 58)

Loss of intervocalic /r/
in Shiwiar.

míikʲ 'common bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris)'

terrestris)'

Table 2.4. Shared vocabulary in Shiwiar and Kandozi-Chapra

I have adapted the transcription of Kandozi-Chapra words from their source so
that they are spelt phonemically here. The translations into English are mine.
4
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Shiwiar

Kandozi-Chapra

Notes

suŋkírum 'eel'

saŋkíramá 'eel'
(Tuggy 2008: 67)

Apocope in Shiwiar.

súsu 'beard'
súunti 'iguana'

sosi 'beard' (Tuggy
2008: 70)

sóntari 'iguana'
(Tuggy 2008: 69)

Loss of intervocalic /r/
in Shiwiar.
Apocope in Shiwiar.

ʃurúk 'cockroach'
túnta 'container made

ʃorota 'cockroach'
(Tuggy 2008: 73)

out of a calabash'

tóntó 'calabash'
(Tuggy 2008: 82)

t͡sɨ á s 'poison'

t͡spasa 'poison'
(Tuggy 2008: 92)

wa ã́ 'hole'

waat͡ʃo 'hole' (Tuggy

wakán 'spirit'

wít͡ʃiŋ 'small squirrel'

uwiʃínʲ 'shaman'

uŋkúmi 'capybara
(Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris)'

2008: 93)

kaniiʂi 'spirit' (Tuggy
2008: 21)

pt͡ʃiiŋko 'black
squirrel' (Tuggy
2008: 60)
wíʃinó 'shaman'
(Tuggy 2008: 104)

ŋkómijá 'capybara'
(Tuggy 2008: 9)

ʃuut in other Chicham
languages (Larson 2008:
63; Pellizaro & Náwech
2005: 382).

Apocope in Shiwiar.
Apocope in Shiwiar.
Apocope in Shiwiar.
Likely of KandoziChapra origin, as wa‑ is
a 3rd person possession
prefix in KandoziChapra (Tuggy 2008:
239)
Apocope in Shiwiar.
Likely of Chicham
origin, as it is
morphologically
complex in Shiwiar:
uwiʃ-ínʲ (cure-AG.NMLZ).
Apocope in Shiwiar.
Not commonly used in
Shiwiar; kapiwár (also a
loan, see Table 2.6) is
often used instead.

Table 2.4. (cont.) Shared vocabulary in Shiwiar and Kandozi-Chapra
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For most of these words, it is unclear what the directionality of the
borrowing is. It may be tempting to assume that Kandozi-Chapra is the
source language because many of the Shiwiar words have undergone loss of
intervocalic /r/ or apocope. However, these phonological processes are recent
and attested in the native vocabulary of Shiwiar as well (see §5.2.1), so they
are not indicative of directionality in loans. Given that most of the words in
Table 2.4 have regular cognates across the entire Chicham language family, it
is possible that these are in fact mostly Chicham loans into Kandozi-Chapra.
Alternatively, they could be Kandozi-Chapra loans into Proto-Chicham, or
the words could have diffused across the Chicham language family over time.
As discussed above, in addition to vocabulary shared exclusively with
Kandozi-Chapra, Shiwiar also has loanwords which have been borrowed
across many language families in northern South America. A number of these
so-called Wanderwörter are listed in Table 2.5. Although it is still unclear to
what degree colonial languages like Spanish mediated the spreading of some
of these words, it is important to note that pre-Columbian trade networks
likely played a much more central role in establishing cultural diffusion
practices between language groups which then facilitated the dissemination
of Wanderwörter. The phonological forms of many Wanderwörter suggest that
even words which are ultimately of Spanish origin, like plátano 'banana', may
have been diffused via indigenous languages (for example via Quechuan
palanta 'banana') rather than borrowed directly from Spanish.

Shiwiar word

Families with probable
cognates

Selected sources for
sample cognates

atáʃ 'chicken'

Barbacoan, KandoziChapra, Kawapanan,
Panoan, Quechuan

(Huber & Beed 1992:
137; Jakway Todd 1975:
145,245; Landerman
2008: 14; Tuggy 2008:
36)

Cariban, Kamsá,
Quechuan, Tukanoan,
Zaparoan

(Beier et al. 2011: 51;
Huber & Beed 1992: 173;
Jakway Todd 1975: 303)

kánu 'canoe'

Barbacoan, Cariban,
Chibchan, Kamsá,
Kandozi-Chapra,
Quechuan, Zaparoan

(Beier et al. 2011: 21;
Huber & Beed 1992: 90;
Landerman 2008: 16;
Tuggy 2008: 21)

kuíʃ 'pineapple
(Ananas comosus)'

Boran, Kandozi-Chapra

(Thiesen & Thiesen
2008:94; Tuggy 2008:32)

jáhi 'chaliponga
(Diplopterys
cabrerana)'

Table 2.5. Wanderwörter in Shiwiar
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Shiwiar word

kúju 'blue-throated
piping guan (Pipile
cumanensis)'

kút͡ʃi 'pig'
paántam 'banana
(Musa × paradisiaca)'

páni 'piranha
(Serrasalmuus sp.)'

sa ã́ sa 'hoatzin
(Opisthocomus
hoazin)'

Families with probable
cognates

Selected sources for
sample cognates

Arawak, Guahiban,
Tukanoan

(Huber & Beed 1992:
136)

Candoshi, Quechuan,
Zaparoan

(Beier et al. 2011: 24;
Landerman 2008: 18;
Tuggy 2008: 29)

Arawak, Barbacoan,
Guahiban, KandoziChapra, Kawapanan,
Quechuan

(Huber & Beed 1992:
174; Jakway Todd 1975:
153; Landerman 2008:
35; Tuggy 2008: 59)

Cariban, KandoziChapra, Quechuan

(Landerman 2008: 35;
Meira 1999: 697; Tuggy
2008: 58)

Cofán, Kandozi-Chapra,
Quechuan, Wao

(Orr D. & de Pearson
1979: 12–13; Tuggy
2008: 67)

Kandozi-Chapra, Tupian

(Souza Mello 2000: 197;
Tuggy 2008: 81)

Kawapanan, TikunaJuri, Tukanoan, Tupian,
Urarina

(Anderson & Anderson
2016:224; Huber & Beed
1992: 188; Jakway Todd
1975: 155,314; Vallejos
Yopán & Amías
Murayari 2015: 198)

Quechuan, Tupian

(Landerman 2008: 45;
Souza Mello 2000: 198)

Kandozi-Chapra,
Quechuan

(Landerman 2008: 24;
Tuggy 2008: 15)

Arawak, KandoziChapra, Quechuan

(Academia Mayor de la
Lengua Quechua 2005:
257; Snell 1998: 267;
Tuggy 2008: 104)

tímʲu 'fish poison
(Lonchocarpus
nicou)'

túntui 'signal drum'

t͡sukaŋká 'whitethroated toucan
(Ramphastos
tucanus)'

t͡ʃúu 'silvery woolly
monkey (Lagothrix
poeppigii)'

wiákut͡ʃ 'outsider,
white person'

Table 2.5. (cont.) Wanderwörter in Shiwiar
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Table 2.6 is a small list of localised loanwords which only seem to be
shared between Shiwiar and one other neighbouring language family
(excluding Kandozi-Chapra).

Shiwiar word

jãwa ã́ 'dog,
jaguar'

kapiwár 'capybara
(Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris)'

Likely source family
Tupian (Souza Mello 2000:
167)
Tupian (Souza Mello 2000:
171)

kúri 'gold'

Quechuan (e.g.
Landerman 2008: 19)

kút͡ʃa 'lake'

Quechuan (e.g.
Landerman 2008: 18)

papáihʲ 'papaya
(Carica papaya)'

ʃáa 'maize (Zea
mays)'

Notes

There is a less frequent
synonymous Shiwiar
word: uŋkúmi (possibly
a loan as well, see Table
2.4)

There is a less frequent
synonymous Shiwiar
word: mamús

Arawak (Campbell 1997:
11)
Quechuan (e.g.
Landerman 2008: 44)

Table 2.6. Other localised lexical borrowings in Shiwiar
Finally, another lexical contact phenomenon that is found in Shiwiar is
the calquing of place names. For example, the river that is generally referred
to as the Río Shiona ('Shiona River') in Spanish is called shiona yaku ('river of
the açai palm') in Northern Pastaza Kichwa (a Quechuan language of the
area), and it is called sakɨ ́ ɨnt͡sa (also 'river of the açai palm') in Shiwiar. The
calquing of place and river names has been described for other Amazonian
contact areas as well (Epps & Michael 2017: 940).
2.3.2. Borrowed morphology
Although it is beyond the scope of this work to explore all possible cases of
morphological borrowing in Shiwiar, there are three morphemes which are
similar enough in function and form to morphemes in neighbouring
languages to be considered a possible result of language contact. The first is
the Shiwiar topic enclitic =k(a) (see §6.6.2 and §7.12.2). It is highly reminiscent
of the Quechuan (‑qa ~ ‑ka ~ ‑ɡa) and Aymaran (‑χa ~ ‑qa) topic marker
(Adelaar & Muysken 2004). Like in Quechuan and Aymaran languages, this
Shiwiar enclitic appears in topicalised noun phrases, but it is also used to
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mark the protasis in a conditional clause. Compare the uses of this topic
marker in Shiwiar in examples (2.1) and (2.2) to the use of the analogous
marker in Quechuan languages in examples (2.3) and (2.4).5

(2.1)

ʋíɲa nukúɾka hujuiɲt͡sánam puhúʋitʲai.
wi ́=nʲa
nukú-r=ka
hujuinʲt͡sá=nam
1SG=OBJ(P)

puhú=itʲ-a-i.

mother-1SG.P=TOP

Juyuintsa=LOC

live+S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'My mother lives in Juyuintsa.'
'Mi madre vive en Juyuintsa.'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 00:13-00:15)

(2.2)

ámɨ awɨm
́ bɾatiɲ wakɨ ɾ́ akmɨka; amɨḱ a nuŋɡá taútmitʲa.
ámɨ
awɨ -́ m-ra-tin ʲ
wakɨŕ -a-k-mɨ=ka;
2SG

amɨ=́ ka

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ

nuŋká

want-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

taú-t-m-i-tʲa.

2SG=TOP ground+LOC dig-APPL-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'If you want to save yourself, dig yourself into the ground!'
'Si te quieres salvar, ¡cávate en la tierra!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:35-01:39)

(2.3)

kaj ɲan-qa

ajakut͡ʃu-man

ri-n.

this road-TOP Ayacucho-ALL go-3.S
'This road goes to Ayacucho.'
(AYACUCHO QUECHUA (QUECHUAN); Adelaar & Muysken 2004:215)

(2.4)

mana t͡ʃiwaku
not

tapu-m

pla:nu-nt͡ʃi-ta

aspi-pti-n-qa

blackbird map-1PL.INCL-ACC erase-DS-3.S-TOP

limaq

ka-n-man

ka-ra.

Tapo-AFF Lima
COP-3.SUB-POT
COP-3.S.PST
'If the blackbird had not erased our map, Tapo would have been Lima.'
(TARMA QUECHUA (QUECHUAN); Adelaar & Muysken 2004:225)
A second morpheme that resembles other morphological structures in
the region is one of the Shiwiar applicative markers, -t(u) (see §8.2.2). Wise
(2002) noted that some Kawapanan, Zaparoan and Peba-Yaguan languages
have applicative suffixes in the form of -tV which serve very similar
secondary functions in addition to their primary function of adding a core
argument to a verb. These secondary functions include adding locative
arguments to a verb and deriving nouns into intransitive verbs. The Shiwiar
I have adapted the transcription of the Quechuan examples from their source so
that they are spelt phonemically here. I have also adapted the glossing to be in
line with the glossing conventions used in this dissertation.
5
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applicative suffix -t(u) is used for all those purposes as well, and has a very
comparable phonological form.
Finally, a Chicham morpheme that has already been flagged in
previous literature as a widespread grammatical structure in South America
is the causative prefix in the form of a single vowel (Payne 1990a: 78). This
causative marker is found in many Amazonian language families, including
Arawak (a‑, i‑, e‑ or o‑), Arawan (a‑) and Harakmbut (a‑). There is a highly
reminiscent causative prefix in Shiwiar with the form a‑, ɨ-, i‑ or u- (see §8.2.1).
The case of this morpheme is particularly noteworthy because this causative
is the only prefix in Shiwiar; every other morpheme in the language is either
a suffix or an enclitic. This raises the question of whether this prefix might
have entered the language through contact, perhaps by means of analogy.
Although none of these shared morphological forms have been
conclusively shown to have arisen through contact, the fact that there are form
and meaning correspondences in the morphology of Shiwiar and
neighbouoring languages suggests this may be a promising area for future
research on morphological borrowing.
2.3.3. Syntactic and semantic borrowing
One area of Shiwiar syntax and semantics where there are clear parallels with
neighbouring languages is the predicative use of nominalisations, especially
when they are combined with copulas. The Shiwiar agentive nominaliser
‑(i)nʲ(u) derives a noun from a verb which means 'a person who does X'
(where 'does X' stands for the verb), e.g. nakúr-inʲ (play-AG.NMLZ) means
'player' (see §8.11.1). However, when that nominalisation is combined with a
copula it becomes a predicate with habitual semantics, like in (2.5). In
Salasaka Kichwa (a Quechuan variety spoken in central Ecuador), an
analogous syntactic structure exists with the same semantics, as shown in
(2.6).6

(2.5)

́
t͡ʃuú ut͡ʃĩɾi hʲãĩ
nakúɾiɲ áɾmiaji.
t͡ʃuú
ut͡ʃi-ríN=hʲãĩ

nakúr-inʲ

woolly.monkey+GEN

play-AG.NMLZ

á-r-mia-ji.

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=COM

COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'They used to play with the woolly monkey babies.'
'Sabían jugar con los bebés de los chorongos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:33-00:37)

I have adapted the transcription of the Salasaka Kichwa examples from their
source so that they are spelt phonemically here. I have also adapted the glossing
to be in line with the glossing conventions used in this dissertation.
6
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ʃamu-k

ka-ni.

come-AG.NMLZ COP-1SG.S
'I usually come.'
(SALASAKA KICHWA (QUECHUAN); Muysken 2011:141)
Furthermore, the Shiwiar action/state nominaliser ‑t(i)nʲ(u) derives a
nominal citation form for a verb which names the activity or state that
corresponds with that verb, e.g. puhu-s-tinʲ (live-PFV-AS.NMLZ) means 'to live'
or 'life' (see §8.11.3). However, once again, when that nominalisation is
combined with a copula it becomes a predicate with deontic semantics, like in
(2.7). Like before, there is a perfectly analogous structure in Salasaka Kichwa
which has the same semantics, as shown in (2.8).7

(2.7)

jamáikʲa nuŋɡá puhustíɲuitʲmɨ tamá nú.
jamái=kʲa nuŋká
puhu-s-tínʲu=itʲ-mɨ
now=TOP

t-a-má

ground+LOC

nú

live-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-2SG.S+DECL

say-IPFV-NSBJ>SBJ
ANA
'”Now you have to live on the ground,” he said.'
'”Ahora tienes que vivir en la tierra” dijo él.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:43-08:46)

(2.8)

ri-na

ɡa-ni.

go-AS.NMLZ
'I have to go.'

COP-1SG.S

(SALASAKA KICHWA (QUECHUAN); Muysken 2011:143)
It is possible that these syntactic and semantic similarities arose in
Chicham and Quechuan languages by chance, but given what is known about
grammatical convergence in other contact areas in Amazonia, it would not be
surprising if these structures have been shaped to some degree by shared
regional discourse practices and language contact.

2.4. Contact with Spanish
Shiwiar speakers have only been in regular contact with Spanish for a few
decades. In Shiwiar communities, Spanish still only plays a minimal role (see
§3.6 for more information about language use). Nevertheless, the situation is
rapidly changing as younger members of the Shiwiar community are
I have adapted the transcription of the Salasaka Kichwa examples from their
source so that they are spelt phonemically here. I have also adapted the glossing
to be in line with the glossing conventions used in this dissertation.
7
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increasingly integrating into the mainstream Spanish-speaking culture of
Ecuador. With the exception of older community members, almost everyone
in the Shiwiar Nation is now to some degree proficient in Spanish. It should
be noted however that the variety of Spanish spoken by most Shiwiar people
is an emerging dialect with its own distinctive characteristics, yet still fully
intelligible with other Spanish dialects.
Interestingly, although Spanish has been in contact with Shiwiar for a
much shorter time than neighbouring indigenous languages, Shiwiar
speakers frequently code-switch into Spanish, whereas they almost never
code-switch into Kichwa. This means that it is not unusual to hear Spanish
words or phrases embedded within Shiwiar utterances. Many Shiwiar people
see this as a negative development, and speakers who worked with me on
transcribing recordings of Shiwiar discourse often wanted to correct or delete
cases of code-switching that appeared in the corpus.
So far, the main influence that Spanish has had on Shiwiar is at the
lexical level, and especially with regards to words relating to Western
Ecuadorean culture and electronic/digital technology. However, similarly to
what has been described for other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 32), it
is difficult to decide whether a particular Spanish word or phrase in Shiwiar
is a true loanword or simply an impromptu case of code-switching. In
addition to the lexicon, there is also an area of syntax that may be undergoing
contact-induced change. The preferred strategy in Shiwiar for clause
combining is either through clause-chaining and switch-reference or simple
parataxis, but in careful and planned speech many Shiwiar speakers have
begun co-ordinating clauses with Spanish conjunctions, especially pero 'but'.
A more in-depth study of this kind of incipient contact-induced change would
be a fruitful enterprise, but it will not be covered within the scope of this work.

2.5. Orthography
Shiwiar has only recently become a written language and there is no
universally accepted orthography. Although 80% of Shiwiar people are now
literate (NASHIE 2012: 57), most of them do not regularly read or write in
Shiwiar. Consequently, there is a high degree of orthographic variation, both
across and within individuals. Despite this variability, two standards have
been emerging: one that takes into account phonetic/allophonic variation and
makes use of various Spanish orthography conventions (labelled here as the
“Phonetic Orthography”), and one that is more phonemic and less reliant on
Spanish conventions (labelled here as the “Phonemic Orthography”). Both
are based on the Roman alphabet. For ease of presentation, the two
orthographies will be portrayed in this section as if they were codified
standards, but it is important to keep in mind that there is still no generalised
consensus on spelling norms amongst the Shiwiar community. As such, the
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orthographic rules laid out here should not be interpreted prescriptively, but
rather as illustrative examples of how some Shiwiar texts have been written.
The use of one or the other orthography is a potentially contentious
matter (see Kohlberger 2016). The Phonemic Orthography is very similar to
the orthographies developed for other Chicham languages, so it is resentfully
perceived by some members of the community as a weakening of Shiwiar
identity in favour of a pan-Chicham identity. The Phonetic Orthography on
the other hand distinguishes Shiwiar from the other Chicham languages, but
it is heavily reliant on Spanish orthographic peculiarities, which is interpreted
by some as unnecessary and colonialist. Furthermore, the Phonemic
Orthography was developed by missionaries and the Phonetic Orthography
is advocated by individual Shiwiar leaders, so the choice of one or the other
orthography may also be representative of religious or political allegiances.
For these reasons I will remain impartial as to which orthography
should be used. In this work, all Shiwiar examples that originate in spoken
language are represented phonemically in IPA. Examples that are taken from
written sources are kept as they are spelt in the original, but they are
complemented by a phonemic transcription in IPA as well. For a more
detailed overview of the coding conventions in this work, see §1.6.
The Phonemic Orthography is best exemplified in Fast Mowitz,
Warkentin de Fast and Fast Warkentin (2008) while the Phonetic Orthography
is best exemplified in Vargas Canus and Tsetsekip (2002). Table 2.7
summarises the conventions for both orthographies. The main differences are
the following:
(a) The Phonetic Orthography represents the allophonic voicing of
stops after nasals, whereas the Phonemic Orthography does not.
(b) The Phonetic Orthography follows the Spanish convention of
inserting a silent orthographic <u> between <g> and <i> and
between <g> and <e> to represent the phonetic sequence [ɡi] and
[ɡɨ] respectively.
(c) The Phonetic Orthography also follows the Spanish convention of
using a diaresis to indicate that a <u> between <g> and <i> is
actually pronounced. In other words, <güi> represents the phonetic
sequence [ɡui].
(d) All Shiwiar consonants except /r, s, ʃ, t͡ʃ, t͡s, j, ŋ/ undergo
palatalisation when they are preceded by an /i/. Because of the
largely predictable nature of palatalisation, the Phonemic
Orthography does not mark it. The Phonetic Orthography marks
it with an <i> after the palatalised consonant, unless the consonant
is word-final (in which case the palatalisation goes unmarked). The
Phonetic Orthography additionally uses the Spanish grapheme <ñ>
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to represent a palatalised dental nasal /nʲ/, whereas the Phonemic
Orthography does not distinguish it from /n/.
(e) In the Phonemic Orthography a velar nasal /ŋ/ is always spelt as
<ng>. In the Phonetic Orthography, it is only spelt as <ng> if the
nasal is word-final. Otherwise it is just spelt as <n>. (Note however
that a velar nasal is always followed by a velar stop wordinternally.)
(f) Nasalisation is marked in the Phonemic Orthography by
underlining the nasal vowel. It is not marked in the Phonetic
Orthography.
(g) Accent is always marked in the Phonemic Orthography by means
of an acute diacritic, whereas it is only marked in the Phonetic
Orthography (also by an acute diacritic) if the accent is word-final.

s
sh

s

ʃ

k

k

t

p

Phonemic
Orthography

Table 2.7. Orthographic conventions

ch

k

t͡ʃ

gu

g

t

p

ts

elsewhere

after nasal, before <e/i>

after nasal

elsewhere

after nasal
d

b

after nasal

elsewhere

Phonetic
Orthography

Corresponding Grapheme

Conditioning

t͡s

k

t

p

Phoneme
B: pámpa
B: tuntúp
B: núngka
B: kengké
B: tsápa
B: chúu
B: saké
B: sháa

/ʃáa/ [ʃáa] 'maize'

A: shaa

/sakɨ/́ [sakɨ ́] 'açai palm'

A: saké

/t͡ʃúu/ [t͡ʃúu] 'silvery woolly monkey'

A: chuu

/t͡sápa/ [t͡sápa] 'calabash'

A: tsapa

/kɨŋkɨ /́ [kɨŋɡɨ ]́ 'Indian yam'

A: kengué

/núnka/ [núnɡa] 'ground'

A: nunga

/tuntúp/ [tundúp̚] 'back'

A: tundup

/pámpa/ [pámba] 'sandstone'

A: pamba

Example
(A= Phonetic Orthography;
B = Phonemic Orthography)
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n

ng

ng

Phonemic
Orthography
B: hápa
B: máma
B: númi

B: namáng

B: charáp
B: wáa

/wáa/ [wáa] 'great tinamou'

A: waa

/t͡ʃaráp/ [t͡ʃaɾáp̚] 'Arrau turtle'

A: charap

B: inák
/inʲák/ [iɲák̚] 'type of tree'

A: iñak

/namáŋ/ [namáŋ] 'meat'

A: namank

/jaŋkipʲíkʲ/ [jaŋɡipík̚] 'collared peccary'

B: yangipík

/númi/ [númi] 'tree'

A: numi

/máma/ [máma] 'manioc'

A: mama

/hápa/ [hápa] 'red brocket'

A: hapa

Example
(A= Phonetic Orthography;
B = Phonemic Orthography)

A: yanguipik

Table 2.7. (cont.) Orthographic conventions

w

w

ñ

nk

r

word-finally

r

nʲ

ŋ

n

n

n

word-interally

m

m

Phonetic
Orthography

Corresponding Grapheme

j

Conditioning

h

Phoneme
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(Accent)

(Nasalisation)

elsewhere

final vowel

́ (acute accent)

B: yúmi
B: ája
B: esát
B: íkiam

B: pamá

A: pamá

B: máshu

/máʃu/ [máʃu] 'Salvin's curassow '

A: mashu

/pamá/ [pamá] 'South American tapir'

/nasɨ /́ [nasɨ ]́ 'wind'

B: nasé

A: nasé

/kuŋkuímʲ/ [kuŋɡuím] 'yellow-footed tortoise'

B: kunkuím

/íkʲam/ [íkʲam] 'forest'

A: ikiam

/ɨsát/ [ɨsát̚] 'summer'

A: esat

/áha/ [áha] 'garden'

A: aja

/júmi/ [júmi] 'water'

A: yumi

Example
(A= Phonetic Orthography;
B = Phonemic Orthography)

A: kungüim

Table 2.7. (cont.) Orthographic conventions

(not marked)

́ (acute accent)

́ (acute accent)

u
_ (underlined)

u

elsewhere

(not applicable)

Phonemic
Orthography

(not marked)

ü

i

i

between <g> and <i>

e

ɨ

u

a

a

Phonetic
Orthography

Corresponding Grapheme

y

Conditioning

j

Phoneme
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Chapter 3

3. The Shiwiar People

In this chapter, the Shiwiar people are introduced. To set the context, the first
three sections deal with ethnographic and cultural topics: the Shiwiar people
and the area where they live (§3.1), their history (§3.2), and a description of
their way of life and important cultural practices (§3.3). The next two sections
bridge culture and language by focusing on nomenclature, including
ethnonyms (§3.4) and the names of important flora and fauna (§3.5). The final
section (§3.6) describes the sociolinguistic use of Shiwiar and other languages
within Shiwiar communities as well as the broader status and outlook of the
Shiwiar language.
Unless specifically attributed to another source, all the information
presented in this chapter was obtained through conversations, interviews and
personal experience while living with the Shiwiar community in Ecuador. For
a more in-depth explanation of the methodology used to obtain the linguistic
data found in this work, refer to chapter 4.

3.1. Demographics
3.1.1. Territory and legal status
The Shiwiar people are an ethnic group that live in the lowlands of eastern
Ecuador and northern Peru. Although Shiwiar people in both countries
maintain some degree of contact with each other due to trading and family
relations, the division of Shiwiar land by an international border (enforced
since 1941) has essentially created two different Shiwiar communities, an
Ecuadorean and a Peruvian one. In this work, unless explicitly stated
otherwise, the word Shiwiar will be used to refer only to the Ecuadorean
Shiwiar people and their language. By this, I do not intend to imply that the
Peruvian Shiwiar are culturally distinct or that they speak a different
language. However, because the fieldwork for this project was conducted
only amongst the Shiwiar in Ecuador, I cannot claim that the data presented
here are necessarily representative of the Shiwiar language as it is spoken by
Peruvian communities.
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In Ecuador, the Shiwiar people constitute one of the country’s fifteen
officially recognised indigenous nations (CODENPE 2015). The vast majority
of Ecuadorean Shiwiar people live in the south-eastern corner of the Pastaza
province where it borders Peru (NASHIE 2012: 1). Most of them are settled in
one of 14 jungle villages, but some families still live in isolated houses in the
rainforest. Together, these people make up the Shiwiar Nationality of
Ecuador. Like most other indigenous nations in Ecuador, the Shiwiar
Nationality enjoys a relatively high degree of political and territorial
autonomy which allows their land to be natively administered.
The total size of the Shiwiar territory is approximately 220,450 hectares
(or 2,204.5 square kilometres) (NASHIE 2012: 4). For comparison, this is
similar to the size of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the United States
Virgin Islands or the Australian Capital Territory. The boundaries of the
Shiwiar territory are marked by the Conambo River to the north, the
Corrientes River to the west, the Bobonaza River to the south, and the
international border with Peru to the east. Figure 3.1 shows a map of Shiwiar
territory in relation to the rest of Ecuador.
In addition to the people who live within the Shiwiar territory, there
are small pockets of Shiwiar speakers living in neighbouring indigenous
territories, particularly in the Sapara and Andoa Nations. The village of
Wiririma on the Pindoyacu River, for example, is inhabited by many Shiwiar
speakers even though it is located well within Sapara territory. However,
these Shiwiar speakers variably self-identify ethnically as Sapara, Kichwa or
Shiwiar, so it is very difficult to account for the exact number of Shiwiar
speakers living in other indigenous areas.
There are also several dozen Shiwiar individuals who live in Puyo, the
capital of the Pastaza province. The political headquarters of the Shiwiar
Nationality, the NASHIE building, is in many ways the focal point of the
Shiwiar community in Puyo, not least because there is a high frequency
(shortwave) radio transmitter there which for many is the only way to
communicate with their family in the villages. Apart from Puyo, Shiwiar
migration to other Ecuadorean cities is minimal and mostly transitory because
it usually happens as a result of short-term working opportunities.

Demographics

Figure 3.1. A map of Shiwiar territory in relation to Ecuador
(adapted from NASHIE 2012:20 and designed by Oscar Calva)
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3.1.2. Population
Estimates of the total Shiwiar population in Ecuador vary by source. The last
official Ecuadorean census, conducted in 2010, reported 1,198 Shiwiar people
(INEC 2010). However, it is not clear how reliable these figures are because
they include individuals who apparently self-identified as Shiwiar in
provinces where no Shiwiar people are known to live. A later census
conducted by the NASHIE in 2012 found 851 inhabitants in the 14 Shiwiar
jungle villages (NASHIE 2012: 21). While this census was much more
thorough in accounting for Shiwiar people living in jungle settlements, it did
not include any counts for Shiwiar populations in Puyo or the rest of Ecuador.
The real number of Shiwiar people in Ecuador is probably between those two
estimates.
The map in Figure 3.1 shows the location of all 14 Shiwiar villages in
Ecuador. Table 3.1 below lists basic information about those villages. Their
location is given by the river that runs through them (NASHIE 2012: 89–90)
and the population figures are taken from the 2012 census (NASHIE 2012: 26).
A likely etymology is given for most village names: Shiwiar communities are
named after a river or stream (in which case the name is a two-part compound
including a reduced form of the word ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'), an animal (e.g. Bufeo,
Kawau), a plant (e.g. Kapirna) or a geographic feature (e.g. Ikiam, Kanai). For
the villages which have changed names over the decades, their former name
is given as well.
The degree of accessibility of Shiwiar settlements and ease of travel
between them varies. There are established walking paths between some of
the bigger villages in the west of the Ecuadorean Shiwiar territory (e.g.
between Kapirna, Bufeo and Kurintsa). Apart from that, the terrain in most
of the areas inhabited by Shiwiar people is difficult to traverse by foot as it is
largely made up of dense rainforest. For this reason, river travel is the main
mode of transport to get from one village to another. Depending on the type
of canoe being used and whether or not a canoe has a motor, the journey
between two villages can take from several hours to several days. However,
it is impossible to navigate upriver from any Shiwiar village to the wider
Ecuadorean road network because all rivers that flow through Shiwiar
territory become impassable before they reach the nearest road.
Consequently, the only way to access Shiwiar territory from the rest of
Ecuador is by air and for that reason many Shiwiar villages have a landing
strip suitable for small single-propeller aeroplanes.

Bufeo
Chuintsa
Bobonaza
Conambo
Bobonaza
Corrientes
Conambo
Conambo
Corrientes
Shiona
Pientsa
Shiona
Corrientes
Conambo

Bufeo /bufíu/

Chuintsa /t͡ʃuínʲt͡sa/
(formerly Chuindia)

Ikiam /íkʲam/

Juyuintsa /hujuínʲt͡sa/

Kapirna /kapirná/

Kambantsa /kampánt͡sa/
(form. Viejo Corrientes)

Kawau /kawáu/

Kanai /kanái/

Kurintsa /kurínʲt͡sa/

Panintsa /panínʲt͡sa/
(form. Nuevo Corrientes)

Pientsa /piɨ ́nt͡sa/

Tanguntsa /taŋkúnt͡sa/

Tunguintsa /tuŋkínʲt͡sa/

Yandanaentsa /jantanáɨnt͡sa/

Probable etymology

Named after Yandanaentsa River (see Table 3.2)

Shiwiar compound tuŋkí 'male name' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Named after the Tanguntsa River (see Table 3.2)

Named after the Pientsa River (see Table 3.2)

Shiwiar compound páni 'piranha (Serrasalmus sp.)' + ɨ ń t͡sa
'river'

Named after the Corrientes River (see Table 3.2)

Shiwiar kanái 'bifurcation (of a branch or river)'

Shiwiar kawáu 'blue-and-yellow macaw (Ara ararauna)'

Shiwiar compound kampá 'type of (very small) ant' + ɨ ń t͡sa
'river'

Shiwiar kapirná 'capirona (Calycophyllum spruceanum)'

Shiwiar compound hujuí 'IDEO:mist' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar íkʲam 'forest'

Named after Chuintsa River (see Table 3.2)

Named after Bufeo River (see Table 3.2)

Table 3.1. Shiwiar villages

30

71

21

32

57

197

12

22

34

124

59

8

71

113

Population

(a)

Although the spelling of village names is variable (see section 2.5), the most common variants are used here. They are followed
by a phonemic transcription in Shiwiar. If a village was previously known by another name, the former name is included.

River

Village name(a)

Demographics
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According to the last Peruvian census in 2007 there are only 168 Shiwiar
people in that country (INEI 2009: 12). The validity of these numbers can be
questioned in the same way as for the Ecuadorean national census, but there
is an additional difficulty in Peru relating to terminology: Shiwiar people in
Peru go by different ethnonyms and may variably self-identify as Shiwiar,
Jíbaro, Mayna or Achual/Achuar (for further information on this, see §3.4).
Despite this issue, it seems clear that the Shiwiar population in Peru is
substantially smaller than that in Ecuador.
3.1.3. Geography and climate
Shiwiar territory is located at the western edge of the Amazon basin, 150
kilometres to the east of the last foothills of the Andes Mountains. There are
no abrupt variations in altitude within the territory: the terrain gently slopes
from 400 metres above sea level in the west to 150 metres in the east. The local
climate is characterised by hot temperatures (between 18°C and 34°C), high
relative air humidity (96% to 100%) and heavy rainfall (up to 4000 mm a year).
The weather is variable throughout the year, but strong showers are an almost
daily occurrence between April and July and dry spells are common between
December and March (NASHIE 2012: 96).
Most of the territory is made up of dense rainforest and, to a much
lesser extent, freshwater swamp forest. The landscape is permeated by
winding rivers and streams that erode the soft jungle soil, continuously
forming new meanders and leaving behind oxbow lakes. The three most
important rivers for the Ecuadorean Shiwiar – all of which flow in parallel
from the northwest to the southeast towards the Marañón River – are the
Bobonaza, the Corrientes and the Conambo Rivers. In Peru, the majority of
the Shiwiar people live on the estuaries of the Corrientes, the Macusari and
the Tigre8 Rivers.
Table 3.2 lists these and smaller rivers along with their Shiwiar names
and the villages that they pass through (NASHIE 2012: 101–102). The most
important lakes within Shiwiar territory are listed in Table 3.3 (NASHIE 2012:
102). In cases where the origin of the hydronym is transparent, a probable
etymology is included. Rivers and lakes are usually named after people (e.g.
Chuint Entsa, Domín Mamus), animals (e.g. Yandana Entsa, Paní Mamus) or
plants (e.g. Mendé Entsa, Maikiuá Entsa). In cases where rivers have more
than one name, the variants are often calques of each other in neighbouring
languages (see §2.3.1). For example, the Río Bufeo (Spanish for 'tucuxi river')
is called Apup Entsa ('tucuxi river') in Shiwiar as well.

The Tigre River results from the confluence of the Conambo and the Pindoyacu
Rivers at the Ecuador-Peru border.
8

Kawau, Yandanaentsa,
Kanai, Juyuintsa

Table 3.2. Rivers in Shiwiar territory

Shiwiar compound kupítʲ 'type of ant' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Juyuintsa

Panintsa, Kambantsa

Kurintsa, Kambantsa,
Spanish corrientes '(river) currents'; or Shiwiar compound kúri
Tunguintsa, Peruvian
'gold' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'(c)
villages

Northern Pastaza Kichwa kunampu 'type of palm (Attalea
butyracea)'

Chuintsa

(a)

Although the spelling of river names is variable (see section 2.5), the most common variants are used here. They are followed
by a phonemic transcription in Shiwiar.
(b) The endings –za, –s and –ntsa are common abbreviations of Shiwiar (and wider Chicham) ɨ n
́ t͡sa 'river' in toponyms and
hydronyms of the region.
(c) Both etymologies are plausible. In support of the Spanish etymology, the Corrientes River is known for its rapids (Spanish:
corrientes). Zachary O'Hagan (p.c. 2016) pointed out to me that this description of the river has been used in Spanish colonial
texts since 1684: Father Thomas Santos navigates a river (''el río de los Sapas'') that can be geographically identified as the modernday Corrientes, which he describes as having heavy currents (''harta corriente'') (Santos 1986). On the other hand, in support of the
Shiwiar etymology, the Corrientes River is also known for its plentiful gold deposits.

Kupit Entsa /kupítʲ ɨnt͡sa/

Iniash Entsa /inʲáʃ ɨnt͡sa/

Corrientes /kurínʲt͡sa/

Conambo /konámbo/

Shiwiar compound t͡ʃuín 'male name' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Bufeo

Spanish bufeo 'tucuxi (Sotalia fluviatilis)'; Shiwiar compound
apúp 'tucuxi (Sotalia fluviatilis)' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Bufeo /bufíu, apúp ɨnt͡sa/

Chuintsa /t͡ʃuínt͡sa, t͡ʃuín ɨnt͡sa/

Kapirna, Ikiam

Shiwiar compound pumpú 'Panama hat plant (Carludovica
palmata)' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Juyuintsa

Spanish Andrés 'male name' + Shiwiar ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Andrés Entsa /andrés ɨnt͡sa/

Bobonaza /pupunás, pupúnt͡sa/(b)

Villages nearby

Probable etymology

River name(a)
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Pientsa

Kurintsa

Kurintsa

Panintsa

Panintsa, Kambantsa

Panintsa, Kambantsa

Panintsa

Local Spanish tigre 'jaguar (Panthera onca)'

Tigre /tiɡre/

Table 3.2. (cont.) Rivers in Shiwiar territory

Shiwiar compound táŋku 'large drinking bowl' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar ʃitʲá ɨnt͡sa 'small river, stream'

Peruvian villages

Tanguntsa

Panintsa, Kambantsa

Northern Pastaza Kichwa compound ʃiona 'açai palm (Euterpe
precatoria)' + jaku 'river'; Shiwiar compound sákɨ 'açai palm (Euterpe Tanguntsa, Panintsa
precatoria)' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound piái 'type of bird' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound páŋki 'boa' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound páki 'white-lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari)' +
ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound nája 'large' + namák 'fish' (but note the
Aguaruna cognate namák namák 'river', Larson 2008:47)

Shiwiar compound mɨntɨ ́ 'kapok (Ceiba pentandra)' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound maikʲuá 'angel's trumpet (Brugmansia suaveolens)'
+ ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Tangú Entsa /taŋkú ɨnt͡sa/

Shitiá Entsa /ʃitʲá ɨnt͡sa/

Shionayacu /sakɨ ́ ɨnt͡sa/

Pie Entsa /piaí ɨnt͡sa/

Panguí Entsa /paŋkí ɨnt͡sa/

Pakí Entsa /pakí ɨnt͡sa/

Nayanmak /najánmak/

Mupish Entsa /mupíʃ ɨnt͡sa/

Mendé Entsa /mɨntɨ ́ ɨnt͡sa/

Maikiuá Entsa /maikʲuá ɨnt͡sa/

Peruvian villages

Kurintsa

Shiwiar compound kuʃám 'type of catfish (Pimelodina sp.)' + ɨ ń t͡sa
'river'

Kusham Entsa /kuʃám ɨnt͡sa/

Macusari /makusár/

Villages nearby

Probable etymology

River name
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Panintsa

Shiwiar compound túna 'waterfall' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Yutsú Entsa /jut͡sú ɨnt͡sa/

Table 3.2. (cont.) Rivers in Shiwiar territory

Shiwiar compound jút͡su 'type of tree' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Shiwiar compound jaúr 'male name' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Panintsa

Panintsa

Yandanaentsa

Shiwiar compound jantána 'smooth-fronted caiman (Paleosuchus
trigonatus)' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Yandana Entsa /jantaná ɨnt͡sa/

Yaur Entsa /jaúr ɨnt͡sa/

Kurintsa

Shiwiar compound wámpa 'ice-cream-bean (Inga edulis)' + ɨ ń t͡sa
'river'

Panintsa

Kurintsa

Villages nearby

Shiwiar compound t͡samarínʲ 'male name' + ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'

Probable etymology

Wambá Entsa /wampá ɨnt͡sa/

Tundín Entsa /tuntín ɨnt͡sa/

Tuná Entsa /tuná ɨnt͡sa/

ɨnt͡sa/

Tsamarín Entsa /t͡samarínʲ

River name

Demographics
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Table 3.3. Lakes in Shiwiar territory

Shiwiar compound sa ã́ sã 'hoatzin (Opisthocomus hoazin)' + mamús
'lake'

Shiwiar compound titʲipʲúr 'night spirit' + mamús 'lake'

Shiwiar compound páni 'piranha (Serrasalmus spp.)' + mamús 'lake'

Shiwiar compound páŋki 'boa' + mamús 'lake'

Shiwiar compound kaníat͡s 'black caiman (Melanosuchus niger)' +
mamús 'lake'

Shiwiar compound Domín domíŋ 'male name' + mamús 'lake'

Shiwiar compound t͡ʃaráp 'Arrau turtle (Podocnemis expansa)' +
mamús 'lake'

Tanguntsa

Tanguntsa

Kurintsa

Juyuintsa

Kapirna;
Juyuintsa(b)

Kurintsa

Juyuintsa

Tanguntsa

(a)

Although the spelling of river names is variable (see section 2.5), the most common variants are used here. They are followed
by a phonemic transcription in Shiwiar.
(b) There are two lakes called Kaniats Mamus, one near Kapirna and one near Juyuintsa.

Sasá Mamus /sããsa ́ mamus/

Titipiur Mamus /titʲipʲúr mamus/

Paní Mamus /paní mamus/

Panguí Mamus /paŋkí mamus/

Kaniats Mamus /kaniát͡s mamus/

Domín Mamus /domíŋ mamus/

Charap Mamus /t͡ʃaráp mamus/

Spanish César 'male name' + Shiwiar mamús 'lake'

Kurintsa

Shiwiar compound áka 'worm' + mamús 'lake'

Aká Mamus /aká mamus/

Cesar Mamus /sesár mamus/

Villages nearby

Probable etymology

Lake name(a)
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3.2. History
There are no written records about the Shiwiar people dating further back
than the second half of the 20th century. Even as late as 1984, the Shiwiar were
described as an “enigmatic” and “ethnographically neglected” group (Harner
1984: vii).
“The ‘Mayna’ Jivaroans9 have been reported in the Río Tigre
region by workers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.
Little is known about them, and it is not clear if their dialect is
more closely related to Jívaro [Shuar] or Achuara, and whether
they form a distinct group.”
(Harner 1984: 220)
Although most Shiwiar people have a very clear idea of their family
history going back two or three generations, there is little consensus between
individuals about the group’s collective long-term history. 10 Nevertheless,
aspects about their past can be inferred and traced back by examining what is
known about other ethnic groups in the area. It is now clear that the Shiwiar
people are very closely related, both linguistically and culturally, to four other
neighbouring groups – the Achuar, the Shuar, the Huambisa and the
Aguaruna, which are collectively referred to in this work as Chichamspeaking people, or Chicham people for short.11 Because of these close ties,
it can be safely assumed that the five groups share a common history and that
they only split into their current divisions in recent times.
The Shiwiar people readily acknowledge their cultural and linguistic
links to the other Chicham-speaking nations, especially to the Achuar and the
Shuar who live in relatively close geographic proximity. Most Shiwiar
individuals assert that the Chicham-speaking people have a common origin,
but I am not aware of any specific stories passed down in their oral tradition
that could shed more light on the development and dispersion of the different
Chicham groups. It is important to note that despite their willingness to point
out their shared heritage, most Shiwiar people do not feel any particularly
strong allegiance to the neighbouring Chicham nations and many individuals
in the community enthusiastically identify exclusively as Shiwiar.

A discussion of the use of the term “Mayna (Jivaroan)” to refer to Shiwiar people
can be found in §3.4.
10 Similar observations have been made for closely-related ethnic groups: “…the
Achuar are totally devoid of descent groups or lineal ideology, and their
genealogical memory rarely covers more than two generations of male
ascendants.” (Descola 1982).
11 The term “Jivaroan people” is much more common in the literature. See §2.2.1
for an explanation of why this term should no longer be used.
9
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While there is a clear absence of historical accounts about the Shiwiar
nation specifically, there are many colonial documents and early republicanera publications which discuss Chicham peoples generically, especially with
regards to their interactions with colonising forces. The following summary
is largely based on Harner’s (1984: 16–26) overview of the earliest recorded
events in Chicham history.
In the late 1520s, the Inca emperor Huayna Capac led an army to the
upper Zamora and Chinchipe river basins to conquer the Chicham people.
However, because of fierce resistance the conquest was unsuccessful. Two
decades later, in 1549, the first reported contact between Chicham-speaking
people and Spanish colonisers took place, when Hernando de Benavente’s
expedition travelled southwards along the Upano River towards the juncture
with the Paute River and arrived “in the land and province of Xibaro” (Harner
1984:17, citing Jiménez de la Espada 1965). Once again, as the newcomers
tried to establish a town in the area, they were forced to retreat because of the
hostile response of the groups they encountered. Nevertheless, the rich gold
deposits that the Spaniards found in the rivers of the area attracted the
attention of the Viceroy of Peru. 12
Over the next few years, successive expeditions were sent to the area,
and by 1552 two important Spanish communities had been established:
Logroño on the Paute River and Sevilla del Oro on the Upano River. Despite
the harsh living conditions and the hostility of the Chicham people, these two
towns flourished due to successful gold mining. As in other areas of South
America, the Spaniards imposed their rule upon the local populations and
forced them to pay tribute in gold. This led to growing tension between the
two groups which culminated in a Chicham revolt in 1599, resulting in the
destruction of the two Spanish settlements and the indefinite retreat of the
Spanish forces from the area. It was not until the 19 th century that any
Chicham group had regular contact with Spanish-speakers again.
We do not know how dispersed the Chicham-speaking people were at
the time when these events took place. It is therefore unclear whether the
Shiwiar descend from the Chicham groups that had first contact with
Europeans in the 16th century, or whether the ancestors of modern-day
Shiwiar people already belonged to a separate group at the time. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that the Shiwiar had some, albeit minimal and intermittent,
contact with Spanish-speakers dating back to at least the end of the 19th
century. Shiwiar people, for example, are well-aware of the rubber boom,

All the river basins mentioned in this paragraph are currently inhabited by the
Shuar people.
12
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which saw mestizo13 landlords appropriate large portions of the Amazonian
jungle and enslave local populations for the extraction of rubber between the
late 19th and early 20th century. Although Shiwiar land does not appear to
have been taken over by the rubber patrons directly, some Shiwiar people are
known to have been recruited or enslaved into rubber extraction labour
around the turn of the century.
Christian missionisation marked the beginning of a period of rapid
cultural change amongst the Shiwiar. The exact details surrounding the
arrival of Christianity in the Shiwiar area are difficult to ascertain. Jesuit and
Dominican missions (e.g. Andoas and Canelos) were established as early as
the 16th and 17th centuries in the eastern lowlands of Ecuador (Ortiz 2012), but
these were not in the immediate vicinity of current Shiwiar settlements.
Within modern-day Shiwiar territory, Dominican missions were established
on the Tigre and Conambo Rivers in 1937 (García 1999: 288). It is around this
time that Shiwiar people began adopting Spanish names, so it is likely that
these missions were the first to establish lasting links with Shiwiar people.
According to biographical accounts, the first Spanish-speaking outsider
to have regular contact with the Shiwiar was Lloyd Daniel Rogers, a Christian
missionary currently associated with the Northgate Gospel Chapel in Seattle.
He arrived in the Ecuadorean Shiwiar area in the 1960s. Until that point,
Shiwiar people had lived in geographically dispersed family houses, but
Rogers and other missionaries persuaded families to start settling in villages.
This shift towards a nucleated settlement pattern went hand-in-hand with the
construction of small jungle airstrips which vastly improved accessibility
between Shiwiar land and the rest of Ecuador. The first airstrip was built in
Viejo Corrientes (now known as Kambantsa) in the mid-1970s, and other
villages with their own airstrips were formed soon after.
With the onset of the indigenous rights movement in Ecuador,
indigenous groups of the Pastaza province sought to obtain legal title to their
ancestral lands in the early 1990s (Ortiz 2012). Despite initial setbacks, leaders
of the Shiwiar, Kichwa and Achuar nations organised a dramatic protest
march in 1992 which took them from their native territories to the national
capital, Quito, located 300 kilometres away. As a result, President Rodrigo
Borja signed an agreement which, amongst other points, legally recognised
89,377 hectares of land as Shiwiar territory (Pero Ferreira 2012: 9–10). This
only included the land around the biggest Shiwiar settlements in the west,
ignoring vast areas of traditional Shiwiar land in the east. Nevertheless, this
historic achievement brought the Shiwiar people to the national spotlight for

The term mestizo is used in Spanish to refer to a person of mixed (European and
Native American) descent. The non-indigenous Spanish-speaking population of
Ecuador and Peru is covered by this term.
13
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the first time and it paved way for their legal recognition as one of Ecuador’s
indigenous minorities.
On 19 September 2000, the Shiwiar people formed an organisation to
represent them on a national level (NASHIE 2012: 3). They named it
Organización de la Nacionalidad Shiwiar de Pastaza, Amazonía Ecuatoriana14
– ONSHIPAE for short. Five years later, on 20 October 2005, the Shiwiar
people were recognised as an indigenous nationality by the Ecuadorean
government, and the ONSHIPAE was renamed Nacionalidad Shiwiar del
Ecuador15 – abbreviated as NASHIE. Since then, the NASHIE has been the
political branch of the Shiwiar people, serving both as an administrative
council for the management of their territory and as an agency to represent
Shiwiar interests on a national level. NASHIE officials are elected by popular
vote and they govern for fixed terms.
In 2013, 111,707 additional hectares of Shiwiar land were given native
title by the government (Gualinga Wisuma & Santi Machoa 2013). This
decision brought all 14 Shiwiar villages except one (Ikiam) under Shiwiar
administration. As of 2016, the village of Ikiam and the area around it were
still the subject of a territorial dispute between the Shiwiar and the Andoa
Nations. For this reason, that strip of land has not yet been legally recognised
as part of any territory, although it is inhabited and used by Shiwiar people.

3.3. Culture
Traditionally, the Shiwiar people lived in nuclear family houses scattered
throughout a very large area. They sustained themselves through hunting,
horticulture, fishing and gathering. Until the arrival of missionaries there
were no population centres; at most, families would form kinship-based
alliances and build houses within a day’s walk of each other. It was common
for families to move periodically to new areas once their house deteriorated
or if resources in the vicinity of the house became scarce. Since missionisation,
most Shiwiar people have abandoned that semi-nomadic life and have settled
permanently in one of the 14 villages within their territory. Although their
lifestyle is currently undergoing rapid change through increasing contact and
accessibility to the rest of Ecuador, many traditions are kept.
3.3.1. Existing literature
There are few published works that refer specifically to Shiwiar culture. The
publications listed in the Shiwiar section of Table 3.4 can be considered
This translates into English as 'Organisation of the Shiwiar Nationality of [the]
Pastaza [Province], [in the] Ecuadorean Amazon'.
15 This translates into English as 'Shiwiar Nationality of Ecuador'.
14
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exhaustive. A recent source is a document compiled in 2012 by the Shiwiar
leaders for the Ecuadorean government which describes the Shiwiar way of
life and lays out a development plan for the following two decades (NASHIE
2012).16 The fact that this document is written from the Shiwiar perspective
makes it particularly valuable.
There is on the other hand an ample body of literature describing the
culture of the other four Chicham groups. Because these groups are closely
related to the Shiwiar, it is relevant to list those publications here. Table 3.4
includes a selection of the literature available about the culture of each
Chicham-speaking group. Some references are also listed for the Canelos
Kichwa people. Although this last groups speaks a Quechuan language
(Northern Pastaza Kichwa), they are relevant in this discussion because they
live in close contact with the Shiwiar people and share many cultural traits
with them (see §3.3.7).

Nation

Shiwiar

Achuar

Aguaruna

Reference

Topic

NASHIE 2012

Culture; community action plan

Seymour-Smith 1984

Ethnic identity; translated into
Spanish as Seymour-Smith (1988)

Seymour-Smith 1986

Kinship and ethnonyms

Descola 1981

Settlement patterns

Descola 1982

Territoriality and kinship

Kelekna 1981

Feuding

Ross 1976

Cultural adaptation

Ross 1978

Hunting and subsistence

Ross 1980

Feuding

Taylor 1981

Missionisation

Taylor & Chau 1983

Magic songs

Berlin 1976

Ethnobiology

Table 3.4. Ethnographic literature

The Shiwiar nationality was not alone in creating this kind of document. Each
indigenous nation in Ecuador prepared a similar document in 2012, a so-called
Plan de Vida ('Life Plan').
16
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Nation

Aguaruna

Shuar

Wampis

Canelos
Kichwa

Reference

Topic

Brent Berlin 1977

Cosmology

Elois Ann Berlin 1977

Fertility

Berlin & Berlin 1977

Ethnobiology and nutrition

Berlin & Markell 1977

Nutrition

Brown 1978

Use of hallucinogenic plants

Brown 1981

Magic and rituals

Brown 1984

Hunting magic

Brown & Van Bolt 1980

Gardening magic

Chumap Lucía & GarcíaRendueles 1979

Myths

Jernigan 2009

Medicine

Uriarte 1971

Feuding

Belzner 1981

Music

Bennett 1992

Use of hallucinogenic plants

Bottasso 1982

Missionisation

Harner 1984

General ethnography

Jintiach’ 1976

Education

Karsten 1935

General ethnography

Knoblauch 1976

Modern farming

Mashinkiash’ 1976

Education

Rubenstein 2002

Shamanism

Salazar 1981

Politics

Stirling 1938

General ethnography

Uriarte 1971

Feuding

Ortiz 2012

Politics

Whitten 1976

General ethnography

Whitten 1978

Cultural adaptation

Whitten 1981

Cultural transformation

Table 3.4. (cont.) Ethnographic literature
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3.3.2. Modes of subsistence
Hunting is done by men, sometimes in the company of their wives. Their
main hunting weapon is a wooden blowgun (úum ) capable of projecting
poisoned darts. Nowadays, blowguns are often complemented or replaced
by a shotgun, which may either be used for dangerous prey or for a quick kill
if the hunter is tired. Quiet stalking is the preferred method of hunting, but
game calls are sometimes used to attract prey. Typical game includes several
monkey species (mainly woolly, spider and howler monkeys), grounddwelling birds (such as tinamous, guans and currassows), peccaries and large
rodents (agoutis, acouchis, and pacas). For a more comprehensive list of
commonly hunted animals, as well as their Shiwiar names, see §3.5.
The Shiwiar practice slash-and-burn horticulture, whereby a strip of
land is cleared in order to be used as a family’s garden (áha). Although men
are initially involved in clearing a new piece of land, the work of planting,
cultivating and harvesting is the responsibility of women. The most common
garden foods are tuberous roots (such as manioc, sweet potato, taro and yam)
and fruits (including banana, pineapple, papaya, and chili pepper). Section
3.5 contains a list of these plants along with their Shiwiar names.
By far the most widely consumed product is nihʲamánt͡ʃ, an alcoholic
beverage made primarily out of manioc (known as chicha in Ecuadorean
Spanish, masato in Peruvian Spanish and aswa in Northern Pastaza Kichwa).
It is prepared by women, who first peel, chop and boil pieces of manioc. They
then repetitively chew the hot manioc and spit it out into a large bowl. Sweet
potato is sometimes added (using the same method), but this is deemed by
some to be a borrowed Kichwa practice. The resulting paste is then left in a
container (traditionally a large earthenware jar called muít͡s) to ferment for
several days, allowing the alcohol content to increase to the desired level:
weak to moderate for day-to-day use, and strong for special occasions and
celebrations. In order to be consumed, the fermented paste is mixed with
water and passed around in drinking bowls called pinʲíŋ17. A similar drink,
waráp, is prepared with ripe sweet plantain and manioc. These drinks will be
referred to as manioc or plantain beer in the remainder of this work.
Although most of the food is obtained by hunting and harvesting, there
are three secondary sources of sustenance. Fishing is a frequent practice and
is done in a number of ways. If metallic hooks are available, hook-and-line
fishing is the usual method. This may be done by hand, or by tying the line
to a tree and checking periodically for catch. A family or village may also
decide to poison the river by using barbasco root (Latin: Lonchocarpus nicou;
Shiwiar: tímʲu) and collecting stupefied fish from the water surface. Another
pastime is collecting delicacies and snacks, such as grubs and peach palm

17

A different type of earthenware bowl called tat͡ʃáu is used for food.
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fruit, from the jungle. Finally, most Shiwiar people raise chickens for their
eggs and occasionally for consumption, especially in times when wild game
or fish are not available.
3.3.3. Celebrations
A variety of special occasions are celebrated by the Shiwiar in large gatherings
that involve drinking, dancing and singing (NASHIE 2012: 27–28). These
occasions include the founding of a new community, an
engagement/marriage or the culmination of a community project (ípʲak in
Shiwiar, or minga as it is called in Northern Pastaza Kichwa and Spanish) such
as cleaning public spaces, maintaining the grass runways or clearing jungle
paths. Every celebration usually has a host family, and the women of that
family take on the task of serving manioc beer to guests.
Historically, such large gatherings were rare. Instead, people used to
visit neighbours and family in smaller parties and celebrate by drinking
manioc beer, singing nampɨt́ songs (see §3.3.4) and playing music with various
traditional instruments. These included flutes (náŋku and pɨɨ m
́ , differentiated
by the number of holes in them), drums made out of animal leather (tampúr),
single-string musical bows (t͡sájandar ) and a three-string violins (kɨrúm).
Another more solemn and spiritual type of celebration involved
individuals taking long walks to sacred waterfalls and consuming ayahuasca
(Latin: Banisteriopsis caapi; Shiwiar: natɨm
́ ) and/or angel trumpet (Latin:
Brugmansia suaveolens; Shiwiar: maikʲuá ) to have visions. However, this
practice has declined since the arrival of Christian missionaries.
3.3.4. Songs
The Shiwiar distinguish between two basic types of song genres: ánɨn, which
can roughly be translated as prayers or incantations, and nampɨ t́ , which are
songs that accompany drinking and celebrations.
The ánɨn songs serve a wide range of purposes, but they are always
considered very private and solemn; they are often described by Shiwiar
people as being sad. Some ánɨn are so private that people only sing them
under their breath or think them without actually vocalising them. When they
are sung in public it is usually only amongst close family and in groups of the
same gender. They are typically transmitted from (grand)father to (grand)son
or from (grand)mother to (grand)daughter. These songs express a person’s
desires or goals and they can be used to invoke spirits such as núŋkui or
amasáŋ (see §3.3.9). Common themes for anent songs are love, abandonment,
gardening and hunting.
The nampɨ t́ songs are light-hearted and jocular in nature. As opposed
to ánɨn, they are sung in the company of others, usually while drinking
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alcohol. They are often provocative and poke fun at individuals who are
present.
3.3.5. Division of labour and specialised occupations
Labour in Shiwiar society is strongly divided by gender. Men are responsible
for hunting, clearing land for new gardens and building houses. Women
usually work in the garden, cook and keep the house clean. Both men and
women make handicrafts, but also here their roles are clearly defined: women
produce a variety of clay pottery whereas men produce hunting tools,
weapons and musical instruments.
Only a handful of individuals have specialised occupations in Shiwiar
society. These are shamans, midwives and healers, all of whom are
considered keepers of privileged ancestral knowledge (NASHIE 2012: 50–51).
Anyone in the community can choose to take on these roles, but there are
gender restrictions: only men can become shamans and only women can
become midwives. The process of training and establishing themselves is
often difficult because of resistance from more experienced practitioners.
Interestingly, the existence of these specialised occupations seems to have
enhanced cultural and linguistic contact in the region as various ethnic groups
try to match the perceived greater expertise of other groups. For example,
Canelos Kichwa shamans are said to be particularly skilled, so they are often
visited by shamans from other ethnicities who hope to learn from them.
Shamans (uwiʃínʲ) are traditionally the most powerful members of
Shiwiar society. These men are thought to have supernatural powers to either
cause illness or cure it. As such, they are both feared and sought after. As
long as an individual uwiʃínʲ is perceived to be using his powers to help
people, he holds a privileged social position and leads a comfortable life (e.g.
there would be no need for him to hunt because he could live off of his
patients’ gifts). However, as soon as he is suspected of using his powers for
evil purposes – like making people mortally ill – he is shunned. Historically,
he would often become the target of assassination raids by the vengeful family
members of his perceived victims. Because of this, the number of active
shamans amongst the Shiwiar has always been relatively low.
In contrast, there are many more midwives (takúmtikʲinʲ) and healers
(hapíkʲratinʲ), but both of them are much more restricted in their care and
healing abilities. Midwives advise women during their pregnancy and help
them during childbirth, and healers are only able to cure minor illnesses.
Although their lesser power does not award them as high a social standing as
the shamans have, they are also not in danger of being negatively targeted.
The arrival of Christianity and Western medicine has sharply reduced
the role of these three occupations amongst the Shiwiar. From the beginning,
missionaries have demonised shamanism and advocated the superiority of
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Western medicine. Although some traditional practitioners remain – 6
shamans, 32 midwives and 35 healers (NASHIE 2012: 52) – it is unclear
whether their knowledge will be transmitted to new generations.
3.3.6. Feuding
Chicham groups are well-known in the popular literature as the “headhunters of the Amazon” – see for example titles such as Drown and Drown’s
(1961) “Mission to the Head-Hunters” and Karsten’s (1935) “The Headhunters of Western Amazonas”. While the depiction of Chicham-speakers in
the Western media, especially during the first half of the 20 th century, was
extremely sensationalist, it is true that warfare played an important role for
Chicham groups historically.
Families of all Chicham groups were engaged in long-term feuding
with other families within their own ethnic group but also across ethnic
boundaries (Harner 1984). Alliances and enemies frequently changed, and
assassination raids (typically targeting a male member of a household) were
commonplace. Depending on a number of circumstances, these raids could
result in the severing of the victim’s head, which was then shrunk into a socalled t͡sánt͡sa in a ritual ceremony. This particular practice seems to have
sparked much interest in American and European intellectual circles when it
was first reported by various travellers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
and it soon became a defining characteristic of Chicham tribes in the eyes of
the world.
Because assassination and head-hunting raids were a regular
occurrence, Shiwiar families used to live in a state of constant vigilance in case
of an attack. It also meant that unexpected visitors to the house had to be
treated with extreme caution. Cultural practices that emerged around this
necessity include a ceremonial greeting tradition (anɨ m
́ artinʲ) in which a
visitor and a host would have to lay out their family ties to expose potential
animosity.
The raids, and the cultural traditions attached to them, have largely
been abandoned in recent decades, possibly as a result of missionisation and
the subsequent creation of population centres. However, the Shiwiar people
are still very much aware of the former situation and sometimes even use their
war-like reputation as leverage in territorial conflicts with neighbouring
ethnic groups.
3.3.7. Marriage
Shiwiar marriage traditions have changed over the past century. Historically,
polygyny (i.e. the marriage of one man to multiple women) was widespread.
Harner (1984: 80) suggests for the Shuar – who had very similar marriage
practices to the Shiwiar – that the institution of polygyny was a reflection of
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the low ratio of men to women as a consequence of the attrition of the male
population through killing. Polygynous relationships have become much less
common amongst the Shiwiar in recent decades. Although this trend is
correlated with the reduction of feuding, it is probably also a direct result of
Christian missionisation, which prohibits polygynous marriages.
One important characteristic which sets the Shiwiar apart from other
Chicham groups is the fact that Shiwiar people are mostly exogamous, i.e.
they marry people from a different ethnic group. This practice seems to have
only been in place for a few generations. Most of the mixed marriages involve
a Shiwiar person and a spouse from one of the neighbouring indigenous
nationalities (either Kichwa, Sapara, Andoa or Achuar). The children of a
mixed marriage adopt the father’s ethnic identity. Interestingly, because the
Kichwa, Sapara and Andoa people share a common language (Northern
Pastaza Kichwa), this has led to a situation of stable and widespread
bilingualism of Shiwiar and Northern Pastaza Kichwa in the area. The
domains of use of each language are explained in more detail in §3.6.
Traditionally, Shiwiar couples practiced temporary uxorilocality after
marriage. In other words, a newly-wed husband was expected to move into
his wife’s father’s residence and render bride-service to his in-laws by
working for them for a period of time. Usually the couple would establish
their own residence after the birth of their first or second child. This is no
longer the norm: brides often move in with their husbands immediately after
marrying them. This change towards virilocality is possibly related to the
onset of generalised exogamy in the area.18 As a consequence of exogamy and
virilocality, most men and unmarried women in Shiwiar villages are
ethnically Shiwiar, whereas most married women are from a different ethnic
group.
3.3.8. Kinship
The Shiwiar kinship terms make distinctions based on gender, generation,
and consanguineal/affinal relations. They are based on the principle of partial
bifurcate merging. Specifically, one and the same term is used for a father and
a father’s brother, and one and the same term is used for a mother, a mother’s
sister, and a father’s sister. However, a different term is used for a mother’s
brother. Parallel cousins (children of a father’s brother or a mother’s sister)
are considered siblings, whereas cross-cousins (children of a father’s sister or
a mother’s brother) are not considered direct relatives and as such are

It is interesting to note that virilocality is the general norm throughout the
Amazon. Notable exceptions are Chicham people, their Urarina neighbours and
various groups in the Xingú area of Brazil, all of whom traditionally practice
uxorilocality (Aikhenvald 2012: 14).
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potential marriage partners. The grammatical properties of kinship terms are
discussed in §7.2.3 and §7.7.
3.3.9. Religion
Since the arrival of the missionaries in the 1960s, the Shiwiar people have by
and large converted to Christianity. Although this means that the previous
system of beliefs has been supplanted, there are four spiritual entities that
were particularly important to the Shiwiar and which continue to be referred
to (albeit mostly in traditional stories). Arguably the most important one,
arútam , can be described as the spirit of the forest. It is omnipresent but
especially strong in places where water crashes against rocks (e.g. river rapids
and waterfalls). As opposed to the other three entities, arútam is not thought
of as an embodied being, but rather as an ever-present force. For this reason,
some Shiwiar people – usually those influenced by Catholic missions – refer
to the Christian God as arútam in Shiwiar. Protestants prefer to use the word
jús (originally from Spanish Dios) instead.
The other three entities are always referred to as personified beings, but
it is unclear whether each of these names refer to a single individual or
whether they each refer to a group of beings. The keeper of the forest, amasáŋ ,
is the owner of all animals and wild plants. This entity is addressed in ánɨn
songs (see §3.3.4) by hunters wishing to find game. It generously provides
animals for humans to eat, but it is also thought that any offense against
nature (e.g. excessive hunting) will be harshly punished by amasáŋ . Also
addressed in ánɨn incantations, núŋkui is the spirit which controls the fertility
of the soil and can therefore influence the growth of fruits and vegetables in
the garden. Finally, t͡súŋki is a river spirit, owner of the river animals (fish,
boas, turtles, etc.).

3.4. Ethnonyms
The Shiwiar people call themselves ʃíwʲar and their language ʃiwʲár t͡ʃit͡ʃam.
They use the word apát͡ʃ to denote an outsider. Although originally used to
denote Kichwa-speaking outsiders, the term has now become largely
synonymous with “Spanish speaker”, and the Spanish language is referred to
as apát͡ʃ t͡ʃit͡ʃam . It is interesting to note that the word apát͡ʃ is homophonous
with the word for 'grandfather', pointing at the possibility that its use in this
context began as a honorific. An English-speaking foreigner is referred to as
íŋkʲis. This is derived from the word English, but it may also freely be used
for any North American or European foreigner, regardless of the language
they speak.
There are two other terms that can be used to refer to mestizo or white
outsiders and these are largely used by older speakers. The first one is
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wiákut͡ʃ. The origin of this word is particularly interesting because it seems to
be an old borrowing from Quechua.19 Since colonial times Quechua speakers
have used the term wiraqucha (the name of one of the Quechuan deities) to
refer to Europeans and mestizo patrons (cf. Durston 2007: 66). The loss of the
intervocalic /r/ and the apocope of the final /a/ in the Shiwiar version of the
word are consistent with the nativisation of other old loans into Chicham
languages (see §2.3.1).20 The second term, suntár, is also likely a loan, namely
from Spanish soldado 'soldier'. Older speakers use it to refer to any mestizo or
white outsider, which suggests that the term started to be used at a time when
contacts between Shiwiar people and mestizo outsiders occurred mostly as a
result of military incursions. Younger speakers, however, only use it to refer
to actual soldiers.
The Spanish ethnonyms for the Shiwiar have changed over time and
have developed slightly differently in Ecuador and Peru. Originally, the
terms jívaro or jíbaro were commonly used to refer to any of the five Chichamspeaking groups, including the Shiwiar (see §2.2.1). Beginning in the first half
of the 20th century, in Ecuador, jívaro was slowly restricted to refer specifically
to the Shuar people, whereas the Achuar and the Shiwiar were jointly referred
to as achuar. The lack of a distinction between those two groups was due to
the fact that the existence of the Shiwiar was largely unknown to Spanishspeaking Ecuadoreans until recent decades. Nowadays, the term jívaro has
fallen into disuse as an ethnonym in Ecuador because it is considered
offensive: the word has acquired the connotation of “savage” and has a strong
colonial flavour (Harner 1984: xii–xiv). The Shiwiar gained national notoriety
in the 1990s due to their official recognition by the government of Ecuador,
and since then they have also been referred to as shiwiar (or shíwiar) in Spanish.
In Peru, the development of the terminology was similar to that in
Ecuador except that the Achuar and Shiwiar were jointly called achual as well
as achuar. In official Peruvian usage, for example in government publications,
the term jíbaro continues to be used to refer specifically to the Shiwiar, in
opposition to all other Chicham groups which are referred to by their
individual names (see §2.2.1). In addition to being called jíbaros/jívaros
(Corbera Mori 1994: 4), Shiwiar groups are also specifically referred to as
jíbaros del río Tigre ('Jivaroans of the Tigre River') and jíbaros del río Corrientes
('Jivaroans of the Corrientes River'), alluding to the river basins where
Peruvian Shiwiar people live.
The ethnonym Mayna has also been used to refer to Shiwiar people.
The term is usually limited to those families who live on the estuaries of the
This was first pointed out by Beasley and Pike (1957).
The term wiraqucha to mean 'white person' has been borrowed into other
western Amazonian languages as well, including Matsigenka (Snell 1998: 267)
and Kandozi-Chapra (Tuggy 2008: 104).
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Macusari River (cf. Harner 1984: vii), but it has also been extended to
encompass all Shiwiar people (cf. Bennett 1992: 483; Harner 1984: xiii).
However, the usage of this term is potentially misleading because the term
Mayna has also been used variably to refer to Kandozi-Chapra (e.g. Tessmann
1930: 280), Kawapanan (e.g. Mason 1950: 261), Omurano (e.g. Loukotka 1968:
155–156), Quechuan (e.g. Loukotka 1968: 266) and Zaparoan (e.g. Steward &
Métraux 1948: 629) people.
In Northern Pastaza Kichwa, spoken around Shiwiar territory, the term

ʃirapa is used to refer to Shuar people (Ortiz 2012: 136). It is unclear whether
this ethnonym extends to include other Chicham groups like the Shiwiar.
Interestingly, <Shirap> /ʃirap/ (or the Aguaruna cognate <Shijap> /ʃihap/) is a
Chicham personal male name (Simon Overall p.c. 2019; Pellizaro & Náwech
2005: 379). It is possible that the term was been borrowed into Kichwa and
generalised as an ethnonym. The Shuar call the Shiwiar patukmai 'jungle dog'
(Bennett 1992:484, citing Seymour-Smith 1988).

3.5. Animals and Plants
This section lists the most common plants and animals present in Shiwiar
territory as well as some basic notes about the role that they play in Shiwiar
culture. All of the species are listed by their Shiwiar name and identified in
Latin binomial nomenclature wherever possible. Their most common English
and Spanish names are listed as well. For Spanish, local names (as used in the
Ecuadorean Amazon) are written first, followed by alternative terms. In order
to verify the correct identification of all the species, I consulted various
published sources together with multiple Shiwiar speakers for cross-reference
(Bennett 1992; Emmons & Feer 1997; Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de Fast & Fast
Warkentin 2008; Grandtner & Chevrette 2014; NASHIE 2012; Pitman et al.
2012; Ridgely & Greenfield 2001; Tirira 2007).
Animals are listed first in Table 3.5. This table mostly contains animals
that are hunted for consumption, although it also includes animals that are
frequently seen but not eaten (e.g. deer, capybara, tucuxi). Traditionally,
certain animal terms were considered taboo in the context of hunting because
it was thought that uttering the term for a given animal would prevent the
hunter from catching it. In such cases, the animal could only be referred to by
a secret name. Although this practice is no longer observed, Table 3.5 also
notes if the animal has a secret name in the hunting avoidance register
(abbreviated as HAR). Table 3.6 lists plants that are commonly cultivated in
Shiwiar gardens, while Table 3.7 includes wild plants which are frequently
collected by the Shiwiar. Their intended use – either for culinary, medicinal
or ritual purposes – is briefly noted.

Mammals

Class

red brocket

hápa

Mazama
americana

Sotalia fluviatilis

Latin Name

Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris
Cuniculus paca
Dasyprocta
fuliginosa
Nasua nasua

capybara
lowland paca, spotted
paca
black agouti
South American coati,
ring-tailed coati
white-lipped peccary

kapiwár,
uŋkúmi

kaʃái

ka j́ ũk

kúʃi

páki

Never hunted.

Notes

jabalí, huangana,
pecarí barbiblanco

cuchucho, achuni,
coatí de cola anillada
sudamericano

guatusa, añuje, agutí
negro

Commonly hunted.
HAR: káʃu

Commonly hunted.

Very commonly hunted.
HAR: mahás, pampá

guanta, majás, paca
común

Commonly hunted.

guatín, acuchí verde,
tintín

Not usually hunted. The
term uŋkúmi is archaic.
Both Shiwiar names may be
loanwords (see 2.3.1).

Very commonly hunted.
HAR: káʃu

sajino, saíno, pecarí de
collar

capibara, ronsoco,
carpincho

Commonly hunted.

coto, mono aullador
rojo, aullador colorado

venado, corzuela
Traditionally never hunted;
colorada, guazú-pitá hunted by Canelos Kichwa.

bufeo, delfín, tucuxi

Spanish Name

Table 3.5. Common animals

Tayassu pecari

Myoprocta pratti

green acouchi

juŋkít͡s

Pecari tajacu

collared peccary

jaŋkipʲíkʲ

Venezuelan red howler Alouatta seniculus

tucuxi

apúp

jakúm

English Name

Shiwiar Name
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Birds

Mammals

Class

Latin Name

Spanish Name
Notes

channel-billed toucan

kɨ ŕ ua

Commonly hunted.
HAR: nuŋkája
Commonly hunted.

mondete, montete,
paujil nocturno
tucán de pico
acanalado

Nothocrax
urumutum
Ramphastos
vitellinus

Penelope jacquacu

Table 3.5. (cont.) Common animals

nocturnal curassow

aját͡ʃui

aúnt͡s

Very commonly hunted.
The Shiwiar name may be a
loanword (see 2.3.1).

Spix's guan

wáʃi

pava de monte,
pucacunga, pava
amazónica

Ateles belzebuth

white-bellied spider
money

t͡ʃúu

Very commonly hunted.
chorongo, choro,
The Shiwiar name may be a
mono lanudo plateado
loanword (see 2.3.1).
HAR: uwɨ h́ ɨ ntinʲ
Commonly hunted.

Lagothrix
poeppigii

silvery woolly monkey,
Poeppig's woolly monkey

Commonly hunted.

Commonly hunted.

armadillo de nueve
bandas, carachupa
chichico, tití pigmeo,
mono de bolsillo

Commonly hunted.
HAR: wapɨ ʃ́ ruk

conejo silvestre, tapetí,
conejo brasileño

mono araña común,
maquisapa, marimona

Cebuella pygmaea

pygmy marmoset

Dasypus
novemcinctus

nine-banded armadillo,
long-nosed armadillo

ʃuʃuí

t͡sɨ ṕ i

Sylvilagus
brasiliensis

tapeti, Brazilian
cottontail, forest cottontail

South American tapir,
Occasionally hunted. The
danta, sachavaca, tapir
Brazilian tapir, lowland Tapirus terrestris
Shiwiar name may be a
amazónico
tapir
loanword (see 2.3.1).

English Name

sawa ã́

pamá

Shiwiar Name
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Reptiles

Birds

Class

Latin Name

Tinamus major
Paleosuchus
trigonatus
Chelonoidis
denticulata
Podocnemis
expansa

grey-winged trumpeter
great tinamou
smooth-fronted caiman,
Schnieder's dwarf caiman
yellow-footed tortoise,
Brazilian giant tortoise
Arrau turtle, South
American river turtle, giant
South American turtle

t͡ʃíwʲa

wáa

jantána

kuŋkuímʲ

t͡ʃaráp

Commonly hunted.

Commonly hunted.

motelo, tortuga terrestre
de patas amarillas,
morrocoy de selva

Commonly hunted. The
charapa, charapa Arrau Shiwiar name may be a
loanword (see 2.3.1).

Commonly hunted.
HAR: kumpáu

caiman postruso,
cachirre, dirin-dirin

perdiz, tinamú grande, Very commonly hunted.
tinamú mayor
HAR: ʃúku, tiʃíp

trompetero aligrís,
agamí, aramí

Table 3.5. (cont.) Common animals

Psophia crepitans

tucán golilblanco, tucán Very commonly hunted.
pechiblanco, tucán de The Shiwiar name may
pico rojo
be a loan (see 2.3.1).

Ramphastos
tucanus

white-throated toucan

shansho, pava hedionda, Possibly a loanword (see
hoacín
2.3.1).

t͡sukaŋká

Commonly hunted.
Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

pava, pava silbosa
común, pava rajadora
Commonly hunted.
paujil, pavón de Salvin,
Possibly a loanword (see
pavón nagüiblanco
2.3.1). HAR: ajúm

Notes

Spanish Name

Opisthocomus
hoazin

hoatzin, stinkbird, Canje
pheasant

sa ã́ sa

Mitu salvini

Salvin's curassow

blue-throated piping guan Pipile cumanensis

English Name

máʃu

kúju

Shiwiar Name
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Fish

Class

catfish

pútu

Commonly caught.
Commonly caught.

raya de río, chucho de
río
barbudo, cunchi,
bagrecito común

Potamotrygon
spp.

Hypostomus
ericius

carachama

Serrasalmus spp. piraña, palometa, caribe

Calophysus
macropterus

Pimelodus ornatus

Very commonly caught.

Commonly caught.
Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

Very commonly caught.

Very commonly caught.

huanchiche, trarira,
tararira

Hoplias spp.

mota, piracatinga,
blanquillo

Notes

Spanish Name

Latin Name

Table 3.5. (cont.) Common animals

piranha

catfish

kuʃám

páni

freshwater stingray

káʃap

piracatinga, vulture catfish,
zamurito

trahira

kasúr

múta

English Name

Shiwiar Name
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chili pepper

sweet potato

achiote, annatto

himʲá

ínt͡ʃi

ipʲák

Dioscorea trifida

Indian yam, cushcush, yampee

pineapple

kɨŋkɨ ́

kuíʃ

kumpiá

cocona

Annona spp.

cherimoya

kɨ á t͡ʃ

kukút͡ʃ

Psidium guajava

common guava,
yellow guava,
lemon guava

kírim

achira, mishquipanga

naranjilla, cocona, coconilla

piña, piña tropical, ananá

papa jíbara, ñame, sacha papa

chirimoya, anona

guayaba, guayabo, guayaba
manzana

aguacate, palta

caimito

Table 3.6. Plants grown in Shiwiar gardens

Renealmia alpinia

Solanum sessiliflorum

Ananas comosus

Persea americana

Chrysophyllum cainito

avocado

cainito

achiote, urucú, rocú

camote, batata, papa dulce

Food.

Food.

Food. Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

Staple food.

Food.

Food.

Food.

Food.

Food.

Used as face paint.

Staple food. Used to make
manioc beer.

Used as spice.

Edible fruit, oil, heart of palm,
grubs. Used to make brooms.
Sometimes cultivated but often
wild.

morete, aguaje, palma de
moriche
ají

Notes

Spanish Name

Solanum stramonifolium naranjilla, cocona, coconilla

Bixa orellana

Ipomoea batatas

Capsicum spp.

Mauritia flexuosa

Latin Name

kái

jáas

cocona

moriche palm

át͡ʃu

jáakut͡ʃ

English Name

Shiwiar Name
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sugarcane
taro
papaya

breadfruit

páat

papát͡ʃnʲa

papáihʲ

pítʲu

sɨpuí
Allium cepa

Xanthosoma spp.

Batocarpus spp.

Carica papaya

Colocasia esculenta

Saccharum spp.

Musa × paradisiaca

Arachis hypogaea

cebolla

pelma

frutipán, pan de árbol

papaya, papayón, olocotón

Food. Likely loan from
Spanish cebolla.

Food.

Food.

Food. The Shiwiar name may
be a loanword (see 2.3.1).

Staple food. Likely loan from
Spanish papa china.

Food.

caña, caña de azúcar
papa china, taro, pituca

Staple food. Ripe sweet
plantain (Sp: maduro) is called
t͡samáu. Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

Food.

Staple food.

Food. Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

Used as poison for fishing.

Staple food. Used to make
manioc beer.

Food.

Notes

plátano, banano

maní, cacahuate, cacahuete

Musa × paradisiaca orito, guineo, plátano de seda

fréjol, frijol, habichuela

barbasquillo, huaca

yuca, mandioca, tapioca

copal

Spanish Name

Table 3.6. (cont.) Plants grown in Shiwiar gardens

common onion, bulb
onion

banana, plantain

paántam

small banana

peanut, groundnut,
goober

sáŋku

Clibadium spp.

common bean, green bean Phaseolus vulgaris

núsɨ

míikʲ
mɨhɨ t́͡ ʃ

másu

Manihot esculenta

manioc, cassava, yuca

máma

Latin Name
Dacryodes spp.

English Name

kúnt͡ʃai

Shiwiar Name
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calabash tree

extra-long staple cotton

peach-palm

uŋkúʃipʲ ~
aŋkúʃipʲ

urút͡ʃ

uwí

Used as a domestic/kitchen
tool.

mandi

guaba, jinicuile, cajinicuile

cacao de monte, macambo

chonta, pijuayo, chontaduro

algodón de Pima

Food.

Food.

Food.

Food.

Used for handicrafts.

pote largo, mate alargado, pate Used as a domestic/kitchen
alargado
tool.

Table 3.6. (cont.) Plants grown in Shiwiar gardens

Xanthosoma spp.

Inga edulis

ice-cream-bean,
joaquiniquil, guama

wampá

want͡ʃúp

Theobroma spp.

cocoa tree

wakám

Bactris gasipaes

Gossypium
barbadense

Crescentia cujete

Crescentia cujete

calabash tree

t͡sápa
pilche, mate, pate

barbasco

Lonchocarpus
nicou

tímʲu

Used as poison for fishing.
Likely loan (see 2.3.1).

Used as a dye.

chica, carayurú, bejuco de
hierro

Notes

Arrabidaea chica

chica, puca panga, crajiru

taí

Zea mays

Spanish Name
Food. Loan (see 2.3.1).

maize, corn

ʃáa

Latin Name
maíz

English Name

Shiwiar Name
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ungurahua, palma de
seje, milpesos
floripondio, datura, toé
chambira

Oenocarpus bataua;
Jessenia bataua
Brugmansia
suaveolens
Astrocaryum
chambira

patawa, sehe, hungurahua

angel's trumpet, datura,
angel's tears

chambira palm

stinging nettle

ayahuasca, caapi, yagé

black manwood

kuŋkúk

maikʲuá

matá

nára

́
natɨm

páinʲi

Used to build houses.

guambula, huacapú,
manú

Minquartia
guianensis

Table 3.7. Important trees and plants

Ritual: used to induce visions;
medicinal: used as painkiller.
ayahuasca, yagé

Used for medicinal purposes.

Used for firewood; edible fruit.

Ritual: used to induce visions;
medicinal: used as painkiller.

Used to make canoes.

Banisteriopsis caapi

ortiga, ishanga

Edible fruit, oil, heart of palm,
grubs.

tagua, piasaba

Phytelephas
aequatorialis

Ecuadorean ivory palm

kinʲtʲúk

Urtica spp.

Used to make thatched rooves,
brooms.

cedro, cedro acajou, acaju

Cedrela odorata

Spanish cedar, Cuban cedar

kánu

Used to build houses.

canelo blanco,
carahuasca, espintana

Guatteria spp.

Used for ritual purposes.

Used to build houses.

ja ĩ́ s

laurel, yanabara

Medicinal: used to treat flu.

Notes

chaliponga, chagropanga Diplopterys cabrerana chacruna, chagropanga

Cordia alliodora

Spanish elm, Ecuador
laurel, cypre

ararát͡s

jengibre, quion

Spanish Name

jáhi

Zingiber officinale

ginger

ahɨh́

Latin Name

English Name

Shiwiar Name
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sedge

pirípʲiri

Used to build houses.

chunchu, huayra caspi,
tornillo

Cedrelinga
cateniformis

Ilex guayusa
Ceiba trichistandra

guayusa

kapok, white silkcotton tree

wajús

wampuáʃ

ceibo, huimba

guayusa

balsamo, estoraque

Table 3.7. (cont.) Plants grown in Shiwiar gardens

Myroxylon balsamum

arrowroot, maranta,
Maranta arundinacea arrurruz, maranta, dale dale
obedience plant

t͡ʃikʲáinʲa

t͡ʃíkʲi

t͡sáikʲ

Ritual; medicinal: used to treat
the flu.

tabaco, petén, hierba santa

Nicotiana tabacum

tobacco

Used for cotton fibre.

Used for ritual and medicinal
purposes.

Used to build houses.

Used for medicinal purposes.

Used to make thatched rooves.

t͡sáaŋ

palmerita

Geonoma spp.

Used to make thatched rooves,
beds.

Edible fruit, oil, heart of palm,
grubs. Used to make brooms.

turúhi

pambil, huacrapona, tarapoto

palmito, huasaí, manaca

Used to make thatched rooves.

Used to build houses.

Ritual; medicinal: used to treat
stomach pain.

Notes

Iriartea deltoidea

Euterpe precatoria

açai palm, mountain
cabbage

sakɨ ́

paja toquilla, jipijapa, pipi

lechero, guariuba, tulpay

piripiri

Spanish Name

tuntuám

Carludovica palmata

Panama hat plant,
toquilla palm

Clarisia rasemosa

Cyperus spp.

Latin Name

pumpú

pítʲuk

English Name

Shiwiar Name

Animals and Plants
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The Shiwiar People

3.6. Language use amongst the Shiwiar
Shiwiar is used as the main language of communication in all 14 Shiwiar
villages. As such, it is spoken natively by virtually all Shiwiar people.
Nevertheless, the 2010 Ecuadorean census found only 942 Shiwiar speakers,
compared to 1,198 people who self-identified ethnically as Shiwiar (INEC
2010). Given that Shiwiar language fluency in the Shiwiar villages is so
complete, the mismatch reported by the census is particularly striking. It is
possible that, as the census is biased towards sampling accessible urban
populations rather than inaccessible jungle settlements, it included Shiwiar
people who had moved away from the villages and were embracing a more
Spanish-speaking lifestyle in the cities. Also, because the census is based on
self-evaluation, it is also possible that some Shiwiar people did not declare
their knowledge of the Shiwiar language for reasons of social stigma. 21
It is important to note that Shiwiar is not the only language spoken by
the Shiwiar people. Multilingualism has long been the norm: most Shiwiar
speakers are also speakers of Northern Pastaza Kichwa and, increasingly,
Spanish. Northern Pastaza Kichwa (referred to hereafter simply as Kichwa)
is the Quechuan language spoken by the Canelos Kichwa, Andoa and Sapara
people. The Shiwiar have close contact with these three groups because the
latter inhabit the area immediately surrounding Shiwiar territory and, as
explained in §3.3.7, the Shiwiar practice exogamy with them. The result of
this is that many Shiwiar people speak Kichwa natively because their mother
is a member of one of those three Kichwa-speaking groups. Nevertheless,
Kichwa is never used as the main language of communication within Shiwiar
villages, but rather only in contact situations when Shiwiar people meet
members of neighbouring Kichwa-speaking groups outside of the village
context (e.g. on the river). In other words, the main domain of Kichwa use
amongst the Shiwiar is one of interethnic communication with neighbouring
groups.
Although the Shiwiar are multilingual, there is a strong cultural
prohibition against mixing local indigenous languages. Code-switching
between Shiwiar and Kichwa, for example, is extremely rare. Shiwiar identity
is strongly tied with being able to speak Shiwiar “correctly”, and one of way
of showing one’s competence is to avoid mixing languages. Like in other
parts of Amazonia, this cultural prohibition may be at the root of why Shiwiar
has relatively few loanwords from other indigenous languages.

Due to historical and ongoing racism against indigenous people in Ecuador,
there is a belief among many indigenous Ecuadoreans that admitting to speaking
their heritage language lowers their social status. For this reason, many
indigenous people deny their knowledge of their native language when asked.
21
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The Shiwiar have been in uninterrupted contact with Spanish-speaking
missionaries since at least the late 1950s, but Spanish has only started playing
a big role in Shiwiar communities in recent decades. Nowadays almost all the
Shiwiar people have some knowledge of Spanish, but levels of proficiency
vary substantially depending on age and gender. Older women have the
poorest knowledge of Spanish, and some do not speak or understand Spanish
at all. Younger men are the most proficient in Spanish, especially those who
have spent some time working in the cities. However, knowledge of Spanish
is rapidly growing, and children are increasingly learning it as one of their
native languages. Village schools use Spanish as the language of instruction
and some Shiwiar parents have even started speaking Spanish to their
children.
Despite this development, Shiwiar continues to be fully acquired by
children because of its vigorous use amongst adults and between siblings.
However, if the shift towards Spanish continues, it is foreseeable that new
generations will no longer acquire Shiwiar, thereby stopping the chain of
transmission.
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Chapter 4

4. Sources and Data

This grammatical description is largely based on primary data collected
during 12 months of fieldwork, but there are occasional references to
secondary sources as well. This chapter lists all the data sources used in this
dissertation and explains the methodology used to collect and compile the
primary data. Section 4.1 is a review of all the linguistic work that has
previously been written on the Shiwiar language. In §4.2 I describe the
fieldwork I undertook to document spoken Shiwiar and in §4.3 I acknowledge
all the Shiwiar people who worked with me on this project. The process
through which the data was annotated and analysed is described in §4.4.
Finally, in §4.5, all the recordings used as a basis for this grammar are listed,
as well as information about where they are archived and how they can be
accessed.

4.1. Previous work on Shiwiar
At the time of writing this work, the existing literature on the Shiwiar
language was minimal. Previous work was done by SIL missionary linguists
(Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de Fast and Fast Warkentin), community members
(Vargas Canus and Tsetsekip) and a BA linguistics student (Oranen). Table
4.1 is an exhaustive list of publications about the Shiwiar language.

Reference

Topic

Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de Fast &
Fast Warkentin 2008

Dictionary and grammar sketch;
mostly based on Achuar data

Oranen 2013

Possession marking

Vargas Canus & Tsetsekip 2002

Small dictionary

Table 4.1. Previous work on the Shiwiar language
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It should be noted that because SIL considers Achuar and Shiwiar to be
one language (“Achuar-Shiwiar”), it is unclear how much of their data and
generalisations refer only to Achuar or Shiwiar, or both.

4.2. Fieldwork
This work is almost entirely based on data I collected between 2011 and 2016
in three main fieldwork sites: Juyuintsa, Puyo and Shell. Juyuintsa is the
easternmost Shiwiar village in Ecuador, located on the Conambo River (see
Table 3.1). It has 59 inhabitants and Shiwiar is the primary language spoken
there (although most people also speak Kichwa and Spanish to varying
degrees; see §3.6). Puyo, the capital of the Pastaza province, is the nearest
administrative centre and is located over 200km to the northwest of Juyuintsa.
It has a population of 36,659 people (INEC 2010) and is a largely Spanishspeaking town, but it is also the home of Kichwa, Achuar, Shuar, Shiwiar and
Wao communities which continue to use their traditional language. Most of
the work in Puyo was conducted at the NASHIE headquarters, which are
visited by Shiwiar community members on a daily basis. Shell is a small town
of 8,752 people (INEC 2010), located 8km to the west of Puyo. It is the busiest
transport hub in the province because of its airport: flights from Shell are the
only access route to many isolated jungle communities, including all Shiwiar
settlements. Whenever Shiwiar people need to come to Puyo to settle
financial or legal matters, they often find temporary residence in Shell. Table
4.2 is a list of the aforementioned fieldwork sites including their geographic
coordinates.

Location
name

Geographic
coordinates

Population

Main language
(Other languages)

Juyuintsa

2° 07' S, 76° 11' W

59

Shiwiar
(Spanish, Kichwa)

Puyo

1° 29' S, 77° 59' W

36,659

Spanish (Kichwa, Achuar,
Shuar, Shiwiar, Wao)

Shell

1° 30' S, 78° 03' W

8,752

Spanish (Kichwa, Achuar,
Shuar, Shiwiar, Wao)

Table 4.2. Fieldwork sites
Between 2011 and 2016, I visited the field six times. During each trip I
collected data by recording speakers of Shiwiar in a variety of interactive
scenarios. All of the recordings made in 2011 and 2012 only have an audio
component, whereas most of the recordings made from 2014 onwards have a
video component as well. Table 4.3 summarises the start and end dates of
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each field trip, as well as the locations visited. It also lists the number of audio
and video recordings collected during each trip and the combined duration
of the recordings. In total, the corpus includes 30 hours of spoken Shiwiar. 22

Fieldtrip
Code

Start Date

End date

Field Sites

Recordings
Collected
(Hours:Minutes)

T01

2 Nov 2011

29 Dec 2011

Juyuintsa;
Puyo

21 audio (4:30)

T02

1 Jul 2012

6 Nov 2012

Juyuintsa;
Puyo

37 audio (6:55)

T03

15 May 2014

11 Jun 2014

Puyo; Shell

28 audio (6:04);
29 video (5:52)

T04

15 May 2015

9 Jul 2015

Puyo

15 audio (7:33);
3 video (1:02)

T05

1 Nov 2015

2 Dec 2015

Puyo

2 audio (00:17);
1 video (0:15)23

T06

9 May 2016

23 May 2016

Puyo; Shell

7 audio (3:03)

Table 4.3. Fieldtrips
The audio data was recorded using a Zoom H4N solid state recorder
and a selection of three microphones: a head-worn Beyerdynamic Opus 55.09
Mk II SC omnidirectional condenser microphone, a head-worn Shure SM10
unidirectional dynamic microphone and the inbuilt unidirectional stereo
condenser microphone of the Zoom H4N recorder. The video recordings
were done with a Canon Legria HF G25 wide angle high-definition
camcorder.
Most of the data is natural speech, i.e. unconstrained connected
discourse by one or multiple speakers. Many of the recordings were initiated
in somewhat staged environments: often a recording session would be
prearranged, and speakers would assemble with the specific aim to record

The cumulative total hours of audio and video recordings in Table 4.3 appears
to be more than 30. However, some of the audio and video recordings were of the
same speech event, so I only count them once when I report the total hours of
speech documented in the corpus.
23 During this trip, most of my time was spent transcribing, translating and
annotating earlier recordings, which is why only a minimal amount of data was
added to the corpus.
22
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speech. Despite this – although occasionally after some initial awkwardness
– speakers became comfortable with the situation and spoke naturally. Some
recordings resulted from completely spontaneous situations. The discourse
can also be classified into a number of genres, including traditional stories,
biographical accounts, procedural texts and conversations.
Elicited speech was also recorded, but it makes up a much smaller
subset of the total data. Elicitation tasks were mostly used in order to collect
specialised lexicon that is infrequent in spontaneous speech (such as words
for specific flora and fauna). I would like to stress that analytic observations
or generalisations based solely on elicited data are avoided in this work in
order to minimise all of the potential problems that are known to arise when
using this methodology, and to remain true to the way that the Shiwiar
language is actually used by its speakers (cf. Mithun 2001). However, elicited
examples are sometimes used in this dissertation in order to convey simple
phonological or morphological points.

4.3. Speakers and consultants
Over thirty Shiwiar speakers and consultants were involved in the creation of
the documentary corpus. One person in particular, Verónica Suquilanda,
played a central role throughout the process. She introduced me to many
people who ended up collaborating with the project, and she often
volunteered to be part of the recorded speech event in order to ease in other
interlocutors and distract them from the possible awkwardness of being
recorded.
Table 4.4 is a list of most of the Shiwiar people who participated in the
project; but it does not include the participants who explicitly asked not to be
acknowledged. It is important to note that the participants come from ten
different villages and have a wide range of ages, making the corpus
representative of the Shiwiar Nation as a whole.

Name

Village

Gender

Age at time
of recording

Francisco Timias

Juyuintsa

Male

21-23

Jorge Santi

Kurintsa

Male

36

Verónica Suquilanda

Juyuintsa

Female

26-30

(Anonymous)

Kurintsa

Female

35

Table 4.4. Speakers
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Name

Village

Gender

Age at time
of recording

Florentina Cuji

Tunguintsa

Female

45-48

(Anonymous)

Panintsa

Male

(Anonymous)

Male

Nelly Aguasanta

Juyuintsa

Female

20

Rosenda Tsetsekip

Juyuintsa

Female

40

Fanny Timias

Juyuintsa

Female

50

Jerónimo Timias

Juyuintsa

Male

20

(Anonymous)

Kurintsa

Female

43-45

Julia Pantam

Tunguintsa

Female

65

Nelson Cuji

Tunguintsa

Male

20

Samuel Mayancha

Panintsa

Male

25

Agusto Dahua

Kapirna

Male

Yapanda Cuji

Kapirna

Female

Yambia

Tanguntsa

Male

65

Daisy Cuji

Juyuintsa

Female

27-28

Laura Aguasanta

Wiririma

Female

(Anonymous)

Wiririma

Female

Efraín Andi

Panintsa

Male

Eduardo Aranda
Alfredo Gualinga

Male
Yandanaentsa

(Anonymous)

Male
Male

Maruja Gualinga

Juyuintsa

Female

Guadalupe Timias

Juyuintsa

Female

Beatriz Nango

Kanai

Female

Andrés Paantam

Bufeo

Male

Efrén Nango

Kanai

Male

Dixon Timias

Juyuintsa

Male

Table 4.4. (cont.) Speakers
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All the participants were told in detail about the nature of the project
and gave informed consent to being recorded. At the end of the recording,
speakers were given another opportunity to decide whether the speech event
should be added to the corpus. Although some recordings were deemed to
be too private and therefore discarded, most recordings were approved to be
included.

4.4. Corpus compilation and annotation
All of the data collected was annotated and compiled into a corpus for the
purpose of analysis. The recordings were first grouped into so-called bundles
referring to a single recording session. For example, if the recording method
for a session was audio-visual, two files (one audio and one video recording)
would be bundled together. If a recording had to be interrupted and then
continued within a single thematic session, multiple sequential audio and
video files would be grouped into a bundle. Each bundle was then organised
and, if necessary, synchronised in ELAN (The Language Archive 2014;
Wittenburg et al. 2006).
Each of the recordings was transcribed orthographically and translated
into Spanish with the help of Shiwiar consultants. I am particularly grateful
to Verónica Suquilanda, Francisco Timias, Maruja Gualinga, Florentina Cuji,
Daisy Cuji and Eduardo Aranda for their patience and insights during that
part of the documentary process. The transcriptions and translations were
imported into the ELAN bundles, divided up into prosodic units and time
aligned to the media files. I then added a phonetic transcription and an
English translation to the bundle. The four tiers (phonetic transcription,
orthographic transcription, Spanish translation and English translation) were
then imported into FLEx (SIL 2014) for interlinearisation and morphological
glossing. The parsed and glossed texts were finally reimported back to ELAN.
Consequently, the entire annotated corpus can be browsed in ELAN, and all
the texts, along with a full lexicon, are saved in a FLEx file.
The entire corpus is in the process of being deposited into the Archive
of
the
Indigenous
Languages
of
Latin
America
(AILLA;
https://ailla.utexas.org/) under the collection name “Corpus of Spoken
Shiwiar (Chicham, Ecuador)”. At the time of writing, the full corpus is not yet
archived, but the process is expected to be completed in 2020. Each of the
recordings in the corpus will have its own access conditions as stipulated by
the speakers who were recorded: some will be publicly accessible, some will
require a simple access request procedure, and a few recordings with sensitive
information will be kept under embargo during the lifetime of the speakers
involved.
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4.5. List of recordings
Although the grammatical insights that underlie this work came from a much
larger and more diverse set of recordings, the data and examples cited in this
dissertation were only taken from a subset of recordings for which speakers
agreed open access to. A list of recordings cited in this dissertation can be
found in Table 4.5. These recordings represent a wide range of speech genres,
including traditional narratives, autobiographical accounts, anecdotes, dayto-day conversations amongst neighbours, political speeches and procedural
texts. Many of the recordings involve dialogue between multiple speakers,
but it should be noted that even monologic narratives were recorded in an
interactive environment with native speaker listeners present, so as to ensure
that the discourse was as natural as possible.

Recording Name

Title

Genre

T01-S01-01.wav

Words and phrases 1

Elicitation

T01-S01-02.wav

Words and phrases 2

Elicitation

T01-S02-01.wav

Words and phrases 3

Elicitation

T01-S02-02.wav

Words and phrases 4

Elicitation

T01-S02-03.wav

Origin of the white-lipped peccary

Narration

T01-S02-04.wav

Amasank

Narration

T01-S02-06.wav

The sun and the wind

Narration

T01-S02-07.wav

The runway in Kurintsa

Anecdote

T01-S02-09.wav

Origin of the boa (interrupted)

Narration

T01-S02-10.wav

Origin of the boa (full)

Narration

T01-S03-01.wav

Origin of the potoo

Narration

T01-S03-03.wav

Growing up in a Shiwiar village 1

Anecdote

T01-S03-04.wav

Growing up in a Shiwiar village 2

Anecdote

T01-S03-05.wav

Growing up in a Shiwiar village 3

Anecdote

T01-S03-06.wav

The boy and the old woman 1

Narration

T01-S03-07.wav

The boy and the old woman 2

Narration

T01-S04-01.wav

Cinnamon and genip

Narration

T01-S05.01.wav

The heron

Narration

Table 4.5. Recordings
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Recording Name

Title

Genre

T02-S03S05-01.wav

Future plans

Conversation

T02-S03S12-01.wav

Community work

Conversation

T02-S03S16-01.wav

Recent events 1

Conversation

T02-S03S17-01.wav

Family

Conversation

T02-S06-01.wav

Planning a workshop

Political speech

T02-S07-01.wav

Introduction to a workshop

Political speech

T03-S01-01.wav

The story of the star woman

Narration

T03-S01-03.wav

Mythical cannibals

Narration

T03-S01-04.wav

The foundation of Juyuintsa

Anecdote

T03-S01-05.wav

The lost children

Narration

T03-S01-06.wav

Recapping the events of the day

Anecdote

T03-S01-07.wav

The Spanish film crew

Anecdote

T03-S01S08-01.wav

Discussing which story to tell

Conversation

T03-S03S12-01.wav

Words and phrases 5

Elicitation

T03-S03S14-01.wav

Conversation about family 1

Conversation

T03-S03S14-02.wav

Conversation about family 2

Conversation

T03-S03S15-01.wav

Conversation about home life

Conversation

T03-S08S09-02.wav

Remembering childhood

Conversation

T03-S08S09-03.wav

Recent events 2

Conversation

T03-S09-01.wav

The origin of snakes

Narration

T03-S10-01.wav

Gardening

Procedural text

T03-S10-02.wav

The spirit Amasank

Narration

T03-S11-01.wav

How to build a house

Procedural text

T03-S11-02.wav

How to hunt

Procedural text

T03-S12-03.wav

The origin of birds

Narration

T03-S12-04.wav

Working in the Shiwiar leadership

Anecdote

Table 4.5. (cont.) Recordings
The recording name itself immediately provides three pieces of
information separated by hyphens. The first code (which begins with the
letter T) represents the fieldtrip in which the recording was made (see Table
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4.3 for details about each fieldtrip). The second code (which begins with the
letter S) represents the main interlocutors who were active in each recording.
The third code indicates the recording number.
In other words,
T03-S03S14-02.wav is the second recording of Speaker 3 and Speaker 14
recorded during the third fieldtrip. The reason why speakers are not
identified by their full names in the recording labels is because, although most
participants of the documentation project agreed to be acknowledged by
name in general, the vast majority did not want to be immediately identified
in each recording or example in this text. For this reason, the recordings are
anonymised in this grammar.
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Chapter 5

5. Phonetics and Phonology

This chapter is an analysis of Shiwiar speech sounds and their distribution. In
§5.1, the phonemic inventory of Shiwiar – including consonants, vowels and
marginal phonemes – is described from a phonetic and phonological
perspective. A very salient feature of Shiwiar is the extensive allomorphy that
has resulted from a number of historical and synchronic phonological elision
processes. These processes are explained in §5.2. Finally, §5.3 deals with
syllable structure and accent.
In this chapter, most of the examples come from elicitation in order to
provide clearly audible tokens of all phonetic and phonological structures
discussed.
For monomorphemic words and examples where the
morphological composition of a word is irrelevant, no interlinear
morphological glossing is provided. However, in these single line examples,
each utterance is rendered in narrow phonetic transcription (as opposed to
the broad phonetic transcription used for multi-tier examples), as well as in
phonemic transcription.

5.1. Phonemic Inventory
The phonemic inventory of Shiwiar includes 14 consonants and eight vowels.
While the phonemic status of most of these is clear-cut and unambiguous,
there is evidence that at least one phoneme – the velar nasal stop – has arisen
relatively recently from historic allophonic alternations. Furthermore, there
are seven palatalised consonants which can usually be treated as allophones
of their unpalatalised counterpart, but they can also be analysed as semicontrastive incipient phonemes. Finally, there are several marginal phonemes
that only occur in a small number of lexical items, chiefly in native
interjections or in loanwords from Spanish or Kichwa.
5.1.1. Consonants
Shiwiar has 14 consonant phonemes. Nasality is contrastive for stops. There
are two affricates, three fricatives, one rhotic liquid and two approximants.
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This consonant inventory is for the most part comparable to that of other
Chicham languages (Peña 2015: 96; Saad 2014: 19–20), except for Aguaruna
which has merged the glottal fricative and the rhotic liquid (Overall 2017a:
48–51). Table 5.1 is an overview of the Shiwiar consonant inventory.

Bilabial

Dental/
Alveolar

Postalveolar/
Palatal

Oral stop

p

t

k

Nasal stop

m

n

ŋ

Affricate

t͡s

t͡ʃ

Fricative

s

ʃ

Rhotic

r

Approximant

w

Velar

Glottal

h

j

Table 5.1. Shiwiar consonant phonemes
There are three voiceless oral stops: a bilabial /p/, a laminal dentialveolar /t/ and a velar /k/. They can appear as a syllable onset word-initially
(see (5.1) to (5.3)) and word-medially (see (5.4) to (5.6)), and as a syllable coda
word-medially (see (5.7) to (5.9)) and word-finally (see (5.10) to (5.12)).24

(5.1)

[pɐɐ́n̪.d̪ɐm] /paántam/ 'banana'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 21:57-21:58)

(5.2)

[t i̪ .kí.t͡ʃik̟ʰ] /tikít͡ʃikʲ/ 'one'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:51-05:51)

(5.3)

[kɐ́.nu] /kánu/ 'canoe'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:12-02:12)

(5.4)

[iʃ.píŋ] /iʃpíŋ/ 'cinnamon'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 01:59-02:00)

(5.5)

[ju.t ɐ̪ ́i] /jutáiN/ 'food'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 56:14-56:15)

(5.6)

[mɐ́.ku] /máku/ 'upper leg'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 14:22-14:23)

The reason why some of these stops are palatalised in the examples is addressed
in §5.1.5.
24
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[t ú̪ p.n̠i.ɾi] /túpniri/ 'straight'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:56-11:57)

(5.8)

[n̪ɐŋ.ɡɐ́t .̪ ɾa.mu] /naŋkátramu/ 'end'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 09:35-09:36)

(5.9)

[wɐ.ɾík̟.ʃa] /waríkʲʃa/ 'something'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 40:39-40:40)

(5.10) [ʃuíɾ.pɪp̚] /ʃuírpipʲ/ 'type of swallow'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 03:38-03:38)

(5.11) [i.pʲɐ.mɐ́t ̪̚ ] /ipʲamát/ 'lightning'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 06:15-06:16)

(5.12) [ɐ́.rɐk̚] /árak/ 'plant, crop'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:32-55:32)
In most cases, the three oral stops are voiceless, as can be seen in Figure
5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, which show waveforms and spectrograms for
the words in examples (5.4) to (5.6). However, all three oral stops are usually
voiced when they appear immediately after a nasal stop, as in examples (5.13)
to (5.15). Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show waveforms and
spectrograms of these voiced allophones. Note that when they follow a nasal
stop, the oral stops are relatively short. The short duration enhances the
perception that these stops are voiced.

(5.13) [jɐm.bú.nɐ] /jampúna/ 'type of parrot'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 03:05-03:06)

(5.14) [un̪.d̪ú.t͡ʃam] /untút͡ʃam/ 'ocelot'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 29:24-29:25)

(5.15) [ɐŋ.ɡú.ʃip̚] /aŋkúʃipʲ/ 'gourd'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 00:57-00:57)
Nasal-oral stop sequences only occur in Shiwiar word-medially.
Historical word-final nasal-oral stop sequences were elided to a single nasal
(see §5.2 for further details about elision processes). For this reason, the
voiced allophone of the oral stops is never found word-finally.

Figure 5.1. Voiceless bilabial stop in iʃpíŋ 'cinnamon'
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Figure 5.2. Voiceless dental stop in jutáiN 'food'
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Figure 5.3. Voiceless velar stop in máku 'upper leg'
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Figure 5.4. Voiced bilabial stop allophone in jampúna 'type of parrot'
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Figure 5.5. Voiced dental stop allophone in untút͡ʃam 'ocelot'
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Figure 5.6. Voiced velar stop allophone in aŋkúʃipʲ 'gourd'
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The voicing of oral stops immediately after a nasal stop seems to be an
areal feature found in various languages spoken in the vicinity of Shiwiar.
Example (5.16) shows how Proto-Quechuan voiceless stops became voiced in
post-nasal contexts in Cajamarca Quechua, a Quechuan language of northern
Peru. 25 The same phenomenon is found in Northern Pastaza Kichwa and
other northern Quechuan varieties. Similarly, in Shiwilu, a neighbouring
Kawapanan language, stops which are normally voiceless have voiced
allophones after nasals ((5.17) to (5.18)). Overall (forthcoming) also describes
the same phenomenon for Kandozi-Chapra, a neighbouring isolate.

(5.16) punɡu 'door' (cf. Proto-Quechuan *punku)
(CAJAMARCA QUECHUA (QUECHUAN); Adelaar & Muysken 2004:198)

(5.17) [pa.ˈpiŋ.ɡu] /pa.ˈpin.ku/ 'old man'
(SHIWILU (KAWAPANAN); Valenzuela & Gussenhoven 2013:99)

(5.18) [ˈlan.dɘʔk̚] /ˈlan.tɘk/ 'foot'
(SHIWILU (KAWAPANAN); Valenzuela & Gussenhoven 2013:99)
Interestingly, despite the clear areality of post-nasal voicing, it is not
found in all Chicham languages. Modern-day Aguaruna and Wampis do not
exhibit this, but evidence from toponymy and historical data suggest that it
may have been widespread in those languages in the past (Overall 2017a: 42;
Peña 2015: 104). Post-nasal voicing is optional in Shuar (Saad 2014: 20).
Most commonly, word-final stops in Shiwiar are unreleased (see (5.15)
and Figure 5.6) or very slightly released (see (5.19) and Figure 5.7). However,
in emphatic speech they can be fully released or even aspirated (see (5.20) and
Figure 5.8). Word-medial stops are normally unaspirated (see (5.21) and
Figure 5.9), but they can occasionally be slightly aspirated as well (see (5.22)
and Figure 5.10). This phonetic variation is not phonologically contrastive.

(5.19) [muúk] /muúk/ 'head'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 06:25-06:25)

(5.20) [muúkʰ] /muúk/ 'head'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 04:12-04:13)

(5.21) [jɐ.kɐ ́ĩ] /jaka ́ĩ/ 'arm'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 13:06-13:07)

(5.22) [jə.kʰɐ ́ĩ] /jaka ́ĩ/ 'arm'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 13:11-13:12)

25

The example was adapted to standard IPA notation.

Figure 5.7. Slightly release word-final stop in muúk 'head'
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Figure 5.8. Aspirated word-final stop in muúk 'head'
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Figure 5.9. Unaspirated word-medial stop in jaka ĩ́ 'arm'
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Figure 5.10. Aspirated word-medial stop in jaka ĩ́ 'arm'
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Shiwiar has two voiceless sibilant affricates: an alveolar /t͡s/ and a
postalveolar /t͡ʃ/. These have the same phonotactic distribution as stops: they
can occur in onset position word-initially (see (5.23) and (5.24)) and wordmedially (see (5.25) and (5.26)), or in coda position word-medially (see (5.27)
and (5.28)) and word-finally (see (5.29) and (5.30)).

(5.23) [t͡sɐ́.pɐ] /t͡sápa/ 'gourd'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 01:10-01:10)

(5.24) [t͡ʃúu] /t͡ʃúu/ 'silvery woolly monkey'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 32:13-32:14)

(5.25) [n̪ɪ.t͡sɨ ́p̚] /nɨt͡s ɨṕ / 'chest'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 12:35-12:36)

(5.26) [ɐ́.t͡ʃu] /át͡ʃu/ 'moriche palm'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:47-02:47)

(5.27) [wɐ́t͡s.kɐ] /wát͡ska/ 'let’s see'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 02:38-02:39)

(5.28) [kít͡ʃ.ka] /kít͡ʃka/ 'another one (topicalised)'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 00:53-00:53)

(5.29) [ɐɨ ń ̪t͡s ] /aɨ ́nt͡s / 'person'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:40-05:41)

(5.30) [mɐɐ́t͡ʃ] /maát͡ʃ/ 'type of tree worm'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 01:37-01:37)
In terms of the phonotactic distribution of affricates, Shiwiar patterns
with other Chicham languages in opposition to Aguaruna, which has
restrictions on affricates appearing syllable-finally. In this position, Aguaruna
affricates are neutralised and are produced as fricatives. As can be seen above,
such restrictions do not occur in Shiwiar.
Like the oral stops, Shiwiar affricates have voiced allophones when
they occur after nasal stops. However, there is free variation in the degree of
voicing that occurs. In some cases the entire affricate is voiced (see (5.31) and
(5.33)), whereas in other cases only the closure is voiced and the fricated part
of the affricate is voiceless (see (5.32) and (5.34)). Once again, this phonetic
variation is likely motivated by pragmatic and sociolinguistic factors but is
not phonologically meaningful. Word-finally, affricates are never voiced, as
in examples (5.35) and (5.36). Waveforms and spectrograms of the following
six examples are shown in Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14,
Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16.
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(5.31) [ɨ ́n̪.d͡zɐ] /ɨ ́nt͡sa/ 'river'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:22-20:23)

(5.32) [ɨ ́n̪.d͡sɐ] /ɨ ́nt͡sa/ 'river'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:12-20:13)

(5.33) [n̪ɐn̪.d͡ʒík̟̚] /nant͡ʃíkʲ/ 'nail'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 16:43-16:44)

(5.34) [n̪ɐn̪.d͡ʃík̟ʰ] /nant͡ʃíkʲ/ 'nail'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 14:02-14:03)

(5.35) [ɐún̪t͡s] /aúnt͡s/ 'Spix’s guan'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 03:14-03:15)

(5.36) [pi.n̪iínʲt͡ʃ] /pinʲiínʲt͡ʃ/ 'type of bird'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:31-02:32)
Once again, the post-nasal voicing of affricates is also commonly found
in the wider region. Northern Quechuan languages exhibit this phenomenon
as well, as shown in example (5.37) from Cajamarca Quechua. In Shiwilu, a
Kawapanan language of northern Peru, affricates also become voiced after
nasals, as in (5.38). This is also the case in Kandozi-Chapra (Overall
forthcoming).

(5.37) and͡ʒa 'very' (cf. *ant͡ʃa)
(CAJAMARCA QUECHUA (QUECHUAN); Adelaar & Muysken 2004:198)

(5.38) [ˈlun.dʒɘk] /ˈlun.tʃɘk/ 'I’m going to talk.'
(SHIWILU (KAWAPANAN); Valenzuela & Gussenhoven 2013:99)
However, as with stops, some Chicham languages do not follow this
areal trend. Although there is evidence from data collected prior to the 1960s
that this occurred previously, modern-day Aguaruna and Wampis do not
exhibit post-nasal voicing of affricates anymore (Overall 2017a: 47; Peña 2015:
115).

Figure 5.11. Voiced alveolar affricate allophone in ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'
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Figure 5.12. Partially voiced alveolar affricate allophone in ɨ ń t͡sa 'river'
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Figure 5.13. Voiced postalveolar affricate allophone in nant͡ʃíkʲ 'nail'
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Figure 5.14. Partially voiced postalveolar affricate allophone in nant͡ʃíkʲ 'nail'
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Figure 5.15. Voiceless word-final alveolar affricate in aúnt͡s 'Spix’s guan'
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Figure 5.16. Voiceless word-final postalveolar affricate in pinʲiínʲt͡ʃ 'type of bird'
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There are three voiceless fricatives in Shiwiar: an alveolar sibilant /s/, a
postalveolar sibilant /ʃ/ and a glottal /h/. Like stops and affricates, the
fricatives in Shiwiar can occur in any syllabic position: in onset position wordinitially (see (5.39) to (5.41)) and word-medially (see (5.42) to (5.44)), and in
coda position word-medially (see (5.45) to (5.47)) and word-finally (see (5.48)
to (5.50)).

(5.39) [sṹ.w ɨ ] /sṹwɨ/ 'throat'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:55-11:56)

(5.40) [ʃɐ.ɾɐ́m] /ʃarám/ 'scarlet macaw'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:56-02:57)

(5.41) [hɐ́ŋ.ɡɨ] /háŋkɨ/ 'mouth'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 06:44-06:44)

(5.42) [mu.sɐ́t͡ʃ] /musát͡ʃ/ 'year'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:23-01:23)

(5.43) [kɐ.ʃə́i] /kaʃái/ 'lowland paca'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 34:54-34:55)

(5.44) [mɨ.hɨt́ ͡ʃ] /mɨhɨ t́ ͡ʃ/ 'small banana'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 22:08-22:09)

(5.45) [n̪ɐ.kɐ́s.t ̪ɐ] /nakásta/ 'Wait!'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:14-02:15)

(5.46) [áiʃ.maŋ] /áiʃmaŋ/ 'man'
(T01-S02-09.wav; 01:26-01:27)

(5.47) [n̪ɐ.kɐ́h.mɨ] /nakáhmɨ / 'I’m breaking you.'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 01:00-01:01)

(5.48) [wɐɾ.mɐ́s] /warmás/ 'type of parrot'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 03:15-03:16)

(5.49) [kuíʃ] /kuíʃ/ 'pineapple'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 07:25-07:25)

(5.50) [kun̪.d̪úh] /kuntúh/ 'back of the neck'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 12:14-12:15)
There is substantial variation in the way that the fricative /h/ gets
realised phonetically. It is most often pronounced as a voiceless glottal
fricative [h] (see (5.51) and Figure 5.17), but many allophones exist. Some
allophones are predictable based on their phonological and phonotactic
environment, whereas others are in free variation. The most predictable
allophone occurs in coda position when /h/ is preceded by a front high vowel:
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here /h/ is categorically realised as a palatal voiceless fricative [ç] (see (5.52)
and Figure 5.18, and refer to §5.1.5 for more information about palatalised
consonants). The other allophones are not as categorical in their distribution,
but there are trends in the data. When /h/ occurs between two vowels, it is
often voiced (see (5.53) and Figure 5.19). The voiced allophone can also
appear intervocalically across a word boundary (see (5.54) and Figure 5.20)
and occasionally in utterance-initial position (see (5.55) and Figure 5.21).
Finally, for some speakers, /h/ can be sometimes be realised as a voiceless
velar fricative [x] (see (5.56) and Figure 5.22). The velar fricative is usually
fronted if it is followed by a front high vowel (see (5.57) and Figure 5.23). This
allophone frequently appears in emphatic or hyperarticulated speech (e.g.
during elicitation).

́ /hi ĩ/́ 'eye'
(5.51) [hi ĩ]
(T01-S01-01.wav; 10:13-10:14)

(5.52) [kɐŋ.kɐ́ç ] /kaŋkáihʲ/ 'lower leg'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 15:57-15:58)

(5.53) [wí.ɲɐ u.wɨ.ɦúɾ] /winʲa uwɨhúr/ 'my hand'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 13:35-13:37)

(5.54) [ʋí.ɲɐ ɦɐŋ.ɡɨɾ́ ] /wínʲa haŋkɨ ́r/ 'my mouth'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 08:59-09:00)

(5.55) [ɦṹũn̪ wãã] /hṹũn wãã/ 'big cave'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 36:15-36:16)

(5.56) [ɐm.bú.xɨ] /ampúhɨ / 'his guts'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 17:25-17:26)

(5.57) [x̟íi] /híi/ 'fire'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 10:34-10:34)
In the immediate vicinity of nasal vowels, the glottal fricative is often
phonetically nasalised, as in example (5.58). Refer to §5.1.6 for more details
about Shiwiar nasality and how it spreads across glottal fricatives.

́ ʃ] /nĩhʲãmãnt͡ʃ/ 'manioc beer'
(5.58) [n̪ĩɦʲãma nt͡
(T01-S01-01.wav; 22:23-22:25)

Figure 5.17. Voiceless glottal fricative in hi ĩ́ 'eye'
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Figure 5.18. Palatal fricative allophone in kaŋkáihʲ 'lower leg'
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Figure 5.19. Voiced glottal fricative allophone in wínʲa uwɨhúr 'my hand'
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Figure 5.20. Voiced glottal fricative allophone in wínʲa haŋkɨ ŕ 'my mouth'
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Figure 5.21. Voiced glottal fricative allophone in hṹũn wãã 'big cave'
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Figure 5.22. Velar fricative allophone in ampúhɨ 'his guts'
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Figure 5.23. Fronted velar fricative allophone in híi 'fire'
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There are three nasal stops in Shiwiar: a bilabial /m/, a dental /n/, and a
velar /ŋ/. The bilabial and dental nasal stops do not have any phonotactic
restrictions: they can appear in onset position word-initially (see (5.59) and
(5.60)) and word-medially (see (5.61) and (5.62)), or in coda position wordmedially (see (5.63) and (5.64)) and word-finally (see (5.65) to (5.66)).

(5.59) [mi.ɾítʰ] /mirít/ 'large-headed capuchin'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:39-02:40)

(5.60) [n̪ ɐ́.wɨ] /náwɨ/ 'foot'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 16:19-16:20)

(5.61) [pa.má] /pamá/ 'South American tapir'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 33:56-33:57)

(5.62) [wɨ.n̪ uɨ ́ɾ] /wɨnuɨ ́r/ 'my lip'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 06:57-06:58)

(5.63) [am.búx] /ampúh/ 'guts'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 17:11-17:12)

(5.64) [n̪án̪.du] /nántu/ 'moon'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 01:59-02:00)

(5.65) [jə.kúm] /jakúm/ 'Venezuelan red howler'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 28:24-28:25)

(5.66) [jɐ́ŋ.ɡun̪ ] /jáŋkun/ 'giant armadillo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 35:58-35:59)
The velar nasal stop /ŋ/ has recently phonemicised in Shiwiar, and its
distribution is much more limited than the other nasal stops. It can only occur
in coda position, whether word-medially, as in (5.67), or word-finally, as in
(5.68). The reason for this limited distribution is that it seems to have arisen
through allophonic place assimilation in cases where a nasal stop was
immediately followed by a velar oral stop. This is confirmed by the fact that
/ŋ/ is only ever followed by the phoneme /k/ when it occurs word-medially.
However, in word-final position, the original allophonic conditioning has
been lost due to an elision process that removed oral stops in word-final
homorganic nasal-oral stop clusters (see §5.2.1). As a result, the velar nasal
stop is now in contrastive distribution with the other two nasal phonemes in
word-final position (compare (5.65), (5.66) and (5.68)). I therefore analyse the
velar nasal stop as a phoneme in Shiwiar.26

It is important to note that in other Chicham languages, the status of the velar
nasal is very similar to that in Shiwiar: in word-final position, it is contrastive with
26
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(5.67) [jɐŋ.ɡi.pík̟ʰ] /jaŋkipʲíkʲ/ 'collared peccary'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 33:13-33:14)

(5.68) [n̪ɐ.mɐ́ŋ] /namáŋ/ 'meat'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:22-00:22)
There is only one liquid consonant in Shiwiar: an apical alveolar rhotic

/r/. It occurs in onset position word-medially (5.69), and in coda position
word-medially (5.70) and word-finally (5.71); it never appears word-initially.
It is usually realised as a voiced tap but, especially in word-final position, it
can also optionally be pronounced as a voiceless tap (5.72), a voiced trill (5.73),
a voiceless trill (5.74) or a fricated voiceless tap (5.75).

(5.69) [ma.ɾís] /marís/ 'common squirrel monkey'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 24:56-24:56)

(5.70) [wɨɐ́ɾ.miɐ.ji] /wɨarmiaji/ 'They went.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:34-01:34)

(5.71) [kun̪.d̪u.ɦúɾ] /kuntuhúr/ 'the back of my neck'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 12:20-12:20)

(5.72) [sɨ.púɾ̥] /sɨpúr/ 'monk saki'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 28:04-28:05)

(5.73) [t u̪ n̪.d̪u.púr] /tuntupúr/ 'my back'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 18:23-18:24)

(5.74) [pɯ́ ŋ.ɡɪr ]̥ /pɨ ́ŋkɨr/ 'good'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:21-02:22)

(5.75) [pɯ́ ŋ.ɡɪɾ̥] /pɨ ́ŋkɨr/ 'good'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:23-02:23)
When /r/ immediately follows a nasal stop, an epenthetic voiced oral
stop often appears between the nasal and the rhotic, as in (5.76). The
epenthetic stop has the same place of articulation as the preceding nasal stop.
However, as can be seen in (5.77), this epenthetic stop is not obligatory.

other nasal stops. However, other authors have chosen to treat the elision of the
final velar oral stop as a synchronic process, and to posit an underlying
phonological form which retains the elided /k/ at the end of the word, even though
it does not appear “on the surface” (Overall 2017a: 58; Peña 2015: 106–108). This
allows them to analyse the velar nasal stop as an allophone. In their analysis, the
representation of the word in (5.68) would be [na.máŋ] /namánk/ .
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(5.76) [pán̪.d̪ɾɐ.ji] /panraji/ 'The sky became bright.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 07:33-07:33)

(5.77) [pán̪.ɾɐ.ji] /panraji/ 'The sky became bright.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 07:26-07:27)
Finally, Shiwiar has two approximants: a palatal /j/ and a labio-velar
/w/. They only occur in onset position, both word-initially (see (5.78) and
(5.79)) and word-medially (see (5.80) and (5.81)).

(5.78) [jú.mi] /júmi/ 'water'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:55-20:56)

(5.79) [wɐ́.ʃi] /wáʃi/ 'white-bellied spider monkey'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:44-03:45)

(5.80) [ɐ́.jʊ] /áju/ 'OK (affirmative interjection)'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:03-00:03)

(5.81) [t͡sɐ.wɐ́i] /t͡sawái/ 'during the day'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 08:37-08:38)
Both approximants become nasalised if they are adjacent to a nasal
vowel, as in (5.82) and (5.83). Refer to §5.1.6 for more details about Shiwiar
nasality and how it spreads across approximants.

(5.82) [ʊ .j ʊ́ ] /ũjṹ/ 'giant otter'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 28:55-28:56)

(5.83) [j ã.w a ́ã] /jãwa ́ã/ 'dog'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 30:32-30:33)
The labiovelar approximant /w/ does not have a velar component and
is realised as a labio-dental approximant [ʋ] or a bilabial approximant [β̞]
when it is followed by a high front vowel /i/. There is free variation between
these realisations, as shown in (5.84). More rarely, it is optionally pronounced
as labio-dental fricative, as in (5.85).

(5.84) [ʋi.ʃí.β̞i.ʃi] /wiʃíwiʃi/ 'giant anteater'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 06:49-06:50)

(5.85) [ví.ɲa muu.kúɾ] /wínʲa muukúr/ 'my head'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 10:58-10:59)
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An epenthetic glide with the same allophonic variants as the phoneme

/w/ (i.e. [w~ʋ~β̞]) is optionally inserted intervocalically when a high back
vowel /u/ is followed by another vowel across a morpheme boundary, as in
(5.86).

(5.86) hakáuʋitʲai.
ha-ká-u=itʲ-a-i.

die-PFV-S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'It’s the one who died.'
'Es el que se murió.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:25-57:27)

Finally, it should be noted that the dorso-velar approximant /ɰ/ that is
found in some Chicham languages, such as Aguaruna (Overall 2017a: 54), is
not present in Shiwiar. Interestingly, this glide is optionally elided in certain
environments in the languages that have it. In Shiwiar, this elision process
seems to have occurred completely.
5.1.2. Vowels
Shiwiar has eight phonemic vowels, as shown in Table 5.2. There are four
distinct vowel qualities: front high, central high, central low, and back high
rounded. Nasalisation is contrastive for all four qualities. This is in line with
the vowel inventories found in other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 60–
61; Peña 2015: 135–136; Saad 2014: 21).

Front

i

High
Low

ĩ

Central

ɨ

ɨ

a

ã

Back

u

ũ

Table 5.2. Shiwiar vowel phonemes
Each of the eight vowel phonemes is exemplified in (5.87) to (5.94).
However, the phonetic realisation of those particular examples should not be
taken as the only possibility for each phoneme: there is substantial variation
in the phonetic production of each vowel. Given that the four phonemically
contrastive vowel qualities are maximally distributed in the vowel space, this
is not surprising.

(5.87) [x̟íi] /híi/ 'fire'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 10:24-10:25)
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́ /hi ĩ/́ 'eye'
(5.88) [hi ĩ]
(T01-S01-01.wav; 04:39-04:40)

(5.89) [t ɨ̪ ɨ́ ] /tɨ ɨ́ / 'dark'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 02:51-02:52)

(5.90) [t ɨ̪ ɨ́ ʃ] /tɨ ɨ́ ʃ/ 'type of bird'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 03:24-03:24)

(5.91) [ɦʊ] /hu/ 'this'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:51-01:51)

(5.92) [ɦṹũn̪] /hṹũn/ 'big'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 30:28-30:28)

(5.93) [wɐ́ɐ] /wáa/ 'great tinamou'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 05:52-05:52)

(5.94) [wɐ a ́] /wãa ́/ 'hole'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 35:47-35:48)
Vowel duration is not phonemically contrastive, but sometimes two
vowels of the same quality occur sequentially in the same syllable, producing
the phonetic percept of a long vowel. This is often the result of an elision
process whereby an intermediate consonant was lost. Compare for example
Shiwiar wáa 'great tinamou' to its Aguaruna cognate wáɰa 'great tinamou'
(Larson 2008: 79), where the Proto-Chicham approximant /ɰ/ was lost in
Shiwiar. Similar instances can be found in loanwords: e.g. Shiwiar t͡ʃúu
'silvery woolly monkey' is likely to have originally had an intervocalic /r/, as
in Candoshi t͡ʃ óró 'silvery woolly monkey' (Tuggy 2008: 15) (see §2.3.1 for
more cases).
In addition to identical vowel sequences, all vowel pairs except **/iɨ/
and **/ɨi/ can co-occur within a syllable to form a diphthong, as in (5.95). In
these cases, the unaccented vowel is often reduced, and high vowels /i/ and
/u/ can be pronounced as very short vowels or glides. Refer to §5.3 for more
information on syllable structure and phonotactics.

(5.95) [un̪.d͡zu̥á.hai ]̥ /unt͡suáhai/ 'I’m calling him.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 09:13-09:14)
There is a high degree of articulatory variation in the realisation of all
vowels, but the low vowels /a, ã/ are particularly variable. They often get
realised as a mid-low central vowel [ɐ] or as a mid central vowel [ə], especially
in unaccented syllables (see (5.96)). If a low vowel is immediately preceded
or followed by a high front vowel as in (5.97), or preceded by a palatalised
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consonant as in (5.98), /a/ is sometimes realised as a mid-low [ɛ] or mid front
vowel [e̞].27

(5.96) [n̪a.hɐm.bɾú.t ̪ə.wəi] /nahamrútawai/ 'It hurts me.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:26-11:27)

(5.97) [n̪ɐ.je̞m
́ ] /najáim/ 'sky'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 01:24-01:25)

(5.98) [in̪.d̪ʲɛ́ʃ] /inʲtʲáʃ/ 'hair'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 06:22-06:23)
In the immediate vicinity of a labio-velar approximant /w/, low vowels
/a, ã/ are often realised as mid-low back unrounded vowels [ʌ, ʌ ] (see (5.99)),
whereas high central vowels /ɨ, ɨ / are often realised as high-mid back
unrounded vowels [ɤ, ɤ ] (see (5.100)).

(5.99) [kʌ.wʌ́u] /kawáu/ 'blue and yellow macaw'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 02:47-02:48)

́ 'hand'
(5.100) [ũ.wɤ́ h] /ũwɨ h/
(T01-S01-01.wav; 13:28-13:28)
Finally, the high central vowel /ɨ/ interacts with an immediately
preceding bilabial stop /p/ or /m/ in two possible ways: either the vowel is
produced as a high back vowel [ɯ], as in (5.101), or the preceding bilabial
consonant is pronounced with a rounded labial offglide, as in (5.102). The
second allophonic process has also been described for Wampis (Peña 2015:
120).

(5.101) [mɯn̪.d̪ɨ ]́ /mɨntɨ /́ 'kapok'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 00:39-00:40)

(5.102) [jú.mi tɨ.pʷɨ á .ji] /júmi tɨpɨáji/ 'Rain fell everywhere.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 27:47-27:48)
5.1.3. Marginal phonemes
A glottal stop /ʔ/ is only found in two semantically related affirmative
interjections in Shiwiar, shown in (5.103) and (5.104). The occurrence of the
glottal stop in other Chicham languages is also very marginal, found only in
The raising of /a/ in the vicinity of /i/ seems to be obligatory in other Chicham
varieties (Overall 2017a: 61). In Shiwiar, it is optional.
27
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interjections (cognate to the ones presented here) and in very few lexical roots
(Overall 2017a: 42–43; Peña 2015: 102–103; Saad 2014: 20).

(5.103) [ha.ʔái] /haʔái/ 'yes (affirmative response to question)'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:50-12:50)

(5.104) [hɨ .ʔɨ ]́ /hɨʔɨ /́ 'yeah (affirmative feedback during conversation)'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 1:18-1:18)
Overall (2017a:43, citing Sadock & Zwicky 1985:191) points out that it
is not unusual for question-answering interjections to have peculiar
phonological characteristics.
The only other instance where a glottal stop appears in my Shiwiar data
is in an allomorph of the copula clitic (=iʔ), which is otherwise produced as
=itʲ. The allomorph =iʔ appears exclusively in interrogative copular clauses,
when the copula is word-final, as in (5.105). This exact phenomenon is also
described for Aguaruna and Shuar (Overall 2017a: 44; Saad 2014: 19–20).

(5.105) hú juráŋʃa jutáiŋɡʲaiʔ.
hú
juráŋ=ʃa
jutáiN=kʲa=iʔ.
seed=FOC
food=Q=COP
'Is this fruit edible?'
'¿Esta fruta es comestible?'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:01-57:04)
In addition to the glottal stop there are a handful of other marginal
phonemes in Shiwiar, but they are all clearly loan phonemes which only
appear in lexical borrowings from Spanish or Kichwa – particularly in
toponyms, personal names and words for animals. These include the vowel
/ɔ/ in example (5.106) originating from the Spanish hydronym Conambo28, the
vowels /ɔ/ and /ɛ/ and the consonant /x/ in example (5.107) originating from
the Spanish male name Jorge, and the consonant /l/ in example (5.108)
originating from the Northern Pastaza Kichwa word ʃiltipu 'Amazonian
dwarf squirrel'.

This is an interesting case because the Spanish hydronym Conambo is itself a
borrowing from Northern Pastaza Kichwa kunampu 'type of palm tree'. However,
the fact that the Shiwiar equivalent has the loan phoneme /o/ suggests that it was
loaned into Shiwiar from Spanish and not directly from Kichwa.
28
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(5.106) [kɔ.nám.bɔ] /kɔnampɔ/ 'Conambo River'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:41-20:42)

(5.107) [xɔɾ.xɛ́ə] /xɔrxɛ́a/ 'Jorge!'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 10:23-10:24)

(5.108) [ʃil.típ̚] /ʃiltíp/ 'Amazonian dwarf squirrel'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:25-03:26)
The phoneme /f/ has also been borrowed in the word for tucuxi (a
species of freshwater dolphin), from the Spanish word bufeo. However, it is
only sometimes realised as in Spanish as a labiodental fricative [f] or a bilabial
fricative [ɸ]. Instead it is often pronounced as a voiceless velar fricative [x],
as in example (5.109). Alternatively, it is sometimes pronounced as a voiceless
velar fricative with rounded lips or with a bilabial offglide [xʷ]), as in example
(5.110). Note that in this word, the Spanish vowel /ɛ/ has been nativized into
Shiwiar as a high front vowel /i/.

(5.109) [bu.xíu] /bufíu/ 'tucuxi'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 02:42-02:43)

(5.110) [bu.xʷíu] /bufíu/ 'tucuxi'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 02:41-02:42)
5.1.4. Phonemic variation
In certain lexical items, there is phonemic variation and speakers
disagree or express uncertainty regarding which the “correct” option is. Most
often the alternations involve phonemes that share a feature. For example, in
(5.111) and (5.112) the alternating phonemes are both oral stops, albeit with
different places of articulation. In (5.113) and (5.114), the alternating
phonemes are oral and nasal stop counterparts with the same place of
articulation.

(5.111) [ʋí.ɲɐ mi.ɾi.tʲúr] /wínʲa miritʲúr/ 'my large-headed capuchin'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 18:56-18:57)

(5.112) [ʋí.ɲɐ mi.ɾi.kʲúɾ] /wínʲa mirikʲúr/ 'my large-headed capuchin'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 19:33-19:34)

(5.113) [t͡ʃɐ́.ɾɪp̚] /t͡ʃárip/ 'thunder'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 05:00-05:01)

(5.114) [t͡ʃɐ́.ɾim] /t͡ʃárim/ 'thunder'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 04:33-04:34)
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Individual speakers seem to prefer one form over the other, but there is
also variation within speakers. A testament of this is that all of the examples
above were produced naturally by the same speaker within seconds of each
other. The exact factors that drive this variation are unclear.
5.1.5. Palatalisation
A subset of Shiwiar consonants – /p, t, k, m, n, h, w/ – undergo
palatalisation when they are immediately preceded by a high front vowel /i,
ĩ/; the remaining consonants – /ŋ, s, ʃ, t͡s, t͡ʃ, r, j/ – are never palatalised. Both
oral and nasal front high vowels trigger this process. Examples (5.115) to
(5.121) show instances of each palatalised allophone.

(5.115) [wí.ɲɐ kɐ.ti.pʲʊ́ɾ] /wínʲa katipʲúr/ 'my mouse'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:07-03:08)

(5.116) [ki.tʰʲá.wai] /kitʲáwai/ 'It’s dripping.'

29

(T01-S01-02.wav; 28:20-28:21)

(5.117) [íkʲəm] /íkʲam/ 'forest'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 36:49-36:50)

(5.118) [ɦimʲá] /himʲá/ 'chili pepper'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:26-05:27)

(5.119) [kɐɦíɲɐr] /kahínʲar/ 'cloudy'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 06:55-06:56)

(5.120) [nĩɦʲãma ́nt͡ʃ] /nĩhʲãmãnt͡ʃ/ 'manioc beer'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 22:23-22:25)

(5.121) [iʋʲɐ́k̚mɐʊ] /iwʲákmau/ 'alive'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:49-55:50)
The precise phonetic correlates of palatalisation vary from consonant to
consonant and from speaker to speaker, but as can be seen in the examples
above it usually is pronounced as a palatal offglide immediately following the
affected consonant. The palatalised counterpart of the dental nasal stop /nʲ/
has the most variable phonetic realisation, ranging from a retracted dental
nasal stop [n̠] to a dental nasal stop with a palatal offglide [nʲ] to a fully palatal
nasal stop [ɲ], the latter version being the most common. The palatalised
counterpart of the labiovelar approximant /wʲ/ is never pronounced with a
velar component; instead it is almost always a labiodental approximant with
a palatal offglide [ʋʲ]. Finally, the palatalised counterpart of the glottal
The aspiration in this example is unrelated to the palatalisation. This is an
optional aspiration of oral stops that is described in §5.1.1.
29
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fricative /hʲ/ is normally realised as a glottal fricative with a palatal offglide
[hʲ], but in coda position it is usually pronounced as a voiceless palatal
fricative [ç].
If there is a consonant cluster after a high front vowel, palatalisation is
triggered for all consonants in the cluster that have palatalised counterparts,
as in (5.122). Epenthetic consonants are not palatalised, as in (5.123). Note
that palatalisation can even spread rightwards across non-palatalising
consonants, as in (5.124). In slow and careful speech, the first consonant in
the cluster sometimes remains unpalatalised, as in (5.125).

(5.122) [kiɲ.dʲɐ́m.wɐi] /kinʲtʲámwai/ 'It’s getting dark.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 10:57-10:58)

(5.123) [kɐ.ɦíɲ.draʊ] /kahínʲrau/ 'cloudy'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 06:54-06:55)

(5.124) [mɐɾ.tíŋ.ɡʲɐ] /martíŋkʲa/ 'Martin! (vocative)'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 10:16-10:17)

(5.125) [ʋí.ɲɐ in̪.dʲɐ.ʃʊ́ɾ] /wínʲa intʲaʃúr/ 'my hair'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 08:15-09:16)
When a palatalised consonant is in word-final position, the degree of
palatalisation is variable. It can be realised anywhere in the continuum
between completely palatalised, as in (5.126), and completely unpalatalised,
as in (5.127). However, when a word-final palatalised consonant is followed
by a vowel-initial word, palatalisation is often produced clearly, as in (5.128).

(5.126) [mu.kú.hiɲ] /mukúhinʲ/ 'cloud'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 01:41-01:42)

(5.127) [mu.kú.hin̪ ] /mukúhinʲ/ 'cloud'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 00:57-00:57)

(5.128) [tu̥.huɾ.pɐ́.tinʲ ɐ.wɐ́i] /tuhurpátinʲ awái/ 'There’s quicksand.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 49:12-49:14)
At first sight, it would seem that the diachronic development of
palatalisation in Shiwiar was motivated by simple co-articulatory pressures.
Consonants following a front high vowel would have naturally been realised
as slightly palatalised given the position of the tongue required for the
immediately preceding vowel. It is not surprising that this became routinised
over time resulting in the palatalisation of consonants in that environment.
However, an open question remains as to why a subset of consonants do not
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undergo palatalisation. Neither set of consonants – palatalising or nonpalatalising – form a straightforward natural phonological class.
A further surprising observation is that the palatalisation of a
consonant is often blocked by a following front high vowel. If the process of
palatalisation was motivated purely by co-articulatory factors, it would be
expected that a following high front vowel would very much reinforce the
palatalisation of the preceding consonant. However, this is not the case. Note
how the intervocalic consonants in examples (5.129) and (5.130) are decidedly
unpalatalised. These facts make it difficult to formulate a clear diachronic
pathway for the development of palatalisation in Shiwiar.

(5.129) [mái.t i̪ n̠] /máitinʲ/ 'to bathe'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 53:36-53:37)

(5.130) [pi.n̪í ŋ] /piníŋ/ 'bowl'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 44:08-44:09)
The reader may have observed that throughout this work, palatalised
consonants are marked as such in all phonemic transcriptions, even though
palatalisation in Shiwiar occurs allophonically in well-defined phonotactic
environments. The reason for explicitly marking palatalisation is that this
process is in fact not always predictable. In a number of cases, palatalised
consonants are in contrastive distribution with their non-palatalised
counterparts. For example, in (5.131) and (5.132), the dental nasal stop /n/ and
the palatal nasal stop /nʲ/ appear in the same phonotactic environment.

(5.131) [n̪ɐ.jɐ́.kim] /najákim/ 'sand'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 44:50-44:51)

(5.132) [ɲɐ.kuát͡ʃ] /nʲakuát͡ʃ/ 'type of grass'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 39:17-39:17)
The most likely scenario is that the word nʲakuát͡ ʃ was historically
*inʲakuát͡ʃ, and the initial /i/ was elided over time (see §5.2.2 for a discussion
about this type of vowel elision in Shiwiar). However, in my corpus of
Shiwiar, there is no token of nʲakuát͡ʃ with an initial vowel, meaning that the
trigger for palatalisation is never present. Similarly, in example (5.133), none
of the palatalised consonants are preceded by a front high vowel. In this case,
the historic form was likely *ikʲáihʲtʲuk before the elision of the front high
vowels.

(5.133) [kʲáç.tʲuk] /kʲáhʲtʲuk/ 'having caused to faint'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:28-08:28)
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There are further analogous cases where there is variation in the data,
as in (5.134) and (5.135), where the triggering /i/ is optional and sometimes
occurs.

(5.134) [i.ʋʲɐ́k̚.mɐʊ] /iwʲákmau/ 'alive'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:50-55:51)

(5.135) [ʋʲɐ́k̚.mɐʊ] /wʲákmau/ 'alive'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:54-55:55)
On the other side of the spectrum, there are instances where the
phonotactic environment would normally predict a palatal consonant, but the
consonant remains unpalatalised, as in example (5.136). A possible reason
why the word kapiwár does not follow the palatalisation rule is that it is a
loanword (see §2.3.1), and as such may have peculiar phonological traits.
However, it is a high frequency word, and if one compares that to example
(5.137), it is clear that the palatalised approximant /wʲ/ can appear in
contrastive distribution with its non-palatalised counterpart /w/
intervocalically.

(5.136) [kɐ.pi.wáɾ] /kapiwár/ 'capybara'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 32:26-32:27)

(5.137) [ʃí.ʋʲɐɾ̥] /ʃíwʲar/ 'Shiwiar'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 00:35-00:36)
Based on the observation that palatalised consonants in Shiwiar are
occasionally contrastive and not always predictable, I analyse them in this
work as semi-phonemic and mark them in all phonemic transcriptions.
Furthermore, because vowel elision is an ongoing process in Shiwiar, it would
not be surprising if the phonemic status of palatal consonants in the language
becomes even more entrenched in the future.
From an areal perspective, this type of palatalisation is widespread in
the region. The same palatalised phones described here exist in other
Chicham languages as well, for example Wampis (Peña 2015: 120–128) and
Shuar (Saad 2014: 27–28). Similarly, consonants following a front high vowel
are also palatalised in the neighbouring Zaparoan language Iquito (Wise 1999:
318). However, the (semi-)phonemicisation of palatal consonants, as found in
Shiwiar, has not been discussed for these other languages.
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5.1.6. Nasality
Nasality is a phonemically contrastive feature in Shiwiar for both stop
consonants and vowels (see §5.1.1). When it occurs in vowels, it spreads in
both directions up to the nearest obstruent (except /h/) or up to the word
boundary. Nasality can spread across approximants and the glottal fricative;
these become phonetically nasalised if they are within a nasal domain, but
nasality is not phonemically contrastive for these consonants. Example (5.138)
shows a nasalised approximant surrounded by nasal vowels. Because the
nasal domain in a word often includes more than one vowel, it is impossible
to single out an individual vowel as the source of the nasality, so in this work
all nasal vowels in a word are transcribed as phonemically nasal.

(5.138) [ũ.j ṹʃ] /ũjṹʃ/ 'sloth'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 07:07-07:08)
The degree of phonetic nasality in Shiwiar nasal vowels is subject to
substantial variation across the community. For some speakers, nasal vowels
almost identically resemble oral vowels; for others, the distinction is clearly
made. Even in the speech of a single individual, the degree of nasality can be
variable. Compare for example (5.139) with (5.140), uttered by the same
speaker.

(5.139) [nɐ.sɨ ]́ /nasɨ /́ 'wind'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 03:11-03:12)

(5.140) [nɐ.sɨ ]́ /nasɨ /́ 'wind'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 24:16-24:17)
There is however a morphophonological alternation that is triggered by
nasal vowels at morpheme boundaries which is maintained by all speakers,
regardless of how much they nasalise vowels. When a nasal vowel is at a
morpheme boundary and immediately followed by an oral stop, a
homorganic nasal stop appears between the vowel and the oral stop. The
vowel is at that point denasalised (along with the rest of the nasal domain).
This is demonstrated in example (5.141), which has the same root as in
example (5.139).
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(5.141) nasɨ ń dwai.

́
nasɨ -t-wa-i.
wind-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s windy.'
'Hace viento.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 25:15-25:16)

Compared to cognates in other Chicham languages, Shiwiar seems to
have lost nasality in many lexemes. Interestingly, historically nasal vowels
still trigger the morphophonological effect described above, even though
those vowels are not nasal anymore in isolation. For example, the final vowel
in the Shiwiar word for 'sun' in (5.142) is never pronounced nasally in Shiwiar.
The cognate in other Chicham languages, however, does have a final nasal
vowel, as in Aguaruna (see (5.143)). Despite the fact that the word has lost its
nasality in Shiwiar, when a suffix is added to it, the word exhibits the same
behaviour that it would if the final vowel was still nasal, as in (5.144). For this
reason, at the end of historically nasal words, I transcribe a superscript N in
the phonemic tier of examples, in order to remind the reader why this
morphophonological behaviour occurs. There are indications that closely
related Chicham languages, such as Shuar, may also be in the process of losing
nasality (Saad 2014: 21).

(5.142) [ɨ.t͡sá] /ɨt͡sáN/ 'sun'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 02:08-02:08)

(5.143) [ɨ t́ ͡sã] /ɨt͡sã/ 'sun'
(AGUARUNA (CHICHAM)); Overall 2017a: 65)

(5.144) ɨt͡sándwai.

ɨt͡sáN-t-wa-i.

sun-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s sunny.'
'Hace sol.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 12:51-12:52)
Given that nasality spreads within a word, in morphologically complex
words nasality may spread from one morpheme another. Compare the last
two morphemes in (5.145) and (5.146). Although the perfective -a and the
person-mood marker -ji are not usually nasal, they are pronounced as such in
example (5.143) because of the nasal vowel in the root.
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(5.145) nuháŋɡɾuaji.

nuháŋ-ru-a-ji.
flood-VBLZ-PFV-3.S+DECL
'The river has swollen.'
'El río creció.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 31:22-31:23)

(5.146) ikʲa ã́ j ĩ.

ikʲa -́ a-ji.
set(moon)-PFV-3.S+DECL
'The moon set.'
'La luna se puso.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 17:24-17:24)

Conversely, some suffixes trigger denasalisation of vowels in the root.
Compare examples (5.147) and (5.148). The possessive suffix in (5.148) often
denasalises the root.30 However, as with other aspects surrounding nasality
in Shiwiar, it should be pointed out that there is substantial variation in the
community regarding this denasalisation process. The same suffix in (5.149),
for instance, does not seem to cause denasalisation.

́ /hi ĩ/́ 'eye'
(5.147) [hi ĩ]
(T01-S01-01.wav; 04:39-04:40)

(5.148) viɲa híɾu

wí-nʲa

hí-ru

1SG-OBJ(P)
'my eye'

eye-1SG.P
(T01-S01-01.wav; 09:39-09:40)

(5.149) wíɲa sũw ɨ ɾ́

wí-nʲa

́
sũwɨ -r

1SG-OBJ(P) throat-1SG.P
'my throat'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 12:08-12:09)
From a regional perspective, vowel nasality and nasal spreading are
very commonly found in languages of the Amazon basin (Aikhenvald 2002:
45–46; Payne 2001: 595). As mentioned above, Shiwiar appears to be going
against the areal trend by having comparatively less nasality than other
Chicham languages. This may have to do with the fact that the language that

For an explanation of why the vowel in the root shortens as well, see the
discussion on minimal word length in §5.3.2).
30
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Shiwiar has had most intense contact with in recent times, Northern Pastaza
Kichwa, does not exhibit any phonemic nasality in vowels.

5.2. Elision processes
A very salient feature of Shiwiar, and indeed of the whole Chicham language
family, is the ubiquitous presence of morphophonological alternations,
resulting in a handful of allomorphs for each morpheme. Allomorphs differ
from each other typically by the presence or absence of a vowel or stop
consonant. These alternations originated as a result of various elision
processes that have been at work both historically (i.e. across the entire
language family) and synchronically in Shiwiar. These two types of
processes, namely historical and current, will be covered separately in the
following subsections.
5.2.1. Historical apocope and syncope
There are three elision processes – vowel apocope, consonant apocope and
vowel syncope – that I treat as historical because they are not optional in
modern-day Shiwiar, but rather fossilised into the language. Another
indication that these processes are historical is that they seemingly apply to
the entire language family (Overall 2017a: 71–88; Peña 2015; Saad 2014: 23–
24). Finally, I analyse these elision processes as historical because they are no
longer transparent to native speakers of Shiwiar.31
The process of vowel apocope elided final vowels in words with more
than two vowels, provided that the last syllable was light (i.e. CV). For
example, as shown in (5.150), the historical word *jumínʲu became modernday Shiwiar jumínʲ 'sweet' after the application of vowel apocope. Note that
what was originally the onset of the final syllable is resyllabified as the coda
of the preceding syllable. On the other hand, in morphological environments
where the vowel is not word-final, as in (5.151), it did not undergo elision.

(5.150) [ju.mín̠] /jumínʲ/ 'sweet' (historically: */jumínʲu/)
(T01-S01-02.wav; 42:17-42:18)

I make this rather bold statement with the caveat that it is based on my limited
judgement of the intuitions of my Shiwiar collaborators, which were shared with
me during the transcription and annotation of the Shiwiar corpus.
31
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(5.151) jumiɲún takákhai.
juminʲú=n takák-ha-i.
sweet=OBJ have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have something sweet.'
'Tengo algo dulce.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 43:04-43:06)
There is evidence that word-final vowel apocope occurred in Chicham
languages within the last 90 years. In early 20th century anthropological texts
that were written about Chicham people, the elided word-final vowels still
appear orthographically, leading to the assumption that they had not yet
undergone apocope at the time that those texts were written. For example,
Karsten (1935: 324) writes <ikyáma> 'in the forest'; the modern Shiwiar
cognate is ikʲám . Vowel apocope may have happened at different points in
each of the five languages, but all Chicham languages seem to have
undergone this change.
As can be seen in the examples above, a notable outcome of vowel
apocope is that unbound roots (particularly nouns and adjectives) that
synchronically end in a consonant in their citation form typically have an
allomorph with an additional vowel which only appears when there are
suffixes or clitics attached to it. This seems to have been reanalysed by
speakers to mean that all roots which end in a consonant must have a long
form with an additional vowel in bound morphological contexts. Take for
example the Shiwiar loanword arɔ́s 'rice', from the Spanish word arroz 'rice'.
This noun has never had a word-final vowel, and yet it exhibits the same
allomorphy described above, as shown in (5.152) and (5.153). This pattern is
presumably extended from native forms with elided final vowels to
loanwords by analogy.

(5.152) [ɐ.ɾɔ́s] /arɔ́s/ 'rice'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 41:24-41:25)

(5.153) aɾɔ́san takákhai.
arɔ́sa=n
takák-ha-i.
rice =OBJ
have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have rice.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 41:32-41:33)
It should be noted that there were two main exceptions to the
application of the vowel elision rule. Reduplicated forms – found in particular
in flora and fauna names in Shiwiar – did not undergo apocope, as in (5.154)
and (5.155). Words with a final syllable starting with an approximant did not
undergo apocope either, as in (5.156).
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(5.154) [t͡ʃɪ.ɾí.t͡ʃɪ.ɾi] /t͡ʃirít͡ʃiri/ 'type of grass'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 38:31-38:32)

(5.155) [wi.ʃí.β̞i.ʃi] /wiʃíwiʃi/ 'giant anteater'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 06:47-06:48)

́ ɨ ] /t͡ʃit͡ʃi wɨ
́ / 'river current'
(5.156) [t͡ʃɪ.t͡ʃi .w
(T01-S01-02.wav; 51:19-51:20)
Another historical word-final elision process was that of consonant
apocope. To understand this process it is important to note that nasal-oral
stop clusters do not occur within a single syllable in Shiwiar. Although
sequences of nasal and oral stops do exist, the two stops are separated by a
syllable boundary, as in (5.157).

(5.157) [t ʊ̪ n̪.d̪ʊ́p̚] /tuntúp/ 'back'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 18:24-18:25)
However, the application of vowel apocope meant that in words with
a final syllabic configuration of …VN.CV, a former stop onset would
resyllabify onto the previous syllable, creating a word-final nasal-oral stop
cluster VNC. In these environments, the cluster was simplified by eliding the
word-final oral stop, as in (5.158). However, like with vowel apocope, in
morphological configurations where the nasal-oral stop cluster was not word
final, as in (5.159), this elision process did not apply.

(5.158) [n̪a.wán̪] /nawán/ 'young woman, female cross-cousin'
(historically: */nawanta/ > */nawant/)
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:51-01:52)

(5.159) nawándá

nawántá

cousin+VOC
'Cousin!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 41:39-41:40)
Finally, the third elision process to have occurred in Shiwiar is vowel
syncope. Like apocope, this process only affected vowels in CV syllables.
However, as opposed to apocope, syncope targeted word-internal vowels. In
other Chicham languages, this process has been described as metrical: the first
two vowels of a word were not affected, but beyond that initial domain every
other vowel in a CV syllable is elided (Overall 2017a: 73–77). This is shown
for Aguaruna in (5.160), where the third and the fifth vowel are elided. If a
vowel is not within a CV syllable, it is skipped. For this reason, the seventh
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syllable /kui/ is not affected in (5.160). Similarly, in (5.161), the third syllable
/tai/ is skipped and vowel syncope occurs in the fourth and sixth syllables.

(5.160) núnikt͡ʃattakuik

nu -ni-ka-t͡ʃa-tata-kui=ka
ANA-VBLZ.INTR-PFV-NEG-FUT-SIM+1PL.SS=COND

'If we don’t do that…'
(AGUARUNA (CHICHAM)); (Overall 2017a: 74))

(5.161) anɨntɛ́i mtakua

anɨntaima-ta-kawa
think-APPL+IPFV-REPET+1PL.SS
'(we) thinking…'
(AGUARUNA (CHICHAM)); (Overall 2017a: 74))

In Shiwiar, similar principles applied. Note, for example, how the
vowel in the applicative suffix (historically*-ru) was elided in the verb in
(5.162), where it was in the third syllable. On the other hand, in (5.163), it is
the final vowel of the verb root (historically *nahama-) that was in third
position and elided, whereas the applicative suffix in fourth position retained
its vowel. However, the metricality of this elision process was not as strictly
maintained in Shiwiar as in other Chicham languages. In (5.162), for instance,
the first vowel of the future suffix (historically *tata) was skipped, and the
second vowel in that suffix was elided instead.

(5.162) kuiʃmíɲ hapiɾkítʲathamɨ.
kuiʃ-mí=nʲ
hapi-r-kí-tʲat-hamɨ.

(historically: *hapi-ru-kí-tata-hamɨ )
ear-2SG.P=OBJ pull-APPL-PFV-FUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I will pull your ear.'
'Te voy a jalar la oreja.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 08:04-08:05)

(5.163) makúɾ nahambɾútawai.

makú-r

naham-rú-t-a-wa-i.

(historically: *nahama-rú-tu-a-wa-i)
upper.leg-1SG.P hurt-APPL-1SG.O-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'My upper leg hurts me.'
'Me duele el muslo.'
(T01-S01-01.wav, 15:09-15:11)
In other Chicham languages, the first two vowels in a word are spared
syncope (Overall 2017a: 74). However, in Shiwiar there are many instances of
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historically second vowels being elided. Compare for example (5.164) and
(5.165), where the second historical vowel undergoes syncope.

(5.164) [t ʊ̪ ́.pɪn̪] /túpin/ 'straight'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 12:00-12:00)

(5.165) túpniɾi

túpni-riN
straight-1PL/2PL/3.P
'(his quality of standing) straight'
'su rectitud'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:34-11:36)

From my current data, I cannot find clear-cut generalisations from the
patterns of vowel syncope that occurred in Shiwiar. All that is certain is that
the process of vowel syncope was active in the language, but it affected
Shiwiar in a much more haphazard way than it did the other Chicham
languages. Investigating the multiplicity of patterns in the application of
syncope in Shiwiar are an interesting avenue for future research.
5.2.2. Synchronic elision processes
For the processes described in the previous section, there is very little
variation exhibited by different speakers of Shiwiar. For this reason, I describe
those processes as historical and “fossilised”. However, there are a number
of lenition and elision processes that are currently active in Shiwiar, and for
these processes there is substantial variation in the community and even in
the speech of an individual. All of the following phenomena are optional, and
although I suspect that sociolinguistic and pragmatic triggers underlie them,
it is hard to predict when and where they occur.
Vowels at the end and at the beginning of words are often devoiced,
whispered or elided altogether. Front high and back high vowels /i, ĩ, u, ũ/
are particularly prone to be lenited in this way. This is shown in (5.166) and
(5.167). This type of lenition can occur in any word, but it seems to be
especially routinised in certain lexical items.

(5.166) [kúʃi ]̥ /kúʃi/ 'coati'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 01:33-01:33)

(5.167) [m̩ .buí.tin̠] /umpuítinʲ/ 'to blow'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 20:00-20:01)
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When preceded by another vowel and followed by a glottal fricative

/h/, /i/ is heavily reduced or disappears altogether, as in (5.168). It nevertheless
always triggers palatalisation on the following consonant, even if it is elided
(see §5.1.5 for a full description of palatalisation).

(5.168) [ví.ɲa kɐŋ.ɡɐ.çʲúɾ] /wínʲa kaŋkaihʲúr/ 'my lower leg'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 16:05-16:06)
In fast speech, word-final nasal stops are sometimes elided. Compare
example (5.169) and (5.170), which are two renditions of the same clause. This
has also been observed in other Chicham languages, and Overall (2017a: 58–
59) suggests this has been an important force in the development of genitive
case in Chicham (see §7.8.3).

(5.169) [ju.mín̠ tɐ.kɐ́k.hɐi] /jumínʲ takákhai/ 'I have water.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 42:32-42:34)

(5.170) [ju.mí tɐ.kɐ́k.hɐi] /jumí takákhai/ 'I have water.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 42:49-42:50)

5.3. Syllable structure and accent
Shiwiar syllable structure can be summarised as (C)V(V)((N)C)) for wordinitial syllables and (D)CV(V)((N)C)) for non-word-initial syllables.32 Section
5.3.1 outlines the possible onset and coda configurations within a syllable, as
well restrictions on certain phoneme combinations.
Minimal word
requirements are discussed in §5.3.2.
5.3.1. Permissible syllables
The most basic Shiwiar syllable is composed of a single vowel nucleus. Any
of the eight vowel phonemes in Shiwiar can appear in this type of syllable, but
it can only occur word-initially, as in (5.171).

(5.171) [ɐ.mɐ́] /amá/ 'flood'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 30:48-30:49)
A two-vowel nucleus is also possible. These nuclei can be made up of
the same vowel, as in (5.172), or two different vowels, as in (5.173). It is
important to note that although two-vowel sequences in Shiwiar are always
32

In this formalisation: D = voiced stop; C = consonant; V = vowel; N = nasal stop.
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syllabified together, triphthongs are dispreferred. Three vowel sequences are
usually broken up into two different syllables with an epenthetic consonant
(see §5.1.1), as in (5.174).

(5.172) [ṹũ] /ṹũ/ 'earthquake'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 39:43-39:44)

(5.173) [ɐún̪t͡s] /aúnt͡s/ 'Spix’s guan'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 03:14-03:15)

(5.174) [hɐ.kɐ́ʊ.ʋi.tʲəi] /hakáuitʲai/ 'It’s dead.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:25-57:27)
Most syllables in the language have a single consonant onset, as in
(5.175). All consonant phonemes except /ŋ/ can occur in onset position, and
all possible remaining consonant-vowel combinations are permissible, except
for **/wu, rɨ, si, t͡si, ʃɨ, t͡ʃɨ/.

(5.175) [mú.rɐ] /múra/ 'hill'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 33:54-33:55)
Complex onsets made up of two consonants are also possible in
Shiwiar, but only if epenthetic stops are considered. These are inserted after
a coda nasal stop when a rhotic immediately follows. In this case, the first
consonant of the syllable is the epenthetic voiced oral stop and the second
consonant is the rhotic, as in (5.176).

(5.176) [nɐ.hɑm.bɾú.tə.wəi] /nahamrútawai/ 'It hurts me.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:24-11:26)
Syllables in Shiwiar can also have a coda. Any consonant phoneme in
the language except the approximants /w, j/ can appear in coda position, as in
(5.177).

(5.177) [hɐm.bʊ́ɾ] /hampúr/ 'wet'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 19:30-19:31)
Complex codas involving two consonants are also possible, but they
may only be made up of a nasal stop and an affricate. This is shown in (5.178).
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(5.178) [ɐɨ ́nt͡s] /aɨ ́nt͡s/ 'person'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:40-05:41)
Finally, it should be pointed out that speakers of Shiwiar seem to have
a strong intuition of what constitutes a syllable in the language. When I had
trouble understanding a word that appeared in the corpus, many of the
consultants I worked with would naturally repeat back the word back syllable
by syllable, as in (5.179). This was very insightful to my analysis of syllabic
structure of Shiwiar words.

(5.179) [ku.hɐ́n.d͡ʃɐm] /kuhánt͡ʃam/ 'opossum'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 07:56-07:58)
5.3.2. Minimal phonological word
Phonological words in Shiwiar may not have fewer than two vowels.33 If an
unbound morpheme only has one vowel, the vowel needs to be doubled when
the morpheme is uttered in isolation. Compare example (5.180) to (5.181). In
the former, the vowel is doubled so as to satisfy the minimal word
requirement, whereas in the latter this is not necessary because of the vowel
in the suffix.

́ /hi ĩ/́ 'eye'
(5.180) [hi ĩ]
(T01-S01-01.wav; 04:39-04:40)

́
́ 'my eye'
(5.181) [hi .ru]
/hi ru/
(T01-S01-01.wav; 10:17-10:17)
This minimal word requirement is clearly the reason why apocope only
applied to words that had more than two vowels (see §5.2.1). Eliding the final
vowel of a word with only two vowels would have resulted in a violation of
this requirement.
A noun phrase in Shiwiar, including compound nouns, often forms a
single phonological word (see §7.15 for a description of noun phrases). For
this reason, the minimal word requirement does not need to be satisfied by
individual morphemes within a noun phrase. Compare example (5.182) and

In other Chicham languages, this has been analysed as a two-mora requirement
(Overall 2017a: 72–73). However, I see no advantage to positing a mora unit in
Shiwiar which would have an identical correspondence with vowels and only
vowels.
33
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(5.183). The latter example is a noun phrase made up of an adjective and a
noun, but the vowel in the noun is not doubled.

(5.182) [t͡ʃúu] /t͡ʃúu/ 'silvery woolly monkey'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:36-03:37)

(5.183) [ʃi.tʲá t͡ʃu] /ʃitʲá t͡ʃu/ 'small silvery woolly monkey'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:55-03:56)
5.3.3. Accent
All Shiwiar words exhibit a prosodic prominence which I have labelled as
accent in this work. In many ways, it resembles what has been analysed as
stress for other languages; but in one regard it also exhibits typical tonal
qualities. For this reason, I have decided to use a label that does not commit
to the cross-linguistic assumptions associated with stress or tone alone.
As would be typical for a stress system, every phonological word in
Shiwiar only has one primary accent which is usually associated with a single
vowel, as in (5.184). This is manifested phonetically by higher pitch, longer
duration and increased amplitude compared to other vowels in the word.
This can be seen on the spectrogram in Figure 5.24, which is marked for pitch.

(5.184) [nu.pá] /nupá/ 'grass'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 38:10-38:10)
However, in certain morphological configurations, the accent is not
only associated with a single vowel, but instead it spreads over multiple
vowels. In this case, the pitch remains high across the entire domain. This
prosodic behaviour is unusual in stress systems but would be typical for a
tone system. Example (5.185) shows an instance of this. The addition of the
vocative suffix causes the accent to spread from its original vowel host to all
following vowels in the word. The pitch is marked on the spectrogram in
Figure 5.25.

(5.185) [u.mɐ́.t͡ʃí.ɾú] /umát͡ʃírú/ 'My dear cross-sibling!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 40:16-40:17)
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Figure 5.24. nupá 'grass'
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Figure 5.25. umát͡ʃírú 'My dear cross-sibling!'
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Accent placement in Shiwiar is not predictable based on general
phonotactic or metric principles. Even the claim that accent is lexically
specified (i.e. that each word has an accent on a particular syllable) is hard to
uphold because there is so much variation – both in the speech of a single
person and across speakers. It is therefore difficult to make generalisations,
but there are certain tendencies that should be noted. In nouns, the accent is
typically associated with a vowel in the root, as in (5.186), but a limited
number of suffixes tend to attract accent instead, as in (5.187).

(5.186) mikíɲnum wɨ á hai.
mikínʲ=num wɨ-́ a-ha-i.
shade=LOC go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m going to the shade.'
'Me voy a la sombra.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 14:26-14:27)

(5.187) ʋíɲa nand͡ ʒikʲúɾ
wí=nʲa
nant͡ʃikʲ-úr
1SG=OBJ(P)
'my nail'
'mi uña'

nail-1SG.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 14:34-14:36)
In verbs, either the root or certain suffixes can bear the primary accent,
as shown in (5.188) and (5.189).

(5.188) ʋíɲa makúɾu t͡ʃaɾúmakhai.
wí=nʲa
makú-ru
1SG=OBJ(P)
leg-1SG.P+OBJ
'I’ve just cut my leg.'
'Me corté la pierna.'

t͡ʃarú-ma-k-ha-i.
cut-REFL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S01-01.wav; 15:21-15:23)

(5.189) miɾikʲán at͡ ʃikmáhai.
mirikʲá=n

at͡ʃi-k-má-ha-i.

large.headed.capuchin=OBJ grab-PFV-REC.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I grabbed a large headed capuchin.'
'Cogí un machín negro.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 19:22-19:24)
The addition of nominal suffixes and clitics often triggers a rightward
shift in accent placement in nouns. Compare (5.190) with (5.191).
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(5.190) [jú.mi] /júmi/ 'water'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:55-20:56)

(5.191) jumíɲ takákhai.
jumí=nʲ
takák-ha-i.
water=OBJ have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have water.'
'Tengo agua.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 41:40-41:41)
Compound nouns form a single phonological word in Shiwiar. This is
made apparent by the fact that they only take a single accent together, even if
their morphological components would normally have a separate accent if
produced in isolation. Compare (5.192) and (5.193) to the compound that they
produce together in (5.194). Noun phrases behave the same in that the entire
noun phrase only has one accent, as can be seen in (5.195).

(5.192) [ɨ.sɐ́t̚] /ɨsát/ 'dry climate'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 27:14-27:15)

(5.193) [nɐ́n.du] /nántu/ 'month'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 16:28-16:29)

(5.194) ɨsátnantu

ɨsát_nantu
dry.climate_month
'dry season'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 27:19-27:20)

(5.195) hú juɾaŋʃa

hú

juraŋ=ʃa

seed=FOC
'this fruit'
'esta fruta'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:07-57:08)
Compounds and noun phrases have a strong tendency to be accented
on the last vowel of the first word, even if that is not the vowel that is normally
accented in those words in isolation. Compare (5.196) to (5.197), and (5.198)
to (5.199).

(5.196) [há.pa] /hápa/ 'red brocket'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 34:18-34:19)
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(5.197) hapa j́ ãw ãã

hapá_jãwãã
red.brocket_dog
'cougar'
'puma'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 29:52-29:54)

(5.198) [t i̪ .kí.t͡ʃik̟ʰ] /tikít͡ʃikʲ/ 'one'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:51-05:51)

(5.199) tikit͡ʃík kuiʃ

tikit͡ʃík kuiʃ
one
ear
'one ear'
'una oreja'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 07:19-07:20)

Finally, reduplicated words also have a strong tendency to be accented
on the last vowel of the first repetition, as in (5.200).

(5.200) [t͡ʃi.ɾí.t͡ʃi.ɾi] /t͡ʃirít͡ʃiri/ 'type of grass'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 38:37-38:38)
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6. The Architecture of Shiwiar

This chapter is an introduction to Shiwiar morphology, syntax and
information structure. In §6.1, I give an overview of all the word classes in
the language and I summarise their communicative functions, as well as their
morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics. Nominals and verbs
are explained in further detail in Chapters 7 and 8 respectively, but all other
small word classes will be primarily discussed here. The defining traits of
Shiwiar morphology are then described in §6.2, including its head- and
dependent-marking nature and agglutinative tendencies. In this section I also
motivate the distinctions between affixes and clitics and between inflection
and derivation in Shiwiar. The next three sections focus on syntax. Sections
6.3 and 6.4 describe constituent order and grammatical relations respectively.
Finiteness and different types of subordination are covered in §6.5. Finally,
the marking of information structure in discourse is discussed in §6.6.

6.1. Word classes
Shiwiar has six word classes: nominals, verbs, adverbs, quantifiers, discourse
particles and ideophones. Nominals can be further subdivided into nouns,
adjectives and pronouns. These word classes can be differentiated along
multiple dimensions, for example by their semantic properties, their
morphological behaviour or their syntactic distribution. However, the most
succinct way of distinguishing Shiwiar word classes is by their
communicative function (or propositional act function) in terms of reference,
modification and predication (following Croft 2001). Nominals are primarily
used for reference (but they can also be used predicatively or as modifiers for
other nominals); verbs have a predicative function; and adverbs, quantifiers
and ideophones are used as modifiers (either just for verbs, or for nouns and
verbs). Unlike adverbs or quantifiers, though, ideophones can have
predicative functions as well. Finally, discourse particles have an attributive
function, but rather than modifying another word class, they modify an entire
discourse unit or utterance. Table 6.1 summarises these distinctions, and each
word class is discussed individually in the following subsections.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Can it modify a
noun?

Can it modify a
verb?

Can it be used
predicatively?
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Adjective

Nominal

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Pronoun

Yes

No

No

No

Verb

No

Yes

No

No

Adverb

No

Yes

Yes

No

Quantifier

Table 6.1. Communicative functions of Shiwiar word classes

Noun

Can it be used
referentially as a
core or oblique
argument?

Word Class →
↓ Function

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Discourse
Ideophone
Particle
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6.1.1. Nominals
The class of nominals in Shiwiar is made up of nouns, adjectives and
pronouns. Although there are some differences between these three word
types, they share most of their morphological and syntactic traits, and can
therefore be thought of as members of a larger class. The primary difference
between them is semantic. Nouns denote a bundle of semantic properties, e.g.
hápa 'red brocket' denotes an animal, specifically a species of deer with
reddish-brown hide, associated with a solitary nature, easily alarmed, etc.
Conversely, adjectives denote a single property, e.g. kakáram 'strong' denotes
the property of being strong or a referent which is strong. Pronouns, on the
other hand, have deictic or anaphoric semantics.
All types of nominals can be used referentially in a clause and they can
all function as arguments of verbs. This is shown in examples (6.1), (6.2) and
(6.3), where the explicit argument of the verb is a noun, a pronoun and an
adjective respectively.

(6.1)

nasɨ ́ umbuáwai.
nasɨ ́ umpu-a-wa-i.
wind blow-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'The wind is blowing.'
'El viento está soplando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 24:50-24:52)

(6.2)

ámɨ ʋiɲámɨ.
ámɨ winʲ-á-mɨ.
2SG come-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL
'You’re coming.'
'Tú vienes.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 10:56-10:57)

(6.3)

jumiɲún takákhai.
juminʲú =n takák-ha-i.
sweet=OBJ have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have something sweet.'
'Tengo algo dulce.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 43:09-43:10)

Nominals can also be used predicatively if they are combined with a
copula. Examples (6.4) to (6.6) illustrate this with a noun, an adjective and a
pronoun respectively.
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pakíkʲa aɨ ń d͡zuitʲai.
pakí=kʲa
aɨ ń t͡su=itʲ-a-i.
peccary=TOP
person=COP-3.S-DECL
'A peccary is a person.'
'Un jabalí es un ser humano.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:42-05:43)

(6.5)

túɾa himʲáka kakáɾmaitʲai.
túra
himʲá=ka

kakárma=itʲ-a-i.

COORD:and/so

strong=COP-3.S-DECL

chili.pepper=TOP
'And the chili pepper is strong.'
'Y el ají es fuerte.'

(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:54-06:57)

(6.6)

ʋítʲhʲai mʲá kakáɾam.
wí=tʲ-hʲa-i

mʲá

1SG=COP-1SG.S-DECL
more
'I am the stronger one.'
'Soy yo el más fuerte.'

kakáram.
strong

(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:22-00:23)
Nominals can also behave as predicates when they are combined with
certain stative verbs, such as ɨkɨ- 'sit' and waha- 'stand' (referred to as semicopulas in this work; see §8.12). This can be seen in example (6.7), where the
adjective túpin 'straight' is used predicatively.

(6.7)

túpiɲ ɨkɨ t́ wai.
túpinʲ
ɨkɨ -́ t-wa-i.
straight sit-APPL-3.S -DECL
'It’s noon. (Literally: It (i.e. the sun) is straight.)'
'Es el medio día. (Literalmente: (El sol) está recto).'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:46-11:47)

Some nominals, namely adjectives (6.8) and demonstrative pronouns
(6.9), can modify nouns simply by appearing immediately adjacent to the
noun they modify. Nouns and personal pronouns can also modify other
nouns, but they require additional morphology: genitive case on a modifying
noun (6.10) and object case on a modifying pronoun (6.11). In these cases, the
modified noun appears with pronominal possessive morphology.
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hṹũn wãã
hṹũn wãã
big
hole
'big hole'
'hueco grande'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 36:06-36:07)

(6.9)

hú juɾaŋʃa
hú
juraŋ=ʃa
fruit=FOC
'this fruit (focused)'
'esta fruta (enfocada)'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:09-57:10)

(6.10) namáŋɡɨ nukúɾi

namáŋkɨ

nukú-riN

game+GEN mother-1PL/2PL/3.P
'the mother of game animals'
'la madre de los animales'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:10-02:11)

(6.11) amíɲa náim
amí=nʲa
ná-im
2SG=OBJ(P) name-2SG.P
'your name'
'tu nombre'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 08:33-08:34)
Nominals can be morphologically complex: they can appear with a
variety of suffixes and enclitics, including derivational morphology (such as
diminutive marking in (6.12)), inflectional morphology (such as case marking
in (6.13)) and information structure morphology (such as topic and restrictive
marking in (6.14)).

(6.12) umát͡ʃíɾú

umá-t͡ʃí-rú
cross.sibling-DIM-1SG.P+VOC
'My little cross-sibling!'
'¡Mi hermanito/hermanita!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 40:16-40:17)
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́
(6.13) nuí t͡saníŋmiaji ni hʲãĩ.
nuí

t͡saníŋ-mia-ji

ní=hʲãĩ.

there
get.together-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL 3=COM
'He got together with her there.'
'Ahí se juntó con ella.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:13-03:18)

(6.14) ʋíkʲa jamáikʲa ʋikí huwákhai.
wí=kʲa
jamái=kʲa
wi=kí

huwá-k-ha-i.

1SG=TOP now=TOP
1SG=RESTR stay-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m staying all alone now.'
'Ahora me quedo sola.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:38-02:40)
Adjectives and pronouns are closed classes with relatively few
members, but nouns are an open class. New nouns can be formed by a
number of different morphological derivation strategies. (6.15) is an example
of a typical deverbal nominalisation. Deverbal nominalisations can be used
semantically, syntactically and morphologically like any other noun: they can
be used referentially (as in (6.16), where the nominalisation is a an object of
the verb, or in (6.17) where it is an oblique locative argument) or predicatively
in combination with a copula (as in (6.18)).

(6.15) jutái

ju-táiN
eat- NS.NMLZ
'food'
'comida'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 56:16-56:17)

́
(6.16) wɨkásatɲund͡ʒa ták tũhi mĩãj
ĩ.
wɨká-sa-tnʲu=n=t͡ʃa
walk-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ=FOC

ták

́
tũhi -mia-ji.

IDEO:unable

be.unable-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He was unable to walk.'
'No podía caminar.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 06:56-06:58)

(6.17) nujáŋɡa páki amutáiɲum wɨ á k;
nujáŋka páki
amu-táiN=nʲum

wɨ-́ a-k;

then
peccary finish-NS.NMLZ=LOC
go-IPFV-SIM
'Then they went to where the peccaries were dying…'
'Entonces fueron a donde los jabalís estaban acabándose…'
(T01-S01-03.wav; 01:35-01:37)
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(6.18) nú nuwatíkʲa takákmiɲuitʲhi íikʲa ʃiʋʲaɾtíkʲa.
nú
nuwa-tí=kʲa
takákm-inʲu=itʲ-hi
ANA

íi=kʲa

woman-1PL.SAP=TOP

ʃiwʲar-tí=kʲa.

work-AG.NMLZ=COP-1PL.S+DECL

1PL=TOP
Shiwiar-1PL.SAP=TOP
'We, Shiwiar women, are hard workers.'
'Nosotras, mujeres shíwiar, somos trabajadoras.'
(T03-S10-01.wav; 04:49-04:54)
Nominals and their morphology are covered in further detail in
Chapter 7 and the syntax of nominal arguments with respect to grammatical
relations is explained further in §6.4. Deverbal nominalisations are discussed
in §8.11.
6.1.2. Verbs
Shiwiar verbs are words that can head predicates. From a morphological
perspective, verbs in finite clauses obligatorily inflect for aspect, tense,
person/number and mood marking – although there are some exceptions that
can be explained by phonological elision processes (see §5.2.1). A fully
inflected finite verb can be seen in (6.19).

(6.19) ukukmiáhai.

uku-k-miá-ha-i.
leave-PFV-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I left.'
'Me fui.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 07:40-07:41)

Verbs in non-finite clauses can appear in three types of configurations.
First, if they are subordinated verbs in a clause chain, they are marked for
switch-reference, as in the first predicate of (6.20). Second, verbs can be
nominalised and then used predicatively with a copula to express certain
kinds of aspectual or modal/deontic semantics, as in the second predicate of
(6.20), which has deontic semantics. Finally, although verbs in Shiwiar are
usually bound roots, they can appear in their bare uninflected and underived
form when they are used in auxiliary constructions. This can be seen in (6.21),
where the verb iwʲá- 'to be awake' is in a stative auxiliary construction.
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(6.20) máiʃa, hɨa ́ nuŋɡá puhúsan; ʋíkʲa wáitnastiɲuitʲhʲai.
mái=ʃa,
hɨ a ́
nunká
puhu-sa-n;
now=FOC

wi=kʲa

house+LOC ground+LOC

waitna-s-tinʲu=itʲ-hʲa-i.

live-SBD-1SG.SS

1SG=TOP suffer-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-1SG-DECL
'Now that I live in a house on the ground, I have to suffer.'
'Ahora que vivo en una casa en la tierra, tengo que sufrir.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:57-09:00)

(6.21) kindʲámmaunum nujáŋɡa nuwáka iʋʲá puhúmiaji.
kintʲam-mau=num
nujáŋka
nuwá=ka
get.dark-NS.NMLZ=LOC

iwʲá

puhú-mia-ji.

COORD:then

woman=TOP

be.awake
live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then, at the place where it got dark, the woman remained awake.'
'Entonces, en el lugar donde anocheció la mujer se quedó despierta.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:01-03:03)

Valency is lexically determined for every verb. Verbs can be intransitive
(6.22), transitive (6.23) or ditransitive (6.24). Valency changes are signalled
overtly by derivational morphology, such as the applicative in (6.25), which
turns naham- 'to hurt' from an intransitive verb (see (6.22)) into a transitive
one.

(6.22) wakɨɾ́ nahámawai.

wakɨ-́ r

n ahám-a-wa-i.

stomach-1SG.P hurt-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'My stomach hurts.'
'Me duele el estómago.'
(T01-S01-01.wav, 17:47-17:49)

(6.23) ut͡ʃiut͡ʃíkʲa ʃaanɡa hukít͡ʃmiaji.
ut͡ʃi-ut͡ʃí=kʲa
ʃaa=n=ka

hu-kí-t͡ʃ-mia-ji.

boy-DIM=TOP
corn=OBJ=TOP take-PFV-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'The little boy didn’t take the corn.'
'El niñito no se llevó el maíz.'
(T01-S03-06.wav, 01:53-01:55)
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(6.24) t͡ʃuú muukɨ ń nu nũw ɨ ń susári.
t͡ʃuú
muukɨ =́ n
monkey+GEN

nu

nũwɨ =́ n

head+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

su-sa-r-i.

wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ
give-PFV-PL-3.S+DECL
'They gave his wife the head of the monkey.'
'Le dieron a su mujer la cabeza del mono.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 27:48-27:51)
ANA

(6.25) ʋínʲa muukúɾ nahambɾútawai.
wí=nʲa
muuk-úr
naham-rú-t-a-wa-i.
1SG=OBJ
head-1SG.P
'My head hurts me.'
'Me duele la cabeza.'

hurt-APPL-1SG.O-IPFV-3.S-DECL

(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:09-11:11)
Shiwiar verbs are a large but closed class, as there are no productive
verbalisation strategies to derive verbs from existing Shiwiar words.
However, it is possible to identify a number of complex verb stems which are
made up of a noun root and a defunct verbalising suffix, as in (6.26) and (6.27).
It is therefore possible that denominal verbal strategies were productive in the
past, and that verbs were historically an open class. It should also be noted
that there is a currently productive morphological strategy to nativise
borrowed verbs from Spanish, as shown in (6.28).34

(6.26) sáurwai.

sáu-r-wa-i.
bubble-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s bubbling.'
'Está burbujeando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 52:11-52:12)

(6.27) kiɲdʲámwai.

kinʲtʲá-m-wa-i.
day-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s getting dark (i.e. the day is ending).'
'Está anocheciendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:01-11:02)

The sound quality of this example is unfortunate, but it is one of the few cases
where this loan verbalising suffix is found in the recorded corpus. Although I
heard it frequently in discourse, it seems that Shiwiar speakers were careful to
avoid Spanish verbal loans when they were being recorded. See (8.256) for another
example of this morpheme.
34
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(6.28) matɾikuláhastasan uniβeɾsiðáð;

matrikulá[Sp]-ha-s-tasa-n

uniβersiðáð[Sp];

matriculate-LOAN.VBLZ-PFV-INTENT-1SG.SS
university
'…so that I matriculate at the university…'
'…para que yo me matricule en la universidad…'
(T03-S03S14-01.wav; 00:58-00:59)
The morphology of verbs is covered in detail in Chapter 8. Denominal
verbalisations are discussed in §7.14.
6.1.3. Adverbs
Adverbs in Shiwiar are a relatively small class of words that modify verbs in
terms of manner, time or location. This can be seen in examples (6.29), (6.30)
and (6.31) respectively. They most frequently appear immediately before the
verb that they modify.

(6.29) tu t͡ʃit͡ʃámiaji.

tu

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-mia-ji.

thus speak-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He spoke like that.'
'Él hablo así.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:31-05:32)

(6.30) hú kaʃi aɾúm tatátwai.

hú

kaʃi

arúm

ta-tát-wa-i.

evening later
arrive+PFV-FUT-3.S-DECL
'He will arrive later this evening.'
'Va a llegar después, esta noche.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:28-02:30)
PROX

(6.31) amahíŋ puhámɡaji.

amahíŋ

puhám-ka-ji.

other.side.of.river
accumulate-PFV-3.S+DECL
'It’s flooding on the other side of the river.'
'(El agua) se está acumulando en el otro lado del río.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 28:59-29:00)
There is also a subclass of interrogative adverbs, which are content
question words that correspond to English why, how and when. These are not
classed as interrogative pronouns like the rest of content question words in
Shiwiar (see §7.4.3) because these do not behave morphologically and
syntactically like nominals, but rather pattern with adverbs instead.
Examples of these adverbs can be seen below. Two of the adverbs have short
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and long forms which can be used interchangeably: warúka ~ warúkaja 'why'
(see (6.32) and (6.33)) and itʲúr ~ itʲúrua 'how' (see (6.34) and (6.35)). The
adverb warutiá 'when' only has a single form (see (6.36)).

(6.32) waɾúka awátmɨ.

warúka

awá-t-mɨ .

why
hit-1SG.O-2SG.S
'Why are you hitting me?'
'¿Por qué me estás pegando?'
(T01-S03-05.wav; 04:51-04:52)

(6.33) waɾúkaja juáɾi.

warúkaja

ju-á-r-i.

why
eat-PFV-PL-3.S
'Why did they eat it?'
'¿Por qué se lo comieron?'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:44-01:45)

(6.34) itʲúɾ nahándɾumɨ atúmʃa.

itʲúr

nahán-rumɨ

how
do-2PL.S
'How do you do it?'
'¿Cómo lo hacen?'

atúm=ʃa.
2PL=FOC

(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 03:56-03:58)

(6.35) jamáiʃ áuʃ itʲúɾua at͡ʃiktáthi.
jamái=ʃ
áu=ʃ
itʲúrua

at͡ʃi-k-tát-hi.

now=FOV
DIST=FOC how
grab-PFV-FUT-1PL.S
'How will we grab that one now?'
'¿Cómo vamos a cogerle a ése ahora?'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:11-04:13)

(6.36) waɾutiá wakɨ t́ mɨ.

warutiá

wakɨ t́ -mɨ.

when
return-2SG.S
'When are you returning?'
'¿Cuándo regresas?'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 00:45-00:47)
Adverbs can optionally be combined with discourse marking enclitics,
as in (6.37) and (6.38). When these adverbs are topicalised or focused, they
often appear at the beginning of the clause.
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(6.37) máikʲa ʋíi hukítʲhʲamɨ.
mái=kʲa wíi
hu-kí-tʲ-hʲamɨ.
now=TOP 1SG
take-PFV-I.FUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'Now I will take you.'
'Ahora te voy a llevar.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:08-03:10)

(6.38) huíʃ jakí tatí.
huí=ʃ
ja=kí

ta-tí.

here=FOC
who=RESTR arrive+PFV-3.S:IMP
'Let whoever arrive here.'
'Que llegue aquí quien quiera.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:45-02:46)
A small subset of adverbs inflect for person/number, cross-referencing
the subject of the verb that they modify, as in (6.39) and (6.40). All the suffixes
can be seen in Table 6.2. The appearance of the vowels shown in parentheses
is governed by the principles laid out in §5.2.1. Usually, if an adverbial
pronominal suffix is followed by another morpheme (namely a discourse
marking enclitic), then the allomorph with the vowel is used, as in (6.40).

(6.39) amɨ ḱ a naŋɡámim tamɨ.́
amɨ=́ ka
naŋkámi-m
2SG=TOP
in.vain-2SG.A
'You’re speaking in vain.'
'Estás hablando de gana.'

t-a-mɨ.́
say-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:40-02:42)

(6.40) íiʃ naŋɡamɾík uáhi.
íi=ʃ
naŋkam-rí=k

u-á-hi.

1PL=FOC in.vain-1PL.A=TOP
hide-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We are hiding in vain.'
'Nos estamos escondiendo de gana.'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 09:15-09:16)

1st person

2nd person

3rd person

Singular

-n(a)

-m(ɨ)

-Ø

Plural

-r(i)

-rum(ɨ)

-r(a)

Table 6.2. Adverbial pronominal suffixes
It should be noted that the form of the adverbial pronominal suffixes is
identical to that of same-subject markers in non-finite verbs in clause chains.
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However, despite this formal similarity, this subset of adverbs can still be
clearly differentiated from verbs. First, these adverbs can only inflect for
person/number, and not for all the other inflectional categories that can be
marked on verbs. Second, adverbs never have arguments. Nevertheless, the
morphological parallels do suggest that these adverbs may have originated
historically as verbs before becoming restricted to their current form and
function. A clear example of this is the adverb nɨkás 'truly', which is identical
to the perfective third person same-subject form of the verb 'to know' in clause
chains: nɨká-s (know-PFV).
Another set of adverbs whose origin is even more transparent is a
handful of location adverbs that are unambiguously derived from
demonstrative pronouns, e.g. nuíN 'there' from *nu=íN (ANA=LOC) and huíN
'here' from *hu=íN (PROX=LOC). However, I treat these as adverbs rather than
as inflected pronouns because their syntactic distribution and function as
verbal modifiers patterns with adverbs rather than with demonstrative
pronouns (which modify nouns). An example of these can be seen in (6.41)

(6.41) tuɾámatai nuí t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak;

turá-mataiN

nuíN

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;

and-1/3.DS
there
speak-IPFV:PL-SIM
'Then they spoke there…'
'Después hablaron ahí…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:59-05:01)
There is only one productive way to derive new adverbs in Shiwiar,
and this is by adverbialising a verb with the suffix -ki(nʲ) (the final nasal stop
often gets elided in fast speech). An example of this is shown in (6.42). This
occurs frequently in the corpus, but interestingly only in conjunction with the
verbs of motion winʲ(i)- 'to come' and wɨ- 'to go'.

(6.42) nasɨ ́ uutkíɲ ʋiɲáwai.

nasɨ ́

uut-kínʲ

winʲ-á-wa-i.

wind wail-ADVBLZ
come-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'The wind comes wailing.'
'El viento viene llorando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 26:21-26:23)
6.1.4. Quantifiers
Shiwiar quantifiers are a small closed class of words that can modify both
nouns and verbs by specifying the quantity of a given referent or the degree
or scope of a given predicate. When they modify a noun, they can appear
before or after it, as in (6.43) and (6.44).
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(6.43) aúka nukáp híin utuátkaɾ;
aú=ka
nukáp
híi=n

utuá-t-ka-r;

DIST=TOP

much
fire=OBJ put.inside-APPL-PFV-3PL.SS
'They put a lot of fire in there.'
'Pusieron mucha candela adentro.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:38-06:40)

(6.44) ut͡ʃíkʲa nukáp waháɾmiaji.
ut͡ʃí=kʲa
nukáp
wahá-r-mia-ji.
child=TOP much
stand-APPL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Many children were standing there.'
'Muchos niños estaban parados ahí.'
(T01-S03-04.wav; 02:38-02:40)
When they modify a verb they can also appear in any order, as in (6.45)
and (6.46), or even at the beginning of a clause, as in (6.47). Note that when a
quantifier appears in a transitive or ditransitive clause without a noun, it may
be tempting to analyse the quantifier as an argument of the verb. However,
the fact that quantifiers never take object case marking, particularly in
positions where nominal arguments would, is evidence against this analysis.

(6.45) máʃ amúkmiaji.

máʃ

amú-k-mia-ji.

all
finish-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They finished off everything.'
'Acabaron con todo.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:47-04:49)

(6.46) juáɾ máʃ máʃ; máʃ núna umís;

ju-á-r

máʃ

máʃ;

máʃ

nú=na

umí-s;

eat-PFV-3PL.SS all
all
all
ANA=OBJ
complete-SBD
'They ate everything and completed all of that…'
'Se comieron todo y acabaron todo eso…'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 02:55-02:58)

(6.47) and͡zú jamái nakaɾkáta.

ant͡sú

jamái

naka-r-ká-ta.

much now
have.sex.with-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Now have a lot of sex with me.'
'Ahora ten mucho sexo conmigo.'
(T01-S02-09.wav; 01:06-01:08)
Because quantifiers can modify both nouns and verbs, there is a
question about the constituency of these words: when they modify a noun, do
they form a tighter syntactic or phonological bond with it than when they
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modify a verb? Two pieces of evidence point to the fact that quantifiers are
not more tightly bound to nouns than verbs – either syntactically or
phonologically – even when they have semantic scope over the former. One
is that there can be a noticeable prosodic pause between the quantifier and the
noun it modifies, as in the first two words of example (6.48). But further, there
can also be a clear syntactic break between the two. In the same example, the
speaker who uttered this and three independent listeners had the intuition
that the quantifier ant͡sú 'much' has scope over the chili pepper. Nevertheless,
the quantifier and the noun are separated by a long prosodic pause and by the
coordinator nujánka 'then/and'. This is consistent with observations that have
been made for other Chicham languages, where a different set of syntactic
tests reveal that quantifiers do not form part of noun phrases in Aguaruna
(Overall 2017a: 214–217).

(6.48) máʃ, híin ukuɾsáɾ and͡zú nujáŋɡa, himʲán;
máʃ,
híi=n
uku-r-sá-r
all

ant͡sú

fire=OBJ

nujáŋka,

leave-APPL-PFV-3PL.SS

himʲá=n;

much
COORD:then
chili.pepper=OBJ
'They left all the fire and a lot of chili pepper.'
'Dejaron toda la candela y bastante ajo.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:47-04:49)
As can be heard in most of the examples in this section, quantifiers are
often produced with a noticeable high pitch excursion. The semantics of a
quantifier can iconically be intensified by further increasing the pitch
excursion and/or elongating the accented vowel. Quantifiers can also be
intensified by reduplication. Both of these strategies can be seen in (6.49).

(6.49) áuka máʃ hukímiaji. máʃ máʃ hukí;
áu=ka
máʃ hu-kí-mia-ji.

máʃ máʃ hu-kí;

DIST=TOP

all
take-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL all all take-PFV
'She took everything.'
'Se llevó todito.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:32-04:34)
Quantifiers can be topicalised, as in (6.50), but this only occurs rarely in
the corpus. It is unclear whether they can also appear with other discourse
marking enclitics, such as focus markers.
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(6.50) nukápka nand͡ʒikʲáɾau
nukáp=ka
nant͡ʃikʲá-ra-u
much=TOP
scratch-PFV-S.NMLZ
'the one who scratched a lot'
'el que raspó mucho.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 10:58-10:59)
The historical origin of Shiwiar quantifiers is opaque and it should be
noted that many differ substantially in form compared to those of other
Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 415). For example, contrast Aguaruna
kuwáʃat 'many/much' to Shiwiar ant͡sú 'many/much', neither of which have
cognate quantifiers in the other language. Similarly, Aguaruna aʃí 'all' and
Shiwiar máʃ 'all' may well be related, but it is not clear why the first consonant
would be missing in Aguaruna. Only one Shiwiar quantifier displays signs
of historical morphological complexity. The quantifier húmak 'a bit/few' (see
(6.51)) has an intensified variant húmt͡ʃik 'a little bit/very few' (6.52), which
seems to suggest that the final stop in the word is a reflex of the restrictive
enclitic =k(ɨ) (see §7.10). This is based on the assumption that the middle
sequence -t͡ʃi- is in fact the diminutive suffix –(u)t͡ʃi (see §7.6.1). This
hypothesis is further strengthened by the fact that there is an even more
intensified variant húmt͡ʃiut͡ʃik 'a tiny bit/extremely few' (6.53), which has two
stacked diminutives.

(6.51) ahɨh́ t͡ʃinɡa húmak nand͡ʒiksáu
ahɨh́ ‑t͡ʃi=n=ka
húmak

nant͡ʃik-sá-u

ginger-DIM=OBJ=TOP a.bit
scratch-PFV-S.NMLZ
'the one who scratched a bit of ginger'
'el que raspó un poco de jengibre.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 11:36-11:39)

(6.52) húmd͡ʒik

*húm-t͡ʃi=k
(a.bit-DIM=RESTR)
'a little bit'
'un poquito'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 11:00-11:00)

(6.53) ahɨh́ t͡ʃikʲa húmd͡ʒiut͡ʃik
ahɨh́ -t͡ʃi=kʲa
*húm-t͡ʃi-ut͡ʃi=k
ginger-DIM=TOP
(a.bit-DIM-DIM=RESTR)
'a tiny bit of ginger'
'un poquitito de jengibre'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 10:56-10:58)
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6.1.5. Discourse particles
Discourse particles are a class of words that convey a speaker’s stance or
attitude towards a proposition or a situation. They can have scope over a
phrase, a whole clause or even an entire utterance. There are two subclasses
of discourse particles: coordinators and interjections. Coordinators are used
to connect discourse units and package them in whatever way the speaker
conceptualises the relationship between propositions. A discourse unit might
correspond to something as small as a single word or phrase, or something as
large as a clause chain. This is exemplified in examples (6.54) to (6.57).
The following examples are taken from a narrative about the mythical
history of white-lipped peccaries35, a pig-like mammal that is well-known for
its aggressive behaviour. In the story, humans are trying to kill all the
peccaries but one man falls in love with a peccary-woman and elopes with
her. He then starts to turn into a peccary himself, but is subsequently found
by the other humans. When they realise that he is turning into a peccary, they
catch him and confront him about it. The following scene depicts the moment
that the humans encounter to the peccary-man, begin talking to him, realise
his conversion, and capture him. Each of the examples corresponds to a
discourse unit that is introduced by a coordinator. The particular semantics
of each coordinator helps to package the information according to the way
that the speaker pictures the scene in his mind: túra is a basic coordinator
(similar to 'and'), but it can also denote a consequence ('so'); nujáN (or nujáŋka )
signals the next event in a sequence ('then'); ma denotes a contrast or
hesitation ('but') on the part of the speaker. Notice also that some
coordinators, like túra, can appear together with switch-reference markers to
help track whether the subject of the upcoming discourse unit is the same or
different to the subject of the preceding unit.

(6.54) tuɾámatai nuí t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak;

turá-matai N

nuí

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;

COORD:and/so-1/3.DS

there

speak-IPFV:PL-SIM

'So they talked there…'
'Entonces hablaron ahí…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:59-05:01)

See Overall (2019) for an Aguaruna parallel, and Descola (1996) for an account
of the symbolism of white-lipped peccaries in Chicham cultures.
35
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(6.55) ma jáunt͡ʃ uɾɨɾ́ au

ma

jáunt͡ʃ

urɨ -́ ra-u

COORD:but

previously grow.hair-PFV-NMLZ
'…but the one who had previously grown fur…'
'…pero al que le había crecido lana anteriormente…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:02-05:05)

(6.56) nujá pakí t͡ʃit͡ʃámnaʃ ándiɲ amiáji.

nujáN

pakí

COORD:then

peccary+GEN

ánt-inʲ

t͡ʃit͡ʃám=na=ʃ
language+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=FOC

a-miá-ji.

understand-AG.NMLZ COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'…then (he) used to understand language of the peccaries.'
'…después (él) solía entender el idioma de los jabalís.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:05-05:08)

(6.57) tuɾámatai nujáŋɡa at͡ʃikʲáɾ pakín;

turá-matai N

nujáŋka

COORD:and/so-1/3.DS COORD:then

at͡ʃi-kʲá-r

pakí=n;

grab-PFV-3PL.SS

peccary=OBJ

'So then they grabbed the peccary.'
'Entonces después le cogieron al jabalí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:10-05:14)
Some coordinators have fairly transparent historical origins. The
coordinator nujáN 'then' seems to be a fossilised version the anaphoric
demonstrative pronoun in ablative case: *nu=jaN (ANA=ABL, literally 'from
there/that').36 The long form of the same coordinator, nujáŋka 'then', simply
reflects an additional topic marker: *nu=jáN=ka (ANA=ABL=TOP). The
coordinator tura 'and/so' might originate from a subordinated perfective form
of the verb 'to say': *tu-ra (SAY-PFV, literally 'having said that'). This would
explain why this coordinator is compatible with switch-reference
morphology.
The other type of discourse particle is an interjection. Interjections are
unlike coordinators in that they are not used as linkers, but they are similar in
that they express the speaker’s attitude or stance, and they also have wide
semantic scope. In example (6.58), after having been asked by an interlocutor
to tell a story, the speaker agrees with the interjection ajú before launching
into the story itself. In example (6.59), the speaker expresses fear with the
interjection pái. Finally, in example (6.60), the interjection áh shows that the

Note that local Spanish varieties also have a discourse connecting phrase which
is highly reminiscent of this Shiwiar coordinator: de ahí 'then' (literally 'from
there'). This similarity may well be a result of contact between the two languages.
36
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speaker is being dismissive with his interlocutor. Like adverbs, some
interjections are produced with a noticeable pitch excursion, as in (6.60).

(6.58) ajú jáund͡ʒuk, íiɲa hṹũndɾi, áuja puhu ármiaji.
ajú
jáunt͡ʃuk, íi=na
hṹũn-riN,
INTERJ:agreement

puhu

á-r-mia-ji

long.ago

áu=jaN

1PL=OBJ(P) elder-1PL/2PL/3.P DIST=ABL

live
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3+DECL
'Well, long ago our elders lived from that.'
'Bueno, antiguamente nuestros antepasados vivieron de eso.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:21-00:28)

(6.59) pái jamáikʲa nuápi wiɲáwa.
pái
jamái=kʲa
nuápi

winʲ-á-wa

INTERJ:fear

now=TOP
cannibal come-IPFV-3.S
'Oh no, now the cannibals are coming!'
'¡Uy, ahora están viniendo los caníbales!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:39-03:41)

(6.60) áh, amɨḱ a naŋɡámim támɨ.
áh ,
amɨ=́ ka

naŋkámi-m

t-á-mɨ.

INTERJ:dismissal

2SG=TOP
in.vain-2SG.A
say-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL
'Oh sure, you’re speaking in vain.'
'Ay claro, estás hablando de gana.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:40-02:42)
6.1.6. Ideophones
Ideophones are a large closed class of sound-symbolic words that are used to
modify verbs. As described by Dingemanse (2012: 655), they are used to
depict sensory imagery. In the case of Shiwiar, ideophones have a very broad
semantic range: they can represent external sensory stimuli, such as sounds
(púr 'the sound of taking manioc out of the ground') or smells (sɨrsɨ ŕ 'smell of
wet dog'), but also internally perceived stimuli, such as movements (pɨ ɨ́ r
'moving around in circles or rotating') or sensations (pák 'the feeling of falling
asleep').
Ideophones are particularly frequent in narrative genres, and skilled
storytellers make extensive use of them to describe a situation. Examples
(6.61) to (6.64) come from a story about a group of terrifying mythical
cannibals called huríhuri, who attack and eat humans when the latter are
disrespectful towards animals or when they overhunt. In this scene, a group
of people who had previously been making fun of monkeys fall asleep,
thinking that they were safe. This causes the cannibals to suddenly appear
and chase after them. Ideophones are used in almost every clause by the
speaker to illustrate this dramatic event.
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(6.61) ajá tɨpɨkáɾ tɨpɨkáɾ tɨpɨkáɾ;

ajá

tɨpɨ-ká-r

tɨpɨ-ká-r

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

IDEO:nothing

lie-PFV-3PL.SS lie-PFV-PL
lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'There was nothing (no danger), so they lay there and lay there…'
'No había nada (ningún peligro), así que estuvieron acostados….'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)

(6.62) kuɾuá kuɾuá waháiɲak; jáu kanúkaɾ;

kuruá kuruá

wahá-inʲa-k;

jáu

kanú-ka-r;

IDEO:snore

stand-IPFV:PL-SIM
previously sleep-PFV-3PL.SS
'They were snoring, having previously fallen asleep…'
'Estaban roncando, como se habían dormido antes…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:11-03:13)

(6.63) sákam huɾihuɾíkʲa ʃiɲukí ʋinímiaji.
sákam
hurihurí=kʲa
IDEO:sudden.noise

ʃinʲu-kí

cannibals=TOP

win-í-mia-ji.

scream-ADVBLZ come-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'With a sudden noise, the cannibals came screaming.'
'De pronto con un ruido, los caníbales vinieron gritando.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:16-03:20)

(6.64) huɾí huɾí huɾí huɾí huɾí huɾí huɾí waháki ʋiɲámdai;

hurí hurí hurí hurí hurí hurí hurí

wahá-ki

winʲ-á-mtaiN;

IDEO:cannibal.sounds

stand-ADVBLZ come-IPFV-1/3.DS
'The cannibals came, making their unique sound…'
'Los caníbales vinieron, haciendo su sonido…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:20-03:24)
Some ideophones can appear on their own, as in (6.61) and (6.63), but
others appear in combination with a dummy verb, often the verb (wa)há- 'to
stand', as in (6.62) and (6.64). Note that many ideophones have very specific
meanings, like the representation of nothingness (6.61) or the sounds that a
mythical cannibal makes (6.64). For this reason, ideophones tend to co-occur
most frequently with verbs that have compatible semantics. For example, the
negative existential verb at͡su- (which is in fact a negated copula: a-t͡su
(COP-NEG)) is almost always accompanied by the ideophone that means
'nothing', as in (6.65).
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(6.65) níɲa kanútiɾin ɨámiaji ɨámiaji peɾo ajá at͡súmiaji.
ní=nʲa
kanúti-riN=n
ɨá-mia-ji
3=OBJ(P)

ɨá-mia-ji

bedroom-1PL/2PL/3.P=LOC

pero[Sp]

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

ajá

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

but

a-t͡sú-mia-ji.

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She searched and searched in her bedroom, but it wasn’t there.'
'Buscó y buscó en su dormitorio pero no estaba.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 05:52-05:55)

Other ideophones are slightly more general and can be used with a
variety of verbs, like kut͡ʃát, which expresses that something is being pressed
into a soft surface, whether it be mud, as in (6.66), or skin, as in (6.67).
Nevertheless, even in cases where ideophones have more varied distribution,
it is clear that they have rich semantic content.

(6.66) níɲa nawɨŋ́ ɡa kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát wɨm
́ au tɨpáwai.
ní=nʲa
nãwɨ =́ ka
3=OBJ(P)

kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát

foot+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP

wɨ-́ mau

tɨp-á-wa-i.

IDEO:press.into

go-NS.NMLZ
lie-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'His footprints, which had been pressed into the mud as he went, lie
there.'
'Sus pisadas, que habían sido impresas en el lodo cuando caminaba,
están ahí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:08-04:11)

́
(6.67) hĩ ĩhʲãĩ
kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát nundutɾámiaji.
híi=hʲãĩ
kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát
nuntu-t-rá-mia-ji.
fire=COM
IDEO:press.into
burn-APPL-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She burnt him with fire by pressing it into his skin.'
'Le quemó con candela, presionándole su piel.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:02-04:05)
In addition to their modifying function, ideophones can be used
predicatively as well. This is shown in example (6.68), where the ideophone
appears without a verb, and in fact functions as the predicate. However, even
in cases where a verb is missing, ideophones are never directly combined with
verbal inflectional morphology; the semantics of this type of predicate (e.g.
tense) need to be interpreted in context.
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(6.68) áuka jãw a ã́ ka há há há.
áu=ka
jãwa ã́ =ka
DIST=TOP

dog=TOP
'The dog barked.'
'El perro ladró.'

há há há.
IDEO:bark

(T01-S03-06.wav; 04:03-04:04)
The origin of some ideophones seems to be onomatopoetic, especially
those for animal calls. Other ideophones have less transparent origins.
Interestingly, it appears that they are very readily diffused by contact.
Nuckolls (1996) provides a very detailed description of Northern Pastaza
Kichwa ideophones, and a substantial number have identical
correspondences in Shiwiar. This holds for ideophones that are not obviously
onomatopoetic and that have very specific semantics, such as t͡sak 'the
moment of making a shallow puncture' and t͡suk 'the moment of removing a
piece of something cleanly away from its whole'.

6.2. Morphology
Shiwiar is a highly synthetic language which exhibits both head- and
dependent-marking. Shiwiar morphology tends towards agglutination, but
there are also many cases of fusion caused by historical and ongoing
phonological elision processes. Morphemes differ greatly in the degree of
boundedness that they exhibit, ranging from unbound roots that can appear
on their own to clitics and affixes that never appear unless they are combined
with a root. Clitics and affixes are broadly distinguished by how broad or
narrow their distribution and scope is: affixes are restricted to appear with
particular word classes and generally only have scope over a word, whereas
clitics can appear with a wider set of hosts and can have scope over entire
phrases or clauses. Finally, although some morphemes are prototypically
inflectional and others are prototypically derivational, the distinction between
inflection and derivation is not always clear in the language. In all of these
areas, Shiwiar closely resembles the other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a:
8–12; Peña 2015: 296–328).
The following sections will offer a closer look at all of the
aforementioned morphological characteristics of Shiwiar.
6.2.1. Head-marking and dependent-marking
Following the terminology in Nichols (1986), Shiwiar is a double-marking
language in that grammatical relations can be morphologically marked on
both the head of a clause (through indexation of subject and object on the verb)
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and its dependent(s) (through object case marking on nominal arguments).
This can be seen in example (6.69).

(6.69) waɾúka apapɨt́ am ʋiɲáʃa.

warúka

apapɨ-́ t-a-m

why
chase-1SG.O-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why are you chasing me?'
'¿Por qué me persigues?'

wi=nʲá=ʃa.
1SG=OBJ=FOC

(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:28-02:30)
However, it should be noted that although double-marking is possible
in Shiwiar, it does not always occur for two main reasons. First, not all
nominal arguments are flagged by case marking: subject arguments are never
marked, and some third person object arguments are not marked with object
case (see §6.4 for a detailed explanation of differential object marking in
Shiwiar). This is shown in examples (6.70) and (6.71), respectively. Second, a
Shiwiar clause does not require explicit nominal arguments if they are
retrievable from the discourse context, as in example (6.72). In all these cases,
the morphological marking of grammatical relations is only found on the
verb.

(6.70) júmi tɨpɨáji.

júmi

tɨpɨ-á-ji.

rain
lie-PFV-3.S+DECL
'Rain fell everywhere (i.e. it is pooling).'
'Cayó lluvia por todo lado (es decir, se está acumulando).'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 28:02-28:03)

(6.71) t͡saníɾi wáinɡam.

t͡saní-riN

wáin-ka-m.

lover-1PL/2PL/3.P
find-PFV-2SG.S
'You found her lover!'
'¡Encontraste a su amante!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:42-02:44)

(6.72) und͡zúɾwai.

unt͡sú-r-wa-i.
call-1SG.O-3.S-DECL
'He’s calling me.'
'Me está llamando.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 09:12-09:13)

Another case of double-marking can be seen in nominal possessive
constructions, where both the head (the possessum) and the dependent (the
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possessor) are morphologically marked. The head is marked with possessive
morphology and the dependent is marked by genitive case (if it is a noun) or
object case (if it is a pronoun). This can be seen in examples (6.73) and (6.74).
However, similarly to dependents in clauses, dependents in possessive
constructions do not need to be overtly expressed, as in (6.75). In those cases,
the marking is de facto only found on the head.

(6.73) namáŋɡɨ nukúɾi

namáŋkɨ

nuku-riN

game+GEN mother-1PL/2PL/3.P
'the mother of game (hunted animals)'
'la madre de los animales'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:10-02:11)

(6.74) ʋíɲa jaka ĩ́ r
wí=nʲa

jaka ĩ́ -r

1SG=OBJ(P)
upper.arm-1SG.P
'my upper arm'
'mi brazo superior'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 13:15-13:17)

(6.75) jaka ĩ́ r

jaka ĩ́ -r
upper.arm-1SG.P
'my upper arm'
'mi brazo superior'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 03:54-03:55)

6.2.2. Agglutination and fusion
The morphology in Shiwiar is mostly agglutinative, in the sense that most
words are made up of a concatenation of multiple morphemes and that each
morpheme expresses an exponent of a single morphological category. This
can be seen in (6.76).

(6.76) ʋíi ʋinitʲáthai.

wíi

win-i-tʲát-ha-i.

1SG
come-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will come.'
'Vendré.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:15-01:17)
It is also not unusual to find cases of morphological fusion in Shiwiar,
where a single morpheme expresses exponents of two or more morphological
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categories. The vast majority of these cases, however, are straightforward
instances of phonological mergers occurring at a morpheme boundary. An
example of this can be seen in (6.77), where the final morpheme -mɨ is a
fusional morpheme that expresses both second person singular subject as well
as declarative mood. There is independent evidence which shows that the
second person singular subject marker is -m(ɨ ) (as in (6.78)), and that the
declarative mood marker is -i (as in (6.79)), but it is clear that when these come
together as *mɨ -i, the vowels merge, producing a fusional morpheme -mɨ .
These cases of fusion are marked by a plus sign (+) in the glossing of the
multiple exponents.

(6.77) amukí wɨámɨ .

amu-kí

wɨ-á-mɨ .

finish-PFV
go-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL
'You’re going to finish.'
'Vas a terminar.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:34-02:36)

(6.78) wiɲámɨk.

winʲ-á-mɨ-k.
come-IPFV-2SG.S-Q
'Are you coming?'
'¿Vienes?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:24-11:25)

(6.79) wiɲáhai.

winʲ-á-ha-i.
come-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m coming.'
'Estoy viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:38-11:38)

There is a very small set of portmanteau morphemes for which there
are no clear indications that a phonological merger is at work, and which only
ever appear in the fused form. One of these is the morpheme –(i)nʲa, which
indicates plural number (for the subject of a verb) and imperfective aspect, as
in (6.80).37 These are considered true cases of fusion, and they are marked
with a colon (:) in the glossing.
It is noteworthy that -a is an imperfective marker, so an alternative analysis
would be to consider the morpheme –(i)nʲa to be a combination of two
morphemes, where –(i)nʲ marks plurality: -(i)nʲ-a (PL-IPFV). However, there is no
independent evidence – either within Shiwiar or across the Chicham language
family – to motivate -inʲ as a morpheme in its own right.
37
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(6.80) túɾa t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak;

túra

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;

COORD:and/so

speak-IPFV:PL-SIM
'So they were speaking…'
'Entonces estaban hablando…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 0:28-00:29)
Finally, there are a few cases of a third type of morpheme in Shiwiar
which does not fit into either the agglutinative or the fusional profile because
it is suprasegmental in nature. The vocative, for example, is not marked by a
segmental morpheme, but rather by the absence of the expected historical
apocope (see §5.2.1) at the end of a noun. Compare the noun in (6.81), in its
citation form, with the vocative form in (6.82). The final vowel in (6.82) is not
an independent morpheme, but rather the unelided historical final vowel of
the noun. Another instance of a suprasegmental morpheme is the third
person pronominal marking on possessed nouns, which in some nouns is
indexed by nasality and a change of the last vowel in a root. Compare the
noun núwa 'wife' in (6.83) and the possessed form nũwɨ ́ 'his wife' in (6.84).
These suprasegmental morphemes are marked in the glosses with a plus sign
as well (+).

(6.81) apát͡ʃ

apát͡ʃ
grandfather
'grandfather'
'abuelo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 56:18-56:18)

(6.82) apat͡ʃí

apat͡ʃí
grandfather+VOC
'Grandfather!'
'¡Abuelo!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 55:27-55:28)

(6.83) nuwáka t͡ʃit͡ʃák;
nuwá=ka
t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k;
wife=TOP
speak-IPFV-SIM
'The wife spoke…'
'La mujer habló…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:24-03:24)
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́
(6.84) túɾa nandúka nũwɨ aji.
túra

nandú=ka

COORD:and/so

moon=TOP
'The moon was his wife.'
'La luna era su mujer.'

nũwɨ =́ a-ji.
wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=PST.COP-3.S+DECL

(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:26-00:28)
6.2.3. Roots, affixes and clitics
Morphemes in Shiwiar can be distinguished by their degree of boundedness
to and their scope over other morphemes. The only unbound morphemes in
Shiwiar are roots, all of which correspond to one of the word classes covered
in §6.1. Most roots in the language can appear on their own, like the
demonstrative tikít͡ʃ 'another', the noun aɨ ń t͡s 'person' and the adjective nat͡sá
'unmarried' in (6.85). The only exceptions are verbal roots, which only appear
in their bare form in auxiliary constructions, like the verb mú 'drink' in (6.86),
but otherwise are bound roots that must occur with inflectional affixes, like
the verbs puh(u)- 'to live' in (6.85) and wɨ- 'to go' in (6.86).

(6.85) tikít͡ʃ aɨ ń t͡s nat͡sá puháu

tikít͡ʃ

aɨ ń t͡s

nat͡sá

puh-á-u

another
person unmarried live-IPFV-S.NMLZ
'the other person who lived as an unmarried man'
'la otra persona que vivía soltero'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:26-00:28)

(6.86) jumí mú wɨ á ha.

jumí

mú

wɨ -́ a-ha.

water+OBJ drink go-IPFV-1SG
'I’m going to drink water!'
'¡Voy a tomar agua!'
(T01-S01-01.wav, 21:20-21:21)
All other bound morphemes in Shiwiar can be classed as affixes or
clitics. I follow the approach taken by Overall for Aguaruna in distinguishing
the two “on syntactic grounds: affixes operate at the level of the word, while
clitics operate at the phrasal or clausal level” (Overall 2017a: 9). In this
approach, affixes are considered part of the word formation apparatus in the
language (i.e. the morphology), whereas clitics are used for syntactic or
information structural (i.e. discourse) purposes. This can be seen in example
(6.87), where the clitics are used to mark either grammatical relations or
discourse structure. The difference between affixes and clitics can also be seen
in their distribution: affixes combine with specific word classes, whereas
clitics can combine with a broader range of hosts. Whereas verbal suffixes can
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only appear on verbs, for example, the enclitic =k(j)(a) appears with an adverb
in (6.87), and with both a verb and a pronoun in (6.88).

(6.87) máikʲa íin wakɨ t́ kitɲun inindímʲat͡s , tiáɾmiaji.
mái=kʲa
íi=n
wakɨ t́ -ki-tnʲu=n
now=TOP

inintímʲa-t͡s,

1PL=LOC

return.to-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ

t-i-ár-mia-ji.

think-NEG
say-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He doesn’t plan to return to us.'
'No piensa volver donde nosotros.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:20-04:25)

(6.88) ámɨ awɨm
́ bɾatiɲ wakɨ ɾ́ akmɨka; amɨḱ a nuŋɡá taútmitʲa.
ámɨ
awɨ -́ m-ra-tin ʲ
wakɨŕ -a-k-mɨ=ka;
2SG

amɨ=́ ka

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ

nuŋká

want-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

taú-t-m-i-tʲa.

2SG=TOP ground+LOC dig-APPL-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'If you want to save yourself, dig yourself into the ground!'
'Si te quieres salvar, ¡cávate en la tierra!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:35-01:39)
Phonological evidence suggests that discourse marking clitics are less
bound than syntactic clitics (e.g. case markers) and all affixes in the language:
they are occasionally pronounced with a considerable pause from their host,
as in (6.89). These pauses are not observed for any other bound morphemes
in the corpus.

(6.89) huɾíhuɾi, kʲa jukáɾtiɲuitʲai.
huríhuri =kʲa ju-kárt-inʲu=itʲ-a-i.
cannibal =TOP eat-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'The cannibals eat people.'
'Los caníbales comen gente.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:20-01:25)
There is an almost universal tendency in Shiwiar for bound
morphology to occur after the root. All clitics in the language are enclitics,
and almost all affixes are suffixes. There is, however, a single prefix in the
language: a causative, as seen in (6.90). It is very similar in form to causatives
in other neighbouring languages, raising the possibility that this prefix was
borrowed into Shiwiar through contact (see §2.3.2).
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(6.90) nujáŋɡa ɨʃámɡamiaji.

nujáŋka

ɨ-ʃám-ka-mia-ji.

COORD:then

CAUS-be.scared-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'He scared her.'
'Le asustó.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:20-02:21)
Finally, in terms of ordering, clitics almost always occur after the final
suffix in a word. The only exception is the copula clitic, which is usually
followed by verbal suffixes, as shown in (6.91). This presumably is the result
of a historical process whereby an independent and inflected copula verb
became cliticised to its complement over time.

(6.91) hakáuitʲai.
ha-ká-u=itʲ-a-i.
die-PFV-S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'It’s dead.'
'Está muerto.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:28-57:29)
6.2.4. Inflection and derivation
There is a well-established functional distinction in the literature between
inflectional and derivational morphology, where derivation subsumes the
morphological processes that produce new lexemes, and inflection subsumes
the morphological processes that yield different grammatical forms of a single
lexeme (Booij 2007; Bybee 1985; Dressler 1989; Plank 1994, inter alia).
Prototypical inflection is obligatory, productive, and cannot change the word
class of a stem, whereas prototypical derivation is optional, less productive,
and does have the ability to change the word class of a stem. These
distinctions can certainly be applied to Shiwiar morphemes: for instance in
(6.92), the denominal verbaliser -t(u) is a stereotypically derivational
morpheme, whereas the third person subject marker -wa and the declarative
mood marker -i are stereotypically inflectional morphemes.

(6.92) nasɨń dwai.

́
nasɨ -t-wa-i.
wind-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s windy.'
'Hace viento.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 25:15-25:16)
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However, there is also widespread recognition in the literature that the
boundary between derivation and inflection is not always clear-cut. This also
holds true in Shiwiar. One example of a morpheme that has both derivational
and inflectional properties is the suffix -(i)nʲ(u). This suffix can function as a
deverbal agentive nominaliser, i.e. it nominalises the syntactic subject of a
verb v and yields a noun which means 'one who vs'. This is shown in (6.93),
where a noun meaning 'worker' is derived from a verb meaning 'to work'. In
this sense, it is a prototypically derivational morpheme because it changes the
word class of the root. Furthermore, it cannot be used productively to form a
noun from any verb; it can only yield nouns from verbs that have a semantic
agent. There are no cases in the corpus of this morpheme deriving a
referential noun from verbs whose syntactic subject is more like a semantic
patient, as in 'to die' or 'to sleep'.

(6.93) áiʃɾiŋɡʲa takákmiɲ ʃíɾam.
áiʃ-riN=kʲa

takákm-inʲ

ʃíram.

husband-1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP work-AG.NMLZ
beautiful
'Her husband was a hard worker and beautiful.'
'Su marido era trabajador y hermoso.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:43-00:46)
However, the exact same morpheme can also be used to form a habitual
predicate in Shiwiar. In order to express a habitual action, any verb can be
nominalised with the suffix -(i)nʲ(u) and then used predicatively with a
copula. This is shown in example (6.94). It should be noted that the word
hút‑inʲ (cry-AG.NMLZ) is never used as a standalone referential noun –
probably because the verb hút(a)- 'to cry' is not considered a verb with an
agentive subject by Shiwiar speakers. Nevertheless, this agentive restriction
clearly does not extend to the formation of a habitual predicate. In this
predicative usage, the suffix -(i)nʲ(u) is inflectional: it is entirely productive
(i.e. it can be used with any verb) and it is obligatory for the formation of a
habitual predicate. Cases like this one show that the distinction between
derivation and inflection in Shiwiar is not always straightforward.

(6.94) máikʲa hútiɲuitʲhʲai.
mái=kʲa
hút-inʲu=itʲ-hʲa-i.
now=TOP
cry-AG.NMLZ=COP-1SG.S-DECL
'Now I cry all the time.'
'Ahora siempre lloro.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 09:06-09:08)
Another generalisation that has been made about derivational
morphology cross-linguistically is that it is more relevant to the meaning of
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the word and it therefore appears closer to its root (Bybee 1985). Derivational
morphemes in Shiwiar do indeed tend to appear closer to the root than
inflectional morphemes, as in (6.95), where the derivational applicative
marker in the verb is closer to the root than all the inflectional markers that
follow.

(6.95) nu pakí nuwánɡa awahtukiáɾmiaji.
nu
pakí
nuwá=n=ka
ANA

peccary

awah-tu-ki-ár-mia-ji.

female=OBJ=TOP

scare-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They scared the female peccary.'
'Le asustaron al jabalí hembra.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:02-02:05)

6.3. Constituent order
The order of constituents in a Shiwiar clause is not fixed, but there is a strong
tendency towards SOV order in transitive clauses (as in (6.96)) and SV order
in intransitive clauses (as in (6.97)).38 However, it is actually quite uncommon
in natural discourse for a clause to have all arguments expressed by a nominal.
Usually, there is only single nominal argument – like the subject in (6.98), the
object in (6.99) or an oblique in (6.100) – or no argument at all, as in (6.101).
Therefore, a better characterisation is that Shiwiar clauses are usually
predicate-final.

(6.96) nu aɨ ń t͡s pakí apapɨḱ ;

nu

aɨ ń t͡s

pakí

apapɨ -́ k;

person
peccary+OBJ
chase-PFV
'Those people chased the peccary.'
'Esa gente persiguió al jabalí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:14-05:16)
ANA

When talking about grammatical relations, only two argument types are
distinguished in Shiwiar grammar: subject and object. These are abbreviated
throughout this work as S and O respectively. The reader should not confuse the
use of S in this work to mean only the single argument of an intransitive clause
(as opposed to the agent-like argument of a transitive clause, often abbreviated as
A). See §6.4 for more information about grammatical relations in Shiwiar.
38
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(6.97) íi ʋiɲáhi.

íi

winʲ-á-hi.

1PL
come-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’re coming.'
'Estamos viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:59-12:00)

(6.98) nujá pakí nuwa t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak;

nujáN

pakí

nuwa

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k;

COORD:then

peccary female speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM
'Then the female peccary spoke to him.'
'Después el jabalí hembra le habló a él.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:25-02:28)

(6.99) naŋɡátramun hiáhai.
naŋkátramu =n hi-á-ha-i.
end=OBJ
look.at-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m looking at the end.'
'Veo el final.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 09:50-09:52)

(6.100) ikʲám wɨmí.

ikʲám

wɨ-mí.

forest+LOC go-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s go to the forest.'
'Vamos a la selva.'
(T01-S01-01.wav, 55:56-55:58)

(6.101) máikʲa iɲaitʲámsahi.
mái=kʲa
inʲai-tʲám-sa-hi.
now=TOP
stop-1PL/2.O-PFV-1PL.O+DECL
'Now they’ve stopped us.'
'Ahora ya nos pararon.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:44-03:45)
Despite the strong predicate-final tendency, there is no restriction in
Shiwiar on a constituent appearing after the verb, particularly if the speaker
wants to highlight that constituent for information structural reasons. Both
focused and topicalised constituents can appear clause-finally. Often, these
constituents are also morphologically marked, as in (6.102) where the subject
argument appears with the focus enclitic. However, the morphological
marking of the focused or topicalised constituent is not necessary, given that
its postposed syntactic position alone is an indication of its special status. Any
argument – whether it is a subject (6.103), an object (6.104) or an oblique
(6.105) – can occur clause-finally.
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(6.102) máikʲa ɨɨ́ mɡitʲai íiʃa.
mái=kʲa
ɨ ɨ́ m-ki-tʲai

íi=ʃa.

now=TOP
advance-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Now let’s advance.'
'Ahora avancemos nosotros.'

1PL=FOC

(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:40-03:42)

(6.103) ajámbɾiɲ amiáji níi.

ajámr-inʲ

a-miá-ji

níi.

defend-AG.NMLZ COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
3
'He used to defend her.'
'Él la solía defender.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:24-03:26)

(6.104) máʃ ikʲáçtʲúɾmiaji nu aɨ ń t͡sun.

máʃ

ikʲáihʲ-tʲú-r-mia-ji

nu

aɨ ń t͡su=n.

all
cause.to.faint-APPL-PL-DIST.PL-3.S+DECL
ANA
person=OBJ
'They caused all those people to faint there.'
'Hicieron desmayar a toda esa gente ahí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:45-03:48)

(6.105) wɨáɾmiaji ikʲám.

wɨ-ár-mia-ji

ikʲám.

go-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They went to the forest.'
'Se fueron a la selva.'

forest+LOC

(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:24-00:26)
Constituent order in Shiwiar seems to be slightly more variable than in
other Chicham languages. Although Overall (2017a: 577–580) confirms that
there is flexible constituent order in finite clauses in Aguaruna (governed by
similar principles as in Shiwiar), he states that SOV order is obligatory in
subordinate clauses. In the Shiwiar corpus, however, it is not rare to come
across examples like (6.106), where an argument is clause-final in a
subordinate clause within a clause chain.

(6.106) amasáŋ t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak núwa wahɨ ́ puháun;

amasáŋ

Amasank

núwa

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k

speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM

wahɨ ́

puh-á-u=n;

woman widowed live-IPFV-S.NMLZ=OBJ
'Amasank spoke to the woman who lived as a widow…'
'Amasank le habló a la mujer que vivía como viuda…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:32-01:34)
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The only clauses in Shiwiar where there is a strict requirement for
predicates to be final are nominalised clauses, which can also be seen in
example (6.106).

6.4. Grammatical relations
Shiwiar has strict nominative-accusative alignment, and grammatical
relations in the language primarily revolve around the distinction between
subject and object. This distinction is morphologically marked on both the
predicate and its arguments: verbs have pronominal indexation and nominals
are flagged by case. The following subsections will focus on what constitutes
a subject and an object in Shiwiar (§6.4.1) and how grammatical relations are
marked on verbs (§6.4.2) and nouns (§6.4.3) respectively.
6.4.1. Grammatical roles
Shiwiar only distinguishes between two core syntactic grammatical roles:
subject and object. A subject in Shiwiar (abbreviated as S in this work) is any
of the following three types39 of arguments:
(1) The sole argument of an intransitive clause. Depending on the
verb, these arguments may semantically be agents (6.107),
experiencers (6.108) or natural/astronomical/meteorological
forces (6.109).
(2) The more agent-like argument of a transitive clause (such as the
man in (6.110)).
(3) The subject of a copular clause (such as the wife in (6.111)).

(6.107) ʋíi wiɲáhai.

wíi

winʲ-á-ha-i.

1SG
come-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m coming.'
'Estoy viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 10:48-10:49)

Note that although I enumerate three different “types” of subjects here, this is
for expository purposes. All three “types” of subjects are treated identically in
Shiwiar grammar.
39
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(6.108) íi háahi.

íi

há-a-hi.

1PL
be.ill-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’re ill.'
'Estamos enfermos.'
(T01-S02-01.wav; 12:45-12:47)

(6.109) nándu táakwai.

nántu

táak-wa-i.

moon
appear-3.S-DECL
'The moon is appearing.'
'La luna está saliendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 15:30-15:31)

́
(6.110) túɾa nú aʃmaŋɡa wakɨ ɾ́ umiaji nũw ɨ nɡa.
túra
nú
aʃmaŋ=ka
COORD:and/so

wakɨŕ u-mia-ji

ANA

man=TOP

nũwɨ =́ n=ka.

love-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=TOP
'And that man loved his wife.'
'Y ese hombre quería a su mujer.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:52-00:55)

(6.111) nuwɨ ŋ́ ɡa nakíaji.
nũwɨ =́ ka
wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
'His wife was lazy.'
'Su mujer era vaga.'

nakí=a-ji.
lazy=PST.COP-3.S+DECL

(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:39-00:42)
An object in Shiwiar (abbreviated as O in this work) is any of the
following two types40 of arguments:
(1) The more patient-like argument of a transitive clause (such as
the enemy in (6.112)); or the patient/theme-like argument of a
ditransitive clause (such as the monkey’s head in (6.113)).
(2) The goal/recipient/beneficiary-like argument of a ditransitive
clause (such as the wife in (6.113)).

Once again, although I enumerate two different “types” of objects here, this is
for expository purposes. Both “types” of objects are treated identically in Shiwiar
grammar.
40
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(6.112) níɲa nɨmasɨ ń ãk t͡saŋɡúɾaɾ nujáŋɡa;
ní=nʲa
nɨmasɨ =́ na=k
3=OBJ(P)

t͡saŋkú-ra-r

enemy+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=RESTR

nujáŋka;

forgive-APPL+PFV-3PL.SS
COORD:then
'They then forgave only their enemy.'
'Después perdonaron solo a su enemigo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:38-03:42)

(6.113) t͡ʃuú muukɨ ń nu nũw ɨ ń susári;
t͡ʃuú
muukɨ =́ n
monkey+GEN

nu

nũwɨ =́ n

head+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

su-sa-r-i;

wife:1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ
give-PFV-PL-3.S+DECL
'They gave his wife the head of the monkey.'
'Le dieron a su mujer la cabeza del mono.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 27:48-27:51)
ANA

This results in the following two generalisations: (1) every clause in
Shiwiar has one subject; and (2) some clauses additionally have one or more
objects.
6.4.2. Pronominal indexing on verbs
Shiwiar verbs have pronominal indexes for both subjects and objects. These
indexes express both person (first, second or third) and number (singular or
plural). Because every clause in Shiwiar has a subject, subject marking is
completely ubiquitous in verbs. Most of the time, the morphological marking
is explicit, as in (6.114). However, occasionally it is implicit: in some
paradigms, third person subjects are the only ones that are not marked, so a
lack of subject marking necessarily implies a third person subject, as in (6.115).

(6.114) jutáwai.

jut-á-wa-i.
rain-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'It’s raining.'
'Está lloviendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 05:31-05:32)

(6.115) ahíɲak;

ah-ínʲa-k;
hit-IPFV:PL-SIM
'They were hitting them…'
'Estaban golpeándolos…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:47-01:48)
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Subjects are most often indexed by a portmanteau morpheme that
expresses both the person and number of the subject, as in (6.116). In a few
cases, though, the person and number of the subject is expressed by two
morphemes, as in (6.117).

(6.116) sɨɨ m
́ ahai.

sɨɨm
́ -a-ha-i.
feel.warm-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I feel warm.'
'Tengo calor.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 21:48-21:49)

(6.117) ukúɾkiáɾmiaji.

ukú-r-ki-ár-mia-ji.
leave-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They left her there.'
'La dejaron ahí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:05-02:06)

Although subjects are usually indexed by morphemes that exclusively
refer to the subject, as in (6.118), they are occasionally indexed by
portmanteau morphemes that also refer to the object, as in (6.119).

(6.118) atúmʃa tandáɾumɨk.
atúm=ʃa
taN-t-á-rumɨ-k.
2PL=FOC
arrive-APPL-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'Have you arrived?'
'¿Ya llegaron?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 13:14-13:15)

(6.119) ukuáhmɨ .

uku-á-hmɨ .
leave-IPFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I’m leaving you.'
'Te estoy dejando.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:51-03:52)

If a predicate is transitive, the object is also indexed on the verb. For
first and second person objects, the marking is explicit, as in (6.120). Third
person objects are never marked on the verb, but they can be inferred despite
the lack of marking (even if there is no explicit nominal object argument),
given that if a verb is transitive it necessarily has an object, as in (6.121).
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(6.120) ma t͡sanɡúɾtuɾta.

ma

t͡sankú-r-tu-r-ta.

COORD:but

forgive-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

'But forgive me.'
'Pero perdóname.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:52-02:54)

(6.121) at͡ʃiktái.

at͡ʃi-k-tái.
grab-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s grab him.'
'Cojámoslo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:38-04:38)

Objects can be indexed by morphemes that exclusively refer to the
object, as in the second verb in (6.122). They can also be indexed by
portmanteau morphemes that refer to both the subject and the object, as in the
second verb in (6.123). Finally, they can also be indexed doubly, by two
separate object-specific morphemes, as in both verbs in (6.124).

(6.122) páki máɾmɨka; initɾítʲaɾam.
páki
máN-rmɨ=ka;
ini-t-r-í-tʲaram.
peccary kill-2PL.SS=TOP bring-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'If you kill a peccary, bring it to me.'
'Si matan un jabalí, tráiganmelo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:24-05:26)

(6.123) waɾí inindímsant͡suk áitkaham.
warí inintím-sa-n-t͡su=k

áit-ka-ham.

what know-SBD-1SG.SS-NEG+S.NMLZ=TOP do.thus-PFV-1SG.S>2SG.O
'I don’t know what I was thinking; I did that to you!'
'No sé qué estaba pensando en hacerte eso.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:54-02:57)

(6.124) huɾíhuɾi ʋinitɾámhi. juɾámatathi.

huríhuri

wini-t-rám-hi.

cannibals

come-APPL-1PL/2.O-1PL.O+DECL

ju-rám-a-tat-hi.

eat-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-1PL.O+DECL
'The cannibals are coming for us. They will eat us.'
'Los caníbales están viniendo por nosotros. Nos van a comer.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:57-03:59)
Most ditransitive predicates in the Shiwiar corpus have two third
person objects, as in (6.113). In these cases, no object is indexed on the verb,
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as expected. Some ditransitive predicates in the corpus have one speech act
participant object, which is indexed on the verb as usual, as in (6.125). There
are no examples in the Shiwiar corpus of a ditransitive verb with two speech
act participant objects, so it is unclear whether first or second person objects
would get marked preferentially in that situation. Overall (2017a: 242) claims
that first person is marked preferentially in Aguaruna in elicited examples,
but he also mentions that he has not come across any natural examples of
ditransitive clauses with two speech act participant objects. Clearly, these
seem to be avoided in Chicham languages.

(6.125) kuiʃmíɲ hapiɾkítʲathamɨ.
kuiʃ-mí=nʲ
hapi-r-kí-tʲat-hamɨ.
ear-2SG.P=OBJ pull-APPL-PFV-FUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I will pull your ear.'
'Te voy a jalar la oreja.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 08:04-08:05)
More information about the form and distribution of the specific
morphemes that index subjects and objects in Shiwiar can be found in §8.7.
6.4.3. Case on nouns
Grammatical relations are also flagged on nominal arguments by
means of case. Subjects are never marked for case, as in (6.126). Speech act
participant (first and second person) objects on the other hand are flagged by
object case marking, as in (6.127) and (6.128).

(6.126) nasɨ ́ uútwai.

nasɨ ́

uút-wa-i.

wind
howl-3.S-DECL
'The wind is howling.'
'El viento está aullando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 26:16-26:17)

(6.127) ʋíɲa hiɾíɲak;
wí=nʲa
hi-r-ínʲa-k;
1SG=OBJ look.at-1SG.O-IPFV:PL-SIM
'They were looking at me…'
'Me estaban viendo…'
(T01-S03-04.wav; 02:40-02:42)
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(6.128) ʋíi nɨkásnaka amínɡa hukítʲhʲamɨ.
wíi nɨkás-na=ka
amí=n=ka

hu-kí-tʲ-hʲamɨ.

1SG truly-1SG.A=TOP 2SG=OBJ-TOP take-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I will truly take you.'
'Yo te voy a llevar de verdad.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 01:18-01:21)
Like the other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 279–282; Peña 2015:
711–720; Saad 2014: 50–52), Shiwiar exhibits a typologically unusual type of
differential object marking when it comes to third person objects. These
objects are only marked with object case if the subject of the clause is first
person singular or third person, as in (6.129) and (6.130). If the subject of the
clause is first person plural or second person, as in (6.131) and (6.132), the
object remains unmarked. This type of pattern is referred to in the typological
literature as a global or scenario-conditioned split (Silverstein 1976: 178;
Witzlack-Makarevich & Seržant 2018: 12) because it is conditioned by
characteristics of both the subject and the object.

(6.129) jamáikʲa aɨ ń d͡zun wainɡʲahai nukuá.
jamái=kʲa aɨ ń t͡su=n
wain-kʲa-ha-i

nuku=á.

now=TOP
person=OBJ find-PFV-1SG.S-DECL mother=VOC
'I just found a person now, aunt.'
'Acabo de encontrar a una persona, tía.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 02:38-02:41)

(6.130) nujá numíɲmaʃ tikiʃín ahiáɾmiaji.
nujáN
numí=nʲmaN=ʃ tikiʃí=n

ahi-á-r-mia-ji.

COORD:then

branch=LOC=FOC shin=OBJ hit-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then they kept hitting their shins on (fallen) branches.'
'Después se golpeaban sus canillas en ramas (caídas).'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:44-01:47)

(6.131) máikʲa áu at͡ʃiktai.
mái=kʲa
áu
at͡ʃi-k-tai.
now=TOP
DIST
grab-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s grab him now.'
'Cojámoslo ahora.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:27-04:29)

(6.132) aa peɾo namáŋɡa wáindɾumɨ.
aa[Sp]
pero[Sp] namaŋ=ka
INTERJ:oh

wain-t-rumɨ.

but
game=TOP find-APPL-2PL.S+DECL
'Oh, but you find game animals.'
'Ah, pero encuentran animales.'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 04:43-04:45)
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For a more detailed description of the morphology of case marking, see
§7.8.

6.5. Finiteness and subordination
In this work, Shiwiar clauses are generally referred to as either finite (or main)
clauses, or as non-finite (or subordinate) clauses. However, this two-way
dichotomy is somewhat oversimplified. As has been established for other
languages in the typological literature (Givón 1990: 852–891, inter alia),
finiteness is best thought of as a continuum which is inversely correlated with
the degree of syntactic and semantic independence of a clause. Broadly
defined for Shiwiar, a finite clause is independent syntactically – in the sense
that it is fully formed on its own – and semantically – in the sense that it
conveys the full set of inflectional categories that can be expressed on Shiwiar
verbs. Conversely, non-finite clauses are dependent on another clause, either
syntactically (by being structurally embedded in another clause) or
semantically (by requiring interpretation through the inflectional categories
expressed in another clause).
The following subsections will explain how a finite clause can be best
defined in Shiwiar (§6.5.1) and what types of subordinate clauses exist in the
language (§6.5.2).
6.5.1. Finite clauses
In formal terms, the most direct correlate of finiteness in Shiwiar is the number
of inflectional morphological categories expressed in a clause. These include
aspect, tense, person/number of the subject (and object in (di)transitive verbs)
and mood. If a clause is specified for all those categories, it is a fully finite
clause. An example is shown in (6.133).

(6.133) ʋiɲá juɾuátatwai.
wi=nʲá
ju-ru-á-tat-wa-i.
1SG=OBJ
eat-1SG.O-PFV-FUT-3.S-DECL
'It’s going to eat me.'
'Me va a comer.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 05:52-05:53)
In functional terms, a finite clause is semantically and syntactically
independent: although example (6.133) comes from an anecdote where it is
further contextualised (e.g. the unexpressed subject is a jaguar, and this was
uttered in the context of someone accidentally stumbling upon one), this
clause could be produced on its own and still be interpretable by a listener.
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It should be noted that some finite clauses appear to be missing certain
inflectional categories. This is because some exponents of finite inflectional
categories in Shiwiar are implicitly expressed through lack of morphological
marking. In (di)transitive verbs, for example, a lack of a pronominal object
index on the verb implies a third person object, as in (6.134); every other object
person/number combination is morphologically expressed, so there is no
room for ambiguity. Similarly, present tense is the only tense that is
unmarked; therefore, any finite clause without tense marking can be inferred
to be in the present tense, as in (6.135). This means that even in cases where
there are seemingly “missing” morphological categories, these clauses are still
fully specified (whether explicitly or implicitly) for them. Importantly, these
clauses do fulfil the functional diagnostic of semantic and syntactic
independence, and should therefore also be considered finite.

(6.134) hukímiaji.

hu-kí-mia-ji.
take-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He took her.'
'Se la llevó.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:12-03:13)

́
(6.135) ãnɨ ãhmɨ
.
anɨ -́ a-hmɨ.
love-IPFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I love you.'
'Te quiero.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:41-03:42)
Another reason why inflectional categories appear to be missing in
some finite clauses is that various phonological elision processes (see §5.2.1)
have eroded morphological material, making it seem like a verb is not marked
for a particular category. For example, in (6.136), the semantics of the
utterance indicate that the verb should be in imperfective aspect, yet the
imperfective marker -a is not present. However, the imperfective marker
presumably merged with the vowel of the preceding verbaliser -m(a), and the
/a/ was elided given that it was the third vowel in the word (a
prosodic/metrical position which was the target of a historical elision process).
This progression is shown by the reconstructed forms in (6.137). Once again,
the fact that the clause in (6.136) is syntactically and semantically independent
suggests it should be treated as a finite clause despite the missing aspect
marker.
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(6.136) kiɲdʲámwai.

kinʲtʲá-m-wa-i.
day-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s getting dark (i.e. the day is ending).'
'Está anocheciendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:03-11:05)

(6.137) *kintá-ma-a-wa-i.

>
*kintá-ma-wa-i.
day-VBLZ-IPFV-3.S-DECL
day-VBLZ+IPFV-3.S-DECL
'It’s getting dark (i.e. the day is ending).'

6.5.2. Types of subordination
In opposition to finite clauses, there are non-finite clauses in Shiwiar
which are in some way dependent on another clause, a so-called matrix
clause41. The nature of this dependency varies across different clause types
and can either be syntactic or semantic. Syntactically dependent clauses can
be embedded into a matrix clause in three different ways: as a complement
clause, as a (headless) relative clause or as an adverbial clause.
Complement clauses are notional predications that can be used as
arguments of a matrix clause. They are formed by an action/state nominaliser
(see §8.11.3). In (6.138), the complement clause is the object of the matrix
clause.

(6.138) máitʲɲun tũhĩa h́ ãĩ.
má-i-tʲnʲu=n
bathe-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ
'I’m unable to bathe.'
'No puedo bañarme.'

tũhĩ-a-ha-i
be.unable-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:08-12:10)
Relative clauses usually modify a noun, and in those cases they can be
thought of as subordinate within a noun phrase (see §7.15.4). However, in
Shiwiar, relative clauses can also be used as independent referential
expressions (i.e. as headless relative clauses). In those cases they can function
directly as arguments of a matrix clause. Relative clauses are formed by a
participant nominaliser (either a subject or a non-subject nominaliser, see
In this work, I use the term “matrix clause” simply to denote a clause which a
subordinate clause is in some way dependent on. I prefer this to the term “main
clause” or “independent clause” because a subordinate clause in Shiwiar may be
dependent on another subordinate clause. Calling the superordinate clause a
“matrix clause” therefore does not imply that it is finite or independent.
41
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§8.11).
In (6.139), a headless relative clause ('the one who was
caught/grabbed') is the subject of the matrix clause. In (6.140), one headless
relative clause is the subject of the matrix clause ('the ones who went to the
forest') while another one is its copular complement ('the ones who were
tired').

(6.139) at͡ʃikmáu nujáŋɡa t͡ʃit͡ʃák;

at͡ʃi-k-máu

nujáŋka

t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k;

grab-PFV-NS.NMLZ COORD:then
speak-IPFV-SIM
'The one who had been caught then spoke…'
'El que habían cogido habló…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:17-05:18)

(6.140) ikʲám wɨáɾuka jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
forest+LOC

go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP

a-sá-r;

ajá

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

IDEO:nothing

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, so since there was
nothing (no danger), they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)
Finally, adverbial clauses can function as modifiers of a matrix clause.
They are formed with an adverbialiser (see §6.1.3). An example of a
modifying adverbial clause can be seen in (6.141).

(6.141) áuka ambukí ʋinímiaji hṹũndjãw ããka.
áu=ka
ampu-kí
win-í-mia-ji
DIST=TOP

run-ADVBLZ

hṹũntjãwãã =ka.

come-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

jaguar=TOP
'The jaguar came running.'
'El jaguar vino corriendo.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 10:30-10:31)
A different type of dependency, namely a semantic one, is found in
non-finite clauses within clause chains. Clause chains are clause combining
structures that consist of at least one subordinate clause (a so-called medial
clause) and one matrix clause. In Shiwiar, clause chains are often made up of
many medial clauses; in narratives there can even be dozens of clauses in a
chain. An example of a Shiwiar clause chain is shown in (6.142). The first two
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clauses are non-finite medial clauses, whereas the final clause is the matrix
clause. Note that the medial clauses are not marked with the full range of
inflectional categories that the matrix clause has: the former are only specified
for aspect, person/number of the subject and switch-reference. Switchreference indicates whether there is a shared argument between the medial
clause and the following clause. In (6.142), both medial clauses are marked
for same subject, making it clear that all clauses in the chain have the same
subject argument (i.e. the speaker). On the other hand, in (6.143), the medial
clause is marked for different subject, because each clause has a different
subject argument.

(6.142) ʋíʃt͡ʃi hatɨɾán; kambatá kindʲa kanúɾan; taatáthai.

wíʃt͡ʃi

hatɨ-rá-n;

cow.tree+OBJ

cut.with.axe-PFV-1SG.SS

kampatá

kintʲa

kanú-ra-n;

three

day

sleep-PFV-1SG.SS

taN-a-tát-ha-i.

arrive-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will cut some cow tree, sleep for three days and I will arrive.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho, dormir por tres días y voy a llegar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:36-07:39)

́
(6.143) pínɡɨ ́ ʃindʲát͡ʃmatai; hĩĩhʲãĩ
kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát nundutɾámiaji.
pínɡɨ ́
truly

híi=hʲãĩ

ʃintʲá-t͡ʃ-mataiN;

wake-NEG-1/3.DS

kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát

nuntu-t-rá-mia-ji.

fire=COM
IDEO:press.into
burn-APPL-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Since he truly was not waking up, she burnt him with fire by pressing
it into his skin.'
'Como de verdad no se estaba despertando, le quemó con candela,
presionándole su piel.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:01-04:05)
Medial clauses in Shiwiar also have special subordinating morphology
that can further specify the semantic relationship between them and the
matrix clause. In (6.144), for example, the suffix -k(u) signals that the action
in the medial clause is occurring simultaneously to the action in the matrix
clause. In (6.145), the suffix -tas(a) implies that the predicate in the medial
clause was a goal or intention that is fulfilled by the predicate in the matrix
clause. And in (6.146), the suffix -ka indicates that the action in the medial
clause is repetitive, and that it is the cause of the predicate in the matrix clause.
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́
(6.144) wɨákminɡa; ʋiʃá ami hʲãĩ
wɨtáthai.
wɨ-á-k-min=ka;
wi=ʃá

amí=hʲãĩ

wɨ-tát-ha-i.

go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.DS=TOP 1SG=FOC 2SG=COM
go-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'If you go, I’ll also go with you.'
'Si te vas yo también me voy contigo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:07-04:09)

(6.145) hútmatai; histásan; tandáhai.

hút-mataiN;

hi-s-tása-n;

taN-t-á-ha-i.

cry-1/3.DS
see-PFV-INTENT-1SG.SS
arrive-APPL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'They were crying, so I came to check up on them.'
'Estaban llorando, así que vine a verles.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:21-02:23)

(6.146) ma nujáŋɡa páki ambu ambuáka; jawɨkáɾmiaji.

ma

nujáŋka

páki

ambu ambu-á-ka;

COORD:but

COORD:then

peccary

run

jawɨ-ká-r-mia-ji.

run-IPFV-REPET

get.tired-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'The peccaries were running and running and they got tired.'
'Los jabalíes estaban corre que corre y se cansaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:38-01:44)
There is a strong preference for medial clauses to appear before the
matrix clause, but this is not always the case. In (6.147), the medial clause
appears after the matrix clause. The fact that that the medial verb is marked
for second person same-subject suggests that when the medial clause is
postposed, the switch-reference refers back to the matrix verb. This is
apparent from the fact that the preceding matrix clause has a second person
subject, whereas the following clause has a third person subject.

(6.147) ma níkʲa itʲatá; wakɨ ɾ́ akmɨka; timiaji.
ma
ní=kʲa
itʲ-a-tá;
COORD:but

t-i-mia-ji.

3=TOP

wakɨŕ -a-k-mɨ=ka;

bring-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

love-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

say-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Bring him if you love him, she said'
'Tráelo si lo quieres, dijo.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 02:44-02:47)
The type of dependency relationship that medial clauses in a chain have
with their matrix clause has been labelled cosubordination in the literature
(Foley & Van Valin 1984; Olson 1981). The reasoning behind this term is that
clause chains have elements of both coordination and subordination. They
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are coordinate in that medial clauses are not syntactically embedded in matrix
clauses. But they are subordinate in that the inflectional categories specified
in the matrix clause have scope over the medial clauses. This characterisation
of medial clauses works to some extent for Shiwiar. Note for example that in
(6.148), both the imperative mood of the matrix clause and the semantics of
intention/movement of the auxiliary construction42 in the matrix clause carry
over to the medial clause. However, the inflectional categories of the matrix
verb do not always have scope over the medial verbs in Shiwiar. It is clear,
for example, that in (6.149), the imperative mood of the matrix verb does not
extend to the medial verb.

(6.148) namáŋ tukuáɾ; ju wɨáɾtai.

namáŋ

tuku-á-r;

ju

wɨ-ár-tai.

game
shoot-PFV-1PL.SS
eat go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s go shoot some game and eat it.'
'Vamos a cazar animales y comerlos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:22-00:24)

(6.149) wɨákmɨka; huɾuktʲá.
wɨ-á-k-mɨ=ka;
go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP
'If you go, take me.'
'Si te vas, llévame.'

hu-ru-k-tʲá.
take-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:10-04:11)
For this reason, it would be incorrect to imply that there is a strict
syntactic dependency between medial clauses and their matrix verb in
Shiwiar. Instead, it is best to analyse the relationship as a semantic one, where
medial verbs are interpreted in the context of the matrix verb.

6.6. Information structure
Shiwiar speakers can employ a rich array of strategies to express information
structure. These include prosodic, syntactic and morphological possibilities.
The following subsections describe how focus (§6.6.1) and topic (§6.6.2) are
marked in the language.
6.6.1. Focus
Focus refers to new or contrastive information; “it is the unpredictable
or pragmatically non-recoverable element of an utterance” (Lambrecht 1994:
Auxiliary constructions with the verb wɨ- 'to go' signal an intention to do
something and of movement towards that goal (see §8.13).
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207). In Shiwiar, focus can be marked in a variety of ways. First, the most
pervasive strategy is to tag the relevant constituent with the focus enclitic
=ʃ(a).43 This enclitic can appear with any word class in the language except
ideophones (see §6.1). The following example stems from a story in which
humans are trying to eradicate peccaries. The peccaries flee from the humans,
but eventually decide to take up a stand. In (6.150) the speaker, citing a direct
quote from a mythical peccary, defiantly suggests to the rest of the peccaries
that they should all reproduce and repopulate the forest, in contrast to the
wishes of the humans.

(6.150) máikʲa íiʃ juháɾtai.
mái=kʲa
íi=ʃ

juhá-r-tai.

now=TOP
1PL=FOC
be.plentiful-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'As for us, let’s be plentiful now.'
'En cuanto a nosotros, abundemos.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:42-03:43)
The focus enclitic =ʃ(a) can also be used to mark an entire subordinate
clause as focused. When a medial clause in a clause chain is focused with this
enclitic, it has the reading of a concessive clause (i.e. a clause that would be
introduced by even if or even though in English). This is shown in (6.151). The
link between focus marking and concessive clauses has been noted in the
typological literature (König 1988).

(6.151) hṹũndjãwããkʃa ɨsámdaiʃa; ajámbɾiɲ amiaji níi.
hṹũnjawãã=k=ʃa
ɨsá-mtaiN=ʃa;
jaguar=RESTR=FOC

ajámr-inʲ

bite-1/3.DS-FOC

a-mia-ji

níi.

defend-AG.NMLZ
COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
3
'Even if a jaguar would bite him, he would defend her.'
'Aunque le muerda un tigre, él la solía defender.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:22-03:26)
A second way of marking focus on a given constituent in clause is the
use of a particular high-low intonational contour that highlights new
information prosodically. This can be heard in examples (6.152) and (6.153),
where the focused constituents that express pertinent new information are
náki 'lazy' and ʃírmawat͡ʃ 'beautiful' respectively. In both examples, the

The appearance of the final vowel in this morpheme is subject to free variation.
The enclitic also has an allomorph = t͡ʃa that can be used when it appears
immediately after a nasal stop or nasal vowel (see §7.12.1).
43
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speaker is introducing characters in a traditional narrative – a husband and a
wife – and for the first time in the narration the speaker is presenting traits
about each of the characters that will later be relevant in the story. To begin
with, the speaker focuses on the laziness of the wife in (6.152). Then,
switching over to the husband, she focuses on the beauty of his face in (6.153).
The pitch of both utterances is marked on the corresponding spectrograms in
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. In the two cases, there is a noticeable high tone
target on the accented vowel of the focused constituent, which then
immediately falls to a low tone target.

(6.152) nuwɨŋ́ ɡa nakíaji.
nũwɨ =́ ka
wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
'His wife was lazy.'
'Su mujer era vaga.'

nakí =a-ji.
lazy=PST.COP-3.S+DECL

(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:39-00:42)

(6.153) híut͡ʃiɾiʃa ʋiɲd͡ʒá. muúkt͡ʃiɾiʃa ʃíɾmawat͡ʃ.
hí-ut͡ʃi-riN=ʃa
winʲt͡ʃá.
eye-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC

muúk-t͡ʃi-riN=ʃa

clear

ʃírma-wat͡ʃ.

head-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC
beautiful-DIM
'As for his eyes, they were clear; and as for his face, it was beautiful.'
'Sus ojitos eran claros y su carita era bonita.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:47-00:50)
Finally, focus can also be marked syntactically by postposing a
constituent to the end of a clause. This is shown in (6.154), where the speaker
is specifying that the referent went to the forest, and not elsewhere.
Interestingly, this clause-final position can also be used for topicalised
constituents (see §6.3). However, they are distinguished prosodically: focused
constituents in this position usually have a characteristic high tone.

(6.154) wɨáɾmiaji ikʲám.

wɨ-ár-mia-ji

ikʲám.

go-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They went to the forest. '
'Se fueron a la selva.'

forest+LOC

(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:24-00:26)

Figure 6.1. Prosodic focus marking on nakíaji 'she was lazy'
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Figure 6.2. Prosodic focus marking on ʃírmawat͡ʃ 'beautiful'
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Why a speaker chooses to mark focus prosodically, morphologically or
syntactically, or indeed with a combination of those strategies, is not fully
clear to me at this point. As observed above, there is a tendency for
prosodically-marked focus to be for new information whereas
morphologically-marked focus is more frequently used for contrast.
However, a more in-depth study of the semantic and pragmatic details of each
marking type would be a very fruitful area for future research.
6.6.2. Topic
A topic is the referent or notion that is being talked about (Lambrecht 1994:
127,131). Topics in Shiwiar are primarily marked morphologically, although
they can also be highlighted syntactically. The morphological expression of
topicality involves the enclitic =k(j)a.44 Like the focus enclitic, the topic enclitic
can appear with any word class in the language except ideophones (see §6.1).
The following examples were taken from a conversation fragment about
hunting. One of the speakers is curious about hunting in the evening, so she
introduces a new topic into the discourse, the evening, in (6.155). Because this
is new information, káʃi 'evening' appears with a focus enclitic. In example
(6.156), her interlocutor replies and shows that he has taken up that topic by
marking káʃi 'evening' with the topic enclitic. He then pauses to think, and
continues in (6.157), once again expressing the topic at hand at the end.

(6.155) kaʃíʃa waɾí máamɨ amɨ .́
kaʃí=ʃa
warí
máN-a-mɨ

amɨ .́

evening=FOC what
kill-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL 2SG
'What do you hunt in the evening?'
'¿Qué cazas en la noche?'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:36-02:38)

(6.156) kaʃíkʲa wɨkáiɲawai kaʃái pamá.
kaʃí=kʲa
wɨká-inʲa-wa-i

kaʃái

pamá.

evening=TOP
walk-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL paca
tapir
'In the evening pacas and tapirs walk around.'
'En la noche caminan guantas y tapires.'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:38-02:41)

The initial consonant of this morpheme is only palatalised if it is preceded by a
high front vowel /i/, as explained in §5.1.5.
44
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(6.157) ʃuʃuí, áu juháiɲawai kaʃíkʲa.

ʃuʃuí,

áu

juhá-inʲa-wa-i

kaʃí=kʲa.

armadillo
DIST
be.plentiful-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL evening=TOP
'Armadillos… Those are plentiful in the evening.'
'Armadillos… Esos abundan en la noche.'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:43-02:46)
Like with focus marking, entire subordinate clauses can be topicalised
in Shiwiar. If a medial clause in a clause chain is marked with the topic enclitic
=k(j)(a), the clause has a conditional reading, as in (6.158). The link between
topic marking and conditional clauses is cross-linguistically common and
well-established in the typological literature (Haiman 1978).

(6.158) páki máɾmɨka; initɾítʲaɾam.
páki
máN-rmɨ=ka;
ini-t-r-í-tʲaram.
peccary kill-2PL.SS=TOP bring-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'If you kill a peccary, bring it to me.'
'Si matan un jabalí, tráiganmelo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:24-05:26)
In addition to being marked morphologically, topics can also be
highlighted syntactically by being postposed to the end of a clause. This is
most often done when the topicalised constituent has not been expressed for
a longer stretch of discourse and the speaker wants to confirm to the listener
that that is still the topic. Clause-final topicalised constituents need not be
marked morphologically, as shown in (6.159). This clause-final position can
also be occupied by focused constituents, but topics are not usually
accompanied by the high pitch excursion that is characteristic of focus.

(6.159) máʃ ikʲáçtʲúɾmiaji nu aɨ ń t͡sun.

máʃ

ikʲáihʲ-tʲú-r-mia-ji

nu

aɨ ń t͡su=n.

all
cause.to.faint-APPL-PL-DIST.PL-3.S+DECL
ANA
person=OBJ
'They caused all those people to faint there.'
'Hicieron desmayar a toda esa gente ahí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:45-03:48)
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7. Nominal Morphology and the
Noun Phrase

Nominals in Shiwiar are a class of words that are primarily used referentially,
although they can also have modifying and predicative functions, as laid out
in §6.1.1. Nominals encompass three subclasses of words: nouns, adjectives
and pronouns. These share most morphological and syntactic traits, but the
primary difference between them is semantic: nouns entail a bundle of
semantic properties, adjectives denote a single semantic property, and
pronouns have deictic or anaphoric semantics. Nominal stems can undergo
numerous derivational and inflectional processes by combining with other
stems, affixes or clitics. New nominals can be derived from verbs by means
of various nominalisation processes. At a syntactic level, nominals can also
combine to form a larger structure: a noun phrase. This chapter is centred
around nominal morphology and the composition of noun phrases.
First, the morphological template for nominal words is presented in
§7.1. The subsequent three sections each focus on one of the subclasses of
nominal words: nouns (§7.2), adjectives (§7.3) and pronouns (§7.4). In §7.5,
nominal compounding is discussed. Then, derivational nominal morphology
is examined in §7.6. This is followed by five sections on different types of
inflectional morphology: possession (§7.7), case (§7.8), the vocative (§7.9), the
restrictive (§7.10) and the interrogative (§7.11). Section 7.12 covers discourse
enclitics, and copula enclitics are covered in §7.13. Denominal verbalisation
strategies are explained in §7.14. Finally, the syntax of noun phrases is
described in §7.15.

7.1. Nominal template
Nominal morphology in Shiwiar is largely concatenative and templatic.
Affixes and clitics can appear in one of seven slots, as depicted in Table 7.1.

T

O

O

R

0

-(u)t͡ʃi /
-w(ʲ)at͡ʃ DIM

Possession

Diminutive

ABL

=a VOC

=tin TEMP

=ja
N

=n(ʲ)(u)m(a) /
=n(ʲ)(a)m(a) /
=iN LOC

=h(ʲ)ãĩ COM
=k(ɨ/i) RESTR

Restrictive

Case/
Vocative

=n(ʲ)(a) OBJ

5

4

Table 7.1. Nominal morphological template

-tiram 2PL.SAP

-ti 1PL.SAP

-t(i)nʲ(u) ATTR

-t͡ʃau NEG

Derivation

3

White background: Nouns, adjectives and pronouns
Light grey background: Only nouns and adjectives

-riN 1PL/2PL/3.P

-r(a)m(ɨ/i) /
-rum(i) /
-m(i) 2SG.P

-(u)r(u) 1SG.P

2

1

=ʃ(a) /
=t͡ʃa FOC

=k(ʲ)a TOP

=(j)a PST.COP

=(i)tʲ COP

Copula

Interrogative/
Discourse
Marking

=k(ʲ)a Q

7

6
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Each slot corresponds to a different type of morphology: (1) the
diminutive, (2) possession markers, (3) derivation markers, (4) case markers
and the vocative, (5) the restrictive, (6) the interrogative and discourse
markers, and (7) copula enclitics. Affixes and clitics listed within each
numbered slot are mutually exclusive, but morphemes in different slots can
co-occur in a single word. The only exceptions are the following two cases: if
a nominal has a vocative marker, no morphemes can occur in slots 5-7, and if
a nominal has a discourse marker, no morphemes can occur in slot 7.
Although nominals share most morphological traits, some of the
morphology listed in Table 7.1 only applies to nouns and adjectives and not
pronouns (namely possession marking, the attributive marker, the SAP
markers and the vocative). However, for the most part, all nominal
morphemes can appear on any type of nominal.
There is no nominal in the corpus that appears with morphology
corresponding to all seven slots. Most nominals occur together with only one
affix/clitic in natural discourse, but there are examples with up to four in the
corpus (as in (7.1)). Nevertheless, because Shiwiar morphology is templatic,
the full order of morphological slots as presented abstractly in Table 7.1 can
be deduced by comparing all occurrences of nominal suffixes and enclitics
found in the data. For instance, the possessive marker appears after the
diminutive in (7.2), but before the case marker in (7.3). The case marker in
turn is followed by the discourse marker in (7.4). Therefore, for those
particular morphemes, the following order can be assumed even if they do
not all co-occur in one word: diminutive – possessive – case – discourse
markers.

(7.1)

hú haŋɡɨut͡ʃiɾhãĩʃ
hú
haŋkɨ-ut͡ʃi-r=hãi=ʃ
mouth-DIM-1SG.P=COM=FOC
‘with this little mouth of mine’
‘con esta boquita mía’
PROX

(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:51-01:52)

(7.2)

apáut͡ʃir
apá-ut͡ʃi-r
father-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear father'
'mi papito'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:33-38:34)
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níi ut͡ʃíɾin iʃindʲáɾtas puhúɾmiaji.
níi
ut͡ʃí-riN=n
i-ʃintʲá-r-tas
3

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

puhú-r-mia-ji.

CAUS-wake-PFV-INTENT

live-APPL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She was there to wake her child up.'
'Estaba ahí para despertar a su hijo.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:53-03:55)

(7.4)

nujáŋɡa pakínɡa apapɨm
́ iaji.
nujáŋka
pakí=n=ka

apapɨ -́ mia-ji.

COORD:then

peccary=OBJ=TOP chase- DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then he was chasing the peccaries.'
'Después perseguía a los jabalís.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:09-01:13)
The morphological template for Shiwiar nominals is in line with what
has been suggested for other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 128–129;
Peña 2015: 462–463). All nominal affixes/clitics in Shiwiar have cognates in
other Chicham languages, and their relative ordering is the same across the
family.

7.2. Nouns
Nouns in Shiwiar are an open class of words. In semantic terms, the most
frequent nouns in the language can be classified into the following domains.
First, proper nouns can be distinguished from common nouns: the former
identify a single specific and unique entity (e.g. the noun taŋkúnt͡sa
'Tanguntsa' refers to a particular Shiwiar village located on the Shiona River),
whereas the latter identify instances of a class of entities (e.g. the noun piníŋ
'drinking bowl' can refer to any object or group of objects that are
conceptualised as a drinking bowl). The most frequent kinds of proper nouns
are personal names, toponyms (including hydronyms), spiritual entities and
unique celestial bodies. Common nouns can be further divided into concrete
and abstract nouns: the former refer to tangible entities whereas the latter
refer to concepts. Within concrete nouns, the most prominent semantic
domains include terms for people/kin, animals and plants, body parts,
topographic features, natural phenomena and manufactured/human-made
items. Abstract nouns, on the other hand, include domains such as spiritual
concepts and cultural concepts. These semantic distinctions are by no means
exhaustive, but they are relevant to the Shiwiar worldview given that they
were all suggested as relevant categories by Shiwiar speakers during semantic
workshops. The following outline summarises the aforementioned categories
and provides examples.
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I. Proper nouns
a. Personal names (e.g. japánta 'Yapanda', jampiá 'Yambia')
b. Toponyms (e.g. kampánt͡sa 'Kambantsa', pupunás 'Bobonaza Rier')
c. Spiritual entities (e.g. amasáŋ 'Amasank', arútam 'God, Arutam')
d. Celestial bodies (e.g. ɨt͡sáN 'the sun', nántu 'the moon')
II. Common nouns
a. Concrete
i. People/kin (e.g. aɨ ń ͡ts 'person', nukút͡ʃ 'grandmother')
ii. Animals and plants (e.g. mikʲúa 'silky anteater', nupá 'grass')
iii. Body parts (e.g. nɨt͡sɨ ṕ 'chest', uwɨ h́ 'hand')
iv. Topographic features (e.g. múra 'hill', túna 'waterfall')

́ 'river current')
v. Natural phenomena (e.g. nasɨ ́ 'wind', t͡ʃit͡ʃi wɨ
vi. Human-made items (e.g. úum 'blowgun', pɨɨ m
́ 'flute')
b. Abstract
i. Spiritual concepts (e.g. wakán 'spirit', iwʲánt͡ʃ 'evil spirit')
ii. Cultural concepts (e.g. ɨsát 'dry season'45)
The semantic distinctions presented above do not translate directly into
differential morphological behaviour for the nouns in each of those domains.
There is only one area of nominal morphology where nouns can be divided
into different formal categories – namely alienability distinctions – and there
the semantics of the noun is only loosely relevant. See §7.7 for a full
description of this phenomenon.
The following four subsections will reveal in further detail the
characteristics of four common groups of nouns: proper names (§7.2.1),
animal and plant names (§7.2.2), kinship terms (§7.2.3), and body part terms
(§7.2.4).

Note that the word ɨsát does not refer to just any spell of dry weather. It refers
to a culturally-constructed time frame, roughly between August and February,
which may or may not have in fact dry weather depending on the microclimate
of the area.
45
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7.2.1. Proper names
Naming practices have changed drastically amongst the Shiwiar in the past
50 years. Traditionally, Shiwiar people had a single name. Shiwiar names
were often based on names for animals or plants, such as ʃuírpip 'swallow' or
númi 'tree'. As a result of missionisation and a drive to integrate into the
broader Ecuadorean society (see §3.2), most Shiwiar people nowadays have
first and last names that correspond to the usual naming practices in Spanishspeaking Latin America (i.e. first names are assigned at birth and last names
are inherited from the parents). First names are either standard Spanish (often
Christian) names (e.g. Francisco, Samuel, María, Verónica) or, with increasing
frequency, English (sur)names (e.g. Nelly, Daisy, Dixon, Nixon). Common
last names are either Shiwiar words (e.g. paántam 'plantain', náŋku 'flute') or
established Kichwa last names (e.g. Cuji, Gualinga).
Rivers and lakes are most frequently named after an individual person
or flora/fauna that is relevant to the location, e.g. t͡ʃuín ɨnt͡sa 'Chuin’s River',
where Chuin is a Shiwiar male name and presumably refers to someone who
lived on the banks of that river historically. Villages are in turn most often
named after rivers, e.g. t͡ʃuínt͡sa 'Chuintsa village' is located on Chuin’s River
and therefore bears a name that is a contraction of the river name. See §3.1.2
and §3.1.3 for lists of local toponyms and hydronyms along with their likely
etymology. Similar place naming practices have also been described for other
Chicham languages: in Achuar culture, for example, areas of land bear the
name of an individual (Descola 1982: 304).
7.2.2. Animal and plant names
A very rich area of Shiwiar lexicon is the domain of animal and plant names.
A notable characteristic about Shiwiar terms for flora and fauna is that
hypernyms are rare for commonly hunted animals and harvested plants. For
example, monkeys are plentiful in Shiwiar territory and they are an important
source of food, but there is no hypernym that corresponds to the English word
monkey. Instead, each monkey species has its own etymologically unrelated
name, as shown in examples (7.5) to (7.13). This holds even for closely related
species that are part of the same subfamily, such as capuchin monkeys (as in
(7.12) and (7.13)).

(7.5)

suŋɡamát
suŋkamát
ornate.titi
'ornate titi'
'tití ornamentado'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 26:14-26:15)
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t͡ʃúu
t͡ʃúu
wolly.monkey
'silvery woolly monkey'
'chorongo/mono lanudo plateado'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 03:41-03:41)

(7.7)

jakúm
jakúm
howler.monkey
'Venezuelan red howler'
'mono aullador rojo'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 04:16-04:16)

(7.8)

uhúkam
uhúkam
night.monkey
'Spix’s night monkey'
'mono nocturno gritón'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 04:25-04:26)

(7.9)

sɨpúr
sɨpúr
monk.saki
'monk saki'
'parahuaco común'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 04:35-04:35)

(7.10) maɾís

marís

squirrel.monkey
'common squirrel monkey'
'mono ardilla'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 05:10-05:10)

(7.11) t͡sɨ ṕ i

t͡sɨ ṕ i
pygmy.marmoset
'pygmy marmoset'
'chichico/tití pigmeo'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 06:07-06:08)

(7.12) t͡sɨ ɾ́ ɨ

t͡sɨ ŕ ɨ

white.fronted.capuchin
'white-fronted capuchin'
'machín de frente blanca'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 27:10-27:11)
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(7.13) miɾík

mirík

large.headed.capuchin
'large-headed capuchin'
'machín negro'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 05:33-05:34)
For other animals and plants, particularly those that are not so
commonly hunted or harvested, a single noun might refer to an entire family
or genus (such as American opossums in (7.14) or gourds in (7.16)), but
different species or cultivars can be specified with compound nouns that
include the hypernym (as in (7.15) and (7.17)).

(7.14) kuhánd͡ʒam

kuhánt͡ʃam

opossum
'(common) opossum'
'raposa'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 07:39-07:40)

(7.15) nandukuhánd͡ʒam

nantu_kuhánt͡ʃam

moon_opossum
'brown four-eyed opossum'
'raposa de anteojos'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 07:40-07:41)

(7.16) t͡sápa

t͡sápa
gourd
'gourd'
'zapallo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 01:10-01:10)

(7.17) waŋɡát͡sapa

waŋká_t͡sapa
pod_gourd
'type of gourd'
'tipo de zapallo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 00:32-00:33)

There is evidence that some individual species names in the language
may have originated through the type of compounding in (7.15) and (7.17)
followed by phonological erosion of the compound into a novel singlemorpheme word. Take for example the noun in (7.18). At first glance, this
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word seems to be etymologically distinct to the noun in (7.19), used to refer to
a different but closely related species of American pig. However, given that
the Aguaruna cognate of the former word is jaŋkipáki, it is reasonable to
suspect that the word may have originated from a compound as shown in
(7.20) (Overall 2017a: 150). It is unclear what the first element of the
compound meant, given that the morpheme *janki has no contemporary
meaning in Chicham languages, but the second element is identical to the
name of the related peccary. In Shiwiar, the compound underwent finalvowel elision (see §5.2.1) and vowel assimilation, yielding a new singlemorpheme noun.

(7.18) jaŋɡipík

jaŋkipík
collared.peccary
'collared peccary'
'sajino/pecarí de collar'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 01:54-01:54)

(7.19) páki

páki

white.lipped.peccary
'white-lipped peccary'
'jabalí/pecarí barbiblanco'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 02:17-02:17)

(7.20) *jaŋki_paki
?_peccary
'collared peccary'
'sajino/pecarí de collar'
Hypernyms for very large categories of flora and fauna (for instance, at
the kingdom level) also exist, as shown in (7.21) and (7.22).

(7.21) kúndiɲ

kúntinʲ

animal
'animal'
'animal'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:14-55:14)
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(7.22) áɾak

árak

plant
'plant, crop'
'planta, sembrío'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:34-55:35)
Refer to §3.5 for large tables of animals and plants that are important in
Shiwiar culture, along with scientific names, translations into English and
Spanish, and notes about their consumption and use.
7.2.3. Kinship terms
Shiwiar kinship terms denote consanguineal and affinal relationships, and
they make distinctions based on gender and generation. Table 2.1 is a list of
the most frequently used consanguineal kinship terms in the language.
Kinship terms in Shiwiar are almost always used in their possessed
form. Most of the nouns in the table below do not even have unpossessed
forms (see §7.7.2 for more information about obligatorily possessed nouns),
and for most of those that do, the unpossessed form has a slightly different
meaning. The word nawán, for example, means 'unmarried young woman' in
its unpossessed form. Nevertheless, when referring to someone’s daughter,
the possessed forms of the word are used, even after a woman is married. The
word út͡ʃi means 'child' in its unpossessed form, and it can be used to refer to
a child of any gender. On the other hand, the possessed forms of the word
can only mean 'son' and are never used to refer to a girl. The possessed forms
of the words for 'mother' and 'father' are by and large the norm, but the
unpossessed forms are occasionally used to refer to a parent’s sibling.
Therefore, whereas examples like (7.23) and (7.24) could be referring to either
a direct parent or a same gender sibling of a parent, examples like (7.25) and
(7.26) could only refer to a parent’s sibling and never to a direct parent.

(7.23) ʋíɲa apáɾ
wí=nʲa

apá-r

1SG=OBJ(P) father-1SG.P
'my father/parallel uncle'
'mi papa/tío paralelo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:17-38:18)
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Kinship term

Relation to ego

Possessed

Not
possessed46

1SG

2SG

1PL/2PL/3

(núku)

nukúr

nukúram

nukúri

mother, mother’s
sister or father’s
sister

(ápa)

apár

apáram

apári

father or father’s
brother

-

káir

ka ĩ́ m

ka ĩ́

same gender female
sibling or parallel
cousin

-

umár

uma ɨ́ m

uma ɨ́

opposite gender
sibling or parallel
cousin

-

jat͡súr

jat͡ʃím/
jat͡súram

jat͡ʃí

same gender male
sibling or parallel
cousin

(nawán)

nawántur

nawántrum

nawántri

daughter

(út͡ʃi)

ut͡ʃír

ut͡ʃíram

ut͡ʃíri

son

nukút͡ʃ

nukut͡ʃúr

nukút͡ʃrum

nukút͡ʃri

grandmother

apát͡ʃ

apat͡ʃúr

apát͡ʃrum

apát͡ʃri

grandfather

-

tiráŋkur

tiráŋkim

tiráŋki

grandchild

-

híit͡ʃur

híit͡ʃrum

híit͡ʃri

mother's brother

-

juwár

juwáram

juwári

same gender female
cross-cousin

-

wahɨŕ

wahɨŕ um

wahɨŕ i

opposite gender
cross-cousin

-

sáir

́
sãi m

sãi ́

same gender male
cross-cousin

Table 7.2. Consanguineal kinship terms

If a noun is shown in parentheses in this column, it has a slightly different
meaning in its unpossessed form than in its possessed form. The English
translation glossed in the right-most column refers to the meaning of the
possessed form. This is explained further in the following paragraph.
46
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(7.24) ʋíɲa nukúɾ
wí=nʲa
nukú-r
1SG=OBJ(P) mother-1SG.P
'my mother/parallel aunt'
'mi mamá/tía paralela'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:19-38:20)

(7.25) apawá
apa=wá
father=VOC
'Parallel uncle!'
'¡Tío paralelo!
(T01-S01-01.wav; 45:54-45:54)

(7.26) nukuá
nuku=á
mother=VOC
'Aunt!'
'¡Tía!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 45:28-45:29)
The words for 'grandmother' and 'grandfather' are exceptional in that
they are regularly used without possession morphology. Diachronically, it
seems that these two nouns arose from a combination of the terms for 'mother'
and 'father' and the diminutive suffix -(u)t͡ ʃi. However, these nouns should
not synchronically be considered morphologically complex, given that the
diminutive suffix has now fused with the respective roots (compare examples
(7.27) and (7.28) with examples (7.29) and (7.30)).

(7.27) ʋíɲa nukúut͡ʃiɾ
wí=nʲa
nukú-ut͡ʃi-r
1SG=OBJ(P)
mother-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear mother'
'mi mamita'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:22-38:24)

(7.28) ʋíɲa apáut͡ʃiɾ
wí=nʲa
apá-ut͡ʃi-r
1SG=OBJ(P)
father-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear father'
'mi papito'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:24-38:25)
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(7.29) nukút͡ʃ

nukút͡ʃ
grandmother
'grandmother'
'abuela'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 55:37-55:38)

(7.30) apát͡ʃ

apát͡ʃ
grandfather
'grandfather'
'abuelo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 56:18-56:18)

Diminutives are often used with consanguineal relations to indicate
closeness or endearment. This can be seen in (7.31) and (7.32).

(7.31) umát͡ʃiɾ

umá-t͡ʃi-r
cross.sibling-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear sibling'
'mi hermanito/hermanita'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 39:02-39:03)

(7.32) nawánd͡ʒiɾ

nawán-t͡ʃi-r
daughter-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear daughter'
'mi hijita'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 52:00-52:01)

Table 7.3 shows a list of frequently used affinal kinship terms. Note
that the words for siblings-in-law are the same as for cross-cousins in Table
7.2. This is because the concepts of cross-cousins and siblings-in-law are not
distinguished in Shiwiar culture. Cross-cousins are potential marriage
partners and, therefore, a cross-cousin’s siblings are potential siblings-in-law.
The same syncretism holds for the terms for 'father-in-law' and 'mother’s
brother'. Interestingly, the word t͡sát͡sa 'mother-in-law' is different to that used
for 'father’s sister' (núku). It is unclear why this is the case, especially given
that the syncretism between cross-relatives and relatives-in-law holds in every
other situation.
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Kinship term
Possessed

Relation to ego

Not
possessed

1SG

2SG

1PL/2PL/3

núwa

nuwár

́
nũwɨ m

nũwɨ ́

wife

-

áiʃur

áiʃrum

áiʃri

husband

t͡sát͡sa

t͡sat͡sár

t͡sat͡sáram

t͡sat͡sári

mother-in-law or
mother’s brother’s
wife

híit͡ʃ

híit͡ʃur

híit͡ʃrum

híit͡ʃri

father-in-law or
father’s sister’s
husband

-

juwár

juwáram

juwári

same gender female
sibling-in-law

-

wahɨŕ

wahɨŕ um

wahɨŕ i

opposite gender
sibling-in-law

-

sáir

́
sãi m

sãi ́

same gender male
sibling-in-law

Table 7.3. Affinal kinship terms
Like with consanguineal kinship terms, most affinal kinship terms are
obligatorily possessed and do not have unpossessed forms.
In its
unpossessed form, the word núwa just means 'woman', regardless of her
marriage status. It should also be noted that the word á(i)ʃmaŋ 'man' is
probably to some degree etymologically related to the word for 'husband',
which shares the first few phonemes.
7.2.4. Body parts
A list of the body part terms that are most commonly used in discourse can
be found in Table 7.4. Like with kinship terms, nouns that refer to body parts
appear mostly in their possessed form. However, unlike most kinship terms,
body part terms in Shiwiar are not bound nouns and can also be used in their
unpossessed form. Note that for some nouns in the table, there are two
morphological strategies to encode a second person singular or first person
plural/second person plural/third person possessor. These morphological
alternatives are discussed in further detail in §7.7.
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Body part

Unpossessed

English
translation

Possessed
1SG

2SG

1PL/2PL/3

ampúh

ampuhúr

háŋkɨ
hi ĩ́

haŋkɨŕ

ampṹhɨm
́
haŋkɨ m

ampṹhɨ
haŋkɨ ́

inínti

inintír

intʲáʃ

intʲaʃúr

jaka ĩ́

híru

́
hi mɨ
́
ininti m

hi ĩ́

ininti ́

guts
mouth
eye
heart

jaka ĩ́ r

intʲaʃím/
intʲáʃrum
jaka ĩ́ m

intʲaʃí/
intʲáʃri
jaka ĩ́

kaŋkáihʲ

kaŋkaihʲúr

kaŋkaihím

kaŋkaihí

lower leg

kuíʃ

kuiʃúr

kuiʃím

kuiʃí

ear

kuntúh

kuntuhúr

kuntṹhɨm

kuntṹhɨ

back of the
neck

máku

makúr

muúk

muukúr

makúm /
makúram
́
muukɨ m

makuí /
makúri
muukɨ ́

nant͡ʃíkʲ

nant͡ʃikʲúr

náwɨ

nawɨŕ

nant͡ʃikím
́
nãwɨ m

nant͡ʃikí
nãwɨ ́

nɨt͡sɨṕ

nɨt͡sɨpúr

núhi

nuhír

sṹwɨ

sũwɨ ŕ

tuntúp

tuntupúr

ũwɨ h́

uwɨhúr

wákɨ

wakɨŕ

́
nɨt͡sɨpɨ m
́
nũhɨ m

́ /
sũwɨ m
́
sũwɨ ram
́
tuntupɨ m

́ /
ũwɨ hɨ m
́
ũwɨ hrum
́ /
wakɨ m
wakɨŕ am

nɨt͡sɨpɨ ́
nũhɨ ́
sũwɨ ́ /
sũwɨ rí

tuntupɨ ́
ũwɨ hɨ ́ /
́
ũwɨ hri
wakɨ ́ /
wakɨŕ i

hair
arm

upper leg
head
nail
foot
chest
nose
throat
back
hand
stomach

Table 7.4. Body part terms
The meanings of some body part terms can be extended in
metaphorical ways, leading to interesting pathways of semantic shift. This
can be exemplified with the term for 'heart', which is shown in its most basic
form in (7.33). In Shiwiar culture, the heart is conceptualised as a locus of
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human thought, reasoning and memory. This can be seen in example (7.34):
to say that something is in one’s heart is to say that one is thinking about it.

(7.33) iníndi

inínti

heart
'heart'
'corazón'
(T03-S03S12-01.wav; 29:31-29:32)

(7.34) nú inindíɾ puháwai.

nú

inintí-r

puh-á-wa-i.

heart-1SG.P
live-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'That is in my thoughts.'
'Eso está en mi pensar.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:50-01:51)
ANA

The word for 'heart' can also be used entirely metaphorically to mean
'thoughts' or 'plans', as in examples (7.35) and (7.36).

(7.35) tuɾámdai huáitʲai ʋíɲa inindíɾka.
turá-mtaiN
hu=áitʲ-a
COORD:and/so-1/3.DS

wí=nʲa

inintí-r=ka.

PROX=COP-3.S

1SG=OBJ(P)
heart-1SG.P=TOP
'These are my thoughts.'
'Estos son mis pensamientos.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 02:00-02:03)

(7.36) ʋíɲa inindíɾka awái.
wí=nʲa
inintí-r=ka

a-wá-i.

1SG=OBJ(P) heart-1SG.P=TOP exist-3.S-DECL
'I have thoughts/plans. (Literally: My heart exists.)'
'Tengo pensamientos/planes. (Literalmente: Mi corazón existe.)'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:42-01:44)
Given the examples above, it is not surprising that this noun can be
verbalised to convey the action of thinking or planning (see §7.14 for more
details on the morphology of verbalisation). The resulting denominal verb
can be used in a generic way, as in example (7.37), or with a concrete nominal
argument, as in example (7.38). Furthermore, this verb can have an entire
complement clause as its argument, as shown in example (7.39); or it can be
used in the matrix clause of a clause chain, preceded by a subordinate clause
of intent, as in example (7.40).
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(7.37) tu inindímɾamiaji.

tu

inintí-m-ra-mia-ji.

thus heart-VBLZ-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'That’s what he thought.'
'Así pensó.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 05:54-05:55)

(7.38) nɨkás pɨnɡɨ ɾ́ inindímmɨ.

nɨkás

pɨnkɨ ŕ

inintí-m-mɨ.

truly
good
heart-VBLZ-2SG.S+DECL
'You truly think good things.'
'En verdad piensas buenas cosas.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:50-01:51)

(7.39) ma aɨ ń t͡sun waɾík jainkʲártaktiɲ inindímhʲai hu maláɾiahãĩ.
ma
aɨ ń t͡su=n
warík
jain-kʲárta-k-tinʲ
COORD:but

inintí-m-hʲa-i

person=OBJ

hu

quickly

help-INDF.O-PFV-AS.NMLZ

malária=hãĩ.

heart-VBLZ-1SG.S-DECL
PROX maralia=COM
'I plan to help people quickly with this malaria outbreak.'
'Pienso ayudar a la gente rápidamente con este brote de malaria.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:44-01:49)

(7.40) jaínɡatasam; tú inindímmɨ.

jaín-ka-tasa-m;

tú

help-PFV-INTENT-2SG.SS
'You are planning to help.'
'Piensas ayudar.'

thus heart-VBLZ-2SG.S+DECL

inintí-m-mɨ.

(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:57-01:59)
In a similar way, the noun for 'stomach', shown in (7.41), can be derived
into a verb meaning 'to want'. Given that this denominal verb is often used in
the context of wanting food, as in examples (7.42) and (7.43), it is possible that
the verbalised form of 'stomach' originally was used to mean 'to be hungry
for' or 'to crave' before it was further extended to mean 'to want' in a more
general sense, as in (7.44).

(7.41) wákɨ

wákɨ
stomach
'stomach'
'estómago'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 18:09-18:10)
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(7.42) t͡ʃuún wakɨ ɾ́ ahai.
t͡ʃuú=n

wakɨ-́ r-a-ha-i.

woolly.monkey=OBJ
stomach-VBLZ-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I want a woolly monkey.'
'Quiero un mono chorongo.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 00:31-00:33)

(7.43) nujá jamúŋɡan juátasa; wakɨ ɾ́ ahai.
nujá
jamúŋka=n
ju-á-tasa;
COORD:then

wakɨ-́ r-a-ha-i.

pit.viper=OBJ

eat-PFV-INTENT+1SG.SS

stomach-VBLZ-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I want to eat a pit viper.'
'Quiero comer una víbora.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 00:33-00:36)

(7.44) hístasaɾ; íiʃ wakɨ ɾ́ ahi.

hí-s-tasa-r;

íi=ʃ

wakɨŕ -a-hi.

see-PFV-INTENT-1PL.SS 1PL=FOC want-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We also want to see it.'
'Nosotros también queremos verlo.'
(T03-S01-06.wav; 00:12-00:14)
Finally, the word for 'hand' has also been semantically extended to
mean 'five'. Examples of this can be found in §7.3.2.

7.3. Adjectives
Adjectives are closed class of words in Shiwiar, and there are only a few dozen
adjectives in the corpus that this work is based on. The most common use of
adjectives is to modify a noun, and they can appear either before or after the
noun that they modify, as shown in (7.45) and (7.46)47.

(7.45) hṹũn undut͡ʃam

hṹũn

untut͡ʃam

big
ocelot
'big ocelot'
'tigrillo grande'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 31:17-31:18)

Note that in (7.43) the adjective has a final /n/ whereas in (7.44) it does not. This
is not a meaningful difference; it is simply a result of an optional phonological
process through which word-final nasal consonants can be elided (see §5.2.2).
47
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(7.46) pamba hṹũ

pampa

hṹũ

stone
big
'big stone'
'piedra grande'
(T01-S10-02.wav; 00:19-00:20)
The reasons that drive speakers to place an adjective before or after the
noun are not presently clear; both strategies are similarly frequent in
discourse and speakers assert that there is no difference in meaning. There
are, however, lexical differences in the corpus: some adjectives, such as ʃitʲá
'small' in (7.47), seem to appear more frequently before the noun, whereas
others, such as kakáram 'strong' in (7.48), seem to appear more frequently after
it.

(7.47) ʃitʲá ɨnd͡za

ʃitʲá

ɨnt͡sa

small river
'small river'
'río pequeño'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 49:24-49:25)

(7.48) nasɨ ́ kakáɾam wiɲáwai.

nasɨ ́

kakáram

winʲ-á-wa-i.

wind strong
come-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'A strong wind is coming.'
'Viene un viento fuerte.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 24:14-24:16)
Despite their primary use as modifiers, adjectives can be used
referentially like all other nominals, and they can appear as arguments on
their own without any accompanying noun. This is shown in example (7.49),
where the adjective hampúr 'wet' refers to wet clothes. Standalone adjectives
can be combined with every type of nominal morphology, except possessive
markers, speech act participant markers and the vocative.

(7.49) ma hambúɾka húmak nu saɾáɾ;
ma
hampúr=ka húmak nu
COORD:but

wet=TOP
a.bit
'But the wet ones dripped a bit.'
'Pero lo mojado goteó un poco.'

sará-r;

ANA

drip-PFV

(T01-S01-02.wav; 19:18-19:20)
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For more details about the morphological behaviour of adjectives when
they appear with other nominals in a noun phrase, see §7.15.
7.3.1. Gradability
As is argued in §6.1.1, Shiwiar adjectives can be semantically distinguished
from nouns in that they denote a single property (rather than a bundle of
properties). If that property is conceptualised as gradable (e.g. strength: it is
conceivable for a person to be not just strong, but very strong, or stronger than
another person), Shiwiar adjectives can be modified accordingly. One
strategy of expressing an increased grade of an adjective is to reduplicate it,
as in (7.50). Another strategy is to modify the adjective with the intensifier tɨ ɨ́ ,
as in (7.51).

(7.50) áuka ʃíɾam ʃíɾam.
áu=ka
ʃíram

ʃíram.

DIST=TOP

beautiful
'That is very beautiful.'
'Esa es muy linda.'

beautiful

(T01-S03-03.wav; 03:31-03:33)

(7.51) áuka tɨ ɨ́ ʃiɾam.
áu=ka
tɨ ɨ́

ʃiram.

DIST=TOP

very beautiful
'That is very beautiful.'
'Eso es muy lindo.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 02:54-02:55)
The Shiwiar intensifier tɨ ɨ́ is clearly related to the adverb of the same
form, which means 'truly' when used in a clause, as in example (7.52).
Furthermore, it seems to be cognate with the Wampis intensifier ti, which has
the same adjective modifying function in that language (Peña 2015: 436–438).

(7.52) tɨ ɨ́ nakɨ t́ ʲamdai.

tɨ ɨ́

nakɨ t́ ʲ-a-mtaiN.

truly refuse-IPFV-1/3.DS
'He was truly refusing…'
'En verdad no quería…'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:57-00:59)
In the context of comparisons, an adjective can be modified by the
comparative marker mʲá 'more', as in (7.53). If the speaker wants to intensify
the comparison, the modifier can be reduplicated, as in (7.54). Explicit
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comparisons – such as that man is older than that woman – are not found in the
current Shiwiar corpus; only implicit ones. For example, in (7.53), humans
were the preceding topic in the discourse. Therefore, given that peccaries are
being signalled as the current topic, the anger of the peccaries is implicitly
being compared to that of humans.

(7.53) pakíkʲa mʲá kahɨ ú asámdai nujáŋɡa;
pakí=kʲa
mʲá
kahɨ ú
a-sá-mtaiN

nujáŋka

peccary=TOP more angry
COP-SBD-1/3.DS then
‘Given that peccaries are angrier (than humans)…’
‘Como los jabalís son más bravos (que los humanos)…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:53-00:55)

(7.54) mʲa mʲá ʃíɾam

mʲa

mʲá

ʃíram

more
more
beautiful
'much more beautiful'
'mucho más lindo'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 04:37-04:38)
The diachronic origin of the comparative marker mʲá is not entirely
clear. Overall (2017a: 34,138) and Peña (2015: 155) suggest that the respective
cognates in Aguaruna and Wampis, ima, are borrowed from the Quechuan
interrogative pronoun ima 'how'. However, in careful Shiwiar speech, this
marker is pronounced with an initial dental stop: timʲá. The historic presence
of an initial dental stop is also supported by the fact that the Achuar cognate
of this marker is timiá (Fast Mowitz, Warkentin de Fast & Fast Warkentin 2008:
274). If the Chicham words are all cognate, this casts some doubt on the
suggestion that the comparative marker is a borrowing. Alternatively, it is
possible that the Wampis and Aguaruna comparatives are not cognate to the
Shiwiar and Achuar comparatives, and that the former are indeed a
borrowing from Quechuan languages.
7.3.2. Numerals
Shiwiar has a very limited set of numerals. Only the five numerals in Table
7.5 appear in the corpus. Of those, only the top three are frequent; the last two
only appear sporadically and are produced in different ways by different
speakers. It should be noted that this type of system is not surprising given
the areal context: numeral systems with limits below the number 5 or 10 are
very common across South America (Epps et al. 2012: 52–54).
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Shiwiar numeral

English translation

(ti)kít͡ʃik

one

hímʲar

two

kampatám

three

uwɨ h́ /
hú uwɨh máʃ /
uwɨ h́ ɨkɨt́ ai
himʲará uwɨh /
hú uwɨh máʃ hu uwɨh́

five
ten

Table 7.5. Shiwiar numerals in their citation form
Numerals in Shiwiar are non-gradable adjectives, i.e. they cannot be
intensified with the markers discussed in §7.3.1. However, like other
adjectives, they most often occur as modifiers, and they can appear either
before or after the noun, as shown in (7.55) and (7.56). They can also appear
on their own and take on referential function, as in (7.57).

(7.55) tikit͡ʃík nandu

tikit͡ʃík

nantu

one
moon
'one month'
'un mes'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 05:55-05:57)

(7.56) nat͡sá himʲáɾ puhusáɾ;

nat͡sá

himʲár

puhu-sá-r;

unmarried.man
two
live-PFV-3PL.SS
'There were two young men…'
'Habían dos jóvenes…'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 00:08-00:10)

(7.57) nu kunámɡa kambátmanak akák; hútai; níŋkʲa húmd͡ ʒik aɾámuitʲai.
nu
kunám=ka
kambátma=na=k
aká-k;
hú-taiN;
ANA

níN=kʲa

squirrel=TOP

húmt͡ʃik

three=OBJ=RESTR

a-rá-mu=itʲ-a-i.

collect-PFV

take-1/3.DS

3=TOP
few
COP-PL-NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'That squirrel collected only three (corn kernels), and took them, so
there were only a few of them.'
'Esa ardilla cogió solo tres (granos de maíz), y se los llevó, así que
habían solo pocos.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 01:05-01:15)
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In other Chicham languages, numerals are not analysed as adjectives,
but rather as quantifiers, because they cannot combine with case morphology
(Overall 2017a: 413; Peña 2015: 403). As can be seen in (7.57), this analysis
does not hold for Shiwiar. Apart from their non-gradable nature, numerals in
Shiwiar behave morphologically and syntactically like any other adjective in
the language.
The numeral (ti)kít͡ ʃik 'one' has slightly different forms depending on
the position it appears in. Example (7.58) shows the numeral in its citation
form, whereas example (7.59) shows the same numeral in modifying function,
placed immediately before the noun. Note that in the latter situation there is
an accent shift to the final syllable. This is expected given the tendencies in
Shiwiar accent placement described in §5.3.3. However, if the numeral
appears after the noun it modifies, as in (7.60), it retains its citation form. The
variation in the presence or absence of the first syllable /ti/ is not meaningful;
the syllable is often included in careful speech but omitted in free-flowing
conversation.

(7.58) tikít͡ʃik

tikít͡ʃik
one
'one'
'uno'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:51-05:51)

(7.59) tikit͡ʃík hĩĩ

tikit͡ʃík

hĩĩ

one
eye
'one eye'
'un ojo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 04:27-04:28)

(7.60) nawánd͡ʒiɾi kít͡ʃik aŋɡándin.

nawán-t͡ʃi-riN

kít͡ʃik

aŋkán-tin.

daughter-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P
one
free-ATTR
'One of her daughters was unmarried.'
'Una de sus hijas era soltera.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 00:34-00:36)
The etymological origin of (ti)kít͡ʃik 'one' is clearly a combination of the
demonstrative (ti)kít͡ ʃ 'another' (see §7.4.2) and the restrictive clitic =k(ɨ/i) (see
§7.10). This claim is not only apparent from the form of the word in isolation,
but further strengthened by the fact that when this numeral is inflected for
case, the case enclitic appears between the root and the restrictive clitic, as
shown in (7.61). This etymological origin is unsurprising from an areal
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perspective: South American terms for the number 'one' are very frequently
related to demonstratives or the word meaning 'alone' (Epps et al. 2012: 67).

(7.61) tikít͡ʃɲak mután huúnda wakɨm
́ iahai.
tikít͡ʃ=nʲa=k
mutá=n
huúnta wakɨ-́ mia-ha-i.
one=OBJ=RESTR catfish=OBJ big+OBJ catch.fish-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I caught only one big catfish.'
'Pesqué una sola mota grande.'
(T03-S01-06.wav; 02:45-02:48)
The numeral hímʲar 'two' also has different forms depending on its
position. Example (7.62) shows the numeral in isolation. When it appears
before a noun in modifying function, as in (7.63), there is an additional final
vowel and an accent shift towards the end. However, like for the numeral
'one', if it appears after the noun it modifies it retains its citation form. This is
shown in (7.64).

(7.62) hímʲaɾ

hímʲar
two
'two'
'dos'

(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:37-05:38)

(7.63) himʲaɾá hĩĩ

himʲará

hĩĩ

two
eye
'two eyes'
'dos ojos'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 05:08-05:09)

(7.64) núwa aŋɡándiɲ hímʲaɾ

núwa

aŋkán-tinʲ

hímʲar

woman
free-ATTR
two
'two unmarried women'
'dos mujeres solteras'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 00:08-00:09)
The etymological origins of hímʲar 'two' are unclear, but it is interesting
to note that the first syllable of the word resembles the Shiwiar word for 'eye':
hi ĩ́ . The reason why this is noteworthy is that the term for 'eye' has been
identified as a common etymological source for the numeral 'two' in South
American languages (Epps et al. 2012: 67).
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Unlike the previous two numerals, the numeral kampatám 'three' does
not have different forms depending on its position. This is shown by
examples (7.65) and (7.66). However, given that word-final nasal stops are
optionally elided in fast speech (see §5.2.2), the final /m/ is sometimes
dropped, as can be seen in (7.67). The etymological origin of this numeral is
unclear.

(7.65) kambatám

kampatám
three
'three'
'tres'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 00:56-00:58)

(7.66) kambatám nandu puhusáɾ;

kampatám

nantu

puhu-sá-r;

three
moon
live-PFV-3PL.SS
'They lived there for three months…'
'Vivieron ahí tres meses…'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 00:46-00:48)

(7.67) ʋíʃt͡ʃi hatɨɾán; kambatá kindʲa kanúɾan; taatáthai.

wíʃt͡ʃi

cow.tree+OBJ

hatɨ-rá-n;

cut.with.axe-PFV-1SG.SS

kampatá

kintʲa

kanú-ra-n;

three

day

sleep-PFV-1SG.SS

taN-a-tát-ha-i.

arrive-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will cut some cow tree, sleep for three days and I will arrive.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho, dormir por tres días y voy a llegar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:36-07:39)
Although it is not nearly as frequent as the numerals preceding it,
Shiwiar speakers do occasionally use the numeral 'five'. As in very many
other South American languages (Epps et al. 2012: 67), this numeral is
straightforwardly derived from the word 'hand': uwɨ h́ . However, there is
substantial variation in how this numeral is produced. It can either appear on
its own, as in (7.68), or it can appear in a carrier construction, as in (7.69) and
(7.70). The construction in (7.69), meaning 'all this hand', refers to all the five
fingers in one hand, and is usually accompanied by a gesture of a closed fist.
The construction in (7.70), meaning 'where the hand is sitting', is less
transparent etymologically, but it is also accompanied by a gesture of a closed
fist.
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(7.68) nɨkápmasmaut͡ʃik áuka, uwɨ h́ .
nɨkápma-s-mau-t͡ʃi=k

áu=ka,

uwɨ h́ .

count-PFV-NS.NMLZ-DIM=RESTR DIST=TOP
hand
'There were 5 people. (Literally: Only the counted ones, those were 5.)'
'Habían 5 personas. (Literalmente: Solo los contaditos, esos eran 5.)'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 15:54-15:58)

(7.69) hú uwɨh máʃ nándu

hú

uwɨh

hand
'five months'
'cinco meses'
PROX

máʃ

nándu

all

moon

(T03-S10-01.wav; 05:02-05:05)

(7.70) uwɨ h́ ɨkɨ t́ ai kindʲatin

uwɨ h́

ɨkɨ -́ taiN

kintʲa-tin

hand sit-NS.NMLZ day-TEMP
'in five days'
'en cinco días'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 08:55-08:56)
Finally, the numeral 'five' can be used to form higher numbers, but this
only happens very rarely in the corpus. One strategy is to use the terms for
'five' iteratively in an additive sense. This is shown in (7.71), where 'this hand
all, this hand', crucially accompanied with a gesture showing one closed fist
first and then another closed fist, means 'ten'. Another strategy is to use five
as a base and combine it with other numerals in a multiplicative sense, as in
(7.72), where 'two hands' means 'ten'.

(7.71) hú uwɨhka máʃ hu uwɨ h́ nakáhi.
hú
uwɨh=ka
máʃ
hu
hand=TOP all
'We wait ten (days).'
'Esperamos diez (días).'
PROX

PROX

uwɨ h́

nak-á-hi.

hand

wait-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL

(T03-S10-01.wav; 03:00-03:04)

(7.72) himiaɾá uwɨh

himiará

uwɨh

two
'ten'
'diez'

hand

(T03-S01-07.wav; 03:41-03:42)
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7.4. Pronouns
Pronouns are a subclass of nominals that have deictic or anaphoric semantics.
Morphologically, they behave like other nominals, but have some restrictions
with regards to the morphology that they can combine with. Pronouns cannot
appear with possessive, attributive, SAP or vocative morphology. However,
they do readily appear with all other nominal suffixes and enclitics, as shown
in Table 7.1 in §7.1.
There are three different types of pronouns: personal pronouns (§7.4.1),
demonstrative pronouns (§7.4.2) and interrogative pronouns (§7.4.3).
Demonstrative pronouns are the only pronouns that can modify nouns or
adjectives; all other pronouns appear on their own in a noun phrase.
7.4.1. Personal pronouns
There are six personal pronouns in Shiwiar, each corresponding to a different
combination of person (first, second and third) and number (singular and
plural). This is shown in Table 7.6. Examples of each pronoun can be seen in
(7.73) to (7.78).

1st person

2nd person

3rd person

Singular

wíi

ámɨ

níi

Plural

íi

atúm

nitʲá

Table 7.6. Personal pronouns

(7.73) ʋíi huɾumɡítʲhʲai.

wíi

hu-ru-m-kí-tʲ-hʲa-i.

1SG
take-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will take her for myself.'
'Me la llevaré.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:21-07:22)

(7.74) íi tandáhi.

íi

taN-t-á-hi.

1PL arrive-APPL-PFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’ve arrived here.'
'Acabamos de llegar aquí.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:04-12:05)
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(7.75) ámɨ huwáɾkata jamáikʲa.

ámɨ

huwá-r-ka-ta

jamái=kʲa.

2SG stay-APPL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'You stay here now.'
'Tú quédate aquí ahora.'

now=TOP

(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:54-01:56)

(7.76) atúmɡa aɨń t͡s juáɾmɨ.
atúm=ka aɨ ń t͡s
ju-á-rmɨ.
2PL=TOP
person
eat-IPFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You eat people.'
'Ustedes comen a gente.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:21-05:23)

(7.77) níi ajambɾímiaji.

níi

ajamr-í-mia-ji.

3
defend-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He defended her.'
'Él la defendió.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:27-02:28)

(7.78) nitʲáʃ wɨkaiáɾmiaji.
nitʲá=ʃ
wɨka-i-ár-mia-ji.
3PL=FOC walk-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They walked.'
'Ellos caminaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:50-03:51)
The first person singular pronoun wíi and the third person singular
pronoun níi underlyingly only have a single vowel. This can be seen when
these pronouns are combined with suffixes or clitics, as in (7.79) and (7.80).
However, because of the minimal phonological word requirement in Shiwiar
(see §5.3.2), when they appear in a monomorphemic environment they are
produced with two identical vowels, as in (7.73) and (7.77) above.

(7.79) máikʲa ʋĩhʲa ĩ́ wɨtái.
mái=kʲa
wi=hʲa ĩ́
now=TOP
1SG=COM
'Let’s go with me.'
'Vamos conmigo.'

wɨ-tái.
go-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:10-03:12)
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́
(7.80) nuí t͡saníŋmiaji ni hʲãĩ.
nuí

t͡saníŋ-mia-ji

ní=hʲãĩ.

there
get.together-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL 3=COM
'He got together with her there.'
'Ahí se juntó con ella.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:13-03:18)
The second person singular pronoun ámɨ has a slightly different form
(amí=) when it is combined with case clitics. This is shown in (7.81) and (7.82).

(7.81) ʋíi nɨkásnaka amínɡa hukítʲhʲamɨ.
wíi nɨkás-na=ka
amí=n=ka

hu-kí-tʲ-hʲamɨ.

1SG truly-1SG.A=TOP 2SG=OBJ-TOP take-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I will truly take you.'
'Yo te voy a llevar de verdad.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 01:18-01:21)

́
(7.82) wɨákminɡa; ʋiʃá ami hʲãĩ
wɨtáthai.
wɨ-á-k-min=ka;
wi=ʃá

amí=hʲãĩ

wɨ-tát-ha-i.

go-IPFV-SIM-2.DS=TOP
1SG=FOC 2SG=COM
go-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'If you go, I’ll also go with you.'
'Si te vas yo también me voy contigo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:07-04:09)
When it is followed by the object case marker and no other morphemes,
the second person plural pronoun atúm has a final high front vowel (atúmi=),
as in (7.83). This final vowel was otherwise lost due to the elision processes
described in §5.2.1.

(7.83) natsándahrumɨ atúmiɲ.

natsáN-t-a-hrumɨ

atúmi =nʲ.

be.embarassed.by-APPL-IPFV-1SG.S>2PL.O+DECL
2PL=OBJ
'I’m embarrassed by you.'
'Me da vergüenza de ustedes.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:19-00:21)
Although there is a third person plural pronoun nitʲá, the third person
singular pronoun níi is occasionally used to refer to plural referents, especially
in possessive constructions, as in (7.84).
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(7.84) níɲa nɨmasɨń ãk t͡saŋɡúɾaɾ nujáŋɡa;
ní=nʲa
nɨmasɨ=́ na=k
3=OBJ(P)

enemy+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=RESTR

t͡saŋkú-ra-r

nujáŋka;

forgive-APPL+PFV-3PL.SS
COORD:then
'They then forgave only their enemy.'
'Después perdonaron solo a su enemigo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:38-03:42)
7.4.2. Demonstrative pronouns
There are four demonstrative pronouns in Shiwiar, as shown in Table 7.7.
Demonstratives are the only pronouns in Shiwiar that can modify other
nominals. This is shown in (7.85), where an anaphoric demonstrative
pronoun modifies female peccary. However, demonstrative pronouns can also
appear on their own in a noun phrase if the referent is clear from the discourse
context. For example, in (7.86), the distal demonstrative pronoun appears
without an accompanying nominal. Note that when a demonstrative
pronoun modifies a nominal, it always precedes it, as in (7.85).

Pronoun

Type

nú

Anaphoric

hú

Proximal

áu

Distal

(ti)kít͡ʃ

Indefinite ('another')

Table 7.7. Demonstrative pronouns

(7.85) nu pakí nuwánɡa awahtukiáɾmiaji.
nu
pakí
nuwá=n=ka
ANA

peccary

awah-tu-ki-ár-mia-ji.

female=OBJ=TOP

scare-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They scared that female peccary.'
'Le asustaron a ese jabalí hembra.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:02-02:05)
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(7.86) áu wiɲáwai.

áu

winʲ-á-wa-i.

come-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'That (person) is coming.'
'Esa (persona) viene.'
DIST

(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:06-11:07)
The most frequent demonstrative in the Shiwiar corpus is the anaphoric
pronoun nú. This pronoun refers back to something that has already been
introduced in the discourse. Note that the referent can either be a concrete
participant, as in (7.87) where it refers to a person who was previously
introduced in the discourse, or an abstract concept, as in (7.88) where it refers
to the entire topic of the conversation.

(7.87) nú inindímramiaji.

nú

inintím-ra-mia-ji.

think-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He thought.'
'El (ese) pensó.'
ANA

(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:49-02:51)

(7.88) núna nɨkáhai.
nú=na
nɨk-á-ha-i.
ANA=OBJ

know-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I know about that.'
'Yo sé de eso.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 00:05-00:06)
In addition to the anaphoric demonstrative, there are two deictic
demonstrative pronouns: a proximal hú and a distal áu. The proximal
pronoun indicates that the referent is near the speaker, as in (7.89), whereas
the distal pronoun indicates that the referent is far away, as in (7.90).
Although the deixis expressed by these two pronouns is usually spatial, they
can also be used for temporal deixis, as shown in (7.91).

(7.89) hú juráŋʃa jutáiŋɡʲaiʔ.
hú
juráŋ=ʃa
jutáiN=kʲa=iʔ.
seed=FOC
food=Q=COP
'Is this fruit edible?'
'¿Esta fruta es comestible?'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:01-57:04)
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(7.90) áuka hɨɨ ŋ́ ɡa ʃíɾam.
áu=ka
hɨ ɨ =́ ka

ʃíram.

DIST=TOP

house+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
'Her house over there was beautiful.'
'Su casa de allá era linda.'

beautiful

(T01-S03-06.wav; 08:13-08:14)

(7.91) hú kaʃi aɾúm tatátwai.

hú

kaʃi

arúm

ta-tát-wa-i.

evening later
arrive+PFV-FUT-3.S-DECL
'He will arrive later this evening.'
'Va a llegar después, esta noche.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:28-02:30)
PROX

Finally, there is an indefinite demonstrative pronoun (ti)kít͡ ʃ that
translates as 'another'. This is exemplified in (7.92) and (7.93). The presence
or absence of the first syllable is not relevant to the meaning of the pronoun;
it is simply subject to variation between speakers and the shorter version
tends to be used in fast speech.

(7.92) tikít͡ʃ muɾánam puhús;
tikít͡ʃ
murá=nam puhú-s;
another hill=LOC
live-PFV
'He was on another hill.'
'Estaba en otra loma.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 02:25-02:26)

(7.93) túɾa kít͡ʃ áʃmaŋɡun waiɲák niɲumɡámiaji.
túra
kít͡ʃ
áʃmaŋku=n
COORD:and/so

ninʲum-ká-mia-ji.

another

man=OBJ

wainʲá-k
find-PFV

marry-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She found and married another man.'
'Encontró y se casó con otro hombre.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 00:14-00:19)
The indefinite demonstrative can itself be modified by other
demonstrative pronouns, as in (7.94).
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(7.94) nu tikít͡ʃ t͡ʃit͡ʃák at͡sá;

nu

tikít͡ʃ

t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k

another
speak-IPFV-SIM
'That other one said no.'
'Ese otro dijo que no.'
ANA

at͡sá;
no

(T01-S04-01.wav; 10:24-10:26)
For more details on the syntax of demonstrative pronouns within a
noun phrase, see §7.15.
7.4.3. Interrogative pronouns
Shiwiar has four interrogative pronouns, which are the content question
words listed in Table 7.8. These four pronouns each have slightly different
morphological and syntactic characteristics, but they behave by and large like
other nominals. Note that Shiwiar has additional content question words that
do not function morphologically or syntactically as nominals, but rather as
adverbs, so they are not discussed here (see §6.1.3 for an overview of adverbial
content question words).

Pronoun

English translation

warí

what, which

já

who

tú

where

warutmá

how many/much

Table 7.8. Interrogative pronouns
The pronoun warí corresponds mostly to English what. It is used in
questions to refer to an unknown inanimate argument of the verb, as in (7.95).
Note that it does not occur with object case marking, even in situations where
one might expect it given the way that Shiwiar differential object marking
works (i.e. when the subject of the verb is third person or first person singular;
see §6.4.3 for more details on differential object marking). This is shown in
(7.96) and (7.97).
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(7.95) kaʃíʃa waɾí máamɨ amɨ .́
kaʃí=ʃa
warí
máN-a-mɨ

amɨ .́

evening=FOC what
kill-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL 2SG
'What do you hunt in the evening?'
'¿Qué cazas en la noche?'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:36-02:38)

(7.96) waɾí náawa aʋíʃa.

warí

ná-a-wa

awí=ʃa.

what
do-IPFV-3.S
there=FOC
'What is he doing there?'
'¿Qué hace ahí?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 01:21-01:22)

(7.97) waɾí titʲátha nukut͡ ʃiɾúnd͡ʒa.

warí

t-i-tʲát-ha

nukut͡ʃi-rú=n=t͡ʃa.

what
say-PFV-FUT-1SG.S
grandmother-1SG.P=OBJ=FOC
'What will I say to my grandmother?'
'¿Qué le voy a decir a mi abuela?'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 00:54-00:56)
The pronoun warí can however combine with other case enclitics, such
as comitative case, as shown in (7.98).

́
(7.98) waɾi hʲãĩ
ahundú wɨá ɾmɨ atúm.
́
wari =hʲãĩ
ãhũ-tú
wɨ-́ a-rmɨ

atúm.

what=COM fish-APPL
go-IPFV-2PL.S
2PL
'What do you go fishing with?'
'¿Con qué van a pescar?'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:52-02:53)
Occasionally, the pronoun warí is used in modifying function. In these
cases it occurs immediately before a nominal and it corresponds to English
which: a question word referring to one or more items out of a definite set. An
example of this is shown in (7.99). Note that the Spanish interrogative
pronoun qué 'what' can be used in exactly the same way, so this usage of warí
in Shiwiar may be a calque from Spanish.
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(7.99) waɾí uɾa nandáɾmɨ.

warí

ura[Sp]

nant-á-rmɨ.

what
hour
wake.up-IPFV-2PL.S
'At what time do you wake up? (Literally: Which hour do you wake
up?'
'¿A qué hora se despiertan?'
(T03-S03S14-01.wav; 00:40-00:41)
The pronoun já corresponds to English who. It is used in questions to
refer to an unknown animate (usually human) argument of the verb, as in
(7.100) and (7.101). It readily combines with case marking, as shown in
(7.102).

(7.100) já puháwa.

já

puh-á-wa.

who
live-IPFV-3.S
'Who is there?'
'¿Quién está ahí?'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 02:25-02:25)

(7.101) já mʲá kakáɾam awá.

já

mʲá

kakáɾam

who more strong
'Who is stronger?'
'¿Quién es más fuerte?'

a-wá.
COP-3.S

(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:32-00:33)

(7.102) nukút͡ʃíɾú, jaha ĩ́ puhúʋitʲmɨ.
nukút͡ʃí-rú,
ja=ha ĩ́
grandmother-1SG.P+VOC who=COM
'Grandmother, who do you live with?'
'¿Abuela, con quién vives?'

puhú=itʲ-mɨ.
live=COP-2SG.S

(T01-S03-06.wav; 10:34-10:36)
The pronoun tú corresponds to English where. It is used in questions to
refer to an unknown place, as in (7.103). It is often combined with locative
case markers, as shown in (7.104).

(7.103) tuáitʲa.
tu=áitʲ-a.
where=COP-3.S
'Where is it?'
'¿Dónde está?'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 01:27-01:28)
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(7.104) tuɾá amíɲa nukúut͡ʃiɾmɨʃ tuí puháwa.
turá
amí=nʲa
nukú-ut͡ʃi-rmɨ=ʃ
COORD:and/so

2SG=OBJ(P)

puh-á-wa.

mother-DIM-2SG.P=FOC

tu=íN
where=LOC

live-IPFV-3.S
'So where does your mother live?'
'¿Así que dónde vive tu mamá?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:07-01:08)
Finally, the pronoun warutmá corresponds to English how many or how
much. It is used in questions to refer to an unknown quantity. It can either
appear on its own, as in (7.105) or modifying a nominal, as in (7.106). When
it modifies a nominal, it appears immediately before it.

(7.105) waɾutmá puhuíɲawa kapiɾnánmaʃa.

warutmá

puhu-ínʲa-wa

kapirná=nmaN=ʃa.

how.many
live-IPFV:PL-3.S
Kapirna=LOC=FOC
'How many (people) live in Kapirna.'
'¿Cuántos viven en Kapirna?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 01:37-01:39)

(7.106) waɾutmá aɲu takákmɨ .

warutmá

anʲu[Sp]

takák-mɨ.

how.many
year
have-2SG.S
'How old are you? (Literally: How many years do you have?)'
'¿Cuántos años tienes?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 00:30-00:31)

7.5. Compounding
Nominals in Shiwiar can combine to produce compounds. There are two
types: those made up of two nouns (as in (7.107)) and those made up of an
adjective and a noun (as in (7.108)). Compounds are most often found in
toponyms (see §3.1.1 and §3.1.3) names of flora and fauna (see §7.2.2).

(7.107) hapa j́ ãw ãã

hapá_jãwãã
red.brocket_dog
'cougar'
'puma'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 29:52-29:54)
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(7.108) hṹũnjãwãã

hṹũnjãwãã
big_dog
'jaguar'
'jaguar'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 30:22-30:23)

The semantic relationship between Shiwiar compounds and the
nominals that make them up is usually quite transparent (and at times even
entirely compositional). For example, the compound that means 'jaguar' in
(7.108) is made up of the words big and dog; this makes sense given that
jaguars are the largest American felines and, like dogs, they are four-legged
predatory carnivores.
For this reason, Overall analyses Aguaruna
compounds as endocentric, i.e. they denote a type of item that is described by
one of their elements (2017a: 147). However, Shiwiar compounds are not
always strictly endocentric in that they may involve some semantic
abstraction. For example, the compound that means 'rainy period' in (7.109)
is made up of the words rain and moon. The word moon is indeed used to
describe a period of time approximating a month, but this compound is used
to describe any extended bout of rain, whether it lasts for a few days or many
months.

(7.109) jumínandu

jumí_nantu
rain_moon
'rainy period'
'temporada lluviosa'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 28:04-28:04)

As can be seen in all the examples above, nominal compounds in
Shiwiar are produced as single phonological words with only one accent.
However, this is also true of entire noun phrases in the language (see §5.3.3).
Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether particular nounadjective combinations should be analysed as a compound or simply as a
modified noun in a noun phrase. For example, the term pakí nuwa 'female
peccary' in (7.110) is not presented here as a compound, but it appears
frequently enough in the corpus that one could argue that it is becoming
conventionalised. In this work, I am only analysing this type of nounadjective combinations as compounds when Shiwiar collaborators had the
intuition that they should be transcribed as a single word.
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(7.110) nujá pakí nuwa t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak;

nujáN

pakí

nuwa

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k;

COORD:then

peccary female speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM
'Then the female peccary spoke to him.'
'Después el jabalí hembra le habló a él.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:25-02:28)

7.6. Derivational nominal morphology
The following subsections will each describe a type of derivational nominal
morphology in Shiwiar: the diminutive (§7.6.1), the attributive (§7.6.2), SAP
markers (§7.6.3) and negation (§7.6.4). None of these morphological
derivations are word class changing processes, i.e. the resulting words are still
nominals. For a description of denominal verbalisation, refer to §7.14.
7.6.1. Diminutive
The diminutive suffix -(u)t͡ʃ(i) is used with nominals when a speaker wants to
express smallness, as in (7.111), or an emotional connection towards a
nominal, as in (7.112). In this latter usage, the diminutive is very frequently
used with kinship terms. However, it is also used with non-kinship terms
when the speaker wants to express solidarity with someone. This is shown in
example (7.113), which stems from a traditional story where the protagonist,
a woman, suffers a series of unfortunate events. Naturally, the suffix can also
be used to express a combination of smallness and emotional solidarity, as in
(7.114).

(7.111) uɾɨ ú t͡ʃiɾinɡa ʃuínʲhʲãĩ máʃ jakákaɾ;
urɨ-́ ut͡ʃi-riN=n=ka
feather-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=TOP

jaká-ka-r;

ʃuínʲ=hʲãĩ

máʃ

black=COM

all

paint-PFV-3PL.SS
'They painted all its little feathers black.'
'Le pintaron de negro a todas sus plumitas.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 09:43-09:46)

(7.112) awɨt͡ʃírka itʲatá.
awɨ-t͡ʃí-r=ka

itʲ-a-tá.

son.in.law-DIM-1SG.P
bring-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Bring my dear son-in-law.'
'Trae a mi yernito.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 03:07-03:09)
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(7.113) nuwáut͡ʃikʲa nu inindímʲa puha puháka; ahánmaŋɡa pɨɨ́ ahakí wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;
nuwá-ut͡ʃi=kʲa

nu

woman-DIM=TOP ANA

ahá=nmaN=ka

pɨ ɨ́

inintímʲa

puha

think

live

aha-kí

puhá-ka;
live-REPET

wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;

garden=LOC=TOP IDEO:fast cut-ADVBLZ go COORD:then ANA
‘That poor woman was thinking and thinking, and then she quickly
went to the garden.’
‘Esa pobre mujer estaba pensando y pensando, y después se fue
rápidamente a la chacra.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 02:35-02:40)

(7.114) nu ut͡ʃiut͡ʃíkʲa ʃáa hukí wɨmiáji.
nu
ut͡ʃi-ut͡ʃí=kʲa
ʃáa

hu-kí

wɨ-miá-ji.

child-DIM=TOP corn+OBJ take-PFV go-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
‘That poor little boy took the corn and went.’
‘Ese pobre niñito cogió el maíz y se fue.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:51-01:52)
ANA

As can be seen in (7.114) and (7.115), the formal similarity between the
diminutive suffix and the word út͡ʃi 'child/son' suggests that the suffix
originates diachronically from that noun, presumably from having been used
adjectivally to modify other nouns. This is in line with what has been
proposed for the diminutive in other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 173;
Peña 2015: 472).

(7.115) ut͡ʃíut͡ʃiɾ

ut͡ʃí-ut͡ʃi-r
child-DIM-1SG.P
'my dear son'
'mi hijito'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 53:53-53:54)

The form of suffix depends somewhat on its phonological environment,
but there is also unpredictable lexical variation. Generally speaking, if the
suffix is preceded by a vowel it has the form -ut͡ʃi, whereas if it is preceded by
a consonant it appears as -t͡ʃi. This can be seen in the first two nouns of
example (7.116). Note however that these generalisations do not always hold,
as in (7.117), where the initial vowel of the suffix does not appear despite
being preceded by another vowel. Entirely unexpected forms, such as that in
example (7.118), also occur in certain lexical items. Finally, there is an
allomorph -watʃ, which is most often used when the suffix is in word final
position and preceded by a vowel. This can be seen in the last word of (7.116),
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but the positional conditioning of this allomorph with respect to the more
usual form is particularly clear in example (7.119), where both forms occur.

(7.116) híut͡ʃiɾiʃa ʋiɲd͡ʒá. muúkt͡ʃiɾiʃa ʃíɾmawat͡ʃ.
hí-ut͡ʃi-riN=ʃa
winʲt͡ʃá.
eye-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC

muúk-t͡ʃi-riN=ʃa

clear

ʃírma-wat͡ʃ.

head-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC beautiful-DIM
'As for his eyes, they were clear; and as for his face, it was beautiful.'
'Sus ojitos eran claros y su carita era bonita.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:47-00:50)

(7.117) sũw ɨ t́͡ ʃiʃa sakámhas nujáŋɡa;
sũwɨ -t́͡ ʃi=ʃa
sakámha-s

nujáŋka;

throat-DIM=FOC dry.up-PFV COORD:then
‘Her throat had dried up then…’
‘Después se le secó la garganta…’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:02-08:07)

(7.118) nuíŋɡʲa húundat͡ʃ puhú amáji.
nuíN=kʲa
húunta-t͡ʃ
puhú
there=TOP elder-DIM
live
'An old woman lived there.'
'Una viejita vivía ahí.'

a-má-ji.
COP-REC.PST-3.S+DECL

(T01-S03-06.wav; 08:10-08:13)

(7.119) nuhíut͡ʃiɾi nuhíwat͡ʃ hás;

nuhí-ut͡ʃi-riN

nuhí-wat͡ʃ

há-s;

nose-DIM-1PL/3.P nose-DIM
stand-PFV
‘Her little nose was a truly little nose…’
‘Su nariz era una naricita…’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 09:35-09:36)
The diminutive can be used with all types of nominals: nouns (7.120),
adjectives (7.121), and pronouns (7.122).

(7.120) ʋikʲá ʃáut͡ʃi hú puhúmiahai.
wi=kʲá
ʃá-ut͡ʃi
hú
1SG=TOP corn-DIM+OBJ take
‘I was picking up the corn.’
‘Estaba recogiendo el maíz.’

puhú-mia-ha-i.
live-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:51-01:52)
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(7.121) ʃitʲúwat͡ʃ

ʃitʲú-wat͡ʃ
small-DIM
'very small'
'pequeñito'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 36:45-36:47)

(7.122) amɨ ú t͡ʃik hiŋkíɲuitʲmɨ.
amɨ -́ ut͡ʃi=k
hiŋkí-nʲu=itʲ-mɨ .
2SG-DIM=RESTR
get.out-AG.NMLZ=COP-2SG.S+DECL
‘Only you used to get out.’
‘Solo tú solías salir.’
(T01-S03-04.wav; 03:27-03:29)
7.6.2. Attributive
The attributive suffix -t(i)n(j)(u) occurs with possessed nominals, and it yields
a word meaning 'someone who has X'. This is shown in (7.123). Some
nominals that appear with the attributive suffix are highly conventionalised,
such as the word for 'married' (i.e. 'someone who has a wife') in example
(7.124). However, the suffix is fully productive and can appear with
semantically unexpected forms, as can be seen from the description in (7.125)
of a mythical cannibal creature.

(7.123) áuka nukúɾka pɨŋɡɨ ́ inindíndiɲ takákmiɲ.
́
áu=ka
nukúr=ka
pɨŋkɨ ́ ininti -tinʲ
DIST=TOP

takákm-inʲ.

mother=TOP

truly

heart+1PL/2PL/3.P-ATTR

work-AG.NMLZ
'My mother is someone who has a big heart and is a hard worker.'
'My mamá en verdad tiene un gran corazón y es trabajadora.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 02:38-02:42)

(7.124) amɨʃ́ a nuwɨ ń tɲukaitʲam.
́
amɨ=́ ʃa
nũwɨ -tnʲu
=ka=itʲ-am.
2SG=FOC wife+1PL/2PL/3.P-ATTR=Q=COP-2SG.S
'Are you married?'
'¿Estás casado?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 01:55-01:57)

(7.125) himʲaɾá haŋɡɨ ń din
himʲará
haŋkɨ -́ tin
two
mouth+1PL/2PL/3.P-ATTR
'someone with two mouths'
'alguien con dos bocas'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:52-07:53)
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The attributive suffix can appear with nouns ((7.123) to (7.125)) as well
as with adjectives (7.126).

(7.126) nuwá aŋɡándɲuka tɨpɨɾsáɾ;
nuwá
aŋkán-tnʲu=ka

tɨpɨ-r-sá-r;

woman
free-ATTR=TOP lie-APPL-PFV-3PL.SS
'The two unmarried women lay down there briefly…'
'Las dos mujeres solteras se acostaron ahí por un momento…'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 05:36-05:38)
The form of the suffix (which appears variably as -tin, -tinʲ, or -tʲnu) is
governed by the principles laid out in §5.1.5 and §5.2.1.
7.6.3. SAP markers
Speech act participant (SAP) markers are two suffixes that appear with
nominals to refer to either a first person plural ( -ti) or second person plural
(‑tiram) speech act participant. The resulting nominal has the semantics of
'we, the X' or 'you, the X' respectively. This is shown in examples (7.127) and
(7.128).

(7.127) íiʃa ʃiʋʲáɾtiʃa písta nahátmauáɾmi.
íi=ʃa
ʃiwʲár-ti=ʃa
1PL=FOC

Shiwiar-1PL.SAP=FOC

nahá-t-m-au-ár-mi.

písta[Sp]
runway

make-APPL-REFL-PFV-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'We, the Shiwiar, let’s build ourselves a runway.'
'Nosotros, los shíwiar, construyámonos una pista.'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 00:34-00:36)

(7.128) ut͡ʃitíɾam aní papí unuimʲaɾt͡ʃau

ut͡ʃi-tíram

aní

papí

unuimʲa-r-t͡ʃa-u

child-2PL.SAP there
book+OBJ study-PFV-NEG-S.NMLZ
'you, the children who haven’t studied books'
'ustedes, los niños que no han estudiado libros'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:14-00:16)
7.6.4. Negation
Nominals can be negated with the suffix -t͡ʃau. This can be seen in examples
(7.129) and (7.130). It should be noted that nominal negation is not very
frequent in the Shiwiar corpus, and negation is much more commonly done
in the verb (see §8.5).
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(7.129) nú numíkʲa hapiáŋd͡ʒauaji.
nú
numí=kʲa hapiáŋ-t͡ʃau=a-ji.
tree=TOP
long-NEG=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'That tree was not tall.'
'Ese árbol no era alto.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:39-03:41)
ANA

(7.130) kakáɾmat͡ʃauka ukuímʲamdikiaʃti.
kakárma-t͡ʃau=ka
ukuímʲa-mtikʲ-a-ʃ-ti.
strong-NEG=TOP
undress-CAUS-PFV-NEG-3.S:IMP
'May the one who is not strong not make him undress.'
'Que no le haga quitarse la ropa el que no es fuerte.'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:40-00:41)

7.7. Possession
Nominal possession in Shiwiar is expressed by morphological changes to a
conceptually possessed noun (and occasionally also to a conceptually
possessed adjective). There are two distinct morphological strategies to
express possession, as described in §7.7.1. Whereas most nouns and adjectives
can appear in their unpossessed forms and are only optionally possessed, a
subset of nouns is obligatorily possessed and never appears without
possession marking. This is discussed in §7.7.2. If the possessor is also
expressed, it is also morphologically marked, namely by genitive case
marking (see §7.8.3).
Despite the fact that there are different ways to mark possession in
Shiwiar, there is an interesting observation that holds for all cases of
possession in the language. Regardless of the morphological strategy,
possession in Shiwiar is marked by a unique form for first person singular
possessors and another unique form for second person singular possessors,
but there is a formal syncretism for possessors of all other person-number
combinations. Therefore, the possessed noun in (7.131) can only be
interpreted as having a first person singular possessor. Similarly, the
possessed noun in (7.132) can only be interpreted as having a second person
singular possessor. However, the possessed noun in (7.133) can be interpreted
as having a first person plural, second person plural or third person (singular
or plural) possessor. The only way to disambiguate between these options is
for the speaker to include the possessor by means of an overt noun or
pronoun, as shown in (7.134).
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(7.131) nukúɾka ahánam wɨjí.
nukú-r=ka
ahá=nam

wɨ-jí.

mother-1SG.P=TOP
garden=LOC
go-3.S+DECL
'My mother just went to the garden.'
'Mi mamá se acaba de ir a la chacra.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 08:19-08:20)

(7.132) jáitʲa nukuɾmɨ ʃ́ a.
já=itʲ-a
nuku-rmɨ =́ ʃa.
who=COP-3.S
mother-2SG.P=FOC
'Who is your mother?'
'¿Quién es tu mamá?'
(T03-S03S14-01.wav; 00:40-00:41)

(7.133) áuka hɨɨ ŋ́ ɡa ʃíɾam.
áu=ka
hɨɨ =́ ka

ʃíram.

DIST=TOP

house+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
beautiful
'Our/your(pl)/his/her/their house there is beautiful.'48
'Nuestra/su casa de allá es linda.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 08:13-08:14)

(7.134) húka íiɲa hɨɨ ŋ́ ɡa ʃíɾam ʃíɾam.
hú=ka
íi=nʲa
hɨɨ =́ ka

ʃíram

ʃíram.

PROX=TOP

1PL=OBJ(P) house+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP beautiful beautiful
'Our house here is very beautiful.'
'Nuestra casa de aquí es muy linda.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 02:23-02:26)
7.7.1. Alienable and inalienable possession
The two morphological strategies for marking possession can be thought of
as an alienability distinction: alienable nouns are marked for possession by
means of a suffix and inalienable nouns are marked by a combination of stem
changes and suffixation. Most nouns that appear in the corpus (about 80%)
are in the alienable class. However, many inalienable words are highly
frequent lexical items that occur repeatedly in natural speech.
The inalienable class is made up mostly of body part terms and some
kinship terms. Virtually all body part nouns are in the inalienable class. A
notable exception – albeit only in some idiolects – are the words for hair, hand
and leg (see §7.2.4). It is probably not a coincidence that hair is easily
removable, and that hands and legs can be more easily severed than other
body parts. Kinship terms are more mixed (see §7.2.3), but the words for the
closest affinal relationships, namely siblings and parallel cousins, are
In the context that this example was uttered, it was intended to have a third
person singular possessor ('Her house there is beautiful.').
48
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inalienable. Interestingly, the word for wife is inalienable, but the word for
husband is alienable. Finally, words for a handful of important cultural items
and concepts, such as house and land, are also in the inalienable class.
Alienable nouns are marked as possessed by the addition of a
pronominal suffix. Table 7.9 shows the suffixes for all the person-number
combinations.

Suffix

Person and number of the
possessor

-(u)r(u)

First person singular

-r(a)m(ɨ/i)
-rum(i)

Second person singular

-riN

First person plural
Second person plural
Third person (singular and plural)

Table 7.9. Possessive suffixes for alienable nouns
The first person singular possessive suffix for alienable nouns has a
number of forms. If the possessed noun ends in a consonant, the suffix
appears as -ur, as in (7.135); if the noun ends in a vowel (7.136), or if it has a
diminutive suffix (7.137), the possessive suffix appears as -r. Finally, if the
suffix is followed by a case clitic (7.138) or if the noun is used in a vocative
context (7.139), the suffix appears with a final back high vowel.

(7.135) wiɲa hṹũn jaŋɡunúɾ
wi=nʲa
hṹũn

jaŋkun-úr

1SG=OBJ(P)
big
giant.armadillo-1SG.P
'my big giant armadillo'
'mi armadillo gigante grande'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 36:15-36:16)

(7.136) ʋíɲa apáɾ umáɾ mandúɾtuamɨ.
wí=nʲa
apá-r
1SG=OBJ(P)

father-1SG.P

mantú-r-tu-a-mɨ.

umá-r
sibling-1SG.P

kill-APPL-1SG.O-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL
'You are killing my father and my siblings.'
'Estás matando a mis papás y a mis hermanos.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:36-01:38)
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(7.137) ʋíɲa umát͡ʃiɾka kambátmaut͡ʃikitʲai.
wí=nʲa
umá-t͡ʃi-r=ka

kampátma-ut͡ʃi=ki=tʲ-a-i.

1SG=OBJ(P) sibling-DIM-1SG.P=TOP three-DIM=RESTR=COP-3.S-DECL
'I have three siblings. (Literally: My siblings are three.)'
'Mis hermanos son tres.'
(T02-S03S17-01.wav; 02:25-02:28)

(7.138) ʋiʃá pístan nahátmathai; tuɾán ʋíʃa ʋíɲa ut͡ʃírun unuítʲumbɾathai.
wi=ʃá
pista[Sp]=n
nahá-t-m-a-t-ha-i;
1PL=FOC

turá‑n

runway=OBJ

make-APPL-REFL-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL

wí=ʃa

COORD:and/so-1SG.SS

unuí-tʲu-m-ra-t-ha-i.

wí=nʲa

1SG=FOC 1SG=OBJ(P)

ut͡ʃí-ru=n

child-1SG.P=OBJ

teach-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will build a runway and I will teach my children.'
'Voy a construir una pista y voy a enseñarles a mis hijos.'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 01:17-01:21)

(7.139) nukút͡ʃíɾú hú kiɲdʲaka imʲáitʲhʲãmɨ.

nukút͡ʃí-rú

hú

kinʲtʲa=ka

grandmother-1SG.P+VOC

PROX

day=TOP

i-mʲá-i-tʲ-hʲãmɨ.

CAUS-bathe-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL

'Grandmother, on this day I will wash you.'
'Abuela, en este día te voy a bañar.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 01:37-01:40)
The second person singular possessive suffix for alienable nouns also
has various forms that are conditioned by the phonological context. If the
possessed noun ends in a consonant, the suffix appears as -rum (7.140).
However, if any cases clitics follow, the possessive suffix has an additional
final high front vowel: -rumi (7.141). If a noun ends in a vowel or if it has a
diminutive suffix, the possessive suffix appears as -ram , as in (7.142).
However, if any clitics follow, the possessive suffix loses its first vowel and
exhibits a final vowel instead: ‑rmi if the clitics that follow are case clitics
(7.143), or -rmɨ if they are any other type of clitic (7.144).

(7.140) aíʃrum ʃiʋʲaɾkaiʔ.

aíʃ-rum

ʃiwʲar=ka=iʔ.

husband-2SG.P
Shiwiar=Q=COP
'Is your husband Shiwiar?'
'¿Tu marido es shíwiar?'
(T02-S03S17-01.wav; 01:31-01:32)
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(7.141) nawándɾumiɲ, ʋíkʲa nuwatkáhai.
nawánt-rumi =nʲ,
wí=kʲa
daughter-2SG.P=OBJ
1SG=TOP
'I married your daughter.'
'Me casé con tu hija.'

nuwat-ká-ha-i.
marry-PFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S05-01.wav; 04:14-04:17)

(7.142) naŋɡámim ahápat͡ʃatmɨ ut͡ʃíɾam.

naŋkámi-m

a-háp-a-t͡ʃa-t-mɨ

ut͡ʃi-ram.

in.vain-2SG.A CAUS-leave-PFV-NEG-IFUT-2SG.S+DECL child-2SG.P
'You are not about to throw out your children for no reason.'
'No vas a botar afuera a tus hijos de gana.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 01:48-01:50)

(7.143) ut͡ʃiut͡ʃíɾmĩhʲãĩ
ut͡ʃi-ut͡ʃí-rmi=hʲãĩ
child-DIM-2SG.P=COM
'with your children'
'con tus hijos'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 02:13-02:13)

(7.144) apaɾmɨ ʃ́ a ʃiʋʲáɾkɨkaiʔ.
apa-rmɨ =́ ʃa
ʃiwʲár=kɨ=ka=iʔ.
father-2SG.P=FOC
Shiwiar=RESTR=Q=COP
'Is your father Shiwiar?'
'¿Tu papá es shíwiar?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:02-01:03)
All other possessors (first person plural, second person plural and third
person) are marked by an invariant morpheme: -riN, as shown in (7.154). As
indicated in its transcription, although it is not pronounced with a nasalised
vowel, it triggers morphophonological phenomena as if it did have a nasal
vowel (see §5.1.6). For example, when the suffix immediately precedes a stop
or affricate in a subsequent clitic, a nasal stop is pronounced after the vowel
in the suffix. This is shown in (7.146).

(7.145) puhúmiaji nuwá himʲaɾá ut͡ʃĩɾĩhʲãĩ.

puhú-mia-ji

nuwá

himʲará

live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL woman
two
'A woman lived with her two children.'
'Una mujer vivía con sus dos hijos.'

ut͡ʃi-riN=hʲãĩ.
child-1PL/2PL/3.P=COM

(T01-S03-06.wav; 00:08-00:12)
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(7.146) níi awɨ m
́ ɾatɲunam wãa ń ãm ut͡ʃiɾíŋɡʲa ɨŋɡɨámiaji.
níi
awɨ -́ m-ra-tnʲu=nam
wãa =́ nam
3

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ=LOC

ut͡ʃi-ríN=kʲa

ɨŋkɨ-á-mia-ji.

hole=LOC

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
place-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She placed her son in the hole where he saved himself.'
'Colocó a su hijo en el hueco donde se salvó.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:11-04:14)
Loanwords are systematically possessed with alienable morphology, as
shown in (7.147), where the Northern Pastaza Kichwa word wata 'year' is
used.

(7.147) amíɲa watáɾmɨʃa waɾutmáitʲa.
amí=nʲa
watá[NPK]-rmɨ=ʃa

warutmá=itʲ.

2SG=OBJ(P)
year-2SG.P=FOC
how.many=COP
'How old are you? (Literally: How many are your years?).'
'¿Cuántos años tienes? (Literalmente: ¿Cuántos son tus años?)'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 02:40-02:42)
Adjectives, such as that in (7.148), are not often possessed in Shiwiar,
but they can be. When they are possessed, they always receive alienable
possession marking. This can be seen in (7.149).

(7.148) túpiɲ

túpinʲ
straight
'straight'
'recto'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:54-11:55)

(7.149) túpɲiɾi

túpnʲi-riN
straight-1PL/2PL/3.P
'its straightness; its quality of being straight'
'su rectitud; su calidad de ser recto'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:59-11:59)

Inalienable nouns are marked as possessed by a combination of
phonological changes to the root and suffixation. The strategy used for each
possessor is shown in Table 7.10.
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Morphology

Person and number of the
possessor

-(u)r(u)

First person singular

{ROOT CHANGE} + -m(i)

Second person singular

{ROOT CHANGE}

First person plural
Second person plural
Third person (singular and plural)

Table 7.10. Possessive morphology for inalienable nouns
Inalienable nouns with first person singular possessors are marked in
exactly the same way as alienable nouns by the suffix -(u)r(u). This is shown
in examples (7.150) to (7.152).

(7.150) ʋíɲa nɨt͡sɨpúɾ

wínʲa

nɨt͡sɨp-úr

1SG=OBJ(P)
'my chest'
'mi pecho'

chest-1SG.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 12:43-12:45)

(7.151) ʋíɲa nuwáɾ ahámdin huwákmaji.
wí=nʲa
nuwá-r
ahámtin
1SG=OBJ(P) wife-1SG.P pregnant
'My wife was pregnant.'
'Mi esposa estuvo encinta.'

huwá-k-ma-ji.
stay-PFV-REC.PST-3.S+DECL

(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:27-05:29)

(7.152) saiɾú

sairú

male.cross.cousin+VOC
'My male cross-cousin!'
'¡Mi primo!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 42:07-42:08)
On the other hand, inalienable nouns with first person plural, second
person plural or third person possessors are marked entirely by phonological
changes to the root. These changes are somewhat idiosyncratic in that they
are not fully generalisable across all lexical items. Nevertheless, two recurrent
patterns can be observed: (1) the final vowel in the noun often changes to a
high central /ɨ/ or a high front /i/; and (2) the noun is often nasalised. Both of
these changes can be seen when comparing the unpossessed word for woman
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in (7.153) and the possessed form for his wife (in other words, his woman) in
(7.154). However, nasalisation is not present in all possessed inalienable
nouns, as can be seen in (7.155) ad (7.156). Therefore, vowel ablaut is the most
consistent marker of possession.

(7.153) nu nuwánɡa hukímiaji.
nu
nuwá=n=ka
woman=OBJ=TOP
'He took that woman.'
'Se llevó a esa mujer.'
ANA

hu-kí-mia-ji.
take-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:25-07:26)

́
(7.154) túɾa nú aʃmaŋɡa wakɨɾ́ umiaji nũw ɨ nɡa.
túra
nú
aʃmaŋ=ka
COORD:and/so

wakɨŕ u-mia-ji

ANA

man=TOP

nũwɨ =́ n=ka.

love-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=TOP
'And that man loved his wife.'
'Y ese hombre quería a su mujer.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:52-00:55)

(7.155) nái

nái
name+1PL/2PL/3.P
'his name'
'su nombre'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 08:50-08:51)

(7.156) nujáŋɡa tú ajámɡɨ wɨá mdai nujáŋɡa;

nujáŋka

tú

ajámkɨ

wɨ-́ a-mtaiN

COORD:then

thus

protector+1PL/2PL/3.P

go-IPFV-1/3.DS

nujáŋka;

COORD:then

'Then their protector went…'
'Después se fue su defensor…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:32-03:35)
When inalienable nouns have diminutive marking, they are no longer
inflected for possession in their usual way. Instead, they receive alienable
possession marking. This can be seen when comparing the word for mouth in
examples (7.157) and (7.158).
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(7.157) t͡ʃuú muukɨ ń nu nũw ɨ ń susári.
t͡ʃuú
muukɨ =́ n
monkey+GEN

nu

nũwɨ =́ n

head+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

su-sa-r-i.

wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ
give-PFV-PL-3.S+DECL
'They gave his wife the head of the monkey.'
'Le dieron a su mujer la cabeza del mono.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 27:48-27:51)
ANA

(7.158) híut͡ʃiɾiʃa ʋiɲd͡ʒá. muúkt͡ʃiɾiʃa ʃíɾmawat͡ʃ.
hí-ut͡ʃi-riN=ʃa
winʲt͡ʃá.
eye-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC

muúk-t͡ʃi-riN=ʃa

clear

ʃírma-wat͡ʃ.

head-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC
beautiful-DIM
'As for his eyes, they were clear; and as for his face, it was beautiful.'
'Sus ojitos eran claros y su carita era bonita.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:47-00:50)
Finally, inalienable nouns with a second person singular possessors
also undergo the root changes described above, but they additionally are
marked by the suffix -m(i). Normally the suffix appears without the final
vowel, as in (7.159). However, if the suffix is followed by case clitics, the final
vowel appears, as in (7.160).

́
(7.159) hɨ ɨ m

́
hɨ ɨ -m
house+POSS-2SG.P
'your house'
'tu casa'
(T03-S03-02.wav; 03:21-03:21)

(7.160) amíɲa nuŋɡɨmínd͡ʒa wakɨt́ kitɲukaitʲam.
amí=nʲa
nuŋkɨ-mí=n=t͡ʃa
2SG=OBJ(P)

land+POSS-2SG.P=LOC=FOC

wakɨ t́ -ki-tnʲu=ka=itʲ-am.

return-PFV-AS.NMLZ=Q=COP-2SG.S
'Do you have to return to your land?'
'¿Tienes que volver a tu tierra?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:24-01:26)
7.7.2. Bound and free nouns
Possession marking on most nouns in Shiwiar is optional. Compare for
example the unpossessed form of the word for ear in (7.161) with a possessed
form in (7.162). However, a small subset of Shiwiar nouns – like the word for
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brother in (7.163) – are obligatorily possessed, i.e. they can never appear
without possession marking. This is true even when the possessor is entirely
unambiguous, for example when a speaker calls out to his brother inside the
house and nobody else is present, making the possession marking
pragmatically superfluous.

(7.161) kuíʃ

kuíʃ
ear
'ear'
'oreja'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 07:27-07:27)

(7.162) ʋíɲa kuiʃúɾ

wínʲa

kuiʃ-úr

1SG=OBJ(P)
'my ear'
'mi oreja'

ear-1SG.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 08:17-08:18)

(7.163) jat͡súɾú

jat͡sú-rú
brother-1SG.P+VOC
'Brother!'
'¡Hermano!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 40:31-40:31)

All obligatorily possessed nouns in Shiwiar are kinship terms, but note
that that obligatory possession cross-cuts the alienability distinction: kinship
terms from the alienable and inalienable class can be obligatorily possessed.
Refer to Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 in §7.2.3 for a lists of forms. Body part terms,
on the other hand, can readily appear without possession marking, as can be
seen in Table 7.4 in §7.2.4.

7.8. Case
Case is used in Shiwiar to flag core and oblique arguments in a clause, or to
flag possessors in nominal possessive constructions. The following sections
describe each of the seven cases in Shiwiar: nominative (§7.8.1), object (§7.8.2),
genitive (§7.8.3), locative (§7.8.4), ablative (§7.8.5), comitative (§7.8.6) and
temporal (§7.8.7).
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7.8.1. Nominative case
Nominative case in Shiwiar is unmarked. Subject arguments are in
nominative case, as can be seen in (7.164) and (7.165). In some scenarios –
namely when a clause has a third person object and a first person plural or
second person subject – object arguments are also in nominative case, as in
(7.166) and (7.167) (see §6.4.3 for more details about differential object
marking in the language).

(7.164) páki mat͡sátmatai;

páki

mat͡sa-t-mataiN

white.lipped.peccary live-APPL-1/3.DS
‘The white-lipped peccaries thrived there…’
‘Los jabalís vivían ahí en cantidad…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:31-00:33)

(7.165) íi tandáhi.

íi

taN-t-á-hi.

1PL
arrive-APPL-PFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’ve arrived.'
'Ya llegamos.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:30-12:31)

(7.166) jamáikʲa nukuɾám híumi.
jamái=kʲa nuku-rám
now=TOP
mother-2SG.P
'Let’s see your mother.'
'Veamos a tu mamá.'

hí-u-mi.
see-PFV-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S05-01.wav; 01:54-01:56)

(7.167) t͡saníɾi wáinɡam.

t͡saní-ri N

wáin-ka-m.

lover-1PL/2PL/3.P
find-PFV-2SG.S
'You found her lover!'
'¡Encontraste a su amante!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:47-02:48)
7.8.2. Object case
Object case is used to mark objects of a clause (except third person objects of
a clause with a first person plural or second person subject; for these see
§7.8.1). This case is generally referred to in the rest of the Chicham literature
as accusative case (Overall 2017a: 178–179; Peña 2015: 483–486; Saad 2014: 50–
53). However, I have chosen to label it as object case instead because all types
of objects are marked in the same way in Shiwiar, whether they be the patientlike argument of a transitive clause (7.168), the patient/theme-like argument
of a ditransitive clause (7.169), or the goal/recipient/beneficiary-like argument
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of a ditransitive clause (7.169). There is ample precedent for calling a
grammatical case with this function and distribution “object case” in the
Amazonian literature; see for example Epps (2008: 166–181) on Hup, a
Nadahup language, or Bolaños (2016: 188–191) on Kakua, a Kakua-Nukak
language. Object case in Shiwiar is flagged by the enclitic =n(j)(a).

(7.168) naŋkátɾamun hiáhai.
naŋkátramu =n
hi-á-ha-i.
end=OBJ
'I see the end.'
'Veo el final.'

see-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S01-02.wav; 10:02-10:04)

(7.169) t͡ʃuú muukɨ ń nu nũw ɨ ń susári;
t͡ʃuú
muukɨ =́ n
monkey+GEN

nu

nũwɨ =́ n

head+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

su-sa-r-i;

wife:1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ
give-PFV-PL-3.S+DECL
'They gave his wife the head of the monkey.'
'Le dieron a su mujer la cabeza del mono.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 27:48-27:51)
ANA

The appearance of the vowel in the clitic depends on
morphophonological conditioning. If the clitic follows a monosyllabic root as
in (7.170) or (7.171), or if it is preceded by the restrictive marker as in (7.172),
it appears with a vowel. Otherwise, only the initial consonant appears, as in
(7.173).

(7.170) aɨnt͡snáka akupkáɾmiaji.
aɨnt͡s=ná=ka
akup-ká-r-mia-ji.
person=OBJ=TOP
send-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They sent that person.'
'Mandaron a esa persona.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:43-07:44)

(7.171) túɾa núna inindímʲaɾ;
túra
nú=na
COORD:and/so

inintímʲa-r;

think-PFV
'And he thought about that…'
'Y pensó eso…'
ANA

(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:30-01:32)
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(7.172) níɲa nɨmasɨń ãk t͡saŋɡúɾaɾ nujáŋɡa;
ní=nʲa
nɨmasɨ=́ na=k
3=OBJ(P)

t͡saŋkú-ra-r

enemy+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=RESTR

nujáŋka;

forgive-APPL+PFV-3PL.SS
COORD:then
'They then forgave only their enemy.'
'Después perdonaron solo a su enemigo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:38-03:42)

(7.173) ʋíʃt͡ʃin hatɨ ́ wɨá hai.
wíʃt͡ʃi=n
hatɨ ́
cow.tree=OBJ
cut.with.axe
'I will go cut some cow tree.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho.'

wɨ-́ a-ha-i.
go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:35-07:36)
The initial consonant is palatalised according to Shiwiar palatalisation
rules, as explained in §5.1.5: if the clitic is preceded by a high front vowel, it is
usually palatalised. This is shown in (7.174) and (7.175).

(7.174) aíʃɾiɲak juáuʋitʲai.
aíʃ-riN=nʲa=k

ju-á-u=itʲ-a-i.

husband-1PL/2PL/3.P-OBJ=RESTR
eat-PFV-S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'She is the one who ate her husband.'
'Ella es la que se comió a su marido.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:16-08:18)

(7.175) mákɨtai taháɾmɨ atúmiɲ jat͡súɾu.

mákɨtai

t-a-háɾmɨ

atúmi=nʲ jat͡súru.

thank.you say-IPFV-1SG.S>2PL.O+DECL 2PL=OBJ brother-1SG.P+VOC
'I say thank you to you, my brothers.'
'Les digo gracias a ustedes, mis hermanos.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 01:26-01:28)
Given that word-final nasal consonants are optionally elided in natural
speech (see §5.2.2), the object case clitic is sometimes affected by this.
Compare examples (7.176) and (7.177). In the latter, the case clitic is not
pronounced. Nevertheless, it is clear that the noun in (7.177) is still inflected
for case because it has a final vowel. The nominative form of that word would
be pihʲuán, with the final vowel /u/ only appearing if the noun is followed by
a case clitic (see §5.2.1 for more information about eliding final vowels in
nominals). When the object enclitic is elided in this way, the object case form
of a given word is identical to the genitive case form.
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(7.176) piçuánun umbuáɾtathai.
pihʲuánu =n
umpuá-r-tat-ha-i.
flute=OBJ
play.flute-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will play the flute.'
'Voy a tocar una quena.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 05:13-05:15)

(7.177) piçuánu umbuímiaji.

pihʲuánu

umpu-í-mia-ji.

flute+OBJ blow-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He played the flute.'
'Tocó una quena.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 05:16-05:18)
7.8.3. Genitive case
Genitive case is used in Shiwiar only in nominal possessive constructions to
flag a possessor. It is marked differently in nouns and in pronouns. For
nouns, genitive case is usually indicated by a suppression of the elision rule
whereby nouns lost their final vowels. For example, the Shiwiar word for
animal is kuntinʲ, as shown in (7.178), but it historically was *kuntinʲu before
the final vowel elision process applied. Nevertheless, the final vowel is kept
in the genitive case, as can be seen in (7.179).

(7.178) kúndiɲ

kúntinʲ

animal
'animal'
'animal'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 55:14-55:14)

(7.179) kundíɲu nukuɾí

kuntínʲu

nuku-ríN

animal+GEN mother-1PL/2PL/3.P
'the mother of animals'
'la madre de los animales'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:08-02:10)
For nouns that end in a vowel, genitive case is indicated by a rightwards
shift in accent. Compare the noun in (7.180), which has an accent on the
penultimate syllable in nominative case, but a final accent in genitive case, as
shown in (7.181).
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(7.180) páki

páki
peccary
'peccary'
'jabalí'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 33:02-33:02)

(7.181) pakí nawɨ ́ hindindʲáɾmiaji.

pakí

nawɨ ́

hintintʲ-á-r-mia-ji.

peccary+GEN foot+1PL/2PL/3.P+OBJ follow-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They followed the peccaries footprints.'
'Siguieron las pisadas del jabalí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:36-04:38)
The same principle holds if the noun has possessive suffixes: word-final
vowels that are normally elided (see §7.7.1) do appear in genitive case.
Example (7.182) shows a possessed form of the word for foot in nominative
case, which can be contrasted to the genitive form in (7.183).

(7.182) ʋíɲa nawɨ ɾ́
wí=nʲa
1SG=OBJ(P)
'my foot'
'mi pie'

nawɨ -́ r
foot-1SG.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 16:24-16:25)

(7.183) nawɨ ɾ́ u nand͡ʒikí

nawɨ -́ ru

nant͡ʃikí

foot-1SG.P+GEN
'my toenail'
'mi uña del pie'

nail+1PL/2PL/3.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 16:50-16:51)
Pronouns, on the other hand, are marked for genitive case by the object
enclitic =n(j)(a). This can be seen in (7.184) and (7.185). In the glossing of
examples throughout this work, this particular usage of the object enclitic is
indicated by the gloss OBJ(P).

(7.184) ʋíɲa makúɾ
wí=nʲa
1SG=OBJ(P)
'my leg'
'mi pierna'

makúr
leg-1SG.P

(T01-S01-01.wav; 14:47-14:48)
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(7.185) áuna nái
áu=na

nái

DIST=OBJ(P)

name+1PL/2PL/3.P
'that one’s name'
'el nombre de ése'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 08:39-08:40)
The only pronoun that can optionally appear without the object enclitic
when it is used as a possessor is the first person plural pronoun íi. Example
(7.186) shows the pronoun with the genitive marker, while example (7.187)
shows the pronoun without it. The latter form is much more common in the
corpus. It is unclear why this particular pronoun exhibits this unique
behaviour.

(7.186) ajú jáund͡ʒuk, íiɲa hṹũndɾi, áuja puhu ármiaji.
ajú
jáunt͡ʃuk, íi=na
hṹũn-riN,
INTERJ:agreement

puhu

á-r-mia-ji

long.ago

áu=jaN

1PL=OBJ(P) elder-1PL/2PL/3.P DIST=ABL

live
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3+DECL
'Well, long ago our elders lived from that.'
'Bueno, antiguamente nuestros antepasados vivieron de eso.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:21-00:28)

(7.187) jáund͡ʒuk íi húundɾi jáund͡ ʒukka ikʲám mat͡sámɡaɾ;
jáunt͡ʃuk íi
húunt-riN
jáunt͡ʃuk=ka
long.ago

1PL

mat͡sám-ka-r;

elder-1PL/2PL/3.P

long.ago=TOP

ikʲám
forest+LOC

live-PFV-3PL.SS
'Long ago, our elders lived in the forest…'
'Antiguamente, nuestros antepasados vivían en la selva…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:03-00:09)
It is noteworthy that genitive marking resembles object marking in
many ways. First, as pointed out in §7.8.2, when the object case enclitic is
elided from nouns in fast speech, the resulting form is identical to the genitive
form. Second, all pronouns (except for the first person plural pronoun)
systematically appear with the object enclitic when they occur in genitive case,
therefore also making the genitive forms of pronouns identical to their object
case forms. On the basis of similar observations in Aguaruna and Wampis,
Overall (2017a: 180–181) and Peña (2015: 488–491) suggest that genitive
marking in Chicham languages is historically derived from object marking (or
accusative marking, as they call it in their work). The Shiwiar data are
certainly compatible with this analysis. However, there is one crucial piece of
evidence for this proposed diachronic pathway that exists in Aguaruna and
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Wampis, but is missing in Shiwiar. In Wampis, some nouns still exhibit a
leftover of the accusative enclitic when they appear in genitive case, as in
(7.188), and in Aguaruna, noun possessors can also take the accusative enclitic
if the noun phrase that they are in is the object of a verb, as in (7.189). On the
other hand, there are no examples of possessor nouns that appear with an
object enclitic in the Shiwiar corpus, even in cases where the noun possessor
is in a noun phrase that is the object of a verb, as in (7.190). This does not
negate the claim that genitive case is historically derived from object case in
Chicham languages, but it means that there is better evidence for this in its
sister languages than in the Shiwiar language itself.

(7.188) matoún kátĩ

mataún

katĩ

palm+GEN
shoot+1PL/2PL/3.P
(historically: *matau=n (palm=ACC))
'the palm’s shoot'
(WAMPIS (CHICHAM)); (Peña 2015: 488) 49)

(7.189) núna kaŋkapɨ ń nuwɨń ɨnt͡sámhuinauʃkam
nú=na
kaŋkapɨ =́ na
nuwɨ=́ na
ANA=ACC

Kagkap=ACC

woman+1PL/3.P=ACC

ɨnt͡sámhu-ina-u=ʃakama

have.sex-PL:IPFV-NMLZ=ADD
'also those who were having sex with Kagkap’s wife'
(AGUARUNA (CHICHAM)); (Overall 2017a: 180–181)50)

(7.190) nujá pakí t͡ʃit͡ʃámnaʃ ándiɲ amiáji.

nujáN

pakí

COORD:then

peccary+GEN

ánt-inʲ

t͡ʃit͡ʃám=na=ʃ
language+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=FOC

a-miá-ji.

understand-AG.NMLZ COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'…then (he) used to understand language of the peccaries.'
'…después (él) solía entender el idioma de los jabalís.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:05-05:08)

I modified the original glossing conventions of the example slightly so that they
are in line with the conventions used in this work. I also added the fourth line of
analysis in order to reflect what Peña explains in the text following this example
as the diachronic pathway that led to that form.
50 I modified the original glossing conventions of the example slightly so that they
are in line with the conventions used in this work.
49
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7.8.4. Locative case
Locative case is used to flag locations. It has a broad semantic interpretation:
it can refer to a static location, as in (7.191), or it can refer to movement
towards a goal, as in (7.192). In terms of spatial semantics, it can refer to a
location inside something, for example a forest (7.193) or a hole (7.194), a
location on top of something, for example the surface of a path (7.195) or the
top of a hill (7.195), or a location adjacent to or in contact with something, for
example branches that brush past a leg when walking (7.196). It is
occasionally also used to flag a unit of time, as in (7.197) (but note that there
is an additional grammatical case in Shiwiar that is dedicated to temporal
reference; see §7.8.7).

(7.191) waɾutmá puhuíɲawa kapiɾnánmaʃa.

warutmá

puhu-ínʲa-wa

kapirná=nmaN=ʃa.

how.many
live-IPFV:PL-3.S
Kapirna=LOC=FOC
'How many (people) live in Kapirna.'
'¿Cuántos viven en Kapirna?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 01:37-01:39)

(7.192) nukúɾka ahánam wɨjí.
nukú-r=ka
ahá=nam

wɨ-jí.

mother-1SG.P=TOP
garden=LOC
go-3.S+DECL
'My mother just went to the garden.'
'Mi mamá se acaba de ir a la chacra.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 08:19-08:20)

(7.193) puhúsmiaji ikʲám.

puhú-s-mia-ji

ikʲám.

live-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He lived in the forest.'
'Vivió en la selva.'

forest+LOC

(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:17-01:19)

́
(7.194) níi awɨ m
́ ɾatɲunam wãa nãm
ut͡ʃiɾíŋɡʲa ɨŋɡɨámiaji.
níi
awɨ -́ m-ra-tnʲu=nam
wãa =́ nam
3

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ=LOC

ut͡ʃi-ríN=kʲa

ɨŋkɨ-á-mia-ji.

hole=LOC

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
place-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She placed her son in the hole where he saved himself.'
'Colocó a su hijo en el hueco donde se salvó.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:11-04:14)
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(7.195) tikít͡ʃ áiʃmaŋ hindʲá ʋiɲáu

tikít͡ʃ

áiʃmaŋ

hintʲá

winʲ-á-u

another man
path+LOC come-IPFV-S.NMLZ
'the other man who is coming on the path'
'el otro hombre que está viniendo por el camino'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 03:31-03:33)

(7.196) tikít͡ʃ muɾánam puhús;
tikít͡ʃ
murá=nam puhú-s;
another hill=LOC
live-PFV
'He was on another hill.'
'Estaba en otra loma.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 02:25-02:26)

(7.197) nujá numíɲmaʃ tikiʃín ahiáɾmiaji.
nujáN
numí=nʲmaN=ʃ tikiʃí=n

ahi-á-r-mia-ji.

COORD:then

branch=LOC=FOC shin=OBJ hit-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then they kept hitting their shins on (fallen) branches.'
'Después se golpeaban sus canillas en ramas (caídas).'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:44-01:47)

(7.198) ukúnam íiɲa ut͡ʃíɾi {íiɲa} ʋíɲa nawánduɾ ikʲám wɨkásaɾ;
ukú=nam íi=nʲa
ut͡ʃí-riN
{íi=nʲa}
future=LOC 1PL=OBJ(P) son-1PL/2PL/3.P {1PL=OBJ(P)}

wí=nʲa

nawántu-r

ikʲám

wɨká-sa-r;

1SG=OBJ(P) daughter-1SG.P
forest.LOC walk-SBD-3PL.SS
‘In the future, our sons and my daughters will walk in the forest…’
‘En el futuro, nuestros hijos y mis hijas van a caminar por la selva…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:34-00:40)
Locative case is expressed through three possible morphological
strategies. The first applies to nouns and adjectives, and it involves the use of
an enclitic. The form of the enclitic depends on the phonological
environment. If the noun or adjective ends in a consonant, the locative enclitic
appears as =num . This is shown in (7.199) and (7.200). If the noun or adjective
ends in a vowel, there are two possible allomorphs of the locative case marker:
=nam if the locative enclitic is the last enclitic in the word, as in (7.201), or
=nmaN if the locative enclitic is followed by further enclitics, as in (7.202).
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(7.199) nu nuwáka, jasut͡ʃnumʃá, jasút͡ʃnum kít͡ʃ naíŋɡʲa.
nu
nuwá=ka,
jasut͡ʃ=num=ʃá,
ANA

woman=TOP

jasút͡ʃ=num

kít͡ʃ

nape.of.neck=LOC=FOC

nãi =́ kʲa

nape.of.neck=LOC
another
tooth+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
'That woman had another tooth on the nape of her neck.'
'Esa mujer tenía otro diente en la nuca.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:45-07:50)

(7.200) mikíɲnum wɨá hai.
mikínʲ =num
wɨ-́ a-ha-i.
shade=LOC
go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m going to the shade.'
'Me voy a la sombra.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 14:26-14:27)

(7.201) ʋíɲa nukúɾka hujuiɲt͡sánam puhúʋitʲai.
wi ́=nʲa
nukú-r=ka
1SG=OBJ(P)

puhú=itʲ-a-i.

mother-1SG.P=TOP

hujuinʲt͡sá =nam
Juyuintsa=LOC

live+S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'My mother lives in Juyuintsa.'
'Mi madre vive en Juyuintsa.'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 00:13-00:15)

(7.202) nuwáut͡ʃikʲa nu inindímʲa puha puháka; ahánmaŋɡa pɨ ɨ́ ahakí wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;
nuwá-ut͡ʃi=kʲa

nu

inintímʲa

puha

woman-DIM=TOP

ANA

think

live

ahá=nmaN=ka

pɨ ɨ́

aha-kí

puhá-ka;
live-REPET

wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;

garden=LOC=TOP IDEO:fast cut-ADVBLZ go COORD:then ANA
‘That poor woman was thinking and thinking, and then she quickly
went to the garden.’
‘Esa pobre mujer estaba pensando y pensando, y después se fue
rápidamente a la chacra.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 02:35-02:40)
The non-subject nominaliser -mau can derive a location from a verb (see
§8.11.2) and therefore frequently appears together with the locative case
marker. Interestingly, although the nominaliser ends in a vowel, both =nam
or =num can be used if the locative clitic is word-final. This can be seen in
(7.203) and (7.204). However, if the locative clitic is followed by other clitics,
it always appears as =nmaN, as in (7.205).
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(7.203) númi hapíaŋ wahámunam wakáan; histáhai.
númi
hapíaŋ
wahá-mau=nam
waká-a-n;
tree

long

stand-NS.NMLZ=LOC climb-PFV-1SG.SS

hi-s-tá-ha-i.

see-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m going to climb up the tall tree that’s standing there and see.'
'Voy a subirme al árbol alto que está ahí y ver.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:23-03:28)

(7.204) kindʲámmaunum nujáŋɡa nuwáka iʋʲá puhúmiaji.
kintʲam-mau=num
nujáŋka
nuwá=ka
get.dark-NS.NMLZ=LOC

iwʲá

puhú-mia-ji.

COORD:then

woman=TOP

be.awake
live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then, at the place where it got dark, the woman remained awake.'
'Entonces, en el lugar donde anocheció la mujer se quedó despierta.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:01-03:03)

(7.205) huɾíhuɾikʲa ma hɨaɾkáɾmiaji nu aɨń t͡s puhámaunmaŋɡa.
huríhuri=kʲa
ma
hɨa-r-ká-r-mia-ji
cannibal=TOP

nu

aɨ ń t͡s

COORD:but

arrive-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

puh-á-mau=nmaN=ka.

person
live-IPFV-NS.NMLZ=LOC=TOP
'The cannibals arrived at the place where those people where living.'
'Los caníbales llegaron a donde vivía esa gente.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:28-04:32)
ANA

As was pointed out in §5.2.2, word-final nasal stops are often elided in
natural speech. This process therefore affects the locative enclitic, which
sometimes loses its final nasal stop, as in (7.206).

(7.206) mamánɡa huki ;́ ahána wɨɨ́ ; pakámiaji.
mamá=n=ka
hu-ki ;́
ahá=na
manioc=OBJ=TOP

paká-mia-ji.

take-PFV

garden=LOC

wɨ ɨ́ ;
go:PFV

peel-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He took the manioc, went to the garden and peeled it.'
'Cogió la yuca, se fue a la chacra y la peló.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 15:43-15:47)
A second morphological strategy to mark locative case can be seen in a
small number of nouns that are very frequently used to express locations. In
these nouns, locative case is expressed by an accent shift from the first vowel
to the second vowel of the word. A list of these nouns can be seen in Table
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7.11, and examples (7.207) to (7.212) contrast the nominative forms of three of
those words to when they are used in the locative case.

Noun in nominative
case

Noun in locative case

English translation

íkʲam

ikʲám

forest

ɨ ń t͡sa

ɨnt͡sá

river

núnka
hɨ ã́

nunká
hɨ a ́

híntʲa

hintʲá

ground, land
house
path

Table 7.11. Location nouns with special locative case marking

(7.207) íkʲam
íkʲam
forest
'forest'
'selva'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 36:49-36:50)

(7.208) ikʲám mɨŋɡakámiaji.

ikʲám

mɨŋka-ká-mia-ji.

forest+LOC
disappear-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He disappeared in the forest.'
'Desapareció en la selva.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 05:50-05:52)

(7.209) ɨ ń d͡za
ɨ ń t͡sa
river
'river'
'río'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 20:12-20:13)

(7.210) ɨnd͡zá máa wɨá hai.

ɨnt͡sá

máa

wɨ-́ a-ha-i.

river+LOC bathe
go-IPFV-1SG-DECL
‘I’m going to bathe in the river.’
‘Me voy a bañar en el río.’
(T01-S01-01.wav; 21:12-21:13)
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(7.211) núŋɡa

núŋka
ground
'ground, land'
'tierra'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 32:07-32:08)

(7.212) jamáikʲa nuŋɡá puhustíɲuitʲmɨ tamá nú.
jamái=kʲa nuŋká
puhu-s-tínʲu=itʲ-mɨ
now=TOP

t-a-má

ground+LOC

nú

live-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-2SG.S+DECL

say-IPFV-NSBJ>SBJ
ANA
'”Now you have to live on the ground,” he said.'
'”Ahora tienes que vivir en la tierra” dijo él.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:43-08:46)
Finally, the third morphological strategy to mark locative case is by
using the enclitic =iN. This enclitic is added to pronouns, as in (7.213), or to
nouns and adjectives if they have a possessive suffix, as in (7.214). This
locative enclitic has the allomorph =n, which appears when the clitic occurs
after a high front vowel /i/. This can be seen in (7.215) and (7.216).

(7.213) tuɾá amíɲa nukúut͡ʃiɾmɨʃ tuí puháwa.
turá
amí=nʲa
nukú-ut͡ʃi-rmɨ=ʃ
COORD:and/so

puh-á-wa.

2SG=OBJ(P)

mother-DIM-2SG.P=FOC

tu=íN
where=LOC

live-IPFV-3.S
'So where does your mother live?'
'¿Así que dónde vive tu mamá?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:07-01:08)

́ ʃiɾui wajáata.
(7.214) ʋíɲa hɨ a ũt͡
́ ʃi-ru=iN
wí=nʲa
hɨ a -ut͡
1SG=OBJ(P)
house-DIM-1SG.P=LOC
'Go into my little house.'
'Entra a mi casita.'

wajá-a-ta
enter-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

(T01-S03-06.wav; 09:52-09:54)
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(7.215) níɲa kanútiɾin ɨámiaji ɨámiaji peɾo ajá at͡súmiaji.
ní=nʲa
kanúti-riN=n
ɨá-mia-ji
3=OBJ(P)

ɨá-mia-ji

bedroom-1PL/2PL/3.P=LOC

pero[Sp]

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

ajá

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

but

a-t͡sú-mia-ji.

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She searched and searched in her bedroom, but it wasn’t there.'
'Buscó y buscó en su dormitorio pero no estaba.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 05:52-05:55)

(7.216) máikʲa íin wakɨ t́ kitɲun inindímʲat͡s, tiáɾmiaji.
mái=kʲa
íi=n
wakɨ t́ -ki-tnʲu=n
now=TOP

inintímʲa-t͡s,

1PL=LOC

return.to-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ

t-i-ár-mia-ji.

think-NEG
say-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He doesn’t plan to return to us.'
'No piensa volver donde nosotros.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:20-04:25)
7.8.5. Ablative case
Ablative case is used to indicate a source or point of origin, or motion from a
location. It is expressed by the enclitic =jaN, which for nouns always appears
in combination with the locative case enclitic (see §7.8.4). The ablative enclitic
follows the locative enclitic, as can be seen in (7.217) and (7.218). For
pronouns, on the other hand, the ablative enclitic appears on its own, as
shown in (7.219).

(7.217) bufiunúmja nuwa
bufiu=núm =jaN

nuwa

Bufeo=LOC=ABL woman
'a woman from Bufeo'
'una mujer de Bufeo'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 02:03-02:04)

(7.218) kit͡ʃwáitʲai montálβonmaja.
kit͡ʃwá=itʲ-a-i
montálβo=nma=jaN.
Kichwa=COP-3.S-DECL
Montalvo=LOC=ABL
'He is a Kichwa person from Montalvo.'
'El es kichwa de Montalvo.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 08:50-08:52)
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(7.219) ajú jáund͡ʒuk, íiɲa hṹũndɾi, áuja puhu ármiaji.
ajú
jáunt͡ʃuk,
íi=na
INTERJ:agreement

áu=jaN

puhu

long.ago

á-r-mia-ji

1PL=OBJ(P)

hṹũn-riN,
elder-1PL/2PL/3.P

DIST=ABL

live
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3+DECL
'Well, long ago our elders lived from that.'
'Bueno, antiguamente nuestros antepasados vivieron de eso.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:21-00:28)
7.8.6. Comitative case
Comitative case is used in Shiwiar to express accompaniment, as in (7.220)
and (7.221), or the use of an instrument, as in (7.222) and (7.223). It is
expressed by the enclitic =h(j)ãĩ. The first initial consonant of the enclitic is
palatalised if it is preceded by a high front vowel.

(7.220) ʋíi ʋinitʲáthai huɾíhuɾĩhʲãĩ.

wíi

win-i-tʲát-ha-i

1SG come-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
‘I will come with the cannibals.’
‘Vendré con los caníbales.’

huríhuri =hʲãĩ.
cannibal=COM

(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:15-01:19)

́
(7.221) t͡ʃuú ut͡ʃĩɾi hʲãĩ
nakúɾiɲ áɾmiaji.
t͡ʃuú
ut͡ʃi-ríN=hʲãĩ
woolly.monkey+GEN

á-r-mia-ji.

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=COM

nakúr-inʲ
play-AG.NMLZ

COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'They used to play with the woolly monkey babies.'
'Sabían jugar con los bebés de los chorongos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:33-00:37)

́
(7.222) kama ũhãĩ
tɨ ḱ tumakta.
kamáu=hãĩ
tɨ ḱ tu-ma-k-ta.
termite.nest=COM
cover-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Cover yourself with a termite nest.'
'Cúbrete con un comején.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 1:43-1:45)
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́
(7.223) nukút͡ʃíɾú, ʋíi t͡sũwɨ ɾhãĩ
ĩmʲãĩhmɨ.
nukút͡ʃí-rú,

wíi

t͡suwɨ ŕ =hãĩ

grandmother-1SG.P+VOC

1SG

hot=COM

i-mʲa-i-hmɨ .

CAUS-bathe-PFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL

'Grandmother, I just bathed you with the hot (water).'
'Abuela, yo te acabo de bañar con lo caliente.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 13:57-14:01)
Comitative case is also commonly used as a noun coordination strategy,
as shown in (7.224). In this usage, all the nouns that are coordinated are
marked with the enclitic.

́
(7.224) mɨtɨḱ puhú áɾmiaji aíʃɾĩhʲãĩ nũwɨ hãĩ.
mɨtɨḱ

puhú

together live

aíʃ-riN=hʲãĩ

á-r-mia-ji

COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

nũwɨ =́ hãĩ.

husband-1PL/2PL/3.P=COM wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=COM
'They lived together, husband and wife.'
'Vivían juntos, marido y mujer.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:36-00:39)

The Shiwiar comitative case enclitic has cognates in all other Chicham
languages (Overall 2017a: 181–183; Peña 2015: 521–524; Saad 2014: 53–55), but
this seems to be an area of frequent innovation or loss in the family. Overall
(2017a: 186–187) describes an instrumental enclitic =(a)i, and Peña (2015: 525–
526) describes another comitative enclitic =tuk, neither of which have cognates
in the Shiwiar corpus.
7.8.7. Temporal case
Temporal case is used in Shiwiar to flag units of time. It is expressed by the
enclitic =tin., as shown in (7.225). As has been said for the cognate form in
Aguaruna and Wampis (Overall 2017a: 426; Peña 2015: 388), this enclitic is not
very frequent in discourse. It is also not obligatory: time units are frequently
expressed without it, as can be seen in (7.226).
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(7.225) uwɨ h́ ɨkɨ t́ ai kindʲatin.

uwɨ h́

ɨkɨ -́ taiN

hand sit-NS.NMLZ
'in five days'
'en cinco días'

kintʲa=tin.
day=TEMP

(T03-S01-04.wav; 08:55-08:56)

(7.226) himʲaɾá kindʲa mɨŋɡakámiaji.

himʲará

kintʲa

mɨŋka-ká-mia-ji.

two
day
disappear-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He disappeared for two days.'
'Desapareció por dos días.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 05:46-05:48)

7.9. Vocative
The vocative occurs when a speaker uses a noun or adjective to address
someone directly. As such, it is most often associated with kinship terms
(7.227), personal names (7.228) and social labels, such as elder in (7.229).

(7.227) jumí tsɨɨ ḱ an imʲastáhmɨ nukút͡ʃíɾú.

jumí

tsɨɨ -́ ka-n;

water+OBJ

heat.up-PFV-1SG.SS

i-mʲa-s-tá-hmɨ

nukút͡ʃí-rú.

CAUS-bathe-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL

grandmother-1SG.P+VOC
'I will heat up water and bathe you, grandmother.'
'Voy a calentar agua y bañarte, abuela.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:05-12:08)

(7.228) xorxéa
xorxé=a
Jorge=VOC
'Jorge!'
'¡Jorge!'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 10:20-10:21)

(7.229) ʋíkʲa jamáikʲa wɨá hai hṹũnda.
wí=kʲa
jamái=kʲa
wɨ-́ a-ha-i

hṹũnta.

1SG=TOP now=TOP
go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
elder+VOC
'I’m going now, ma’am.'
'Ahora me voy, señora.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 05:59-06:00)
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It can be marked in two ways. The most common strategy for kinship
terms is the retention of the historical final vowel that was elided in nominals
(see §5.2.1). In this sense, it resembles genitive case marking (§7.8.3).
Compare the noun in (7.230) with its vocative form in (7.231). The retention
of the final elided vowel also holds if the noun has possessive suffixes:
compare example (7.232) to (7.233).

(7.230) apát͡ʃ

apát͡ʃ
grandfather
'grandfather'
'abuelo'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 56:18-56:18)

(7.231) apat͡ʃí

apat͡ʃí
grandfather+VOC
'Grandfather!'
'¡Abuelo!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 55:27-55:28)

(7.232) jat͡súɾ

jat͡sú-r
brother-1SG.P
'my brother'
'mi hermano'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 38:51-38:52)

(7.233) jat͡súɾú

jat͡sú-rú
brother-1SG.P+VOC
'My brother!'
'¡Mi hermano!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 40:31-40:31)

The second morphological strategy to mark the vocative is to add the
enclitic =a to a noun, as shown in (7.234). If the nouns ends in a low central
vowel /a/, the clitic has the allomorph =wa, as in (7.235).

(7.234) pɨŋɡɨɾ́ aitʲa nukuá.
pɨŋkɨ ŕ a=itʲ-a
nuku=á.
good=COP-3.S mother=VOC
'That’s good, aunt!'
'¡Está bien, tía!'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:49-01:50)
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(7.235) apawá
apa=wá
father=VOC
'Parallel uncle!'
'¡Tío paralelo!
(T01-S01-01.wav; 45:54-45:54)
The vocative enclitic can also be added to the nouns that normally mark
the vocative with historical vowel retention. The form in (7.236), for example,
is the most common vocative form for that noun in the corpus. However, if
the speaker wants to convey urgency or emphasis, the vocative enclitic can be
added, as in (7.237).

(7.236) ut͡ʃírú

ut͡ʃí-rú
son-1SG.P+VOC
'My son!'
'¡Mi hijo!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 51:33-51:34)

(7.237) ut͡ʃiɾuá ʃindʲáɾta
ut͡ʃi-ru=á

ʃintʲá-r-ta

child-1SG.P=VOC
wake-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'My son, wake up!'
'¡Mi hijo, despiértate!'
(T1-S02-04.wav; 03:56-03:57)

7.10. Restrictive
The restrictive is added to nominals in Shiwiar to convey the semantics of
English only or just. It is expressed by the enclitic =k(ɨ/i). If the enclitic occurs
as the last morpheme of a polysyllabic word, it does not appear with a vowel,
as in (7.238) and (7.239). If it occurs with a monosyllabic root, as in (7.240) and
(7.241), or if it is followed by other clitics, as in (7.242) and (7.243), the
restrictive appears as =kɨ or =ki. The use of either allomorph is determined
by the preceding vowel: if the restrictive is preceded by a high front vowel /i/,
the allomorph used is =ki ((7.240) and (7.242)); if it is preceded by any other
vowel, the allomorph used is =kɨ ((7.241) and (7.243)).
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(7.238) níɲa nɨmasɨń ãk t͡saŋɡúɾaɾ nujáŋɡa;
ní=nʲa
nɨmasɨ=́ na=k
3=OBJ(P)

t͡saŋkú-ra-r

enemy+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=RESTR

nujáŋka;

forgive-APPL+PFV-3PL.SS
COORD:then
'They then forgave only their enemy.'
'Después perdonaron solo a su enemigo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:38-03:42)

(7.239) amɨ ú t͡ʃik mautátmɨ.
amɨ -́ ut͡ʃi=k
ma-u-tát-mɨ.
2SG-DIM=RESTR bathe-PFV-FUT-2SG.S+DECL
'Only you will bathe.'
'Solo tú vas a bañarte.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 14:19-14:20)

(7.240) ʋíki tandáhai.
wí=ki
taN-t-á-ha-i.
1SG=RESTR
arrive-APPL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'Only I have arrived.'
'Solo yo llegué.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:40-12:41)

(7.241) nukɨ t́ ai.
nu=kɨ =́ t-a-i.
ANA=RESTR=COP-3.S-DECL

'That’s it, nothing else.'
'Eso es nomás.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 02:29-02:30)

(7.242) ʋíɲa umát͡ʃiɾka kambátmaut͡ʃikitʲai.
wí=nʲa
umá-t͡ʃi-r=ka

kampátma-ut͡ʃi=ki=tʲ-a-i.

1SG=OBJ(P) sibling-DIM-1SG.P=TOP
three-DIM=RESTR=COP-3.S-DECL
'I only have three siblings. (Literally: My siblings are only three.)'
'Mis hermanos son solo tres.'
(T02-S03S17-01.wav; 02:25-02:28)

(7.243) apaɾmɨʃ́ a ʃiʋʲáɾkɨkaiʔ.
apa-rmɨ=́ ʃa
ʃiwʲár=kɨ=ka=iʔ.
father-2SG.P=FOC
Shiwiar=RESTR=Q=COP
'Is your father only Shiwiar? (As opposed to mixed heritage.)'
'¿Tu papá es solo shíwiar?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:02-01:03)
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7.11. Interrogative
Nominals can be questioned in Shiwiar by means of the interrogative enclitic
=k(j)a, as shown in (7.244) and (7.245). The initial consonant of the clitic is
palatalised when the preceding vowel is a high front vowel /i/, as in (7.245).
Similarly to nominal negation, nominal interrogation does not occur very
frequently in the Shiwiar corpus, and interrogation is much more commonly
marked on a verb (see §8.9.2).

(7.244) jat͡suɾmɨʃ́ a nuwɨń tɲukaiʔ níʃa.
́
jat͡su-rmɨ=́ ʃa
nũwɨ -tnʲu
=ka=iʔ

ní=ʃa.

brother-2SG.P=FOC
wife+1PL/2PL/3.P-ATTR=Q=COP
3=FOC
'Is your brother also married?'
'¿Tu hermano también está casado?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 08:28-08:30)

(7.245) hú juráŋʃa jutáiŋɡʲaiʔ.
hú
juráŋ=ʃa
jutáiN=kʲa=iʔ.
seed=FOC
food=Q=COP
'Is this fruit edible?'
'¿Esta fruta es comestible?'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:01-57:04)

7.12. Discourse enclitics
In §6.6, the functions of focus and topic marking in Shiwiar are discussed, and
an overview is given of the various phonological, morphological and syntactic
strategies to mark information structure in the language. This section will
concentrate specifically on the morphological marking of focus (§7.12.1) and
topic (§7.12.2) on nominals, with particular attention to the distribution of
various allomorphs.
7.12.1. Focus enclitic
As described in §6.6.1, one of the ways to mark focus in Shiwiar is by means
of the enclitic =ʃ(a). The focus clitic most often appears in its full form =ʃa, as
shown in (7.246) and (7.247). However, in cases where the clitic follows a
vowel and it is word-final, it is sometimes also be produced as =ʃ, as shown
in (7.248) and (7.249). Note by comparing examples (7.249) and (7.250) that
this is variation is optional, and it can be found in the speech of a single
individual: the two different forms in the examples were uttered within
seconds of each other in a single narrative.
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́
(7.246) nú inindi hʲãĩ
nujáŋɡa ʋíɲa apáɾʃa uɾáimiaji kuɾínt͡san.
nú inintí=hʲãi
nujáŋka
wí=nʲa apá-r=ʃa
ANA

heart+1PL/2PL/3.P=COM COORD:then 1SG=OBJ

urá-i-mia-ji

kurint͡sa=n.

father-1SG.P=FOC

open-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
Kurintsa=OBJ
'Then with those thoughts in mind, my father inaugurated (the village
of) Kurintsa).'
'Después con esos pensamientos, mi papá inauguró (la comunidad de)
Kurintsa.'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 01:22-01:25)

(7.247) atúmʃa taúrumɨk
atúm=ʃa
taN-ú-rumɨ-k
2PL=FOC
arrive-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'As for you, have you arrived?'
'¿Ustedes ya llegaron?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 13:12-13:13)

(7.248) jamáiʃ áuʃ itʲúɾua at͡ʃiktáthi.
jamái=ʃ
áu=ʃ
itʲúrua
now=FOC
DIST=FOC
how
'How will you grab him now?'
'¿Cómo vamos a cogerle ahora?'

at͡ʃi-k-tát-hi.
grab-PFV-FUT-1PL.S

(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:11-04:13)

(7.249) máikʲa íiʃ juháɾtai.
mái=kʲa
íi=ʃ

juhá-r-tai.

now=TOP
1PL=FOC
be.plentiful-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'As for us, let’s be plentiful now.'
'En cuanto a nosotros, abundemos.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:42-03:43)

(7.250) máikʲa ɨɨ́ mɡitʲai íiʃa.
mái=kʲa
ɨ ɨ́ m-ki-tʲai
now=TOP
advance-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Now let’s advance.'
'Ahora avancemos nosotros.'

íi=ʃa.
1PL=FOC

(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:40-03:42)
The focus enclitic has an allomorph =t͡ʃa, which is used for when the
clitic immediately follows a nasal consonant, as in (7.251) and (7.252).
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(7.251) amíɲa nuŋɡɨmínd͡ʒa wakɨt́ kitɲukaitʲam.
amí=nʲa
nuŋkɨ-mí=n=t͡ʃa
2SG=OBJ(P)

land+POSS-2SG.P=LOC=FOC

wakɨ t́ -ki-tnʲu=ka=itʲ-am.

return-PFV-AS.NMLZ=Q=COP-2SG.S
'Do you have to return to your land?'
'¿Tienes que volver a tu tierra?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:24-01:26)

(7.252) tú máʃ áuka hiɾumɡáut͡ʃiɾind͡ʒa máʃ máʃ máʃ ɨmɨŋɡák;
tú
máʃ
áu=ka
hirumká-ut͡ʃi-riN=n=t͡ʃa
thus

máʃ

all

máʃ

DIST=TOP

máʃ

pot-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=FOC

ɨ-mɨŋká-k;

all
all
all
CAUS-disappear-PFV
‘He lost all of her pots…’
‘Él perdió todas las ollas de ella.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:46-08:50)
When the focus marker is used with nominals, and especially with
pronouns, it very often expresses additive focus. In other words, it carries the
meaning of English also or as well. This can be seen in examples (7.253) and
(7.254).

(7.253) atúmʃa, wáindɾumɨk.
atúm=ʃa,
wáin-rumɨ-k.
2PL=FOC
observe-2PL.S-Q
'Do you also observe it?'
'¿Ustedes también lo observan?'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 02:16-02:19)

(7.254) ʋiʃá nuwɨń tɲuitʲhʲai.
́
wi=ʃa
nũwɨ -tnʲu
=itʲ-hʲa-i.
1SG=FOC wife+1PL/2PL/3.P-ATTR=COP=1SG.S-DECL
'I’m also married.'
'Yo también estoy casado.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 02:00-02:01)
7.12.2. Topic enclitic
As laid out in §6.6.2, the most pervasive way to mark topic in Shiwiar is by
means of the enclitic =k(j)a. The initial consonant is normally unpalatalised,
as in (7.255) and (7.256), but if it is preceded by a high front vowel /i/, the clitic
is produced as =kʲa, as in (7.257). The topic marker is extremely prevalent in
Shiwiar discourse; in fact, it is by far the most prevalent morpheme in the
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entire Shiwiar corpus. It can even be used multiple times in one clause, as can
also be seen in (7.257).

(7.255) amɨḱ a naŋɡámim tamɨ.́
amɨ=́ ka
naŋkámi-m
2SG=TOP
in.vain-2SG.A
'You’re speaking in vain.'
'Estás hablando de gana.'

t-a-mɨ.́
say-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:40-02:42)

(7.256) namáŋnaka kat kat kat jújaji.
namáŋ=na=ka
kat kat kat
game.meat=OBJ=TOP
'She ate meat.'
'Comía carne.'

jú=ja-ji.

IDEO:eat.food

eat+S.NMLZ=PST.COP-3.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:06-08:09)

(7.257) nú nuwatíkʲa takákmiɲuitʲhi íikʲa ʃiʋʲaɾtíkʲa.
nú
nuwa-tí=kʲa
takákm-inʲu=itʲ-hi
ANA

íi=kʲa

woman-1PL.SAP=TOP

ʃiwʲar-tí=kʲa.

work-AG.NMLZ=COP-1PL.S+DECL

1PL=TOP
Shiwiar-1PL.SAP=TOP
'We, Shiwiar women, are hard workers.'
'Nosotras, mujeres shíwiar, somos trabajadoras.'
(T03-S10-01.wav; 04:49-04:54)
Although the distribution of this clitic is primarily determined by
information structural considerations, there are some indications that its use
is becoming fossilised in certain constructions. For example, the subjects of
copular clauses are almost universally flagged by this marker, suggesting it is
becoming (or has already become) obligatory in these contexts. This can be
seen in examples (7.258) and (7.259).

(7.258) pakíkʲa aɨ ń d͡zuitʲai.
pakí=kʲa
aɨ ń t͡su=itʲ-a-i.
peccary=TOP
person=COP-3.S-DECL
'A peccary is a person.'
'Un jabalí es un ser humano.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:42-05:43)

Copula enclitics

(7.259) túɾa himʲáka kakáɾmaitʲai.
túra
himʲá=ka
COORD:and/so

chili.pepper=TOP
'And the chili pepper is strong.'
'Y el ají es fuerte.'
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kakárma=itʲ-a-i.
strong=COP-3.S-DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:54-06:57)

7.13. Copula enclitics
Nominals usually have referential function in Shiwiar, but they can also be
used predicatively. This occurs when nominals appear with a copula enclitic.
There are two copula enclitics in the language: one with present tense
semantics and one with past tense semantics. The present tense copula
enclitic usually appears as =itʲ, as shown in (7.260) and (7.261). However,
when it is preceded by a high front vowel /i/, as in (7.262), the clitic loses its
initial vowel (=tʲ); and if it is preceded by a high central vowel /ɨ/, as in (7.263),
it further does not exhibit palatalisation (=t). There is an allomorph =aitʲ
which only occurs with pronouns, but only those that end in any vowel except
/a/, such as the pronoun in (7.264). If the pronoun ends in /a/, the normal form
=itʲ is used, as in (7.265).

(7.260) nukúɾka ʃiʋʲáɾaitʲai.
nukú-r=ka
ʃiwʲára=itʲ-a-i.
mother-1SG=TOP
Shiwiar=COP-3.S-DECL
'My mother is Shiwiar.'
'Mi mamá es shíwiar.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 09:07-09:09)

(7.261) kit͡ʃwáitʲai montálβonmaja.
kit͡ʃwá=itʲ-a-i
montálβo=nma=jaN.
Kichwa=COP-3.S-DECL
Montalvo=LOC=ABL
'He is a Kichwa person from Montalvo.'
'El es kichwa de Montalvo.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 08:50-08:52)

(7.262) áint͡skitʲhi.
áint͡s=ki=tʲ-hi.
person=RESTR=COP-1PL.S+DECL
'We’re a single person.'
'Somos una sola persona.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 01:17-01:18)
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(7.263) nukɨ t́ ai.
nu=kɨ =́ t-a-i.
ANA=RESTR=COP-3.S-DECL

'That’s it, nothing else.'
'Eso es nomás.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 02:29-02:30)

(7.264) tuáitʲa.
tu=áitʲ-a.
where=COP-3.S
'Where is it?'
'¿Dónde está?'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 01:27-01:28)

(7.265) jáitʲa pɾesiðénteʃa.
já=itʲ-a
presiðénte[Sp]=ʃa.
who=COP-3.S
president=FOC
'Who is the president?'
'¿Quién es el presidente?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 01:10-01:11)
When the copula enclitic occurs word-finally after an interrogative
clitic, it can optionally occur as =iʔ, as shown in (7.266). This allomorph is
interesting because it is one of the few contexts in which a glottal stop
systematically occurs in Shiwiar, given that it is a rare and only marginally
phonemic segment (see §5.1.3). Intriguingly, this particular allomorph of the
copula enclitic, found specifically in interrogative settings, seems to be an old
phenomenon in the Chicham family, as it is also described for Aguaruna and
Shuar (Overall 2017a: 44; Saad 2014: 19–20).

(7.266) hú juráŋʃa jutáiŋɡʲaiʔ.
hú
juráŋ=ʃa
jutáiN=kʲa=iʔ.
seed=FOC
food=Q=COP
'Is this fruit edible?'
'¿Esta fruta es comestible?'
PROX

(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:01-57:04)
The past tense copula clitic is =(j)a. The use of the initial glide is
optional and subject to free variation, but the enclitic most often appears as a
single vowel. Examples of this past copula clitic are shown in (7.267) to
(7.269).
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(7.267) kukáht͡ʃiaji.
kukáh-t͡ʃi=a-ji.
short-DIM=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'It was very short.'
'Era cortito.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:41-03:41)

(7.268) nú numíkʲa hapiáŋd͡ʒauaji.
nú
numí=kʲa hapiáŋ-t͡ʃau=a-ji.
tree=TOP
long-NEG=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'That tree was not tall.'
'Ese árbol no era alto.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:39-03:41)
ANA

(7.269) húi puhújaji.

húiN

puhú=ja-ji.

here
live+S.NMLZ=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'She was a resident here.'
'Era moradora aquí.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 06:53-06:55)
As can be seen in the examples above, a reduced set of verbal suffixes
follow the copula enclitics to inflect the predicate for subject and mood. A
more in-depth discussion of Shiwiar copulas can be found in §8.12. Copula
clitics often combine with different deverbal nominalisations to yield a range
of unique predicate types; this phenomenon is explained in detail in §8.11.4.

7.14. Verbalisers
With respect to nominals, there are no productive word class changing
derivation processes in Shiwiar. Nevertheless, there is evidence that
denominal verbalisation was possible at one point in the past. Nominal roots
can be identified in a handful of Shiwiar verbs, revealing three verbalising
suffixes: -r(u), -t(u), -m(a). Given that there are only a small number of
denominal verbs and that these suffixes are no longer productive, it is difficult
to make assumptions about the original semantic differences between each of
these three verbalisers. The appearance of the vowels in parentheses are
mediated by the generalisations laid out in §5.2.1. Examples of denominal
verbs along with their respective source nouns can be seen in examples (7.270)
to (2.275).
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(7.270) amá

amá
flood
'flood'
'inundación'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 30:48-30:49)

(7.271) amáɾkaji.

amá-r-ka-ji.
flood-VBLZ-PFV-3.S+DECL
'It (the river) has flooded.'
'(El río) se inundó.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 31:00-31:01)

(7.272) ɨt͡sá

ɨt͡sáN
sun
'sun'
'sol'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 02:08-02:08)

(7.273) ɨt͡sándwai.

ɨt͡sáN-t-wa-i.

sun-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s sunny.'
'Hace sol.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 12:51-12:52)

(7.274) kíndʲa

kíntʲa
day
'day'
'día'

(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:37-07:37)

(7.275) kindʲámwai.

kintʲá-m-wa-i.
day-VBLZ-3.S-DECL
'It’s getting dark. (The day is ending.)'
'Está anocheciendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:18-11:19)

There is also evidence of denominal verbs that were derived through
conversion (or zero-derivation). An example of this can be seen in (7.277),
derived from the noun in (7.276).
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(7.276) hɨ ã́

hɨ ã́
house
'house'
'casa'

(7.277) nujáŋɡa hɨaɾkáɾ; wahí puhúmhi.

nujáŋka

COORD:then

wahí

(T03-S03S12-01.wav; 39:01-39:01)

hɨa-r-ká-r;

arrive.home-APPL-PFV-1PL.SS

puhú-m-hi.

here
live-REC.PST-1PL.S+DECL
'After arriving home here, we lived here.'
'Después de llegar aquí, vivimos aquí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:31-06:33)
Finally, there is a fourth verbaliser which only applies to demonstrative
pronouns: the suffix -ni. The resulting forms are pro-verbs with general
semantics of 'do this/that'. An example of this can be seen in (7.278).

(7.278) nukúɾka hunít͡ʃaji.
nukú-r=ka

hu-ní-t͡ʃa-ji.

mother-1SG.P=TOP
PROX-VBLZ-NEG-3.S+DECL
'My mother doesn’t do this.'
'Mi mamá no hace esto.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 08:19-08:20)

7.15. The noun phrase
The noun phrase in Shiwiar is a syntactic constituent that functions as a core
or oblique argument in a clause. A noun phrase is minimally made up of a
single nominal: a noun (7.279), an adjective (7.280) or a pronoun (7.281). In all
these three examples, the noun phrases are object arguments of the clause,
and they are flagged as such by means of object case.

(7.279) t͡ʃuún wakɨ ɾ́ ahai.
t͡ʃuú=n

wakɨ-́ r-a-ha-i.

woolly.monkey=OBJ
stomach-VBLZ-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I want a woolly monkey.'
'Quiero un mono chorongo.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 00:31-00:33)
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(7.280) jumiɲún takákhai.
juminʲú =n takák-ha-i.
sweet=OBJ have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have something sweet.'
'Tengo algo dulce.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 43:09-43:10)

(7.281) núna nɨkáhai.
nú=na
nɨk-á-ha-i.
ANA=OBJ

know-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I know that.'
'Yo sé eso.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 00:05-00:06)
Noun phrases can also be complex, i.e. they can be made up of multiple
words, as in (7.282). The fact that complex noun phrases still form a single
syntactic constituent is evidenced by two observations. First, entire noun
phrases (whether simple or complex) can be replaced by a single pronoun, as
shown in (7.283). And second, nominal enclitics, such as case or discourse
enclitics, have scope over an entire noun phrase, as shown in (7.284). The
bracketing in the second and third lines of the examples highlight where a
noun phrase begins and ends, and it will be used throughout this section for
clarity.

(7.282) nasɨ ́ kakáɾam wiɲáwai.

[nasɨ ́

kakáram]

winʲ-á-wa-i.

[wind strong]
come-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'A strong wind is coming.'
'Viene un viento fuerte.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 24:14-24:16)

(7.283) túɾa nu hṹũndjawaaka ambukíɲ áuka ambukí ʋinímiaji.
túra
[nu
hṹũntjawaa]=ka
ampu-kínʲ
COORD:and/so

[áu]=ka

[ANA

ampu-kí

jaguar]=TOP

win-í-mia-ji.

run-ADVBLZ

[DIST]=TOP run-ADVBLZ
come-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'And that jaguar, that one came running.'
'Y ese jaguar, ése vino corriendo.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 10:27-10:31)
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(7.284) nu pakí nuwánɡa awahtukiáɾmiaji.
[nu
pakí
nuwá]=n=ka
[ANA

peccary

female]=OBJ=TOP

awah-tu-ki-ár-mia-ji.

scare-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They scared that female peccary.'
'Le asustaron a ese jabalí hembra.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:02-02:05)
Different types of noun phrases are discussed in the subsections below:
those in which demonstratives act as determiners in §7.15.1, those with
adjectival modification in §7.15.2, those with possessive constructions in
§7.15.3 and those with relative clauses in §7.15.4. Nominal coordination
within noun phrases is explained in §7.15.5. Finally, appositions are described
in §7.15.6.
7.15.1. Demonstratives as determiners
When they modify a noun, demonstrative pronouns can act as determiners in
a noun phrase, as shown in (7.285). Case enclitics, for example object markers
(7.286), comitative markers (7.287) or locative markers (7.288), appear at the
end of the noun phrase and have scope over its entirety. The same holds for
discourse markers, as shown in (7.289) and (7.290).

(7.285) hú kaʃi aɾúm tatátwai.

[hú

kaʃi]

arúm

ta-tát-wa-i.

[PROX evening]
later
arrive+PFV-FUT-3.S-DECL
'He will arrive later this evening.'
'Va a llegar después, esta noche.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:28-02:30)

(7.286) máʃ ikʲáçtʲúɾmiaji nu aɨ ń t͡sun.

máʃ

ikʲáihʲ-tʲú-r-mia-ji

[nu

aɨ ń t͡su]=n.

all
cause.to.faint-APPL-PL-DIST.PL-3.S+DECL
[ANA person]=OBJ
'They caused all those people to faint there.'
'Hicieron desmayar a toda esa gente ahí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:45-03:48)
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(7.287) ma aɨń t͡sun waɾík jainkʲártaktiɲ inindímhʲai hu maláɾiahãĩ.
ma
aɨ ń t͡su=n
warík
jain-kʲárta-k-tinʲ
COORD:but

inintí-m-hʲa-i

person=OBJ

quickly

[hu

help-INDF.O-PFV-AS.NMLZ

malária]=hãĩ.

heart-VBLZ-1SG.S-DECL
[PROX maralia]=COM
'I plan to help people quickly with this malaria outbreak.'
'Pienso ayudar a la gente rápidamente con este brote de malaria.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:44-01:49)

(7.288) tikít͡ʃ muɾánam puhús;
[tikít͡ʃ
murá]=nam
[another hill]=LOC
'He was on another hill.'
'Estaba en otra loma.'

puhú-s;
live-PFV

(T01-S04-01.wav; 02:25-02:26)

́
(7.289) túɾa nú aʃmaŋɡa wakɨ ɾ́ umiaji nũw ɨ nɡa.
túra
[nú
aʃmaŋ]=ka
COORD:and/so

wakɨŕ u-mia-ji

[ANA

man]=TOP

nũwɨ =́ n=ka.

love-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=TOP
'And that man loved his wife.'
'Y ese hombre quería a su mujer.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:52-00:55)

(7.290) hú juráŋʃa jutáiŋɡʲaiʔ.
[hú
juráŋ]=ʃa
jutáiN=kʲa=iʔ.
[PROX seed]=FOC
food=Q=COP
'Is this fruit edible?'
'¿Esta fruta es comestible?'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:01-57:04)
Unlike what is shown here for Shiwiar, in other Chicham languages
demonstrative pronouns also appear with case marking when they function
as determiners within a noun phrase (Overall 2017a: 209–2011; Peña 2015:
498). This is shown in examples (7.291) and (7.292) for Aguaruna and Wampis
respectively. Given that case is only marked once on Shiwiar noun phrases,
when analogous structures to the ones below do occasionally occur, they are
analysed as appositions: two juxtaposed noun phrases with the same referent,
both marked for case (see §7.15.6 for a more in-depth discussion of noun
phrase appositions in Shiwiar).
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(7.291) núwa núna j ãw ãa ń kamɨ ́ pakihíbauwai.
nuwa
[nu=na
jawaã=na]
woman

[ANA=ACC

dog=ACC]

pakihima-u=ai.

kamɨ
truly

fall.in.love.with+PFV-NMLZ=COP:3:DECL
'The woman actually fell in love with that dog.'
(AGUARUNA (CHICHAM)); (Overall 2017a: 210))

(7.292) núna ʃuarán wɛínkamhɛɛ
[nu=na
ʃuara=na
[ANA=ACC

pɨnkɨra=na]

person=ACC

uaina-ka-ma-ha-i

good=ACC]

see-INTENS-REC.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I saw a good person.'
(WAMPIS (CHICHAM)); (Peña 2015: 498)51)
7.15.2. Adjectival modification
When an adjective modifies a noun, it forms a noun phrase with it. Note that
a modifying adjective can either precede (7.293) or follow (7.294) a noun.

(7.293) kambatám nandu puhusáɾ;

[kampatám

nantu]

puhu-sá-r;

[three
moon]
live-PFV-3PL.SS
'They lived there for three months…'
'Vivieron ahí tres meses…'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 00:46-00:48)

(7.294) nujá pakí nuwa t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak;

nujáN

[pakí

nuwa]

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k;

COORD:then

[peccary female]
speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM
'Then the female peccary spoke to him.'
'Después el jabalí hembra le habló a él.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:25-02:28)
As usual, nominal enclitics such as case markers appear only once and
have scope over the entire noun phrase, as shown in (7.295). Note that the
nominal enclitics attach to the noun (7.296) or the adjective (7.297), depending
on which of the two is at the end of the noun phrase.

In the original example there seems to be a typographic mistake given that there
is an extra word in the morphological and glossing tier that is not found in the
phonetic tier.
51
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(7.295) muɾa hṹũnũm wakáa; nuí puhús; inindimiá puhúmiaji.
[mura
hṹũ]=num
waká-a;
nuíN
puhú-s;
[hill

inintimiá

big]=LOC

climb-PFV

puhú-mia-ji.

there

live-PFV

think
live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He went up a big hill, stayed there and was thinking.'
'Subió a una loma grande, se quedó ahí y estuvo pensando.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 02:26-02:29)

́ puhúʋitʲhʲai.
(7.296) hṹũn mãma hãĩ
[hṹũn mamá]=hãĩ
puhú=itʲ-hʲa-i.
[big
manioc]=COM
live+S.NMLZ=COP-1SG.S-DECL
'I live with a big manioc.'
'Vivo con una yuca grande.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 10:59-11:01)

́ imʲaitʲásmɨʃa wakɨŕ am.
(7.297) waɾúkaja jumí mit͡ʃa hãĩ
warúkaja
[jumí
mit͡ʃá]=hãĩ=ʃa
why

[water

i-mʲa-i-tʲás-mɨ=ʃa

cold]=COM=FOC

wakɨŕ -a-m.

CAUS-bathe-PFV-INTENT-2SG.SS=FOC

want-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why do you want to bathe in cold water?'
'¿Por qué te quieres bañar en agua fría?'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:01-12:04)
7.15.3. Possessive constructions
Possessed nominals do not need to be accompanied by overt possessors in
Shiwiar, but when a possessor is expressed it appears immediately preceding
the possessed nominal and forms a noun phrase with it, as shown in (7.298).
As explained in §7.8.3, pronominal possessors are flagged by object case
marking, making these the only instances where case marking occurs within
a noun phrase. Case and discourse enclitics that pertain to the entire noun
phrase occur after the last element, as shown in examples (7.299) to (7.303).

(7.298) ʋínʲa muukúɾ nahambɾútawai.
[wí=nʲa
muuk-úr]
naham-rú-t-a-wa-i.
[1SG=OBJ
head-1SG.P]
'My head hurts me.'
'Me duele la cabeza.'

hurt-APPL-1SG.O-IPFV-3.S-DECL

(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:09-11:11)
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(7.299) níɲa nɨmasɨ ń ãk t͡saŋɡúɾaɾ nujáŋɡa;
[ní=nʲa
nɨmasɨ ]́ =na=k
[3=OBJ(P)

enemy+1PL/2PL/3.P]=OBJ=RESTR

t͡saŋkú-ra-r

nujáŋka;

forgive-APPL+PFV-3PL.SS
COORD:then
'They then forgave only their enemy.'
'Después perdonaron solo a su enemigo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:38-03:42)

(7.300) níɲa kanútiɾin ɨámiaji ɨámiaji peɾo ajá at͡súmiaji.
[ní=nʲa
kanúti-riN]=n
ɨá-mia-ji
[3=OBJ(P)

ɨá-mia-ji

bedroom-1PL/2PL/3.P]=LOC

pero[Sp]

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

ajá

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

but

a-t͡sú-mia-ji.

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She searched and searched in her bedroom, but it wasn’t there.'
'Buscó y buscó en su dormitorio pero no estaba.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 05:52-05:55)

́
(7.301) t͡ʃuú ut͡ʃĩɾi hʲãĩ
nakúɾiɲ áɾmiaji.
[t͡ʃuú

ut͡ʃi-ríN]=hʲãĩ

nakúr-inʲ

[woolly.monkey+GEN child-1PL/2PL/3.P]=COM

á-r-mia-ji.

play-AG.NMLZ

COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'They used to play with the woolly monkey babies.'
'Sabían jugar con los bebés de los chorongos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:33-00:37)

(7.302) ʋíɲa nukúɾka hujuiɲt͡sánam puhúʋitʲai.
[wi ́=nʲa
nukú-r]=ka
hujuinʲt͡sá=nam
[1SG=OBJ(P)

puhú=itʲ-a-i.

mother-1SG.P]=TOP

Juyuintsa=LOC

live+S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'My mother lives in Juyuintsa.'
'Mi madre vive en Juyuintsa.'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 00:13-00:15)

(7.303) tuɾá amíɲa nukúut͡ʃiɾmɨʃ tuí puháwa.
turá
[amí=nʲa
nukú-ut͡ʃi-rmɨ]=ʃ
COORD:and/so

puh-á-wa.

[2SG=OBJ(P)

mother-DIM-2SG.P]=FOC

tu=íN
where=LOC

live-IPFV-3.S
'So where does your mother live?'
'¿Así que dónde vive tu mamá?'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:07-01:08)
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7.15.4. Relative clauses
Relative clauses are clauses that modify a noun phrase. In Shiwiar, relative
clauses are constructed by means of nominalisations: the nominaliser -u yields
subject nominalisations and the nominaliser -mau yields non-subject
nominalisations (see §8.11 for an in-depth account of each nominalisation
type). Relative clauses appear immediately adjacent to the noun phrase that
they modify, forming a larger noun phrase with it. This is shown in (7.304).

(7.304) tikít͡ʃ aɨń t͡s nat͡sá puháu

[ [tikít͡ʃ

aɨ ń t͡s]

[nat͡sá

puh-á-u] ]

[ [another person]
[unmarried
live-IPFV-S.NMLZ] ]
'the other person who was unmarried'
'la otra persona que era soltero'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:26-00:28)
Shiwiar relative clauses can also be headless, as in (7.305). When they
are headless, they do not modify nominal, but rather they form a noun phrase
on their own.

(7.305) at͡ʃikmáu nujáŋɡa t͡ʃit͡ʃák;

[at͡ʃi-k-máu]

nujáŋka

t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k;

[grab-PFV-NS.NMLZ] COORD:then
speak-IPFV-SIM
'The one who had been grabbed then spoke…'
'El que habían cogido habló…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:17-05:18)
As with every other noun phrase, those that include a relative clause
are marked with case or discourse enclitics on the final element, and this has
scope over the entire noun phrase. Examples of this can be seen from (7.306)
to (7.309).

(7.306) amasáŋ t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak núwa wahɨ ́ puháun;

amasáŋ

Amasank

[núwa

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k

speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM

[wahɨ ́

puh-á-u] ]=n;

[woman [widow
live-IPFV-S.NMLZ] ]=OBJ
'Amasank spoke to the woman who was a widow…'
'Amasank le habló a la mujer que era viuda…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:32-01:34)
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(7.307) númi hapíaŋ wahámunam wakáan; histáhai.
[ [númi
hapíaŋ]
[wahá-mau] ]=nam
[ [tree

long]

hi-s-tá-ha-i.

[stand-NS.NMLZ] ]=LOC

waká-a-n;
climb-PFV-1SG.SS

see-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m going to climb up the tall tree that’s standing there and see.'
'Voy a subirme al árbol alto que está ahí y ver.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:23-03:28)

(7.308) kindʲámmaunum nujáŋɡa nuwáka iʋʲá puhúmiaji.
[kintʲam-mau]=num
nujáŋka
nuwá=ka
[get.dark-NS.NMLZ]=LOC

iwʲá

puhú-mia-ji.

COORD:then

woman=TOP

be.awake
live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then, at the place where it got dark, the woman remained awake.'
'Entonces, en el lugar donde anocheció la mujer se quedó despierta.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:01-03:03)

(7.309) [ikʲám wɨáɾuka] jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
[ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u]=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
[forest+LOC

a-sá-r;

go-PL-S.NMLZ]=TOP

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

ajá

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

IDEO:nothing

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, so since there was
nothing (no danger), they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)
7.15.5. Nominal coordination
Shiwiar noun phrases can be coordinated to form larger noun phrases. This
is done in one of two ways. First, the noun phrases can be juxtaposed without
further marking, as in (7.310) and (7.311). Alternatively, both noun phrases
can be marked with comitative case, as in (7.312). The resulting noun phrase
is considered a single argument of the clause and has plural interpretation
(note the plural marking on the verb in (7.310) and (7.312)).

(7.310) kaʃíkʲa wɨkáiɲawai kaʃái pamá.
kaʃí=kʲa
wɨká-inʲa-wa-i

[ [kaʃái]

[pamá] ].

evening=TOP walk-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL [ [paca]
[tapir] ]
'In the evening pacas and tapirs walk around.'
'En la noche caminan guantas y tapires.'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:38-02:41)
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(7.311) ʋíɲa nukúɾ ʋíɲa apáɾ
[ [wí=nʲa
nukú-r]

[wí=nʲa

[ [1SG=OBJ(P) mother-1SG.P]
'my mother and my father'
'mi mamá y mi papá'

apá-r] ]

[1SG=OBJ(P)

father-1SG.P] ]

(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:30-01:33)

́
(7.312) mɨtɨḱ puhú áɾmiaji aíʃɾĩhʲãĩ nũwɨ hãĩ.
mɨtɨḱ

puhú

together live

[ [aíʃ-ri N]=hʲãĩ

á-r-mia-ji

COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

́ hãĩ].
[nũwɨ ]=

[ [husband-1PL/2PL/3.P]=COM [wife+1PL/2PL/3.P]=COM]
'They lived together, husband and wife.'
'Vivían juntos, marido y mujer.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:36-00:39)
7.15.6. Appositions
A common discourse feature in Shiwiar is the use of appositions. This is when
two or more noun phrases are used to refer to the same argument in a clause.
Crucially, unlike coordination, the noun phrases do not combine to form a
larger noun phrase. Instead, if the speaker intends to mark the argument for
case or information structure, every individual apposed noun phrase is
marked the same way. This can be seen in example (7.313), where both noun
phrases are marked with object case.

(7.313) tikít͡ʃɲak mután huúnda wakɨm
́ iahai.
[tikít͡ʃ]=nʲa=k
[mutá]=n
[one]=OBJ=RESTR

wakɨ-́ mia-ha-i.

[catfish]=OBJ

[huúnta]
[big]+OBJ

catch.fish-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I caught only one, a catfish, a big one.'
'Pesqué una sola mota grande.'
(T03-S01-06.wav; 02:45-02:48)
Appositional phrases can be made up of simple noun phrases, as in
(7.314), or complex noun phrases, as in (7.315). Headless relative clauses can
also be used in an appositional way, as shown in (7.316).
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(7.314) aɨ ń d͡zun ʃíɾman ɨákmiɲun waiɲkʲáhai.
[aɨ ń t͡su]=n
[ʃírma]=n
[ɨákm-inʲu]
[person]=OBJ

wainʲ-kʲá-ha-i.

[beautiful]=OBJ

[hunt-AG.NMLZ]+OBJ

find-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'She found a man, a beautiful one, a hunter.'
'Encontró a un hombre, uno hermoso, un casador.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 02:41-02:43)

(7.315) núna núwa wáhɨ t͡ʃit͡ʃáun andúɾkat͡ʃaɾmiaji.
[nú]=na
[ [núwa
wáhɨ]
[t͡ʃit͡ʃá-u] ]=n
[ANA]=OBJ

[ [woman widowed]

andú-r-ka-t͡ʃa-r-mia-ji.

[speak-NMLZ] ]=OBJ

listen-APPL-PFV-NEG-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
‘They didn’t listen to her, the widowed woman who spoke.’
‘No le escucharon a ella, la viuda que habló.’
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:51-02:55)

(7.316) páki nahánaɾtas puháu at͡ʃikmáu nujáŋɡa t͡ʃit͡ʃák;

[páki

nahána-r-tas

[peccary

turn.into-PFV-INTENT

[at͡ʃi-k-máu]

puh-á-u]

nujáŋka

live-IPFV-S.NMLZ]

t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k;

[grab-PFV-NS.NMLZ]
COORD:then
speak-IPFV-SIM
'The one who had lived to turn into a peccary, the one who had been
caught, then spoke.'
'El que vivía para convertirse en un jabalí, el que había sido agarrado,
habló después.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:16-05:18)
Finally, appositional phrases are usually contiguous as in the examples
above, but they can also be discontinuous, as in (7.316).

(7.317) nú nuwatíkʲa takákmiɲuitʲhi íikʲa ʃiʋʲaɾtíkʲa.
[nú
nuwa-tí]=kʲa
takákm-inʲu=itʲ-hi
[ANA

[íi]=kʲa

woman-1PL.SAP]=TOP

[ʃiwʲar-tí]=kʲa.

work-AG.NMLZ=COP-1PL.S+DECL

[1PL]=TOP
[Shiwiar-1PL.SAP]=TOP
'We, the Shiwiar, the women, are hard workers.'
'Nosotras, las shíwiar, las mujeres somos trabajadoras.'
(T03-S10-01.wav; 04:49-04:54)
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Chapter 8

8. Verbal morphology

Verbs are the principal class of words used for predication in Shiwiar. They
have rich derivational and inflectional morphology, expressing valency,
subject and object arguments, aspect, tense and mood. The highly synthetic
nature of Shiwiar grammar therefore allows an entire clause to be expressed
in a single verb.
In this chapter, the morphology of verbs will be presented. First, the
morphological templates of finite and subordinated verbs are laid out in §8.1.
Valency increasing derivations, such as causative and applicative
morphology, are discussed in §8.2; whereas valency decreasing derivations,
such as reflexive and reciprocal morphology, are shown in §8.3. Section 8.4
describes aspect marking, with special emphasis on the complex lexicallydetermined allomorphy that is exhibited by perfective morphology. Verbal
negation is covered in §8.5, and verbal number marking is explained in §8.6.
Section 8.7 showcases all the strategies of pronominal indexing of both subject
and object arguments in the language. The next two sections deal with
categories that are only found in finite verbs: tense marking in §8.8 and mood
marking in §8.9. Subordinating verbal morphology is then discussed in §8.10.
Section 8.11 is centred on deverbal nominalisations and their many uses.
Finally, copulas and auxiliary verbs are described in §8.12 and §8.13
respectively.

8.1. Verb template
Verbal morphology in Shiwiar is templatic and concatenative (i.e. there are no
suprasegmental morphemes) 52 . It is almost completely suffixing, with the
exception of a single prefix. The only clitics that appear with verbs are the
topic and focus enclitics, which can occur at the end of subordinated clauses
to form conditional and concessive clauses respectively (see §6.6).

There is one exception, namely third person same-subject marking, which is
very rarely expressed as nasality at the end of the verb. This is discussed in §8.7.1.
52
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Verbal affixes can appear in one of nine slots. Authors working on
closely related languages have found it useful to conceptually divide those
slots into two so-called “levels” of verbal morphology (Overall 2017a: 233;
Peña 2015: 566,641). Level I is made up of the slots closest to the verb root and
it encompasses morphological processes that have more derivational
properties, such as valency changing morphology. Level II is made up of the
peripheral morphological slots and it corresponds to more inflectional
morphology, such as tense and mood marking. This distinction is useful
because Level I morphology forms a verb stem which is then inflected either
as finite verb or as a non-finite verb in a clause chain. Alternatively, that stem
can be used as a basis for deverbal nominalisations. However, the reader
should remain conscious that the distinction between derivation and
inflection in Shiwiar is not clear-cut (see §6.2.4), and that therefore the two
morphological levels should not be thought of as strictly derivational or
inflectional. The indexing of object arguments, for example, is usually marked
by a suffix in Level I, but for certain person-number combinations it is marked
by a portmanteau suffix that also expresses the subject in Level II.
Table 8.1 provides an overview of Level I verbal morphology, arranged
into six templatic slots. Note that only one of the slots is a prefix slot (and is
labelled with a negative number); every other slot is for suffixes. Each slot
corresponds to a different kind of morphology: valency increasing
morphology (-1 and 1), object marking and valency decreasing morphology
(2), aspect (3), negation (4) and number (5). Suffixes listed within the same
numbered slot are mutually exclusive, but they can occur with suffixes from
other slots. Negation is expressed differently for perfective and imperfective
stems, but it is never found on durative stems. Number marking in slot 5 is
only expressed on perfective stems; imperfective stems can express number
through a portmanteau suffix in slot 3.
Level II morphology is different for finite and non-finite verbs, but in
both cases there are only three templatic slots. Level II suffixes for finite verbs
are shown in Table 8.2. In finite verbs, the following categories are expressed:
tense (6), subject and object marking (7) and mood (8). Whether object
marking is expressed in slot 2 or in slot 7 depends on the person and number
of both the subject and the object (see §8.7.3 for details). Note that imperative
and prohibited suffixes (listed in slot 8) do not co-occur with tense or subject
suffixes, so they could also be conceptualised as being expressed in slot 6,
immediately following the verbal stem formed by Level I morphology. This
would be further supported by the fact that imperative morphology in
Chicham languages seems to have its origins in future tense marking (see
§8.9.2). Nevertheless, given that imperative and prohibitive categories are
part of the mood paradigm in the language, they are listed along other mood
categories in slot 8.

a- /
i- /
ɨ- /
u- CAUS

Valency
Increase

-1

T

O

O

R

0

-t(ʲ)(a)m(a)
-r(a)m(a)

-r(u) /
-t(ʲ)(u) APPL

-ma DUR

-(i)n(ʲ)a IPFV:PL

-a IPFV

-t͡s(u) NEG

-t͡ʃ(a) /
-ʃ NEG

Negation

4

Table 8.1. Verbal morphological template – Level I

INDF.O

-k(ʲ)(a)r(a)t(a)

1PL/2.O

-t(ʲ)(u) /
-r(u) 1SG.O

-nai RECIP

-k(ʲ)(a) /
-r(a) /
-i /
-s(a) /
-a(u) /
-k(i) /
-u PFV

Aspect

Object /
Valency
Decrease

-m(a) REFL

3

2

-mtik(ʲ) CAUS

Valency
Increase

1

-(a)r(a) PL

Number

5

(see Table 8.2
and Table 8.3)

Level II
Suffixes

6-8

Verb template
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-1 – 5

6

7

8

Level I
Affixes

Tense

Subject /
Object

Mood

-h(ʲ)a 1SG.S
-hi 1PL.S / 1PL.O
-m(a) PST

-m(ɨ) / -m(ɨ) 2SG.S / 2SG.O

-mia DIST.PST

-r(u)m(ɨ)/
-r(u)m(ɨ ) 2PL.S / 2PL.O

-i

-t(ʲ)(a) IFUT

-wa / -a / -(j)i 3.S

-k Q

-t(ʲ)at FUT

-h(ʲ)(a)m(ɨ) / ‑h(ʲ)(a)m(ɨ )

DECL

1SG.S>2SG.O

(see
Table 8.1)

-h(ʲ)(a)r(u)m(ɨ) /
-h(ʲ)(a)r(u)m(ɨ)
1SG.S>2PL.O

-t(ʲ)ai / -t(ʲ)ãĩ
1PL.S:IMP

-mi 1PL.S:IMP
-t(ʲ)a 2SG.S:IMP
-t(ʲ)aram 2PL.S:IMP
-ti 3.S:IMP
-(i)p 2SG.S:PROH
-(i)rap 2PL.S:PROH
Table 8.2. Verbal morphology template – Level II: finite verbs
Level II morphology for non-finite verbs – specifically medial clauses
in a clause chain – is shown in Table 8.3. The three types of morphemes
expressed are subordinators (6), subject and switch reference marking (7) and

Verb template
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discourse marking (8). Note that the discourse markers are the only clitics
that appear with verbs.

-1 – 5

6

7

8

Level I
Affixes

Subordination

Subject /
Switch-Reference

Discourse Marking

-n(a) 1SG.SS
-r(i) 1PL.SS
-s(a) SBD
(see
Table 8.1)

-t(ʲ)as(a) INTENT
-k(u) SIM
-ka REPET

-m(ɨ) 2SG.SS
-r(a)m(ɨ) 2PL.SS
-(a)r 3PL.SS
-m(a)tai / i
N

=k(ʲ)a TOP
=ʃ(a)

FOC

N

1/3.DS

-min 2SG.DS
-rumin 2PL.DS
Table 8.3. Verbal morphology template – Level II: non-finite verbs
Verbs are unique amongst Shiwiar word classes in that they almost
always occur together with additional morphology, as in (8.1). The only time
when verb roots appear in their bare form is in auxiliary constructions (see
§8.13), as in (8.2). Nevertheless, even in these cases, there is a tight bond
between the bare verb and the auxiliary verb so that the verb root would never
be uttered on its own. In this dissertation, bare verbs roots are sometimes
cited in the text (e.g. ma- ‘to bathe’), but the way that verbs are actually cited
in isolation by speakers is by using the action/state nominaliser, as in (8.3).

(8.1)

imʲáiʃtathãmɨ.
i-mʲá-i-ʃ-tat-hãmɨ .
CAUS-bathe-PFV-NEG-FUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL

'I’m not going to bathe you.'
'No te voy a bañar.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 14:16-14:17)
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ɨnd͡zá máa wɨ á hai.
ɨnt͡sá
máa

wɨ -́ a-ha-i.

river+LOC bathe
go-IPFV-1SG-DECL
'I’m going to bathe in the river.'
'Me voy a bañar en el río.'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 21:12-21:13)

(8.3)

máitiɲ
má-i-tinʲ
bathe-PFV-AS.NMLZ
'to bathe'
'bañarse'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 53:36-53:37)

The morphological template for Shiwiar verbs shown here is in line
with what has been suggested for other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a:
234,324,439; Peña 2015: 548; Saad 2014: 70). All verbal affixes in Shiwiar have
cognates in other Chicham languages (although there are differences in how
they are used), and their relative ordering is the same across the family.

8.2. Valency increasing derivations
Valency in Shiwiar is lexically defined. As shown in §6.1.2, every verb in the
language is specified as being intransitive, transitive or ditransitive.
Nevertheless, valency can be increased by means of causative (§8.2.1) and
applicative (§8.2.2) morphology.
Because these valency changes
fundamentally affect the meaning of the verb, occasionally in unpredictable
ways, these morphological processes would normally be considered
prototypically derivational. However, both causatives and applicatives are
very frequently used in the language, and they seem to be productive with
almost every verb. In this sense, in Shiwiar they have inflectional properties
as well. Table 8.4 shows an overview of the two processes, and the following
subsections describe each in detail.

Morphological process

Affix form

Syntactic effect

Causative

a- / i- / ɨ- / u-

-mtik(ʲ)

Introduces a subject;
erstwhile subject
becomes object

Applicative

-r(u) / -t(ʲ)(u)

Introduces an object

Table 8.4. Valency increasing derivations

Valency increasing derivations
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8.2.1. Causatives
Causative morphology increases valency by adding a subject argument – a
causer. The participant that would normally be the subject of the verb in noncausative contexts becomes an object. This is shown in the examples below.
In (8.4), the verb mɨŋka- ‘to disappear’ is intransitive. If it undergoes a
causative derivation, however, the verb becomes transitive, as shown in (8.5).
The participant that undergoes the action of disappearing is the subject (a
man) in (8.4), but it is the object (pots) in (8.5). Note that the subject in (8.5) is
understood as the causer of the action.

(8.4)

ikʲám mɨŋɡakámiaji.
ikʲám
mɨŋka-ká-mia-ji.
Forest+LOC
disappear-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He disappeared in the forest.'
'Desapareció en la selva.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 05:50-05:52)

(8.5)

tú máʃ áuka hiɾumɡáut͡ʃiɾind͡ʒa máʃ máʃ máʃ ɨmɨŋɡák;
tú
máʃ
áu=ka
hirumká-ut͡ʃi-riN=n=t͡ʃa
thus

máʃ

all

máʃ

DIST=TOP

máʃ

pot-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ=FOC

ɨ-mɨŋká-k;

all
all
all
CAUS-disappear-PFV
'He lost all of her pots…'
'Él perdió todas las ollas de ella.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:46-08:50)
In some rare cases, verbs in Shiwiar undergo causative derivation
without an increase in syntactic valency, and without changing the erstwhile
subject into an object. In these cases, there is simply a semantic shift in the
meaning of the verb that emphasises that the action was actively caused by
someone. For example, the verb hap- ‘to leave someone’ is transitive, as
shown in (8.6): there is a subject (a person who leaves someone) and an object
(a person who is being left). When it appears with causative morphology in
(8.7), the roles of the participants have not changed: the person who is leaving
is still the subject. Nevertheless, in (8.7), the presence of the causative marker
emphasises that the action is being willingly and unreservedly carried out by
the semantic agent. Note that English equivalent of the verb in (8.6) is ‘to leave
someone’, whereas in (8.7) it is ‘to throw out someone’.
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hápɾuauaip.
háp-ru-au-aip.
leave-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:PROH
'Don’t leave me.'
'No me dejes.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:40-03:40)

(8.7)

naŋɡámim ahápat͡ʃatmɨ ut͡ʃíɾam.
naŋkámi-m
a-háp-a-t͡ʃa-t-mɨ

ut͡ʃi-ram.

in.vain-2SG.A CAUS-leave-PFV-NEG-IFUT-2SG.S+DECL child-2SG.P
'You are not about to throw out your children for no reason.'
'No vas a botar afuera a tus hijos de gana.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 01:48-01:50)
Causative morphology can be expressed in two ways in Shiwiar. The
most frequent strategy in the corpus is to use a prefix in the form a vowel.
There are four allomorphs: a- (8.8), i- (8.9), ɨ- (8.10) and u- (8.11). The
allomorphy is not predictable; it is determined lexically (i.e. every causative
verb only ever appears with one of the four allomorphs in the corpus).

(8.8)

jutáiŋɡʲa ajúɾut͡ʃaɾmiaji.
jutáiN=kʲa
a-jú-r-u-t͡ʃa-r-mia-ji.
food=TOP
CAUS-eat-APPL-PFV-NEG-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They didn’t feed him any food.'
'No le daban de comer ninguna comida.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 01:34-01:36)

(8.9)

jumí t͡sɨɨḱ an; imʲastáhmɨ nukút͡ʃíɾú.
jumí
t͡sɨɨ -́ ka-n;
water+OBJ

heat-PFV-1SG.SS

i-mʲa-s-tá-hmɨ

nukút͡ʃí-rú.

CAUS-bathe-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL

grandmother-1SG.P+VOC
'I will heat the water and bathe you, grandmother.'
'Voy a calentar el agua y bañarte, abuela.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:05-12:08)

(8.10) nujáŋɡa ɨʃámɡamiaji.

nujáŋka

ɨ-ʃám-ka-mia-ji.

COORD:then

CAUS-be.scared-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'He scared her.'
'Le asustó.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:20-02:21)
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(8.11) ut͡ʃitíɾam aní papí unuimʲaɾt͡ʃau

ut͡ʃi-tíram

aní

papí

u-nui-mʲa-r-t͡ʃa-u

child-2PL.SAP
there book+OBJ CAUS-teach-REFL-PFV-NEG-S.NMLZ
'you, the children who haven’t studied books'
'ustedes, los niños que no han estudiado libros'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:14-00:16)
This causative prefix is very intriguing for Shiwiar. Firstly, it is the only
prefix in the language; the rest of Shiwiar morphology is strictly suffixing and
encliticising. But perhaps more interestingly, many Amazonian languages
have a causative prefix in the form of a single vowel, including Arawak
languages (a‑, i‑, e‑ or o‑), Arawan languages (a‑) and Harakmbut (a‑) (Payne
1990a: 78). Although Chicham languages are not currently in direct contact
with any of those families, the fact that the causative prefix is unique in terms
of its position in the Shiwiar template, coupled with the striking formal
similarity with other languages in Amazonia, suggests that this prefix may
have arisen historically in Shiwiar as a result of morphological borrowing.
The other strategy for deriving a causative verb in Shiwiar is by means
of the suffix -mtik (j). The final consonant of the suffix is palatalised if the suffix
is followed by a vowel, as in (8.12), and it is not palatalised if it is followed by
a consonant, as in (8.13). This strategy is noticeably less frequent in the corpus
than the prefixation strategy, and it only occurs in a handful of verbs.

(8.12) atúm waitmámdikɾuaɾmɨ.

atúm

waitmá-mtik-ru-a-rmɨ.

2PL
lie-CAUS-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You made me lie.'
'Me hicieron mentir.'
(T02-S03S12-01.wav; 00:57-00:58)

(8.13) nu aɨ ń t͡s puʃín ɨnd͡záɾmaunʃa ukuímʲamdikʲati.
nu
aɨ ń t͡s
puʃí=n
ɨnt͡sá-r-mau=n=ʃa
ANA

person shirt=OBJ

ukuímʲa-mtikʲ-a-ti.

wear-PFV-NS.NMLZ=OBJ=FOC

undress-CAUS-PFV-3.S:IMP
'Let him make that man take off the shirt that he’s wearing.'
'Que le haga a ese hombre quitarse la camisa que está puesto.'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:33-00:39)
8.2.2. Applicatives
Applicative morphology raises the valency of a verb by introducing a new
object. For example, the verb t͡ʃit͡ʃ(a)- ‘to speak’ is normally intransitive, as
shown in (8.14). However, when that same verb occurs with an applicative it
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becomes transitive and is better translated as ‘to speak to someone’, as in
(8.15).

(8.14) kít͡ʃ t͡ʃit͡ʃák;

kít͡ʃ

t͡ʃit͡ʃ-á-k;

another
speak-IPFV-SIM
'Another person was speaking…'
'Otro hablaba…'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 00:26-00:29)

(8.15) amasáŋ t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak núwa wahɨ ́ puháun;

amasáŋ

Amasank

núwa

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k

speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM

wahɨ ́

puh-á-u=n;

woman widowed live-IPFV-S.NMLZ=OBJ
'Amasank spoke to the woman who lived as a widow…'
'Amasank le habló a la mujer que vivía como viuda…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:32-01:34)
The thematic role of the object that is introduced by the applicative
varies. Most often, the object has the role of a beneficiary, as in (8.16), or an
experiencer, as in (8.17). It appears together with reflexive morphology if the
beneficiary/experiencer is the subject of the verb, as in (8.18) and (8.19).

(8.16) papáɾka hɨa ń nahatɾuáɾmiaji.
papá-r=ka
hɨ a =́ n
father[Sp]-1SG.P=TOP

naha-t-ru-á-mia-ji.

house=OBJ

make-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'My father made me a house.'
'Mi papá me hizo una casa.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 03:29-03:31)

(8.17) ʋínʲa muukúɾ nahambɾútawai.
wí=nʲa
muuk-úr
naham-rú-t-a-wa-i.
1SG=OBJ
head-1SG.P
'My head hurts me.'
'Me duele la cabeza.'

hurt-APPL-1SG.O-IPFV-3.S-DECL

(T01-S01-01.wav; 11:09-11:11)
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(8.18) ʃaukán sumáɾmakhai.
ʃauká=n
sumá-r-ma-k-ha-i.
wristband=OBJ
buy-APPL-REFL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I just bought myself a wristband.'
'Me acabo de comprar una pulsera.'
(T01-S03S05-01.wav; 03:32-03:33)

(8.19) máikʲa ʋiʃá hɨamɾúmhai.
mái=kʲa
wi=ʃá
hɨam-rú-m-ha-i.
now=TOP
1SG=FOC build.house-APPL-REFL-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m building myself a house.'
'Me estoy construyendo una casa.'
(T03-S11-01.wav; 00:56-00:58)
Another very frequent use of the applicative in Shiwiar is to shift the
focus of a predicate towards a notional (but not necessarily overtly expressed)
location. Compare examples (8.20) and (8.21): in the latter, the applicative is
used to emphasise the location of the action, rather than the action itself. A
similar contrast is shown in (8.22) and (8.23). The fact that the Shiwiar
applicative highlights a location is not surprising from a cross-linguistic
perspective: applicatives commonly promote locative arguments in many
languages (Peterson 2007). However, what is interesting about this particular
usage of the Shiwiar applicative is that it is not clear that it raises the valency
of the verb. This is based on the observation that whenever the applicative is
used to emphasise a location in the Shiwiar corpus, it is never accompanied
by an additional explicit noun phrase object. Furthermore, given that third
person objects are not formally marked on the verb, it is impossible in these
cases to deduce from the form of the verb whether its valency has increased.
This semantic use of Shiwiar applicatives is analogous to instances where
verbs are marked for causative morphology to express a semantic shift, but
without increasing the syntactic valency of the verb (see §8.2.1).

(8.20) ukuáhmɨ.

uku-á-hmɨ.
leave-IPFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I’m leaving you.'
'Te estoy dejando.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:51-03:52)

(8.21) ukúɾkiáɾmiaji.

ukú-r-ki-ár-mia-ji.
leave-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They left her there.'
'La dejaron ahí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:05-02:06)
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(8.22) ʋíʃt͡ʃi hatɨɾán; kambatá kindʲa kanúɾan; taatáthai.

wíʃt͡ʃi

hatɨ-rá-n;

cow.tree+OBJ

kampatá

cut.with.axe-PFV-1SG.SS

kintʲa

kanú-ra-n;

taN-a-tát-ha-i.

three
day
sleep-PFV-1SG.SS arrive-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will cut some cow tree, sleep for three days and I will arrive.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho, dormir por tres días y voy a llegar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:36-07:39)

(8.23) íi tandáhi.

íi

taN-t-á-hi.

1PL
arrive-APPL-PFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’ve arrived here.'
'Ya llegamos aquí.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:30-12:31)
There are two applicative allomorphs in Shiwiar: -r(u) and -t(j)(u). They
are in complimentary, lexically-determined distribution: every verb in the
corpus only ever appears with one of the two allomorphs. Both allomorphs
occur with similar frequency in the lexicon, so that roughly half of the verbs
in the corpus occur with each of the allomorphs. Although the distribution of
the allomorphs presumably had phonological or semantic motivations at one
point in history, these are no longer apparent synchronically in the language.
The same allomorphy is found for applicative suffixes in other Chicham
languages, but there are also no insights from related languages to explain the
distribution of the two forms (Overall 2017a: 248-250,302-305; Peña 2015: 584–
592; Saad 2014: 99–100). Interestingly, there is a parallel allomorphy in
Shiwiar object suffixes which interacts with applicative morphemes when
they co-occur in a verb; this is discussed in detail in §8.7.3.
Each of the two allomorphs are shown in examples (8.24) to (8.28). The
presence of the vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical position in the
word, and is governed by the phonological principles laid out in §5.2.1. Note
that the suffix with the initial rhotic never palatalises, but the suffix with the
initial dental stop /t/ becomes palatalised when it follows a high front vowel
/i/, as in (8.28).

(8.24) ʋíi huɾumɡítʲhʲai.

wíi

hu-ru-m-kí-tʲ-hʲa-i.

1SG
take-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will take her for myself.'
'Me la llevaré.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:21-07:22)
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(8.25) t͡saŋɡuɾtúɾta.

t͡saŋku-r-tú-r-ta.
forgive-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Forgive me.'
'Perdóname.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 14:14-14:16)

(8.26) túɾa núna inindímduɾ puhús;
túra
nú=na
inintím-tu-r
COORD:and/so

puhú-s;

ANA=OBJ

think-APPL-PFV live-PFV
'And having thought about it…'
'Y después de pensar en eso…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:05-01:07)

(8.27) íiʃa ʃiʋʲáɾtiʃa pista nahátmauáɾmi.
íi=ʃa
ʃiwʲár-ti=ʃa
1PL=FOC

Shiwiar-1PL.SAP=FOC

nahá-t-m-au-ár-mi.

pista[Sp]
runway

make-APPL-REFL-PFV-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'We, the Shiwiar, let’s build ourselves a runway.'
'Nosotros, los shíwiar, construyámonos una pista.'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 00:34-00:36)

(8.28) ʋiʃá pístan nahátmathai; tuɾán ʋíʃa ʋíɲa ut͡ʃírun unuítʲumbɾathai.
wi=ʃá
pista[Sp]=n
nahá-t-m-a-t-ha-i;
1SG=FOC

turá‑n

runway=OBJ

COORD:and/so-1SG.SS

unuí-tʲu-m-ra-t-ha-i.

make-APPL-REFL-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL

wí=ʃa

wí=nʲa

ut͡ʃí-ru=n

1SG=FOC 1SG=OBJ(P)

child-1SG.P=OBJ

teach-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will build a runway and I will teach my children.'
'Voy a construir una pista y voy a enseñarles a mis hijos.'
(T01-S02-07.wav; 01:17-01:21)
When the applicative suffix -r(u) is immediately followed by the
perfective suffix -r(a), the two morphemes fuse phonologically and appear as
-ra, as shown in (8.29).

(8.29) t͡saŋɡuɾáɾmiaji.

t͡saŋku-rá-r-mia-ji.
forgive-APPL+PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They forgave him.'
'Le perdonaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:36-03:37)
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8.3. Valency decreasing derivations
There are two morphological strategies in Shiwiar to decrease the valency of
a verb: a reflexive suffix (§8.3.1) and a reciprocal suffix (§8.3.2). Much like
with valency increasing morphology, the reflexive and the reciprocal
primarily have derivational properties in Shiwiar given that they substantially
affect the syntactic characteristics and the semantics of a verb, but they are
also productive enough and so widely used across many verbs that they could
be considered inflectional as well. Table 8.5 shows an overview of the two
processes, and the following subsections describe each in detail.

Morphological process

Suffix form

Syntactic effect

Reflexive

-m(a)

Decreases valency; subject
is coreferential with
notional patient

-nai

Decreases valency;
requires a plural subject;
subject is coreferential
with notional patient

Reciprocal

Table 8.5. Valency decreasing derivations

8.3.1. Reflexive
The reflexive is used in transitive or ditransitive verbs when the subject of the
verb is also the notional patient. Compare example (8.30), where the verb hi‘to see’ is transitive, with example (8.31), where the same verb is syntactically
intransitive, but where the subject is both the semantic agent and patient of
the action.

(8.30) naŋkátɾamun hiáhai.
naŋkátramu=n
hi-á-ha-i.
end=OBJ
'I see the end.'
'Veo el final.'

see-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S01-02.wav; 10:02-10:04)

(8.31) hímsanaka; hutúmiahai.
hí-m-sa-na=ka;
see-REFL-PFV-1SG.SS=TOP
'If I saw myself, I cried.'
'Si me veía, lloraba.'

hutú-mia-ha-i.
cry-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S03-04.wav; 03:29-03:31)
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The reflexive is expressed by the suffix -m(a). The appearance of the
vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical position in the word, and it is
governed by the principles laid out in §5.2.1. Examples (8.32) and (8.33) show
both forms of the suffix.

(8.32) kama ṹ hãĩ tɨḱ tumakta.
kamáu=hãĩ
tɨ ḱ tu-ma-k-ta.
termite.nest=COM
cover-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Cover yourself with a termite nest.'
'Cúbrete con un comején.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 1:43-1:45)

(8.33) awɨm
́ ɾatatmɨ.

awɨ-́ m-ra-tat-mɨ.
save-REFL-PFV-FUT-2SG.S+DECL
'You will save yourself.'
'Te vas a salvar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:46-01:47)

As shown in §8.2.2, the reflexive frequently co-occurs with an
applicative suffix in order to express that the subject of the verb is a
beneficiary or experiencer of the action. For example, in (8.34), the intended
meaning is not that the speaker will marry himself, but rather that the action
of marrying a woman will positively affect and benefit the speaker.

(8.34) ʋíi nuwatɾúmɡathai.

wíi

nuwat-rú-m-ka-t-ha-i.

1SG
marry-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m about to get married (to my delight).'
'Estoy a punto de casarme.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:22-07:24)
8.3.2. Reciprocal
The reciprocal also occurs with transitive or ditransitive verbs, but only those
that have a plural subject. It is used to express that the subject participants
are also the notional patients of the action, but that the action is being carried
out individually by each subject argument with respect to each other. It is
expressed by the suffix -nai, as shown in examples (8.35) and (8.36).
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(8.35) nuwatnáikʲaɾmiaji.

nuwat-nái-kʲa-r-mia-ji.
marry-RECIP-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They married each other.'
'Se casaron.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 00:37-00:39)

(8.36) wainnáikʲahi jamái.

wain-nái-kʲa-hi

jamái.

find-RECIP-PFV-1PL.S+DECL now
'We’ve just found each other.'
'Nos acabamos de encontrar.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 01:13-01:14)
The use of the reciprocal is relatively rare in the Shiwiar corpus. This
has also been noted for its corresponding cognate in other Chicham languages
(Overall 2017a: 311).

8.4. Aspect
Aspect marking is a central part of Shiwiar verb formation: with few
exceptions, Shiwiar verbs are always specified for aspect. 53 There are three
aspectual categories that can be marked on Shiwiar verbs: perfective (§8.4.1),
imperfective (§8.4.2), and durative (§8.4.3). Perfective and imperfective aspect
are contrastive in present and past tense finite clauses, and in some participant
nominalisations. In all other contexts, the choice of a perfective or
imperfective verb stem depends on another morphological category
expressed on the verb: for example, future tense verbs may only be formed
with a perfective stem, and simultaneous subordinate verbs may only be
formed with an imperfective stem. Durative aspect is only ever expressed in
imperative clauses, where it contrasts with perfective aspect.
Perfective aspect depicts an event as seen from the outside, presenting
the action as a whole, without internal structure. If the event took place in the
past, perfective aspect conveys that the event is completed. Imperfective
aspect, on the other hand, depicts an event as seen from the inside, presenting
the action as ongoing. Durative aspect is similar to imperfective in that it
presents an action as ongoing, but it emphasises that the action will continue
to be carried out over an extended period of time. The contrast between
perfective and imperfective aspect can be seen in examples (8.37) and (8.38).
In (8.37), the action is presented as a completed whole, whereas in (8.38), the

The exceptions include one type of non-subject nominalisation (see §8.11.2), one
specific subordination strategy (see §8.10) and auxiliary constructions (see §8.13).
53
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action is still in progress. Durative aspect is contrasted with perfective aspect
in (8.39) and (8.40): in the former, the action is presented as a punctual event,
whereas in the latter, the action is in progress and will continue for a period
of time.

(8.37) íi ʋiɲíhi.

íi

winʲ-í-hi.

1PL
come-PFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We just came.'
'Acabamos de venir.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:22-12:23)

(8.38) íi ʋiɲáhi.

íi

winʲ-á-hi.

1PL
come-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We’re coming.'
'Estamos viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:59-12:00)

(8.39) jamáikʲa nukuɾám híumi.
jamái=kʲa nuku-rám
now=TOP
mother-2SG.P
'Let’s see your mother. '
'Veamos a tu mamá.'

hí-u-mi.
see-PFV-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S05-01.wav; 01:54-01:56)

(8.40) hímata.

hí-ma-ta.
see-DUR-2SG.S:IMP
'Keep looking at it.'
'Sigue viendo.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 00:07-00:07)

The following subsections describe how each of the aspectual stems is
formed morphologically.
8.4.1. Perfective
Perfective aspect in Shiwiar is marked by one of the seven suffixes listed in
Table 8.6 below. The suffixes are distributed lexically, i.e. every verb in the
language tends to only ever appear with one suffix. For this reason,
throughout this work, all suffixes are treated as allomorphs and they are all
simply glossed as perfective (PFV). Examples of each suffix can be seen in
(8.41) to (8.47).
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(8.41) t͡saníɾi wáinɡam.

t͡saní-riN

wáin-ka-m.

lover-1PL/2PL/3.P
find-PFV-2SG.S
'You found her lover!'
'¡Encontraste a su amante!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:47-02:48)

(8.42) unuimʲátɾataɾam.

unuimʲá-t-ra-taram.
study-APPL-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'Study it.'
'Apréndanlo.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:35-00:36)

(8.43) máikʲa iɲaitʲámsahi.
mái=kʲa
inʲai-tʲám-sa-hi.
now=TOP
stop-1PL/2.O-PFV-1PL.O+DECL
'Now they’ve stopped us.'
'Ahora ya nos pararon.'
(T01-S01-04.wav; 02:28-02:30)

(8.44) húi ʋiními.

húiN

win-í-mi.

here come-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s come here.'
'Vengamos aquí.'

(8.45) níkʲa hú iʋʲáɾami.
ní=kʲa
hú
iwʲár-a-mi.

(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:33-06:34)

3=TOP
PROX resolve-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s resolve this here.'
'Arreglemos esto de aquí.'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:27-00:28)

(8.46) nu nuwánɡa hukímiaji.
nu
nuwá=n=ka
woman=OBJ=TOP
'He took that woman.'
'Se llevó a esa mujer.'
ANA

hu-kí-mia-ji.
take-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:25-07:26)

(8.47) jutáiŋɡʲa ajúɾut͡ʃaɾmiaji.
jutáiN=kʲa
a-jú-r-u-t͡ʃa-r-mia-ji.
food=TOP
CAUS-eat-APPL-PFV-NEG-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They didn’t feed him any food.'
'No le daban de comer ninguna comida.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 01:34-01:36)
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The distribution of the suffixes is not predictable on semantic, syntactic
or phonological grounds. Nevertheless, if all verbs are divided into classes
depending on the perfective suffix that they appear with, slight tendencies
can be discerned. Verbs with a similar inherent lexical aspect or aktionsart
tend to class together. A label for the aktionsart that is most commonly
represented in each verb group is given in Table 8.6. The aktionsart labels
listed here are the ones suggested for Aguaruna by Overall (2007), which have
been adopted subsequently in all other major works on Chicham languages
(Overall 2017a; Peña 2015; Saad 2014).

Suffix

-k(ʲ)(a)

Aktionsart

Explanation

Verb examples

Intensive

Action that requires
intensive effort by the
agent, or action that results
from intensive effort

naka- 'to break',
jawɨ- 'to get
tired'

-r(a)

Pluractional

Plural actions (e.g.
iterative, distributed or
complex actions)

hatɨ- 'to chop
(with axe)', urɨ'to grow hair'

-s(a)

Attenuative

Attenuated actions, or
actions that require no
active effort by the agent

nɨka- 'to know',
puhu- 'to live'

-i

Low
affectedness

No change of state for
object, or location for
subject

ma- 'to bathe',
umpu- 'to blow'

-a(u)

High
affectedness

Change of state for object,
or location for subject

naha- 'to make',
hintintʲ- 'to

Transferred
action

Change in location

hu- 'to take',
ɨɨm- 'to

-k(i)
-u

follow'

advance'
(Too few occurrences to make semantic generalisations. No
verb appears with this suffix preferentially, only ever used
as a rare alternative to all other suffixes.)
Table 8.6. Perfective suffixes

It is important to stress that the aktionsart labels for each suffix should
be taken very loosely, for two reasons. First, although verbs do tend to class
together by their inherent aktionsart, this does not mean that every verb in the
language with a similar aktionsart takes the same perfective suffix. For
example, the verb mat͡sa- 'to live' has the same lexical aspect as the verb puhu-
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'to live'54, and yet the former occurs with the “intensive” suffix -k(j)(a) and the
latter occurs with the “attenuative” suffix ‑s(a). Second, there are many verbs
in each class that do not fit well with the respective aktionsart label. For
example, the verb ʃintʲa- 'to wake up' occurs with the “pluractional” suffix
‑r(a), even though it describes a single punctual action.
Despite the fact that most verbs form their perfective stem with only
one of the perfective suffixes, there are a handful of verb roots that appear
with different suffixes depending on semantic subtleties and pragmantic
context. For example, the verb kanu- 'to sleep' usually occurs with the
pluractional perfective suffix -r(a), as in (8.48), but whenever a speaker wants
to imply heavy or deep sleep, the same verb can occur with the intensive
perfective suffix -k(j)(a), as in (8.49). Another alternation can be seen in (8.50),
where the verb inʲa- 'to fall' first appears with the low affectedness perfective
suffix when it refers to a human, and then with the pluractional perfective
suffix when it refers to many items of clothes falling. These alternations are
quite limited, but they suggest that perhaps at an earlier point in time the
semantics of each of the perfective suffixes was more transparent, and
speakers could use the suffixes productively in a derivational way to form
new verb stems with slight semantic differences.

(8.48) kanúɾmiaji.

kanú-r-mia-ji.
sleep-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He slept.'
'Durmió.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 05:24-05:25)

(8.49) kuɾuá kuɾuá waháiɲak; jáu kanúkaɾ;

kuruá kuruá

wahá-inʲa-k;

jáu

kanú-ka-r;

IDEO:snore

stand-IPFV:PL-SIM
previously sleep-PFV-3PL.SS
'They were snoring, having previously fallen asleep…'
'Estaban roncando, como se habían dormido antes…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:11-03:13)

The verb mat͡sa- 'to live' is mostly used with plural subjects whereas the verb
puhu- 'to live' tends to be used with singular subjects.
54
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(8.50) ɨnd͡zá iɲáimiaji ɨnd͡zá. taɾát͡ʃiɾiʃa iɲáɾmiaji ɨnd͡zá.

ɨnt͡sá

inʲá-i-mia-ji

river+LOC

fall-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

tarát͡ʃi-riN=ʃa

ɨnt͡sá.

inʲá-r-mia-ji

river+LOC

ɨnt͡sá.

clothes-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC fall-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
river+LOC
'She fell into the river. Her clothes fell into the river.'
'Se cayó en el río. Su ropa se cayó en el río.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 07:38-07:43)
The only suffix that retains very transparent semantics, and which
speakers still use productively to alter the meaning of a verb is the attenuative
-s(a). This suffix can be used to imply that an action is being done in a
tempered fashion, or for a short amount of time. Compare example (8.51),
which shows the verb nant͡ʃik(ʲa)- 'to scratch' in its normal usage, to example
(8.52), in which the action is being portrayed as attenuated. Similarly,
example (8.53) shows the verb tɨpɨ- 'to lie (down)' with its usual perfective
suffix, but the attenuative perfective is used in (8.54) to imply that the action
is only being done for a short time.

(8.51) nukápka nand͡ʒikʲáɾau
nukáp=ka
nant͡ʃikʲá-ra-u
much=TOP
scratch-PFV-S.NMLZ
'the one who scratched a lot'
'el que raspó mucho.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 10:58-10:59)

(8.52) ahɨh́ t͡ʃinɡa húmak nand͡ʒiksáu
ahɨh́ ‑t͡ʃi=n=ka
húmak

nant͡ʃik-sá-u

ginger-DIM=OBJ=TOP a.bit
scratch-PFV-S.NMLZ
'the one who scratched a bit of ginger'
'el que raspó un poco de jengibre.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 11:36-11:39)

(8.53) ikʲám wɨáɾuka jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
forest+LOC

a-sá-r;

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP

ajá

IDEO:nothing

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, so since there was
nothing (no danger), they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)
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(8.54) nuwá aŋɡándɲuka tɨpɨɾsáɾ;
nuwá
aŋkán-tnʲu=ka

tɨpɨ-r-sá-r;

woman
free-ATTR=TOP
lie-APPL-PFV-3PL.SS
'The two unmarried women lay down there briefly…'
'Las dos mujeres solteras se acostaron ahí por un momento…'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 05:36-05:38)
The perfective suffix -u is extremely rare in the corpus and no verb
preferentially occurs with it, but it is occasionally used as an alternative to
other suffixes. In example (8.55), the suffix -u is used with the verb ma- 'to
bathe', even though that verb normally appears with the low affectedness
perfective marker -i, as in (8.56). Similarly, in (8.57), the suffix -u occurs with
the verb hi- 'to see', even though that verb normally forms a perfective stem
with the attenuative suffix -s(a), as in (8.58). It is unclear what motivates a
speaker to use this alternative. Shiwiar consultants systematically rejected its
use in elicitation contexts, but native speaker transcribers felt that it sounded
natural when it appeared – albeit infrequently – in natural speech.

(8.55) amɨ ú t͡ʃik mautátmɨ.
amɨ -́ ut͡ʃi=k
ma-u-tát-mɨ.
2SG-DIM=RESTR bathe-PFV-FUT-2SG.S+DECL
'Only you will bathe.'
'Solo tú vas a bañarte.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 14:19-14:20)

(8.56) máitʲɲun tũhĩa h́ ãĩ.
má-i-tʲnʲu=n

tũhĩ-a-ha-i

bathe-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ
'I’m unable to bathe.'
'No puedo bañarme.'

be.unable-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:08-12:10)

(8.57) jamáikʲa nukuɾám híumi.
jamái=kʲa nuku-rám

hí-u-mi.

now=TOP
mother-2SG.P
'Let’s see your mother.'
'Veamos a tu mamá.'

see-PFV-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S05-01.wav; 01:54-01:56)

(8.58) hístasaɾ; íiʃ wakɨ ɾ́ ahi.

hí-s-tasa-r;

íi=ʃ

wakɨŕ -a-hi.

see-PFV-INTENT-1PL.SS 1PL=FOC want-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We also want to see it.'
'Nosotros también queremos verlo.'
(T03-S01-06.wav; 00:12-00:14)
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The suffixes -k(j)(a), -r(a), -s(a) and -k(i) can appear with or without a
vowel, as shown in (8.59) to (8.66). The appearance of the vowel depends on
the metrical position of the suffix in the word, and is governed by the
principles discussed in §5.2.1.

(8.59) nujáŋɡa núna áuhmatkaɾ;
nujáŋka
nú=na
COORD:then

ANA=OBJ

áuhmat-ka-r;
tell-PFV-3PL.SS

'Then they told them…'
'Después les dijeron…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:32-04:34)

(8.60) ɨtɨ ḱ tumakmiaji.

ɨ-tɨ ḱ tu-ma-k-mia-ji.
CAUS-cover-REFL-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

'She covered herself.'
'Se cubrió.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:23-04:24)

(8.61) túɾa núna inindímɾaɾ;
túra
nú=na
COORD:and/so

ANA=OBJ

inintím-ra-r;
think-PFV-3PL.SS

'And they thought about it…'
'Y pensaron en eso…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 04:26-04:27)

(8.62) ʋiʃít͡ʃ hatɨɾ́ mau nuí.

ʋiʃít͡ʃ

hatɨ-́ r-mau

nuí.

cow.tree
cut.with.axe-PFV-NS.NMLZ
there
'The cow tree that was cut down is there.'
'La leche de caucho que fue cortada está ahí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:32-08:33)

́
(8.63) wɨkásatɲund͡ʒa ták tũhi mĩãj
ĩ.
wɨká-sa-tnʲu=n=t͡ʃa
walk-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ=FOC

ták

IDEO:unable

́
tũhi -mia-ji.

be.unable-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He was unable to walk.'
'No podía caminar.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 06:56-06:58)
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(8.64) nakásta; t͡ʃit͡ʃásmi.

naká-s-ta;

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-s-mi.

wait-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Wait, let’s speak.'
'Espera, hablemos.'

speak-PFV-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:14-02:16)

(8.65) nú inindí hukiáɾ;

nú

inintí

hu-ki-ár;

heart+OBJ
take-PFV-3PL.SS
'They had an idea… (Literally: They took that heart…)'
'Tuvieron una idea… (Literalmente: Cogieron esa corazonada…)'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:47-03:48)
ANA

(8.66) ukukmiáhai.

uku-k-miá-ha-i.
leave-PFV-DIST.PST-1SG.S-DECL
'I left.'
'Me fui.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 07:40-07:41)

The initial consonant of the suffix -k(j)(a) is palatalised when it is
immediately preceded by a high front vowel /i/, as in (8.67). Conversely, the
suffix -k(i) palatalises a following consonant, even if the high front vowel is
not present, as in (8.68).

(8.67) tuɾámatai nujáŋɡa at͡ʃikʲáɾ pakín;

turá-mataiN

nujáŋka

at͡ʃi-kʲá-r

pakí=n;

COORD:and/so-1/3.DS

COORD:then

grab-PFV-3PL.SS

peccary=OBJ

'So then they grabbed the peccary.'
'Entonces después le cogieron al jabalí.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:10-05:14)

(8.68) wɨákmɨka; huɾuktʲá.
wɨ-á-k-mɨ=ka;
go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP
'If you go, take me.'
'Si te vas, llévame.'

hu-ru-k-tʲá.
take-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:10-04:11)
As mentioned in §8.2.2, when the perfective suffix -r(a) immediately
follows the applicative suffix -r(u), the two morphemes fuse phonologically
and appear as -ra, as shown in (8.69).
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(8.69) t͡saŋɡuɾáɾmiaji.

t͡saŋku-rá-r-mia-ji.
forgive-APPL+PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They forgave him.'
'Le perdonaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:36-03:37)

Finally, the verb wɨ- 'to go' is unique amongst Shiwiar verbs in that its
root is inherently perfective. This is shown by the fact that additional
morphology is not involved in forming its perfective stem. The imperative
suffix in (8.70), for example, requires a perfective stem, and yet it attaches to
the verb wɨ- 'to go' without overt perfective morphology.

(8.70) ma wɨtái.

ma

wɨ-tái.

COORD:but

go-1PL.S:IMP

'But let’s go.'
'Pero vamos.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:40-02:40)
8.4.2. Imperfective
Imperfective aspect is marked by one of two suffixes. The most frequent suffix
is -a, as shown in (8.71) and (8.72). The second suffix, -(i)n(j)a, is only used in
the context of a plural third person subject. It usually appears as ‑inʲa, as in
(8.73) and (8.74), unless it is preceded by a high central vowel /ɨ/, in which case
the suffix appears as -na, as in (8.75).

(8.71) waɾúka apapɨt́ am.

warúka

apapɨ -́ t-a-m.

why
chase-1SG.O-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why are you chasing me?'
'¿Por qué me persigues?'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:10-02:12)

(8.72) ukuáhɾumɨ.

uku-á-hrumɨ.
leave-IPFV-1SG.S>2PL.O+DECL
'I’m leaving you.'
'Les dejo.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 02:02-02:02)
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(8.73) kaʃíkʲa wɨkáiɲawai kaʃái pamá.
kaʃí=kʲa
wɨká-inʲa-wa-i

kaʃái

pamá.

evening=TOP
walk-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL paca
tapir
'In the evening pacas and tapirs walk around.'
'En la noche caminan guantas y tapires.'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:38-02:41)

(8.74) túɾa t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak;

túra

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;

COORD:and/so

talk-IPFV:PL-SIM
‘And they were talking…’
‘Y ellos estaban hablando…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:28-00:29)

(8.75) jú wɨń awai.

jú

wɨ-́ na-wa-i.

eat
go-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'They’re going to eat it.'
'Van a comérselo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:20-03:21)
Because of the vowel elision processes described in §5.2.1, the
imperfective suffix -a was elided in certain metrical positions. For this reason,
some imperfective stems are not overtly marked as such. However, given that
most verbs in Shiwiar require an aspectual specification, if no aspect marker
is present, the verb stem can be assumed to be imperfective. This is confirmed
by the imperfective semantics of verbs that are seemingly unmarked
aspectually, as in (8.76), (8.77) and (8.78).

(8.76) ṹũr-wa-i.

ṹũr-wa-i.
shake(ground)-3.S-DECL
'The ground is shaking.'
'Está temblando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 39:55-39:56)

(8.77) túpiɲ ɨkɨ t́ wai.

túpinʲ

ɨkɨ -́ t-wa-i.

straight
sit-APPL-3.S-DECL
'It’s sitting straight.'
'Está sentado recto.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 12:16-12:17)
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(8.78) saúɾwai.

saúr-wa-i.
bubble-3.S-DECL
'It’s bubbling.'
'Está burbujeando.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 52:16-52:17)

8.4.3. Durative
Durative aspect is marked with the suffix -ma. Its occurrence is restricted only
to imperative contexts, and even then it is very rare in the Shiwiar corpus. It
is distinctly associated with leave-taking, and it is used by the person who is
departing, addressing the person who is staying. Examples are shown in
(8.79) and (8.80).

(8.79) hímata.

hí-ma-ta.
see-DUR-2SG.S:IMP
'Keep looking at it.'
'Sigue viendo.'
(T03-S01-01.wav; 00:07-00:07)

(8.80) wahí puhumátaɾam.

wahí

puhu-má-taram.

here
live-DUR-2PL.S:IMP
'Stay here.'
'Quédense aquí.'
(T03-S01-06.wav; 01:28-01:29)
The cognate durative aspect marker in other Chicham languages also
only occurs in the restricted morphological and pragmatic environments
where it occurs in Shiwiar (Overall 2017a: 336–337; Peña 2015: 633).

8.5. Negation
Verbal negation in Shiwiar is marked by one of two suffixes. The choice of
suffix depends on the aspectual configuration of the verb. If the verb is
perfective, the negative suffix is -t͡ʃ(a), as in (8.81). In all other cases (i.e. if the
verb is imperfective or is unmarked for aspect), the negative suffix is -t͡s(u), as
in (8.82).
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(8.81) núna núwa wáhɨ t͡ʃit͡ʃáun andúɾkat͡ʃaɾmiaji.
nú=na
núwa
wáhɨ
t͡ʃit͡ʃá-u=n
ANA=OBJ

woman

andú-r-ka-t͡ʃa-r-mia-ji.

widowed

speak-NMLZ=OBJ

listen-APPL-PFV-NEG-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
‘They didn’t listen to her, the widowed woman who spoke.’
‘No le escucharon a ella, la viuda que habló.’
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:51-02:55)

(8.82) níɲa kanútiɾin ɨámiaji ɨámiaji peɾo ajá at͡súmiaji.
ní=nʲa
kanúti-riN=n
ɨá-mia-ji
3=OBJ(P)

ɨá-mia-ji

bedroom-1PL/2PL/3.P=LOC

pero[Sp]

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

ajá

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

but

a-t͡sú-mia-ji.

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She searched and searched in her bedroom, but it wasn’t there.'
'Buscó y buscó en su dormitorio pero no estaba.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 05:52-05:55)

For both suffixes, the appearance of the vowel depends on the metrical
position of the suffix in the word, and it is governed by the principles laid out
in §5.2.1. Examples (8.83) and (8.84) show instances of the negative suffixes
without their respective vowel.

(8.83) ʋikíkʲa ʋinít͡ʃhai.
wi=kí=kʲa

win-í-t͡ʃ-ha-i.

1SG=RESTR=TOP
come-PFV-NEG-1SG.S-DECL
'I didn’t come alone.'
'No vine solo.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 09:57-09:58)

(8.84) ʋikʲá juát͡shai.
wi=kʲá
ju-á-t͡s-ha-i.
1SG=TOP
eat-IPFV-NEG-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m not eating it.'
'No me lo estoy comiendo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:17-03:18)
When the perfective suffix appears without a vowel and is immediately
followed by a voiceless dental stop /t/, it has the allomorph -ʃ. This can be
seen in (8.85) and (8.86).
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(8.85) hukíʃtathai.

hu-kí-ʃ-tat-ha-i.
take-PFV-NEG-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will not take it.'
'No voy a llevarlo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 06:17-06:18)

(8.86) kakáɾmat͡ʃauka ukuímʲamdikiaʃti.
kakárma-t͡ʃau=ka
ukuímʲa-mtikʲ-a-ʃ-ti.
strong-NEG=TOP
undress-CAUS-PFV-NEG-3.S:IMP
'May the one who is not strong not make him undress.'
'Que no le haga quitarse la ropa el que no es fuerte.'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:40-00:41)

8.6. Number
Shiwiar verbal morphology distinguishes between singular and plural
number for both subject and object arguments. Amongst speech act
participants (first and second person), singular and plural number is
inherently expressed by pronominal suffixes (see §8.7 for more details), as in
(8.87) and (8.88). However, for third person subjects, plural number can
optionally be expressed by a separate morpheme, as shown in (8.89).

(8.87) wíki tandáhai.
wí=ki
taN-t-á-ha-i.
1SG=RESTR
arrive-APPL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I just arrived here alone.'
'Yo acabo de llegar aquí solo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:44-12:45)

(8.88) íi tandáhi.

íi

taN-t-á-hi.

1PL
arrive-APPL-PFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We just arrived here.'
'Nosotros acabamos de llegar aquí.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 12:32-12:33)

(8.89) nitʲáʃ wɨkaiáɾmiaji.
nitʲá=ʃ
wɨka-i-ár-mia-ji.
3PL=FOC walk-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They walked.'
'Ellos caminaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:50-03:51)
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In perfective verbs, the plural number suffix is -(a)r(a). The appearance
of either vowel depends on the metrical position of the suffix in the word, and
it is loosely governed by the principles laid out in §5.2.1. Examples (8.90) to
(8.93) showcase all four allomorphs of the suffix.

(8.90) ukukiáɾau

uku-ki-ára-u
leave-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ
'Those who left.'
'Los que se fueron.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:58-04:59)

(8.91) wɨáɾmiaji ikʲám.

wɨ-ár-mia-ji

ikʲám.

go-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They went to the forest.'
'Se fueron a la selva.'

forest+LOC

(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:24-00:26)

(8.92) ikʲám wɨáɾuka jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
forest+LOC

a-sá-r;

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP

ajá

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, so since there was
nothing (no danger), they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)

(8.93) waɾúkaja juáɾi.

warúkaja

IDEO:nothing

ju-á-r-i.

why
eat-PFV-PL-3.S
'Why did they eat it?'
'¿Por qué se lo comieron?'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:44-01:45)
In imperfective verbs, third person plural number is marked together
with aspect in a portmanteau suffix: -(i)n(j)a. The suffix usually occurs as ‑inʲa,
as in (8.94) and (8.95), unless it is preceded by a high central vowel /ɨ/, in which
case the suffix appears as -na, as in (8.96).
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(8.94) kaʃíkʲa wɨkáiɲawai kaʃái pamá.
kaʃí=kʲa
wɨká-inʲa-wa-i

kaʃái

pamá.

evening=TOP
walk-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL paca
tapir
'In the evening pacas and tapirs walk around.'
'En la noche caminan guantas y tapires.'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 02:38-02:41)

(8.95) túɾa t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak;

túra

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;

COORD:and/so

talk-IPFV:PL-SIM
‘And they were talking…’
‘Y ellos estaban hablando…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:28-00:29)

(8.96) jú wɨń awai.

jú

wɨ-́ na-wa-i.

eat
go-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'They’re going to eat it.'
'Van a comérselo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:20-03:21)
In other Chicham languages, such as Aguaruna, the plural suffixes can
optionally be used with all persons (Overall 2017a: 366). While the use of
these suffixes in Shiwiar is largely restricted to third person subjects, the
perfective plural suffix is occasionally also used in first person plural contexts,
but only in imperative verbs, as in (8.97). In these instances, the plurality of
the subject is already marked by the final suffix of the verb, but the use of the
plural suffix implies that the referent includes not just two or three but many
people.

(8.97) wɨáɾmi.

wɨ-ár-mi.
go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s all of us go.'
'Vamos todos.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 01:56-01:57)

8.7. Pronominal indexing
Shiwiar verbs have obligatory pronominal suffixes for both subject and object
arguments, as shown in (8.98). For this reason, the use of independent
pronouns to refer to core arguments in a clause is optional and reserved for
special emphasis: compare examples (8.99) and (8.100).
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(8.98) und͡zúɾwai.

unt͡sú-r-wa-i.
call-1SG.O-3.S-DECL
'He’s calling me.'
'Me está llamando.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 09:12-09:13)

(8.99) tandáɾumɨk.

taN-t-á-rumɨ-k.
arrive-APPL-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'Did you just arrive here?'
'¿Acabaron de llegar aquí?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 13:30-13:31)

(8.100) atúmʃa tandáɾumɨk.
atúm=ʃa
taN-t-á-rumɨ-k.
2PL=FOC
arrive-APPL-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'Did you also just arrive here?'
'¿Ustedes también acabaron de llegar aquí?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 13:24-13:25)
The following sections describe how subject arguments are indexed in
finite (§8.7.1) and non-finite (§8.7.2) verbs, as well as how object arguments
(§8.7.3) are indexed.
8.7.1. Subject indexing in finite verbs
Subject arguments are indexed in Shiwiar verbs by means of
pronominal suffixes. Table 8.7 shows all the subject suffixes found in finite
Shiwiar verbs.

1st person

2nd person

Singular

-h(ʲ)a

-m(ɨ) ~
-m(ɨ )

Plural

-hi

-r(u)m(ɨ) ~
-r(u)m(ɨ )

3rd person
Past: -(j)i
Copula: -a
Elsewhere: -wa

Table 8.7. Pronominal subject suffixes in finite verbs
Singular and plural number is contrastive for speech act participants,
as shown for first person in (8.101) and (8.102), and for second person in
(8.103) and (8.104).
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(8.101) hiáhai.

hi-á-ha-i.
see-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I see it.'
'Lo veo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 09:48-09:49)

(8.102) íiʃ naŋɡamɾík uáhi.
íi=ʃ
naŋkam-rí=k

u-á-hi.

1PL=FOC in.vain-1PL.A=TOP
hide-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'We are hiding in vain.'
'Nos estamos escondiendo de gana.'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 09:15-09:16)

(8.103) naŋɡámim ahápat͡ʃatmɨ ut͡ʃíɾam.

naŋkámi-m

a-háp-a-t͡ʃa-t-mɨ

ut͡ʃi-ram.

in.vain-2SG.A CAUS-leave-PFV-NEG-IFUT-2SG.S+DECL child-2SG.P
'You are not about to throw out your children for no reason.'
'No vas a botar afuera a tus hijos de gana.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 01:48-01:50)

(8.104) atúmɡa aɨń t͡s juáɾmɨ.
atúm=ka aɨ ń t͡s
ju-á-rmɨ.
2PL=TOP
person
eat-IPFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You eat people.'
'Ustedes comen a gente.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:40-05:41)
Number is not contrastive for third person subject suffixes, as shown in
(8.105) (but see §8.6 for an alternative way of marking plural number
elsewhere in the verb). On the other hand, third person subject is marked in
three different ways depending on the context. First, the suffix -(j)i is used
for verbs that refer to the past. This includes past tense verbs, as in (8.106),
past copulas, as in (8.107), and present tense verbs with a perfective stem55, as
in (8.108). Second, the suffix -a is used in present tense copular clauses, as
shown in (8.109). Finally, the suffix -wa is used in all other contexts, as in
(8.110).

Present tense verbs with a perfective stem express very recently completed
actions in the immediate past (see §8.8.1). For this reason, the third person subject
suffix -ji can be said to be used in all contexts that involve the past.
55
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(8.105) pakíkʲa aɨń d͡zuitʲai.
pakí=kʲa
aɨ ń t͡su=itʲ-a-i.
peccary=TOP
person=COP-3.S-DECL
'A peccary is a person. / Peccaries are people.'
'Un jabalí es un ser humano. / Los jabalís son seres humanos.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:42-05:43)

(8.106) tit͡ʃámiaji.

t-i-t͡ʃá-mia-ji.
say-PFV-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He didn’t say (anything).'
'No dijo (nada).'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 15:41-15:42)

(8.107) húi puhújaji.

húiN

puhú=ja-ji.

here
live+S.NML=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'She lived here.'
'Vivía aquí.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 06:53-06:55)

(8.108) amásaŋ tandáji.

amásaŋ

taN-t-á-ji.

Amasank arrive-APPL-PFV-3.S+DECL
'Amasank has just arrived.'
'Amasank acaba de llegar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:05-02:07)

(8.109) hakáuʋitʲai.
ha-ká-u=itʲ-a-i.

die-PFV-S.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'It’s dead.'
'Está muerto.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 57:25-57:27)

(8.110) aíʃuɾ ʋiɲát͡swai.

aíʃ-ur

winʲ-á-t͡s-wa-i.

husband-1SG.P
come-IPFV-NEG-3.S-DECL
'My husband is not coming.'
'Mi marido no viene.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 06:29-06:30)
In declarative clauses, the first person plural suffix -hi, the second
person singular suffix -m(ɨ), the second person plural suffix -r(u)m(ɨ) and the
past third person suffix -(j)i fuse with the declarative marker, which
otherwise occurs as an independent suffix -i (see §8.9.1). This can be seen in
examples (8.102) to (8.104) and (8.106) to (8.108) above.
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The first person singular suffix normally appears as -ha, as shown in
(8.111). However, if the previous vowel is a high front vowel /i/ – even when
there is an intervening consonant – the suffix appears as -hʲa, as shown in
(8.112).

(8.111) wiɲáhai.

winʲ-á-ha-i.
come-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m coming.'
'Estoy viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:39-11:40)

(8.112) ʋíi huɾumɡítʲhʲai.

wíi

hu-ru-m-kí-tʲ-hʲa-i.

1SG
take-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will take her for myself.'
'Me la llevaré.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:21-07:22)
The second person suffixes -m(ɨ) and -r(u)m(ɨ) only appear with a final
vowel in declarative clauses, as in (8.113), or in polar questions, as in (8.114).
In exclamative clauses, as in (8.115), or in content questions, as in (8.116), these
suffixes lose their final vowel. See §8.9 for more information about clause
types and mood marking.

(8.113) naŋɡámim tamɨ .́

naŋkámi-m

t-a-mɨ .́

in.vain-2SG.A
say-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL
'You’re speaking in vain.'
'Estás hablando de gana.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:46-02:47)

(8.114) ɨ m
́ dikɾumɨk.

ɨm
́ ti-k-rumɨ-k.
advance-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'Have you advanced?'
'¿Avanzaron?'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 02:22-02:23)

(8.115) ikʲám wɨɾúm.

ikʲám

wɨ-rúm.

forest+LOC
go-2PL.S
'You went to the forest!'
'¡Se fueron al bosque!'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 04:39-04:40)
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(8.116) waɾúka apapɨt́ am.

warúka

apapɨ -́ t-a-m.

why
chase-1SG.O-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why are you chasing me?'
'¿Por qué me persigues?'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:10-02:12)
The second person suffixes most frequently are pronounced with oral
vowels, but some speakers – in particular women – tend to produce them with
nasal vowels instead, as in (8.117) and (8.118). However, even in the speech
of a single speaker, ample variation can be found.

(8.117) waɾúka awátmɨ .

warúka

awá-t-mɨ .

why
hit-1SG.O-2SG.S
'Why are you hitting me?'
'¿Por qué me estás pegando?'
(T01-S03-05.wav; 04:51-04:52)

(8.118) naŋɡámɾum máaɾam taɾumɨ .

naŋkám-rum

máN-a-ram

t-a-rumɨ .

in.vain-2PL.A
kill-PFV-2PL.SS
say-IPFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You’re saying you killed it in vain.'
'Dicen que lo mataron de gana.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 09:03-09:05)
The appearance of the first vowel in the second person plural suffix

‑r(u)m(ɨ) is dependent on the metrical position of the suffix in the word, and
it is sensitive to the principles discussed in §5.2.1. Examples of the suffix with
and without its first vowel can be seen in (8.119) and (8.120).

(8.119) aa peɾo namáŋɡa wáindɾumɨ.
aa[Sp]
pero[Sp] namaŋ=ka

wain-t-rumɨ.

INTERJ:oh

but
game=TOP find-APPL-2PL.S+DECL
'Oh, but you find game animals.'
'Ah, pero encuentran animales.'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 04:43-04:45)

(8.120) atúm waitmámtikɾuaɾmɨ.

atúm

waitmá-mtik-ru-a-rmɨ.

2PL
lie-CAUS-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You made me lie.'
'Me hicieron mentir.'
(T02-S03S12-01.wav; 00:57-00:58)
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The past third person suffix -(j)i appears as -ji in most contexts, as
shown in (8.121). The only exception is when the suffix is immediately
preceded by a rhotic consonant /r/, in which case it appears as -i, as in (8.122).

(8.121) hukímiaji.

hu-kí-mia-ji.
take-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He took her.'
'Se la llevó.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:12-03:13)

(8.122) waɾúkaja juáɾi.

warúkaja

ju-á-r-i.

why
eat-PFV-PL-3.S
'Why did they eat it?'
'¿Por qué se lo comieron?'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:44-01:45)
Finally, it should be noted that although subject marking in finite
clauses usually follows the patterns explained in this section, there are two
contexts in which subject is marked differently. The first is in imperative
clauses, where subject is indexed by a portmanteau suffix that also expresses
mood (see §8.9.2 for full details). The second exceptional context is in finite
clauses with a first person plural or second person object: for certain personnumber combinations, subject is indexed by a portmanteau suffix that also
indexes the object, but for other person-number combinations, subject
marking is entirely supplanted by object marking. This is explained in §8.7.3.
8.7.2. Subject indexing in non-finite verbs
When a verb appears in a medial clause as part of a clause chain, the subject
indexing morphology is sensitive to switch-reference, i.e. whether or not the
following clause in the chain has the same subject or a different subject (see
§6.5.2 for the syntax of Shiwiar clause chains and switch-reference). This
means that there are two sets of subject indexing suffixes in non-finite verbs:
one set for same-subject contexts, and a distinct set for different-subject
contexts. For example, in (8.123), the first clause has a third person plural
subject, whereas the second and third clauses have a first person plural
subject. Therefore, a different-subject marker is used in the first clause,
whereas a same-subject marker is used in the second. The third clause is a
finite matrix clause, so it does not have any marking for switch-reference.
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(8.123) aɨ ń t͡s ʋiníɲakuiʃa; íikʲa “juáta” tusáɾ; íikʲa amáuʋitʲhi.
aɨ ń t͡s
win-ínʲa-ku-iN=ʃa;
person

come-IPFV:PL-SIM-1/3.DS=FOC

íi=kʲa

“ju-á-ta”

tu-sá-r;

1PL=TOP

eat-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

say-SBD-1PL.SS

íi=kʲa

amá-u=itʲ-hi.

1PL=TOP
give-S.NMLZ=COP-1PL.S+DECL
'Even when people come (from other places), we say “eat”, we give
them (food).'
'Hasta cuando viene gente (de otros lados), decimos “come” y les
damos (comida).'
(T03-S10-01.wav; 07:31-07:37)
A list of all same-subject suffixes can be seen in Table 8.8. It is notable
that all suffixes, except for the second person singular marker, are distinct to
the subject suffixes on finite verbs. Examples (8.124) to (8.129) show all of the
same-subject suffixes in use.

1st person

2nd person

3rd person

Singular

-n(a)

-m(ɨ)

-56

Plural

-r(i)

-r(a)m(ɨ)

Imperfective: Perfective: -(a)r

Table 8.8. Same-subject pronominal suffixes in non-finite verbs

(8.124) numí hapíaŋ wahámunam wakáan; histáhai.
numí
hapíaŋ wahá-mau=nam
waká-a-n;
tree+LOC

long

hi-s-tá-ha-i.

stand-NS.NMLZ=LOC climb-PFV-1SG.SS

see-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m going to climb up the tall tree that’s standing there and see.'
'Voy a subirme al árbol alto que está ahí y ver.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:23-03:28)

Although third person subject is usually formally unmarked in same-subject
contexts, very rarely it can be marked by nasalisation of the final vowel in the
verb.
56
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(8.125) ka j́ ũk wɨkáu wainɡáɾ; máamiahi.

ka j́ ũk

wɨká-u

wain-ká-r;

má-a-mia-hi.

agouti walk-S.NMLZ find-PFV-1PL.SS kill-PFV-DIST.PST-1PL.S+DECL
'We found the agouti that was walking around and we killed it.'
'Encontramos a la guatusa que estaba caminando y la matamos.'
(T01-S03-04.wav; 01:03-01:06)

(8.126) waɾúkaja jumí mit͡ ʃa h́ ãĩ imʲaitʲásmɨʃa wakɨŕ am.
warúkaja
jumí
mit͡ʃá=hãĩ
why

water

i-mʲa-i-tʲás-mɨ=ʃa

cold=COM

wakɨŕ -a-m.

CAUS-bathe-PFV-INTENT-2SG.SS=FOC

want-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why do you want to bathe in cold water?'
'¿Por qué te quieres bañar en agua fría?'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:01-12:04)

(8.127) páki máɾmɨka; initɾítʲaɾam.
páki
máN-rmɨ=ka;
ini-t-r-í-tʲaram.
peccary kill-2PL.SS=TOP bring-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'If you kill a peccary, bring it to me.'
'Si matan un jabalí, tráiganmelo.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:24-05:26)

(8.128) nu ut͡ʃiut͡ʃíkʲa ʃáa hukí wɨmiáji.
nu
ut͡ʃi-ut͡ʃí=kʲa
ʃáa

hu-kí

wɨ-miá-ji.

child-DIM=TOP
corn+OBJ take-PFV go-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
‘That poor little boy took the corn and went.’
‘Ese pobre niñito cogió el maíz y se fue.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 01:51-01:52)
ANA

(8.129) jáund͡ʒuk íi húundɾi jáund͡ʒukka ikʲám mat͡sámɡaɾ; namaŋɡɨ ń tukuáɾ;

juáɾ; puhú áɾmiaji.
jáunt͡ʃuk íi
húunt-riN

jáunt͡ʃuk=ka

ikʲám

long.ago

long.ago=TOP

forest+LOC

1PL

mat͡sám-ka-r;

elder-1PL/2PL/3.P

namaŋkɨ=́ n

live-PFV-3PL.SS game=OBJ

puhú

á-r-mia-ji.

tuku-a-r;

ju-á-r;

shoot-PFV-3PL.SS

eat-PFV-3PL.SS

live
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Long ago, our elders lived in the forest, hunted game and ate it.'
'Antiguamente, nuestros antepasados vivían en la selva, cazaban
animales, y se los comían.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:03-00:13)
Non-finite verbs with a third person singular subject are not formally
marked in same-subject contexts, as shown in (8.128) above. However, very
rarely, they can be marked by nasalisation of the final vowel in the verb, as in
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(8.130). The nasalisation strategy is consistent with the way that third person
same-subject is marked in medial verbs in other Chicham languages (Overall
2017a: 454–455; Peña 2015: 805), but this strategy seems to be have been lost
for the most part in Shiwiar.

(8.130) sũw ɨ ń esa ĩ́ ; hṹũndjãw ããn máamiaji.
sũwɨ =́ n
esá-ĩ;
neck+1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

hṹũntjãwãã =n

bite-PFV+3SG.SS

má-a-mia-ji.

jaguar=OBJ
kill-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Having bitten his neck, it (the dog) killed the jaguar.'
'Le mordió en el cuello y mató al jaguar.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 06:23-06:26)
The third person plural same-subject marker -(a)r is clearly related to
the perfective plural marker -(a)r(a) (see §8.6). To begin with, it is only used
in perfective contexts, as shown in example (8.131). This distribution is also
true for the plural marker -(a)r(a). In imperfective contexts, there is no third
person plural same-subject marker and plurality is marked together with
aspect in the stem of the verb, as can be seen in the first clause of (8.131). It is
therefore tempting to analyse the suffix -(a)r as a an allomorph of the plural
marker. However, there is evidence that the third person plural same-subject
maker has developed into a morpheme in its own right: namely that when a
non-finite verb has a subordinator, such as the intentional marker in (8.132),
the suffix -(a)r appears after the subordinator. If -(a)r was simply a reflex of
the plural number marker, one would expect it to occur before the
subordinator in the stem of the verb, rather than after the subordinator in the
same position as all the other subject suffixes.

(8.131) kuɾuá kuɾuá waháiɲak; jáu kanúkaɾ;

kuruá kuruá
IDEO:snore

wahá-inʲa-k;

jáu

kanú-ka-r;

stand-IPFV:PL-SIM
previously sleep-PFV-3PL.SS
'They were snoring, having previously fallen asleep…'
'Estaban roncando, como se habían dormido antes…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:11-03:13)
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(8.132) atumɲáʃa nu hiɾmástasaɾ; wakɨɾ́ iɲawai.
atum=nʲá=ʃa
nu
hi-rmá-s-tasa-r;
2PL=OBJ=FOC

wakɨŕ -inʲa-wa-i.

ANA

see-1PL/2.O-PFV-INTENT-3PL.SS

want-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'They want to see you.'
'Les quieren ver a ustedes.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 29:21-29:25)
In word-final contexts, the same-subject suffixes for first person
singular -n(a), first person plural -r(i) and second person singular -m(ɨ)
appear without their vowel, as shown in examples (8.133), (8.134) and (8.135).
The only exception is if they occur in a two-syllable word, as in the second
clause of (8.136) and the first clause of (8.137). The second person plural samesubject marker -r(a)m(ɨ) always occurs without its final vowel in word-final
position, as in (8.138).

(8.133) máiʃa, hɨa ́ nuŋɡá puhúsan; ʋíkʲa wáitnastiɲuitʲhʲai.
mái=ʃa,
hɨ a ́
nunká
puhu-sa-n;
now=FOC

wi=kʲa

house+LOC ground+LOC

waitna-s-tinʲu=itʲ-hʲa-i.

live-SBD-1SG.SS

1SG=TOP suffer-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-1SG-DECL
'Now that I live in a house on the ground, I have to suffer.'
'Ahora que vivo en una casa en la tierra, tengo que sufrir.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:57-09:00)

(8.134) nujáŋɡa hɨaɾkáɾ; wahí puhúmhi.

nujáŋka

hɨa-r-ká-r;

wahí puhú-m-hi.

COORD:then

arrive-APPL-PFV-1PL.SS here live-REC.PST-1PL.S+DECL
'After arriving here, we lived here.'
'Después de llegar aquí, vivimos aquí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:31-06:33)

(8.135) indʲáʃim t͡ʃaɾumdikkʲam;

intʲáʃi-m

t͡ʃaru-mtik-kʲa-m;

hair+POSS-2SG.P
cut-CAUS-PFV-2SG.SS
'Cut your hair…'
'Córtate el pelo…'
(T03-S08S09-03.wav; 07:33-07:35)

(8.136) kaʃín t͡sawáɾan; wɨń a;

kaʃín

t͡sawá-ra-n;

wɨ-́ na;

next.day wake.up-PFV-1SG.SS
go-1SG.SS
'The next day I woke up, and I went…'
'Al siguiente día me desperté y me fui…'
(T01-S03-04.wav; 01:22-01:25)
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(8.137) ikʲám wɨɾí; ɨsái puhukáɾ; namáŋ tukuáɾ; ju wɨáɾtai.

ikʲám

wɨ-rí;

forest+LOC

go-1PL.SS burn-PFV

namáŋ

ɨsá-i

tuku-á-r;

puhu-ká-r;

ju

live-PFV-1PL.SS

wɨ-ár-tai.

game
shoot-PFV-1PL.SS
eat go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s go to the forest, burn (some trees), shoot some game and eat it.'
'Vamos a la selva, a quemar (árboles), a cazar animales y comerlos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:20-00:23)

(8.138) naŋɡámɾum máaɾam taɾumɨ .

naŋkám-rum

máN-a-ram

t-a-rumɨ.

in.vain-2PL.A
kill-PFV-2PL.SS
say-IPFV-2PL.S+DECL
'You’re saying you killed it in vain.'
'Dicen que lo mataron de gana.'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 09:03-09:05)
In word-medial contexts, the appearance of the vowels in all the samesubject suffixes depend on their metrical position in the word, governed by
the principles laid out in §5.2.1. This can be seen in examples (8.139) and
(8.140).

(8.139) itʲúɾua ɨ a ḱ makmɨʃa juámɨ.
itʲúrua ɨ a ḱ m-a-k-mɨ=ʃa
how
hunt-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=FOC
'How are you hunting and eating?'
'¿Cómo estás cazando y comiendo?'

ju-á-mɨ .
eat-IPFV-2SG.S

(T01-S03-06.wav; 10:41-10:43)

(8.140) imʲatkumɡa; jumí mit͡ʃa h́ ãĩ imʲattʲa.
i-mʲa-t-ku-m=ka;
CAUS-bathe-1SG.O-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

jumí

mit͡ʃá=hãĩ

i-mʲa-t-tʲa.

water
cold=COM
CAUS-bathe-1SG.O-2SG.S:IMP
'If you’re bathing me, bathe me with cold water.'
'Si me bañas, báñame con agua fría.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 11:53-11:58)
If the first person singular same subject suffix appears as a single nasal
stop -n word-finally, it can optionally be elided (see §5.2.2). This is shown in
example (8.141).
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(8.141) wahí takákmaku; puháhai.

wahí

takákm-a-ku;

puh-á-ha-i.

here work-IPFV-SIM+1SG.SS
'I work and live here.'
'Trabajo y vivo aquí.'

live-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 00:34-00:35)
Table 8.9 shows all the different-subject pronominal suffixes used for
non-finite verbs. This paradigm is noticeably different to other subject
marking paradigms in that there are fewer pronominal distinctions reflected
in the suffixes.

Singular
Plural

1st person

2nd person

3rd person

Simultaneous: -i N
Elsewhere: -m(a)tai N

-min

Simultaneous: -i N
Elsewhere: -m(a)tai N

-rumin

Table 8.9. Different-subject pronominal suffixes in non-finite verbs
In different-subject medial verbs, there is complete syncretism in first
and third person subject marking. In most cases, first or third person subject
is indexed by the suffix -m(a)taiN, as shown in (8.142) and (8.143). The
appearance of the initial vowel in the suffix, as in (8.144), depends on the
phonological principles laid out in §5.2.1.

(8.142) jáu sínko áɲu ʋíi takusamdai; apáɾka hɨ a ń nahatɾuáɾmiaji.

jáu

sínko[Sp]

ánʲu[Sp]

wíi

taku-sa-mtai N

already

five

year

1SG

have-SBD-1/3.DS

papá-r=ka

father[Sp]-1SG.P=TOP

naha-t-ru-á-mia-ji.

hɨ a =́ n

house=OBJ

make-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'When I was 5 years old, my father made me a house.'
'Cuando tenía 5 años, mi papá me hizo una casa.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 03:26-03:31)

(8.143) nú iɲáɾamdai; tákʃa kuandáwai.

nú

inʲá-ra-mtai N;

tákʃa

kuan-t-á-wa-i.

fall-PFV-1/3.DS
again
go.down-APPL-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'They fell, and she went down again (to pick them up).'
'Se cayeron, y ella bajó de nuevo (para recogerles).'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 07:43-07:45)
ANA
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(8.144) hútmatai; histásan; tandáhai.

hút-matai N;

hi-s-tása-n;

taN-t-á-ha-i.

cry-1/3.DS
see-PFV-INTENT-1SG.SS
arrive-APPL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'They were crying, so I came to check up on them.'
'Estaban llorando, así que vine a verles.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:21-02:23)
If the medial verb has a simultaneous subordinator -k(u), the suffix -iN
is used to express first or third person subject instead, as shown in (8.145).

(8.145) ʃiʋʲáɾt͡ʃinmaŋɡa kít͡ʃik ákui; ajá at͡suíɲawai.
ʃiwʲár-t͡ʃi=nmaN=ka
kít͡ʃik
á-ku-iN;
Shiwiar-DIM=LOC=TOP

ajá

one

a-t͡su-ínʲa-wa-i.

COP-SIM-1/3.DS

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'There’s only one in Shiwiar country, but there are none over there.'
'Solo hay uno en el territorio shíwiar, pero no hay otros allá.'
(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 03:01-03:05)

Unlike first and third person, second person singular and second
person plural subjects are indexed by unique suffixes in different-subject
medial verbs, as shown in (8.146) and (8.147).

́
(8.146) wɨákminɡa; ʋiʃá ami hʲãĩ
wɨtáthai.
wɨ-á-k-min=ka;
wi=ʃá

amí=hʲãĩ

wɨ-tát-ha-i.

go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.DS=TOP 1SG=FOC 2SG=COM
go-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'If you go, I’ll also go with you.'
'Si te vas yo también me voy contigo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:07-04:09)

(8.147) nujáŋɡa wɨákɾumin; hindʲá tikít͡ʃ jãw a ã́ puhú puhutátwai.

nujáŋka

COORD:then

puhú

wɨ-á-k-rumin;

hintʲá

tikít͡ʃ

jãw a ã́

go-IPFV-SIM-2PL.DS

path+LOC

another

dog

puhu-tát-wa-i.

live
live-FUT-3.S-DECL
'Then as you go, there’s going to be a dog living there.'
'Después mientras van, va a haber un perro viviendo ahí.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 04:57-05:00)
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8.7.3. Object indexing
Object arguments are indexed in different parts of the verb, depending on the
person and number of the object and, sometimes, on the person and number
of the subject. Object indexing can be expressed by a Level I suffix in the stem
(8.148), by a Level II portmanteau suffix that also expresses subject (8.149), by
a discontinuous combination of Level I and Level II suffixes (8.150), or by a
lack of formal marking (8.151).

(8.148) und͡zúɾwai.

unt͡sú-r-wa-i.
call-1SG.O-3.S-DECL
'He’s calling me.'
'Me está llamando.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 09:12-09:13)

(8.149) ukuáhmɨ .

uku-á-hmɨ .
leave-IPFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I’m leaving you.'
'Te estoy dejando.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:51-03:52)

(8.150) ukuɾmakiaɾmiáhi.

uku-rma-ki-ar-miá-hi.
leave-1PL/2.O-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-1PL.O+DECL
'They left us.'
'Nos dejaron.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 03:56-03:58)

(8.151) jumíɲ takákhai.
jumí=nʲ
takák-ha-i.
water=OBJ
have-1SG.S-DECL
'I have water.'
'Tengo agua.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 42:06-42:07)
All the different object marking strategies are summarised in Table
8.10. Scenarios that involve the same speech act participant subject and object
are shaded in black, given that these cases would require reflexive or
reciprocal morphology instead of object marking (see §8.3). All the cells that
are shaded in dark grey represent subject-object combinations that are not
attested at all in the corpus. These should not just be considered accidental
gaps: even in elicitation settings, speakers did not produce verbs with these
subject-object combinations.
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Object →
Subject ↓

1SG

1SG
2SG

Level I

3SG

Level I

2SG

3SG

Level II

No
marking

Level I

3PL

Level I

2PL

3PL

Level II

No
marking

No
marking
Level I +
Level II

1PL
2PL

1PL

Level I +
Level II

No
marking

No
marking
Level I +
Level II

Level I +
Level II

No
marking

No
marking

No
marking

No
marking

No
marking

No
marking

Level I +
Level II

Level I +
Level II

No
marking

Table 8.10. Object marking strategies
Third person object is indexed in the most consistent way, namely by a
lack of morphological marking. If a transitive or ditransitive verb does not
have an object suffix and there is no overt object argument in the clause, the
verb can be assumed to have a third person object. This is shown in (8.152).

(8.152) atúmʃa, wáindɾumɨk.
atúm=ʃa,
wáin-rumɨ-k.
2PL=FOC
observe-2PL.S-Q
'Do you also observe it?'
'¿Ustedes también lo observan?'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 02:16-02:19)
First person singular object is marked by a suffix in Level I (see §8.1).
The suffix has two allomorphs: -r(u) and -t(j)(u). These two forms are in
complimentary, lexically-determined distribution, i.e. the choice of allomorph
depends on the verb. For example, the verb tuku- 'to hit' occurs with the
allomorph -r(u), as shown in (8.153), but the verb awa- 'to hit' occurs with the
allomorph -t(j)(u), as shown in (8.154). Both allomorphs occur with similar
frequency in the lexicon, so that roughly half of the verbs in the corpus occur
with each of the allomorphs. Although the distribution of the allomorphs
presumably had phonological or semantic motivations at one point in history,
these are no longer apparent synchronically in the language.
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(8.153) tukúɾmɨ.

tukú-r-mɨ.
hit-1SG.O-2SG.S+DECL
'You are hitting me.'
'Me estás pegando.'
(T01-S03-05.wav; 04:53-04:53)

(8.154) waɾúka awátmɨ .

warúka

awá-t-mɨ .

why
hit-1SG.O-2SG.S
'Why are you hitting me?'
'¿Por qué me estás pegando?'
(T01-S03-05.wav; 04:51-04:52)
The appearance of the vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical
position in the word, and is governed by the phonological principles laid out
in §5.2.1. Examples (8.153) and (8.154) above show the suffixes appearing
without their respective vowel, whereas examples (8.155) and (8.156) below
show the suffixes in their full form. Note that the suffix with the initial rhotic
/r/ never palatalises, but the suffix with the initial dental stop /t/ becomes
palatalised when it follows a high front vowel /i/, as in (8.157).

(8.155) ʋiɲá juɾuátatwai.
wi=nʲá
ju-ru-á-tat-wa-i.
1SG=OBJ
eat-1SG.O-PFV-FUT-3.S-DECL
'It’s going to eat me.'
'Me va a comer.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 05:52-05:53)

(8.156) ma t͡sanɡúɾtuɾta.

ma

t͡sankú-r-tu-r-ta.

COORD:but

forgive-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

'But forgive me.'
'Pero perdóname.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:52-02:54)

(8.157) iɲaitʲukáɾ;

inʲai-tʲu-ká-r;
abandon-1SG.O-PFV-3PL.SS
'They abandon me…'
'Me abandonan…'
(T03-S12-04.wav; 00:52-00:53)

Interestingly, homophonous suffixes with identical distribution are
used to mark applicative morphology (see §8.2.2). This can be seen in the
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examples below, where the verb hu- 'to take' appears with the allomorph -r(u)
regardless of whether that suffix expresses an applicative, as in (8.158), or a
first person object, as in (8.159). However, when an applicative suffix and a
first person object suffix co-occur in a single verb, a fascinating interaction
occurs: the applicative always appears in the form of the allomorph that is
expected for a particular verb, but the first person object suffix switches to the
form of the other allomorph. This is shown in examples (8.160) and (8.161).
This morphological dissimilation process is reminiscent of phonological
phenomena that have been explained by the so-called ‘obligatory contour
principle’, whereby identical tones are prohibited from following each other
and are therefore dissimilated when they do (Goldsmith 1976; Leben 1973).

(8.158) ʋíi huɾumɡítʲhʲai.

wíi

hu-ru-m-kí-tʲ-hʲa-i.

1SG
take-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will take her for myself.'
'Me la llevaré.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:21-07:22)

(8.159) wɨákmɨka; huɾuktʲá.
wɨ-á-k-mɨ=ka;

go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP
'If you go, take me.'
'Si te vas, llévame.'

hu-ru-k-tʲá.
take-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:10-04:11)

(8.160) t͡saŋɡuɾtúɾta nukút͡ ʃíɾú; waakán; wɨkáhai.

t͡saŋku-r-tú-r-ta

nukút͡ʃí-rú;

forgive-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

waa-ká-n;

wɨk-á-ha-i.

grandmother-1SG.P+VOC

be.lost-PFV-1SG.SS
walk-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'Excuse me, my grandmother, but I got lost and I’m walking around.'
'Discúlpeme, abuelita, pero me perdí y estoy caminando.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 09:01-09:06)

(8.161) ukutɾuáuaip.

uku-t-ru-áu-aip.
leave-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:PROH
'Don’t leave me.'
'No me dejes.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:12-02:13)

If the object of a verb is first person plural, second person singular or
second person plural – and if the subject is not first person singular – the object
is indexed by a suffix in of Level I (see §8.1). This suffix has two allomorphs:
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-r(a)m(a) and -t(j)(a)m(a). 57 The two allomorphs are distributed in an
analogous way to the two first person singular object allomorphs: verbs that
occur with -r(u) also occur with -r(a)m(a), and verbs that occur with ‑t(j)(u)
also occur with -t(j)(a)m(a). Additionally, in finite contexts, the object is also
indexed by a suffix in Level II, replacing what would normally be the subject
suffix. The form of this additional suffix is -hi for first person singular objects,
‑m(ɨ)~-m(ɨ) for second person singular objects, and ‑r(u)m(ɨ)~-r(u)m(ɨ) for
second person plural objects. Note that this second suffix is identical to what
would otherwise be the subject marker for those person-number
combinations (see §8.7.1). Examples can be seen in (8.162), (8.163) and (8.164).

(8.162) máikʲa amutmáktathi.
mái=kʲa amu-tmá-k-tat-hi.
now=TOP finish-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-1PL.O+DECL
'Now they will finish us off.'
'Ahora nos van a acabar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:24-06:25)

(8.163) ɨsatmítʲatmɨ .

ɨsa-tm-í-tʲat-mɨ .
bite-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-2SG.O+DECL
'It’s going to bite you.'
'Te va a morder.'
(T03-S09-01.wav; 02:50-02:51)

(8.164) huɾámɡitʲatɾumɨ níɲa nuŋɡɨń .

hu-rám-ki-tʲat-rumɨ

ní=nʲa

nuŋkɨ=́ n.

take-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-2PL.S+DECL 3=OBJ(P) land+1PL/2PL/3.P=LOC
'They will take you to their land.'
'Les van a llevar a la tierra de ellos.'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 27:54-27:56)
In the same way as the first person singular object markers, -r(a)m(a)
and -t(j)(a)m(a) interact with applicative marking whenever they co-occur in
a verb: when the applicative marker appears as the allomorph -t(j)(u), the
object marker is ‑r(a)m(a); but when the applicative marker appears as -r(u),
the object marker is ‑t(j)(a)m(a). This can be seen in examples (8.165) and
(8.166).

As seen elsewhere, the presence of the vowel in these suffixes depends on their
metrical position in the word, and is governed by the phonological principles laid
out in §5.2.1. The suffix with the initial dental stop /t/ becomes palatalised when
it follows a high front vowel /i/.
57
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(8.165) huɾíhuɾi ʋinitɾámhi.

huríhuri

wini-t-rám-hi.

cannibals
come-APPL-1PL/2.O-1PL.O+DECL
'The cannibals are coming for us. '
'Los caníbales están viniendo por nosotros. '
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:57-03:58)

(8.166) ajambɾútmaktatɾumɨ.

ajam-rú-tma-k-tat-rumɨ.
protect-APPL-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-2PL.O+DECL
'He will protect you.'
'El les va a proteger.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 07:11-07:12)

In non-finite contexts, first person plural, second persons singular and
second person plural objects are only indexed by the generic Level I suffix.
This means that these three different object types are not distinguished in nonfinite verbs, as shown in (8.167) and (8.168).

(8.167) “jáu wajáata” tuɾámiɲakui; listuitʲai.

“jáu

wajá-a-ta”

tu-rám-inʲa-ku-iN;

already

enter-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

say-1PL/2.O-IPFV:PL-SIM-1/3.DS

listu[Sp]=itʲ-a-i.

ready=COP-3.S-DECL
'When they tell you “go in already”, then it’s ready.'
'Cuando te dicen “ya entra”, ahí está listo.'
(T02-S03S12-01.wav; 01:18-01:21)

(8.168) nuí huɾámɡiaɾ; túɾa nu apát͡ʃ t͡ʃit͡ʃáiɲak; “nu atúmɲáʃa nu hiɾmástasaɾ

wakɨɾ́ iɲawai”.
nuíN
hu-rám-ki-aɾ;
here

túɾa

take-1PL/2.O-PFV-3PL.SS

COORD:and/so

“nu

ANA

nu

apát͡ʃ

ANA

Spanish.speaker

atúm=nʲá=ʃa

2PL=OBJ=FOC

wakɨŕ -inʲa-wa-i.”

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-inʲa-k;
speak-IPFV:PL-SIM

nu

hi-rmá-s-tasa-r

ANA

see-1PL/2.O-PFV-INTENT-3PL.SS

want-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'They took us here and those Spanish speakers said, “They want to see
you.”'
'Nos trajeron aquí y esos españoles dijeron: “Les quieren ver a
ustedes.”'
(T03-S01-07.wav; 29:19-29:25)
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If a finite clause has a first person singular subject, second person
objects are indexed with a portmanteau suffix in Level II (see §8.1). Second
person singular objects are indexed by the suffix -h(j)(a)m(ɨ ), as shown in
(8.169), whereas second person plural objects are indexed by the suffix
‑h(j)(a)r(u)m(ɨ), as shown in (8.170). The former suffix tends to be produced
with a nasal final vowel, and the latter with an oral final vowel, but nasality
is optional for both. The suffixes can be pronounced with nasal or oral vowels.
In both suffixes, the final vowel appears in polar questions and declarative
clauses (where it fuses with the declarative suffix -i ), but not in content
questions or exclamative clauses, as shown in (8.171). The appearance of the
suffix-internal vowels depend on their metrical position in the word, and are
governed by the principles explained in §5.2.1. The initial glottal fricative /h/
in both suffixes becomes palatalised if it immediately follows a high front
vowel or another palatalised consonant, as shown in (8.172).

́
(8.169) ãnɨ ãhmɨ
.

anɨ -́ a-hmɨ .
love-IPFV-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I love you.'
'Te quiero.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:41-03:42)

(8.170) hindíndʲahɾumɨ.

hintíntʲ-a-hrumɨ.
teach-PFV-1SG.S>2PL.O+DECL
'I have taught you.'
'Yo les enseñé.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:33-00:34)

(8.171) waɾí inindímsant͡suk áitkaham.
warí inintím-sa-n-t͡su=k

áit-ka-ham.

what know-SBD-1SG.SS-NEG+S.NMLZ=TOP do.thus-PFV-1SG.S>2SG.O
'I don’t know what I was thinking; I did that to you!'
'No sé qué estaba pensando en hacerte eso.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:54-02:57)

(8.172) ʋíi nuwatkanɡa; áuka amínɡa wáanak ajúɾatiɲuitʲhʲamɨ.
wíi nuwat-ka-n=ka;
áu=ka
amí=n=ka
1SG

marry-PFV-1SG.SS=TOP

wáa=na=k

DIST=TOP

a-jú-ra-tinʲu=itʲ-hʲamɨ.

2SG=OBJ=TOP

tinamou=OBJ=RESTR
CAUS-eat-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'If I marry, I’ll have to only feed you tinamou.'
'Si me caso, te voy a tener que dar de comer solo perdiz.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 04:57-05:00)
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In non-finite contexts, if a clause has a first person singular subject and
a second person object, only the subject is indexed on the verb. The object is
only made expressed by an independent pronominal argument. This can be
seen in example (8.173).

(8.173) amíɲa anɨakun; ʋinímhʲai.
amí=nʲa
anɨ-a-ku-n;
2SG=OBJ
love-IPFV-SIM-1SG.SS
'I love you so I came.'
'Te quiero así que vine.'

win-í-m-hʲa-i.
come-PFV-REC.PST-1SG.SS-DECL

(T03-S01-01.wav; 10:34-10:36)
Finally, there is an indefinite object suffix -k(j)(a)r(a)t(a) , which can be
used to index a generic human object, as in (8.174). The appearance of the
vowels in the suffix depends on their position in the word, as discussed in
§5.2.1. If the suffix is preceded by a high front vowel, as in (8.175), the initial
/k/ is palatalised. This object marker can be used in finite and non-finite
clauses, but it is most frequently found in nominalised clauses, particularly
agentive nominalisations (see §8.11.1), as in (8.175) and (8.176). As has been
noted for its cognate in other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 245–246;
Peña 2015: 596; Saad 2014: 61,105), the indefinite object suffix can also be used
to express a first person plural object, as shown in (8.177).

(8.174) huɾíhuɾikʲa jukáɾtiɲuitʲai.
huríhuri=kʲa
ju-kárt-inʲu=itʲ-a-i.
cannibal=TOP
eat-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'The cannibals eat people.'
'Los caníbales comen gente.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:20-01:24)

(8.175) unuíkʲaɾtiɲ

unuí-kʲart-inʲ
teach-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ
'teacher'
'profesor'
(T03-S08S09-02.wav; 03:22-03:22)
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(8.176) ɨsákɾatɲun niɲumɡán puháhai umáɾu.
ɨsá-krat-nʲu=n
ninʲum-ká-n
bite-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ=OBJ

umá-ru.

puh-á-ha-i

marry-PFV-1SG.SS live-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

sibling-1SG.P+VOC
'Oh brother, I married someone who bites people.'
'Hermano, me casé con alguien que muerde.'
(T03-S09-01.wav; 02:46-02:49)

(8.177) íiɲd͡ʒa tukáɾtiɲamdai nujáŋɡa;
íi=nʲ=t͡ʃa
tu-kárt-inʲa-mtaiN

nujáŋka;

1PL=OBJ=FOC say-INDF.O-IPFV:PL-1/3.DS COORD:then
'They then told us…'
'Después nos dijeron…'
(T03-S08S09-02.wav; 01:02-01:04)

8.8. Tense
Tense is a grammatical category that is only found in finite Shiwiar verbs.
There is an unmarked tense which corresponds to present time reference
(§8.8.1), two past tenses (recent and distant) (§8.8.2) and two future tenses
(immediate and general) (§8.8.3). The following three sections explain how
the tenses are formed morphologically and in what contexts each tense is
used. Temporal reference can also be expressed by subordinating markers on
medial clauses in clause chains (see §8.10), but unlike finite verbs which
exhibit absolute tense, temporal reference in non-finite verbs is only expressed
relative to the next clause in the chain (e.g. simultaneous).
8.8.1. Present tense
Present tense in Shiwiar is morphologically unmarked, as shown in (8.178).
Despite the lack of formal marking, because every other tense in the language
is expressed through a morpheme, present tense is paradigmatically
contrastive with other tenses in finite verbs.

(8.178) jutáwai.

jut-á-wa-i.
rain-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'It’s raining.'
'Está lloviendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 13:24-13:25)

If the stem is imperfective, a present tense verb expresses an ongoing
event that is unfolding during the speech act, as shown in examples (8.179)
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and (8.180). On the other hand, if the stem is perfective, a present tense verb
expresses an action that was just completed at the time of utterance, as in
(8.181), or one that has been occurring in the immediate past and which has
consequences for the present, as in (8.182).

(8.179) ikʲa ã́ wãĩ.

ikʲã-a-wa-i.
set(moon)-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'The moon is setting.'
'La luna se está poniendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 15:52-15:53)

(8.180) ʋiɲáhai.

winʲ-á-ha-i.
come-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m coming.'
'Estoy viniendo.'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:41-11:42)

(8.181) hɨákhai.

hɨá-k-ha-i.
arrive-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’ve just arrived.'
'Acabo de llegar.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:09-08:09)

(8.182) nuháŋɡɾuaji.

nuháŋru-a-ji.
flood(river)-PFV-3.S+DECL
'The river has been flooding.'
'El río ha estado creciendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 31:28-31:29)

8.8.2. Past tenses
Shiwiar has two past tenses: one for events that are relatively close to the time
of utterance (labelled in this work as recent past), and one for events that
occurred further back (labelled here as distant past). Examples of both past
tenses are shown in examples (8.183) and (8.184) respectively. The recent past
is primarily used for events that occurred in the previous few hours, and any
event further back than that is usually expressed with the distant past.
Nevertheless, there is no clear cut-off point between the two tenses and the
use of one or the other depends more on how the speaker wants to portray
the event: if the recent past is used, the implication is that the event is
particularly relevant to the present state of things; the distant past form is
much more frequent and appears to be more of a generic past tense.
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(8.183) tú nujáŋɡa kanuɾmahái.

tú

nujáŋka

thus
COORD:then
'Then I slept like that.'
'Después dormí así.'

kanu-r-ma-há-i.
sleep-PFV-REC.PST-1SG.S-DECL

(T03-S01-03.wav; 01:35-01:36)

(8.184) níi awɨ m
́ ɾatɲunam wãa ń ãm ut͡ʃiɾíŋɡʲa ɨŋɡɨámiaji.
níi
awɨ -́ m-ra-tnʲu=nam
wãa =́ nam
3

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ=LOC

ut͡ʃi-ríN=kʲa

ɨŋkɨ-á-mia-ji.

hole=LOC

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
place-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She placed her son in the hole where he saved himself.'
'Colocó a su hijo en el hueco donde se salvó.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:11-04:14)
Recent past tense is marked by the suffix -m(a). The appearance of the
vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical position in the word, and it follows
the principles explained in §5.2.1. Example (8.185) shows the suffix without
its vowel, whereas the full suffix can be seen in example (8.186). Distant past
tense is marked by the invariable suffix -mia, as shown in (8.187).

(8.185) kóɾto tiémponam ɨt͡sɨɾ́ kamhi.
kórto[Sp] tiémpo[Sp]=nam
ɨt͡sɨ ŕ -ka-m-hi.
short
time=LOC
tell-PFV-REC.PST-1PL.S+DECL
'We told you with short notice.'
'Les dijimos en corto tiempo.'
(T02-S06-01.wav; 00:16-00:18)

(8.186) juámaɾum.

ju-á-ma-rum.
eat-PFV-REC.PST-2PL.S
'You ate it!'
'¡Se lo comieron!'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 09:53-09:54)

(8.187) kindʲámmiaji.

kintʲám-mia-ji.
dawn-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'It dawned.'
'Amaneció.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:00-03:01)
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Although both past tenses are most often formed with perfective stems,
imperfective stems can also be used to portray a past event in progress. This
can be seen in examples (8.188) and (8.189) 58 . This is a morphological
possibility that is not available in other Chicham languages, where the
cognate past tense forms with imperfective stems are impossible (Overall
2017a: 341; Peña 2015: 646; Saad 2014: 73).

(8.188) tú t͡ʃit͡ʃámiaji.

tú

t͡ʃit͡ʃámiaji.

thus
speak-IPFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They spoke like that.'
'Hablaban así.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 05:43-05:44)

(8.189) nujáŋɡa jáu nundúmmiaji.

nujáŋka

jáu

nuntúm-mia-ji.

COORD:then

already
get.close-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He was already getting close.'
'Se estaba acercando.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:34-03:36)
Chicham languages also differ substantially in terms of how many past
tenses exist in each language (Overall 2017a: 341; Peña 2015: 646; Saad 2014:
73). Aguaruna appears to have the most complex set of distinctions, with six
synthetic past tenses and further periphrastic strategies, whereas Shiwiar is at
the opposite end of the continuum, with the fewest distinctions. Wampis and
Shuar have an intermediate number of past tenses, with Wampis closer to the
Aguaruna end of the range, and Shuar closer to the Shiwiar end. Both of the
past tenses in Shiwiar have cognates in all the other Chicham languages, but
the remaining past tenses found in other Chicham languages (e.g. the
narrative past (Ag), the intermediate past (Ag, Wa) and the remote past (Ag,
Wa, Shu)) have seemingly been subsumed into the distant past tense category
in Shiwiar.
8.8.3. Future tenses
There are two future tenses in Shiwiar: a general future, as shown in (8.190),
and a so-called immediate future which is used for actions that will take place
imminently, as shown in (8.191). Unlike past tenses, there is a much more
clear-cut distinction between the two future tenses in Shiwiar: the immediate

There does not seem to be imperfective aspect marking in this example, but as
explained in §8.4.2, the imperfective suffix is sometimes elided in certain metrical
positions.
58
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future can only be used to describe an event that is about to occur; for every
other situation, the general future is used.

(8.190) amíɲ ausáthãmɨ.
amí=nʲ
au-sá-t-hãmɨ.
2SG=OBJ
tell-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I’m about to tell you.'
'Te voy a contar.'
(T03-S01S08-01.wav; 05:08-05:10)

(8.191) kahɨɾtámɡatathi.

kahɨ-r-tám-ka-tat-hi.
be.angry-APPL-1PL/2.O-PFV-FUT-1PL.O+DECL
'He will get angry with us.'
'Se va a enojar con nosotros.'
(T03-S12-03.wav; 03:54-03:55)

The immediate future tense is marked by the suffix -t(j)(a). The
appearance of the vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical position in the
word, and it follows the principles explained in §5.2.1. Example (8.192) shows
the suffix without its vowel, whereas the full suffix can be seen in example
(8.193). The general future tense is marked by the suffix -t(j)at, as shown in
(8.194). The initial consonant in both suffixes becomes palatalised if it is
preceded by a high front vowel /i/, as can be seen in (8.195) and (8.196).

(8.192) ʋíi nuwatɾúmɡathai.

wíi

nuwat-rú-m-ka-t-ha-i.

1SG
marry-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m about to get married.'
'Estoy a punto de casarme.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:22-07:24)

(8.193) ʋikí wɨtáhai.
wi=kí

wɨ-tá-ha-i.

1SG=RESTR
go-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'Only I am about to go.'
'Solo yo estoy a punto de irme.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 08:33-08:34)

(8.194) mandámaʃtathi tiáɾ.

maN-tám-a-ʃ-tat-hi

t-i-ár.

kill-1PL/2.O-PFV-NEG-FUT-1PL.O+DECL
'They said they won’t kill us.'
'Nos dijeron que no nos van a matar.'

say-PFV-3PL.SS

(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:45-03:46)
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(8.195) ʋíi huɾumɡítʲhʲai.

wíi

hu-ru-m-kí-tʲ-hʲa-i.

1SG
take-APPL-REFL-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m about to take her for myself.'
'Me la voy a llevar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:21-07:22)

(8.196) aíʃɾũhãĩ ʋinitʲáthai.
aíʃ-ru=hãĩ

win-i-tʲát-ha-i.

husband-1SG.P=COM
come-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will come with my husband.'
'Voy a venir con mi marido.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 02:31-02:34)
As can be seen in all of the examples in this section, both future tenses
morphologically require a perfective stem. This means that unlike for present
and past tense verbs, aspect is not contrastive in Shiwiar for future tense verbs.
As was suggested by Overall (2017a: 352–353) for Aguaruna, judging
on similarities of form and meaning, the immediate future suffix -t(j)(a)
appears to be the historical base for a number of other suffixes (including the
general future tense marker -t(j)at, the imperative marker -t(j)a (§8.9.3), and the
intention subordinator -t(j)as(a) (§8.10)). Overall goes further, suggesting that
the imperative marker -ta is synchronically one and the same suffix as the
immediate future marker. He bases this claim on the observation that in
Aguaruna, the suffix -ta only appears with first person subjects in declarative
clauses (producing the semantics of future tense) and only with second person
subjects in imperative clauses (producing the semantics of a command).
These restrictions described for Aguaruna do not hold for Shiwiar. As can be
seen in examples (8.197) and (8.198), the immediate future tense marker can
readily be used with second person subjects in declarative and exclamative
clauses in Shiwiar, and it can be distinguished from imperative forms,
exemplified in (8.199) and (8.200). Nevertheless, the similarities in form and
meaning leave little doubt that the immediate future marker was indeed the
historical origin of the imperative construction.

(8.197) naŋɡámim ahápat͡ʃatmɨ ut͡ʃíɾam.

naŋkámi-m

a-háp-a-t͡ʃa-t-mɨ

ut͡ʃi-ram.

in.vain-2SG.A CAUS-leave-PFV-NEG-IFUT-2SG.S+DECL child-2SG.P
'You are not about to throw out your children for no reason.'
'No vas a botar afuera a tus hijos de gana.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 01:48-01:50)
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(8.198) tú titʲáɾum.

tú

t-i-tʲá-rum.

thus
say-PFV-IFUT-2PL.S
'You will say it like that!'
'¡Van a decirlo así!'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 04:51-04:51)

(8.199) ámɨ huwáɾkata jamáikʲa.

ámɨ

huwá-r-ka-ta

2SG stay-APPL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'You stay here now.'
'Tú quédate aquí ahora.'

jamái=kʲa.
now=TOP

(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:54-01:56)

(8.200) maítʲaɾam.

ma-í-tʲaram.
bathe-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'Bathe!'
'¡Báñense!'
(T01-S04-01.wav; 07:19-07:20)

8.9. Mood
Like tense, mood is a morphological category that is only marked on finite
verbs in Shiwiar. Four mood categories are distinguished in the language:
declarative (§8.9.1), interrogative (§8.9.2), imperative (§8.9.3) and exclamative
(§8.9.4). The following sections describe when each mood is used and how
they are morphologically realised.
8.9.1. Declarative
Declarative mood is used to express a statement or fact. It is by far the most
frequent mood found in the Shiwiar corpus. It is marked by the suffix -i, as
shown in examples (8.201) and (8.202).

(8.201) t͡sawáwai.

t͡saw-á-wa-i.
dawn-IPFV-3.S-DECL
'Dawn is breaking.'
'Está amaneciendo.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 10:42-10:43)
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(8.202) sɨɨ m
́ ahai.

sɨɨm
́ -a-ha-i.
feel.warm-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I’m warm.'
'Tengo calor.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 21:16-21:17)

If the preceding suffix ends in a high front vowel /i/ or a high central
vowel /ɨ/, the declarative suffix phonologically fuses with it. This is shown in
(8.203) and (8.204).

(8.203) nukúut͡ʃiɾiʃa ajúɾtamhi.
nukú-ut͡ʃi-riN=ʃa

a-jú-r-tam-hi.

mother-DIM-1PL/2PL/3.P=FOC CAUS-eat-APPL-1PL/2.O-1PL.O+DECL
'Our mothers feed us.'
'Nuestras mamás nos dan de comer.'
(T03-S11-02.wav; 03:35-03:36)

(8.204) amɨ ḱ a naŋɡámim tamɨ .́
amɨ=́ ka
naŋkámi-m
2SG=TOP
in.vain-2SG.A
'You’re speaking in vain.'
'Estás hablando de gana.'

t-a-mɨ .́
say-IPFV-2SG.S+DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:40-02:42)
8.9.2. Interrogative
Interrogative mood is used to express questions. The morphological marking
of this mood depends on whether the question being asked is a polar question
or a content question. In polar questions, interrogative mood is expressed by
the suffix -k, as shown in (8.205) and (8.206). This suffix is likely related to the
interrogative nominal clitic =k(j)a.

(8.205) ɨ m
́ dikɾumɨk.

ɨm
́ ti-k-rumɨ-k.
advance-PFV-2PL.S-Q
'Have you advanced?'
'¿Avanzaron?'
(T03-S03S14-02.wav; 02:22-02:23)
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(8.206) ʋiɲáwak.

winʲ-á-wa-k.
come-IPFV-3.S-Q
'Is he coming?'
'¿Está viniendo?'
(T01-S02-02.wav; 11:15-11:15)

On the other hand, in content questions, interrogative mood is not
marked by any morpheme, as shown in (8.207) and (8.208).

(8.207) itʲúɾ puhúiɲawa.

itʲúr

puhú-inʲa-wa.

how
live-IPFV:PL-3.S
'How do they live?.'
'¿Cómo viven?'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 00:56-00:57)

(8.208) waɾíɲa ɨt͡sɨɾ́ katha.
warí=nʲa
ɨt͡sɨ ŕ -ka-t-ha.
what=OBJ
tell-PFV-IFUT-1SG.S
'What shall I tell?'
'¿Qué contaré?'
(T03-S03S15-01.wav; 07:17-07:17)
8.9.3. Imperative
Imperative mood is used to express commands or desired actions.
Imperatives are typically associated with a second person addressee (Lyons
1977: 747), but Shiwiar imperatives can also be addressed to a first person
plural (a structure that is also referred to as a hortative (Aikhenvald 2010: 48))
or to a third person (a structure that is also referred to as a jussive (Aikhenvald
2010: 48)). All of these are analysed as a unified family of imperative forms in
Shiwiar – rather than separately as imperatives, hortatives and jussives –
because the suffixes that express them are clearly etymologically related, and
they form a paradigm together. Table 8.11 shows all imperative suffixes.
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1st person

2nd person

-t(ʲ)a

Singular

-t(ʲ)ai ~ -t(ʲ)ãĩ /
-mi

Plural

-t(ʲ)aram

3rd person

-ti

Table 8.11. Imperative suffixes
Imperative clauses have two characteristics that distinguish them from
declarative and interrogative clauses. First, imperative suffixes inherently
index the person and number of the subject, so imperative verbs do not exhibit
the subject suffixes otherwise found in declarative and interrogative clauses
(see §8.7.1). Second, imperative clauses always require a perfective stem, so
unlike declarative and interrogative clauses, aspect is never contrastive in
imperative forms. Both of these characteristics can be seen in example (8.209).

(8.209) nakásta; t͡ʃit͡ʃásmi.

naká-s-ta;

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-s-mi.

wait-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'Wait, let’s speak.'
'Espera, hablemos.'

speak-PFV-1PL.S:IMP

(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:14-02:16)
Second person imperatives in Shiwiar are expressed by a separate
suffix for singular (-t(j)a) and plural (-t(j)aram ) addressees, as shown in (8.210)
and (8.211). When they are preceded by a high front vowel /i/, both suffixes
become palatalised, as in (8.212) and (8.213).

(8.210) umáat͡ʃiɾu, umúɾta.

umá-at͡ʃi-ru

umú-r-ta.

cross.sibling-DIM-1SG.P+VOC
'Drink, sister!'
'¡Toma, hermana!'

drink-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

(T01-S01-01.wav; 40:20-40:22)

(8.211) pɨŋ́ ɡɨɾ puhustáɾam.

pɨŋ́ kɨr

puhu-s-táram.

good
live-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
'Live well!'
'¡Vivan bien!'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 04:30-04:31)
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(8.212) ámɨ awɨm
́ bɾatiɲ wakɨ ɾ́ akmɨka; amɨ ḱ a nuŋɡá taútmitʲa.
ámɨ
awɨ -́ m-ra-tin ʲ
wakɨŕ -a-k-mɨ=ka;
2SG

amɨ=́ ka

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ

nuŋká

want-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

taú-t-m-i-tʲa.

2SG=TOP ground+LOC dig-APPL-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'If you want to save yourself, dig yourself into the ground!'
'Si te quieres salvar, ¡cávate en la tierra!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:35-01:39)

(8.213) t͡suwɨɾ́ hãĩ imʲatɾítʲaɾam nukúɾ.
t͡suwɨŕ =hãĩ i-mʲa-t-r-í-tʲaram

nukú-r.

hot=COM
CAUS-bathe-APPL-1SG.O-PFV-2PL.S:IMP
mother-1SG.P
'Bathe my mother with hot (water) for me.'
'Denme bañando a mi mamá con (agua) caliente.'
(T03-S12-03.wav; 04:41-04:43)
First person plural imperatives – labelled as hortatives in the literature
for other Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 365–366; Peña 2015: 677–678;
Saad 2014: 89–90) – are expressed by two different suffixes in Shiwiar: -t(j)ai,
as shown in (8.214), and -mi, as shown in (8.215). The two suffixes can be used
interchangeably, and there does not seem to be a difference in meaning. The
same observation has been made for Wampis and Shuar, where both suffixes
also co-exist and there is no clear indication of any semantic differences
between them (Peña 2015: 677–678; Saad 2014: 89–90). The suffix -t(j)ai is
occasionally nasalised, as in (8.216), and if it is preceded by a high front vowel
/i/, the initial consonant is palatalised, as in (8.217). Both suffixes intrinsically
express plural referents, given that they include the speaker and at least one
other person, but if there are many participants involved, the expression of
plurality can be reinforced by adding the perfective plural suffix -(a)r(a) (see
§8.6) to the verb, as in (8.218) and (8.219).

(8.214) nukut͡ʃí, wɨtái.

nukut͡ʃí,

wɨ-tái.

grandmother+VOC go-1PL.S:IMP
'Grandmother, let’s go!'
'¡Abuela, vamos!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 56:35-56:36)

(8.215) apat͡ʃí, ikʲám wɨmí.

apat͡ʃí,

ikʲám

wɨ-mí.

grandfather+VOC
forest+LOC
go-1PL.S:IMP
'Grandfather, let’s go to the forest!'
'¡Abuelo, vamos a la selva!'
(T01-S01-01.wav; 55:56-55:58)
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(8.216) nujáŋɡa wɨta ĩ.́

nujáŋka

wɨ-ta ĩ.́

COORD:then

go-1PL.S:IMP
'Then let’s go.'
'Entonces vayamos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 06:35-06:35)

(8.217) máikʲa ɨɨ́ mɡitʲai íiʃa.
mái=kʲa
ɨ ɨ́ m-ki-tʲai

íi=ʃa.

now=TOP
advance-PFV-1PL.S:IMP
'Now let’s advance.'
'Ahora avancemos nosotros.'

1PL=FOC

(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:40-03:42)

(8.218) namáŋ tukuáɾ; ju wɨáɾtai.

namáŋ

tuku-á-r;

ju

wɨ-ár-tai.

game
shoot-PFV-1PL.SS
eat go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s all of us go shoot some game and eat it.'
'Vamos a cazar animales y comerlos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:22-00:24)

(8.219) wɨáɾmi.

wɨ-ár-mi.
go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s all of us go.'
'Vamos todos.'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 01:56-01:57)

Third person imperatives – labelled as jussives in the literature for other
Chicham languages (Overall 2017a: 358; Peña 2015: 676–677; Saad 2014: 90–
91) – are expressed by the suffix -ti. There is no distinction between singular
and plural subjects, as shown in (8.220) and (8.221).

(8.220) hṹũndj ãw ãã juáti.

hṹũntjãwãã

ju-á-ti.

jaguar
eat-PFV-3.S:IMP
'May a tiger eat him.'
'Que se lo coma un tigre.'
(T01-S03-03.wav; 05:28-05:29)

(8.221) íi ajámɡɨ atí.

íi

ajámɡɨ

a-tí.

1PL protector+1PL/2PL/3.P COP-3.S:IMP
'May they be our protectors.'
'Que sean nuestros defensores.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 03:35-03:36)
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Negative commands are expressed in various ways. Third person
imperatives can be negated in the usual manner, with the addition of the
perfective negative suffix (see §8.5), as in (8.222). On the other hand, negative
commands addressed to a second person are expressed by an entirely
different morpheme: a prohibitive. Second person singular prohibitives are
formed with the suffix -(i)p, as in (8.223), whereas second person plural
prohibitives are formed with the suffix -(i)rap , as in (8.224). If either suffix is
preceded by a high front vowel /i/, the initial vowel is elided, as in (8.225) and
(8.226).

(8.222) kakáɾmat͡ʃauka ukuímʲamdikiaʃti.
kakárma-t͡ʃau=ka
ukuímʲa-mtikʲ-a-ʃ-ti.
strong-NEG=TOP
undress-CAUS-PFV-NEG-3.S:IMP
'May the one who is not strong not make him undress.'
'Que no le haga quitarse la ropa el que no es fuerte.'
(T01-S02-06.wav; 00:40-00:41)

(8.223) máikʲa ikʲamɡa wɨkásaip.
mái=kʲa
ikʲam=ka

wɨká-sa-ip.

now=TOP
forest=TOP
walk-PFV-2.SG:PROH
'Don’t walk into the forest.'
'No camines a la selva.'
(T01-S03-04.wav; 00:17-00:18)

(8.224) ɨʃámɡaiɾap.

ɨʃám-ka-irap.
be.scared-PFV-2PL.S:PROH
'Don’t be scared.'
'No tengan miedo.'
(T03-S01-05.wav; 06:52-06:53)

(8.225) imʲátip timiáhmɨ.

i-mʲá-t-i-p

CAUS-bathe-1SG.O-PFV-2SG.S:PROH

t-i-miá-hmɨ.

say-PFV-DIST.PST-1SG.S>2SG.O+DECL
'I told you, don’t bathe me.'
'Te dije, no me bañes.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 14:05-14:07)

(8.226) hiŋɡíɾap.

hiŋ-kí-rap.
go.outside-PFV-2PL.S:PROH
'Don’t go outside.'
'No salgan.'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 13:46-13:47)
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8.9.4. Exclamative
Exclamative mood is used to make emphatic statements, particularly when a
proposition is surprising or unexpected. It is characterised by a complete lack
of morphological marking in slot 8 (where mood marking is normally found),
but in every other way exclamative clauses resemble declarative ones.
Examples of exclamative mood are shown in (8.227), (8.228) and (8.229).

(8.227) pái jamáikʲa nuápi wiɲáwa.
pái
jamái=kʲa
nuápi

winʲ-á-wa

INTERJ:fear

now=TOP
cannibal come-IPFV-3.S
'Oh no, now the cannibals are coming!'
'¡Uy, ahora están viniendo los caníbales!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:39-03:41)

(8.228) juámaɾum.

ju-á-ma-rum.
eat-PFV-REC.PST-2PL.S
'You ate it!'
'¡Se lo comieron!'
(T03-S01-04.wav; 09:53-09:54)

(8.229) jumí mú wɨ á ha.

jumí

mú

wɨ-́ a-ha.

water+OBJ drink
go-IPFV-1SG
'I’m going to drink water!'
'¡Voy a tomar agua!'
(T01-S01-01.wav, 21:20-21:21)

8.10. Subordinating markers
As discussed in §6.5.2, Shiwiar clauses are frequently linked into clause
chains. Within a chain, clauses can have various semantic relationships to
each other and to the matrix clause. Most frequently, clauses in a chain
express a chronological sequence of events, with the matrix clause conveying
the culminating event, as in (8.230). Given that later events are influenced by
earlier events, clauses in a sequential chain often have a cause-and-effect
reading, as in (8.231). However, by using a subordinating marker, different
semantic relationships between clauses can also be expressed. Table 8.12
shows a summary of the four subordinators found in the Shiwiar corpus.
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(8.230) ʋíʃt͡ʃi hatɨɾán; kambatá kindʲa kanúɾan; taatáthai.

wíʃt͡ʃi

hatɨ-rá-n;

cow.tree+OBJ

cut.with.axe-PFV-1SG.SS

kampatá

kintʲa

kanú-ra-n;

three

day

sleep-PFV-1SG.SS

taN-a-tát-ha-i.

arrive-PFV-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'I will cut some cow tree, sleep for three days and I will arrive.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho, dormir por tres días y voy a llegar.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:36-07:39)

́
(8.231) pínɡɨ ́ ʃindʲát͡ʃmatai; hĩĩhʲãĩ
kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát nundutɾámiaji.
pínɡɨ ́

ʃintʲá-t͡ʃ-mataiN;

truly

wake-NEG-1/3.DS

híi=hʲãĩ

kut͡ʃát kut͡ʃát

nuntu-t-rá-mia-ji.

fire=COM
IDEO:press.into
burn-APPL-PFV-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'He truly was not waking up, so she burnt him with fire by pressing it
into his skin.'
'Como de verdad no se estaba despertando, le quemó con candela,
presionándole su piel.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:01-04:05)

Suffix

Label

-s(a)

General subordinator

-t(ʲ)as(a)

Intentional

-k(u)

Simultaneous

-ka

Repetitive
Table 8.12. Subordinating markers

The general subordinator -s(a) allows verbs to be integrated into a
chain, but without committing to any particular temporal relationship
(whether sequential or simultaneous) to the matrix clause. It occurs with the
bare root of the verb, without any aspectual specification. It is frequently used
to present backgrounded information with the copula, as in (8.232), or with
speech verbs, as in (8.233). Given the semantically underspecified nature of
this subordinator, it often occurs in false starts, i.e. when a speaker begins to
utter a clause chain but then hesitates about how to present the information
and trails off, as in (8.234). The appearance of the vowel in the suffix depends
on its metrical position in the word (see §5.2.1); example (8.235) shows the
suffix without the vowel.
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(8.232) ikʲám wɨáɾuka jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
forest+LOC

go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP

a-sá-r;

ajá

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

IDEO:nothing

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, and there was
nothing (no danger), so they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)

(8.233) aɨ ń t͡s ʋiníɲakuiʃa; íikʲa “juáta” tusáɾ; íikʲa amáuʋitʲhi.
aɨ ń t͡s
win-ínʲa-ku-iN=ʃa;
person

come-IPFV:PL-SIM-1/3.DS=FOC

íi=kʲa

“ju-á-ta”

tu-sá-r;

1PL=TOP

eat-PFV-2SG.S:IMP

say-SBD-1PL.SS

íi=kʲa

amá-u=itʲ-hi.

1PL=TOP
give-S.NMLZ=COP-1PL.S+DECL
'Even when people come (from other places), we say “eat”, we give
them (food).'
'Hasta cuando viene gente (de otros lados), decimos “come” y les
damos (comida).'
(T03-S10-01.wav; 07:31-07:37)

(8.234) ukúnam íiɲa ut͡ʃíɾi {íiɲa} ʋíɲa nawánduɾ ikʲám wɨkásaɾ;
ukú=nam íi=nʲa
ut͡ʃí-riN
{íi=nʲa}
future=LOC 1PL=OBJ(P) son-1PL/2PL/3.P {1PL=OBJ(P)}

wí=nʲa

nawántu-r

ikʲám

wɨká-sa-r;

1SG=OBJ(P) daughter-1SG.P
forest.LOC walk-SBD-3PL.SS
‘In the future, our sons and my daughters will walk in the forest…’
‘En el futuro, nuestros hijos y mis hijas van a caminar por la selva…’
(T01-S02-03.wav; 00:34-00:40)

(8.235) juáɾ máʃ máʃ; máʃ núna umís;

ju-á-r

máʃ

máʃ;

máʃ

nú=na

umí-s;

eat-PFV-3PL.SS all
all
all
ANA=OBJ
complete-SBD
'They ate everything and completed all of that…'
'Se comieron todo y acabaron todo eso…'
(T01-S02-10.wav; 02:55-02:58)
The intentional subordinator -t(j)as(a) is used to signal that the action in
the medial clause is the intended goal of the action in the matrix clause, as
shown in (8.236). Given its semantics, it is not surprising that this
subordinator is frequently used with verbs of volition or intent, as in (8.237)
and (8.238). As shown in all following examples, this suffix requires a
perfective stem. The appearance of the final vowel in the suffix depends on
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its metrical position in the word (see §5.2.1); example (8.239) shows the suffix
without the final vowel. If it is immediately preceded by a high front vowel
/i/, the first consonant of the suffix is palatalised, as in (8.240).

(8.236) hútmatai; histásan; tandáhai.

hút-mataiN;

hi-s-tása-n;

taN-t-á-ha-i.

cry-1/3.DS
see-PFV-INTENT-1SG.SS
arrive-APPL-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'They were crying, so in order to see them I arrived.'
'Estaban llorando, así que vine a verles.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 02:21-02:23)

(8.237) nujá jamúŋɡan juátasa; wakɨ ɾ́ ahai.
nujá
jamúŋka=n
ju-á-tasa;
COORD:then

pit.viper=OBJ

wakɨ -́ r-a-ha-i.

eat-PFV-INTENT+1SG.SS

want-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL
'I want to eat a pit viper.'
'Quiero comer una víbora.'
(T01-S03-07.wav; 00:33-00:36)

(8.238) jaínɡatasam; tú inindímmɨ.

jaín-ka-tasa-m;

tú

inintí-m-mɨ.

help-PFV-INTENT-2SG.SS
'You are planning to help.'
'Piensas ayudar.'

thus

plan-2SG.S+DECL

(T02-S03S05-01.wav; 01:57-01:59)

(8.239) níi ut͡ʃíɾin iʃindʲáɾtas puhúɾmiaji.
níi
ut͡ʃí-riN=n
i-ʃintʲá-r-tas
3

child-1PL/2PL/3.P=OBJ

puhú-r-mia-ji.

CAUS-wake-PFV-INTENT

live-APPL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She was there in order to wake her child up.'
'Estaba ahí para despertar a su hijo.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:53-03:55)

(8.240) waɾúkaja jumí mit͡ ʃa h́ ãĩ imʲaitʲásmɨʃa wakɨŕ am.
warúkaja
jumí
mit͡ʃá=hãĩ=ʃa
why

water

i-mʲa-i-tʲás-mɨ=ʃa

cold=COM=FOC

CAUS-bathe-PFV-INTENT-2SG.SS=FOC

wakɨŕ -a-m.

want-IPFV-2SG.S
'Why do you want to bathe in cold water?'
'¿Por qué te quieres bañar en agua fría?'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 12:01-12:04)
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The simultaneous subordinator -k(u) signals that the action in the
medial verb is occurring at the same time as the action in the matrix verb, as
shown in (8.241) and (8.242). This suffix requires an imperfective stem, and
the appearance of the vowel in the suffix depends on its metrical position in
the word (see §5.2.1).

́
(8.241) wɨákminɡa; ʋiʃá ami hʲãĩ
wɨtáthai.
wɨ-á-k-min=ka;
wi=ʃá

amí=hʲãĩ

wɨ-tát-ha-i.

go-IPFV-SIM-2SG.DS=TOP 1SG=FOC 2SG=COM
go-FUT-1SG.S-DECL
'If you go, I’ll also go with you.'
'Si te vas yo también me voy contigo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 04:07-04:09)

(8.242) imʲatkumɡa; jumí mit͡ʃa h́ ãĩ imʲattʲa.
i-mʲa-t-ku-m=ka;
CAUS-bathe-1SG.O-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

jumí

mit͡ʃá=hãĩ

i-mʲa-t-tʲa.

water
cold=COM
CAUS-bathe-1SG.O-2SG.S:IMP
'If you’re bathing me, bathe me with cold water.'
'Si me bañas, báñame con agua fría.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 11:53-11:58)
Finally, the repetitive subordinator -ka signals that the action in the
medial clause is occurring iteratively, and that it is the cause of the action in
the matrix clause, as in (8.243) and (8.244). This suffix requires an imperfective
stem. Of particular interest is the fact that the root of the medial verb is
reduplicated, iconically reinforcing the notion of repetitive action. Unlike
many other suffixes in the language and against the elision principles
discussed in §5.2.1, the vowel in -ka is never elided. This is probably because
the entire suffix is already a lenited form, given that it corresponds to the
longer repetitive suffix -kawa found in other Chicham languages (Overall
2017a: 446; Peña 2015: 834–836; Saad 2014: 131).

(8.243) ma nujáŋɡa páki ambu ambuáka; jawɨkáɾmiaji.

ma

nujáŋka

páki

ambu ambu-á-ka;

COORD:but

COORD:then

peccary

run

jawɨ-ká-r-mia-ji.

run-IPFV-REPET

get.tired-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'The peccaries were running and running and they got tired.'
'Los jabalíes estaban corre que corre y se cansaron.'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 01:38-01:44)
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(8.244) nuwáut͡ʃikʲa nu inindímʲa puha puháka; ahánmaŋɡa pɨ ɨ́ ahakí wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;
nuwá-ut͡ʃi=kʲa

nu

inintímʲa

puha

woman-DIM=TOP

ANA

think

live

ahá=nmaN=ka

pɨ ɨ́

aha-kí

puh-á-ka;
live-IPFV-REPET

wɨ ɨ́ nujá

nu;

garden=LOC=TOP IDEO:fast cut-ADVBLZ go COORD:then ANA
‘That poor woman was thinking and thinking, and then she quickly
went to the garden.’
‘Esa pobre mujer estaba pensando y pensando, y después se fue
rápidamente a la chacra.’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 02:35-02:40)

8.11. Nominalisations
There are five morphological strategies to derive a verb into a noun in Shiwiar.
All five nominalisations involve the use of a suffix, as summarised in Table
8.13. Four of the suffixes are participant nominalisers: two of them nominalise
the subject argument (§8.11.1) and two of them nominalise a non-subject
argument such as an object or a location (§8.11.2); one suffix is an action/state
nominaliser (§8.11.3). In the next three sub-sections, the morphological
characteristics of each nominalisation type are discussed, followed by a
description of the predicative uses of Shiwiar nominalisations in §8.11.4.

Suffix

Nominalisation type

-(i)nʲ(u)

Participant: agentive nominaliser

-u

Participant: subject nominaliser

-tai

N

Participant: non-subject nominaliser

-mau

Participant: non-subject nominaliser

-t(i)nʲ(u)

Action/state nominaliser

Table 8.13. Deverbal nominalisers

8.11.1. Subject nominalisations
Shiwiar has two participant nominalisations that target the subject argument.
The first is formed with the suffix -(i)nʲ(u), and it is specifically an agentive
nominalisation strategy. In other words, it only yields a noun from a verb if
the subject argument is also a semantic agent, such as the verb ɨakm- 'to hunt'
in (8.245), and not from verbs like ha- 'to die' or kanu- 'to sleep', where the
subject is conceptualised as more of a semantic patient or experiencer. Either
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vowel in the suffix can be elided depending on its metrical position (see
§5.2.1), as shown in (8.246) and (8.247).

(8.245) aɨ ń d͡zun ʃíɾman ɨákmiɲun waiɲkʲáhai.
aɨ ń t͡su=n
ʃírma=n
ɨákm-inʲu=n
person=OBJ

wainʲ-kʲá-ha-i.

beautiful=OBJ

hunt-AG.NMLZ=OBJ

find-PFV-1SG.S-DECL
'She found a man, a beautiful one, a hunter.'
'Encontró a un hombre, uno hermoso, un casador.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 02:41-02:43)

(8.246) áiʃɾiŋɡʲa takákmiɲ ʃíɾam.
áiʃ-riN=kʲa

takákm-inʲ

ʃíram.

husband-1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP work-AG.NMLZ
beautiful
'Her husband was a hard worker and beautiful.'
'Su marido era trabajador y hermoso.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:43-00:46)

(8.247) ɨsákɾatɲun niɲumɡán puháhai umáɾu.
ɨsá-krat-nʲu=n
ninʲum-ká-n
bite-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ=OBJ

umá-ru.

puh-á-ha-i

marry-PFV-1SG.SS live-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

sibling-1SG.P+VOC
'Oh brother, I married a biter.'
'Hermano, me casé con alguien que muerde.'
(T03-S09-01.wav; 02:46-02:49)
The suffix -(i)nʲ(u) appears in slot 3 of the verbal template (see §8.1).
This means that the nominalised stem can include valency changing
morphology, as in (8.248), or object marking morphology, as in (8.249).
However, it is incompatible with aspect marking or any other verbal
morphology that appears in slots to the right of 3.

(8.248) nu uʋíʃɲu nawándɾi

nu

u-wíʃ-nʲu

CAUS-be.well-AG.NMLZ+GEN
'that shaman’s daughter'
'la hija de ese shamán'
ANA

nawán-riN
daughter-1PL/2PL/3.P

(T01-S03-04.wav; 02:02-02:03)
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(8.249) unuíkʲaɾtiɲ

unuí-kʲart-inʲ
teach-INDF.O-AG.NMLZ
'teacher'
'profesor'
(T03-S08S09-02.wav; 03:22-03:22)

The suffix -u, on the other hand, is a completely productive general
subject nominaliser, with no restrictions that depend on semantic roles. This
can be seen in (8.250). The biggest difference compared to ‑(i)nʲ(u)
nominalisations is that -u nominalisations can be used as relative clauses, i.e.
they can modify other nouns (see §7.15.4), as in (8.251). They can also be used
as headless relative clauses, as shown in (8.252). Note that the suffix -u
appears in what would normally be slot 6 of the verb template (see §8.1),
allowing the stem to be marked for all categories in Level I, including aspect,
negation and number, as evidenced in (8.253).

(8.250) hakárau

ha-ká-ra-u
die-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ
'those who have died'
'los que se han muerto'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 58:55-58:56)

(8.251) aɨ ń t͡ska ikʲám wɨáɾuka
aɨ ń t͡s=ka
ikʲám

wɨ-ár-u=ka

person=TOP forest+LOC
go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP
'the people who went to the forest'
'la gente que se fue a la selva'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:59-02:01)

(8.252) pakí apapɨú amuktás apapɨu t͡ʃit͡ʃáɾak;

pakí

apapɨ-́ u

amu-k-tás

apapɨ-u

peccary+OBJ

chase-S.NMLZ

finish-PFV-INTENT

chase-S.NMLZ

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-r-a-k;

speak-APPL-IPFV-SIM
'The one who was chasing the peccaries, the one who was chasing
them to finish them off, spoke to them…'
'El que perseguía a los jabalís, el que les perseguía para acabarlos, les
habló…'
(T01-S02-03.wav; 02:47-02:49)
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(8.253) ut͡ʃitíɾam aní papí unuimʲaɾt͡ʃau

ut͡ʃi-tíram

aní

papí

u-nui-mʲa-r-t͡ʃa-u

child-2PL.SAP there book+OBJ CAUS-teach-REFL-PFV-NEG-S.NMLZ
'you, the children who haven’t studied books'
'ustedes, los niños que no han estudiado libros'
(T02-S07-01.wav; 00:14-00:16)
8.11.2. Non-subject nominalisations
Two further Shiwiar nominalisations target non-subject arguments. The
suffix -táiN yields nouns that correspond to the object argument of a verb, as
in (8.254), or to a locative argument (i.e. the location where the verb takes
place), as in (8.255). In cases where a locative argument is nominalised, the
resulting noun is almost always inflected for locative case. The suffix -táiN
attaches to the bare root of the verb, and it is incompatible with any additional
verbal morphology.

(8.254) jutái

ju-táiN
eat- NS.NMLZ
'food'
'comida'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 56:16-56:17)

(8.255) nujáŋɡa páki amutáiɲum wɨ á k;
nujáŋka páki
amu-táiN=nʲum

wɨ-́ a-k;

then
peccary finish-NS.NMLZ=LOC
go-IPFV-SIM
'Then they went to where the peccaries were dying…'
'Entonces fueron a donde los jabalís estaban acabándose…'
(T01-S01-03.wav; 01:35-01:37)
The suffix -mau also produces object or locative nominalisations, but
unlike -taiN nominalisations, these can be used to modify other nouns as
relative clauses, as shown in (8.256) and (8.257). They can also appear as
headless relative clauses, as in (8.258) and (8.259). In this sense, -mau
nominalisations are the non-subject counterpart to -u nominalisations (see
§8.11.1). The suffix ‑mau appears in slot 6 of the verbal template (see §8.1),
which means that it can co-occur with all Level I verbal suffixes.
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(8.256) ʋiʃít͡ʃ hatɨɾ́ mau nuí.

ʋiʃít͡ʃ

hatɨ -́ r-mau

nuí.

cow.tree
cut.with.axe-PFV-NS.NMLZ
there
'The cow tree that was cut down is there.'
'La leche de caucho que fue cortada está ahí.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:32-08:33)

(8.257) huɾíhuɾikʲa ma hɨaɾkáɾmiaji nu aɨń t͡s puhámaunmaŋɡa.
huríhuri=kʲa
ma
hɨa-r-ká-r-mia-ji
cannibal=TOP

nu

aɨ ń t͡s

COORD:but

arrive-APPL-PFV-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

puh-á-mau=nmaN=ka.

person
live-IPFV-NS.NMLZ=LOC=TOP
'The cannibals arrived at the place where those people where living.'
'Los caníbales llegaron a donde vivía esa gente.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 04:28-04:32)
ANA

(8.258) akupkámau nuí ikʲaçtʲúk;

akup̝ -ká-mau

nuíN

ikʲaihʲ-tʲú-k;

send-PFV-NS.NMLZ there
cause.to.faint-APPL-PFV
'The one who was sent there caused him to faint.'
'El que fue mandado ahí hizo que se desmayara.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:14-08:16)

(8.259) atúm t͡ʃit͡ʃámau, atúm kolaboɾahámau, nú wakɨɾ́ ahi.

atúm

t͡ʃit͡ʃá-mau,

atúm

kolabora-há-mau,

2PL

speak-NS.NMLZ

2PL

collaborate-LOAN.VBLZ-NS.NMLZ

nú

wakɨŕ -a-hi.

want-IPFV-1PL.S+DECL
'What you’re saying and what you’re collaborating on, we want that.'
'Lo que están diciendo y lo que están colaborando, eso queremos.'
(T02-S06-01.wav; 00:42-00:47)
ANA

8.11.3. Action/state nominalisations
In addition to the participant nominalisations discussed above, Shiwiar also
has an action/state nominaliser: the suffix -t(i)nʲ(u). Instead of nominalising
an argument of the verb, this nominaliser yields a noun that names the activity
or state expressed by a verb. For this reason, when this type of nominalisation
is produced in isolation, it is understood as the citation form of a verb, as in
(8.260) and (8.261). Action/state nominalisations are primarily used as
complements of verbs that express possibilities/necessities, as in (8.262), or
verbs with volitional semantics, as in (8.263).
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(8.260) jukúmkatiɲ

jukúm-ka-tinʲ
swim-PFV-AS.NMLZ
'to swim'
'nadar'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 53:26-53:27)

(8.261) máitiɲ

má-i-tinʲ
bathe-PFV-AS.NMLZ
'to bathe'
'bañarse'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 53:36-53:37)

(8.262) wainɡátɲun ták tuhíŋɡʲaɾ;
wain-ká-tnʲu=n
ták

́
tũhi -kʲa-r;

find-PFV-AS.NMLZ=OBJ
IDEO:unable
'They couldn’t find her…'
'No podían encontrarla…'

be.unable-PFV-3PL.SS

(T01-S02-04.wav; 08:38-08:40)

(8.263) ámɨ awɨm
́ bɾatiɲ wakɨ ɾ́ akmɨka; amɨ ḱ a nuŋɡá taútmitʲa.
ámɨ
awɨ -́ m-ra-tin ʲ
wakɨŕ -a-k-mɨ=ka;
2SG

amɨ=́ ka

save-REFL-PFV-AS.NMLZ

nuŋká

want-IPFV-SIM-2SG.SS=TOP

taú-t-m-i-tʲa.

2SG=TOP ground+LOC dig-APPL-REFL-PFV-2SG.S:IMP
'If you want to save yourself, dig yourself into the ground!'
'Si te quieres salvar, ¡cávate en la tierra!'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:35-01:39)
As can be seen in the examples above, the suffix -t(i)nʲ(u) appears in
slot 4 of the verbal template (see §8.1), and it always requires a perfective stem.
Either of the vowels in the suffix can be elided, depending on their metrical
position in the word, as discussed in §5.2.1.
8.11.4. Predicative uses of nominalisations
When combined with a copula, three of the Shiwiar nominalisations can be
used in a predicative way to express particular aspectual or deontic semantics.
Table 8.14 summarises the three possibilities.
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Nominalisation

Type of predicate

-(i)nʲ(u) + COP

Habitual
(e.g. “I usually…”)

-t(i)nʲ(u) + COP

Necessitative
(e.g. “I must…”)

-tai N + COP

Normative
(e.g. “I normally” or “Custom
dictates that I…”)

Table 8.14. Predicative uses of nominalisations
A habitual predicate is formed by combining the agentive nominaliser

-(i)nʲ(u) with a copula 59 . It expresses an action that happens regularly or

routinely. Examples can be seen in (8.264) and (8.265). Interestingly, despite
the fact that the agentive nominaliser usually only combines with verbs that
have an agentive subject, this predicative structure is productive for every
verb in the language. The verb hut- 'to cry', for example, normally cannot
yield an agentive nominalisation because the subject of this verb is
conceptualised as a semantic experiencer rather than a semantic agent.
Nevertheless, this verb can combine with the agentive nominaliser in order to
yield a habitual predicate, as in (8.266).

(8.264) jáund͡ʒuk {ʋíɲa} ʋíɲa apáɾʃa ɨt͡sɨɾ́ ɲujaji.
jáunt͡ʃuk wí=nʲa
apár=ʃa
ɨt͡sɨ ŕ -nʲu=ja-ji.
long.ago 1SG=OBJ(P) father=FOC tell-AG.NMLZ=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'Long ago, my father used to tell (this story).'
'Mi papá solía contar (esta historia) hace mucho tiempo.'
(T03-S10-02.wav; 05:54-05:57)

(8.265) nú ɨákmiɲ amiáji.

nú

ɨákm-inʲ

hunt-AG.NMLZ
'He used to hunt.'
'El solía cazar.'
ANA

a-miá-ji.
COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

(T01-S05-01.wav; 07:03-07:04)

Note that in Shiwiar, a copula can appear either in the form of an enclitic or as
a free-standing verb. See §8.12 for a detailed description of copulas.
59
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(8.266) máikʲa hútiɲuitʲhʲai.
mái=kʲa
hút-inʲu=itʲ-hʲa-i.
now=TOP
cry-AG.NMLZ=COP-1SG.S-DECL
'Now I cry all the time.'
'Ahora siempre lloro.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 09:06-09:08)
When the action/state nominaliser -(i)nʲ(u) is combined with a copula,
it forms a necessitative deontic predicate. This expresses that an action must
be done. Examples can be seen in (8.267) and (8.268).

(8.267) amɨ ḱ a napɨtmaktíɲuitʲmɨ.
amɨ=́ ka
napɨtmak-tínʲu=itʲ-mɨ.
2SG=TOP
win-AS.NMLZ=COP-2SG.S+DECL
'You must win.'
'Tienes que ganar.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 06:14-06:16)

(8.268) máiʃa, hɨa ́ nuŋɡá puhúsan; ʋíkʲa wáitnastiɲuitʲhʲai.
mái=ʃa,
hɨ a ́
nunká
puhu-sa-n;
now=FOC

wi=kʲa

house+LOC ground+LOC

waitna-s-tinʲu=itʲ-hʲa-i.

live-SBD-1SG.SS

1SG=TOP suffer-PFV-AS.NMLZ=COP-1SG-DECL
'Now that I live in a house on the ground, I have to suffer.'
'Ahora que vivo en una casa en la tierra, tengo que sufrir.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 08:57-09:00)

Finally, when the non-subject nominaliser is combined with a copula, a
normative predicate is produced. A normative structure is defined by Overall
(2007: 357) for Aguaruna as an “essentially timeless [verb], a statement of
‘how we do things’”. It expresses that an action is done because that is the
way that custom dictates. It is much less frequent than the other two
predicative nominalisation structures discussed above, but it is primarily
found in the corpus in procedural texts when speakers describe how certain
things are done in Shiwiar culture. Example (8.269) stems from an
explanation about how the Shiwiar people harvest manioc in their gardens.
Note that although the copula is inflected for third person subject,
semantically the clause has a first person plural referent. This is also
supported by the fact that the preceding medial clauses are marked for first
person plural same-subject switch-reference.
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(8.269) t͡ʃanɡín hukíɾ; kut͡ʃí hukíɾ; mamáka uwɨutasaɾ; wɨtáindʲai.

t͡ʃankín

hu-kí-r;

kut͡ʃí

basket

take-PFV-1PL.SS

machete

mamá=ka

uwɨ-u-tasa-r;

hu-kí-r;

take-PFV-1PL.SS

wɨ-táiN=tʲ-a-i.

manioc=TOP pull-PFV-INTENT-1PL.SS
go-NS.NMLZ=COP-3.S-DECL
'We normally take baskets and take machetes in order to go pull out
(harvest) manioc.'
'Normalmente cogemos canastas y machetes para ir a sacar la yuca.'
(T03-S08S09-02.wav; 11:08-11:09)

8.12. Copulas
There are two types of copulas in Shiwiar: a copula verb and copula
enclitics. The copula verb has the form a-, as shown in (8.270). It usually has
both a subject and a complement: in (8.270), the noun máma 'manioc' is the
subject and the adjective hṹũn 'big' is the complement. However, when it only
occurs with a subject, the copula verb is interpreted as an existential verb, as
in (8.271).

(8.270) mamáka hṹũn amiáji.
mamá=ka
hṹũn a-miá-ji.
manioc=TOP big
COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'The manioc was big.'
'La yuca era grande.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 10:55-10:56)

(8.271) nápi ámiaji.

nápi

á-mia-ji.

snake
COP-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'There were snakes.'
'Había serpientes.'
(T01-S05-01.wav; 05:59-06:00)
The copula verb is a defective verb in the sense that it cannot be
inflected in all the ways that other Shiwiar verbs can be. It is not compatible
with valency changing morphology, object marking or aspect marking, but it
can be inflected normally for negation, number, subject, tense and mood.
With regards to negation, it behaves like an imperfective verb by combining
with the imperfective negative suffix -t͡su, as shown in (8.272). On the other
hand, with regards to plural marking, it behaves like a perfective verb by
combining with the perfective plural suffix ‑(a)r(a), as shown in (8.273).
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(8.272) níɲa kanútiɾin ɨámiaji ɨámiaji peɾo ajá at͡súmiaji.
ní=nʲa
kanúti-riN=n
ɨá-mia-ji
3=OBJ(P)

ɨá-mia-ji

bedroom-1PL/2PL/3.P=LOC

pero[Sp]

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

ajá

search-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

but

a-t͡sú-mia-ji.

IDEO:nothing

COP-NEG-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She searched and searched in her bedroom, but it wasn’t there.'
'Buscó y buscó en su dormitorio pero no estaba.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 05:52-05:55)

(8.273) ándiɲ áɾmiaji.

ánt-inʲ

á-r-mia-ji.

understand-AG.NMLZ
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'They used to understand.'
'Solían entender.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 01:25-01:27)
In addition to the free copula verb, there are two copula clitics that
attach directly to nominals: the present copula =(i)tʲ and the past copula =(j)a
(see §7.13 for a description of the allomorphic variation of both enclitics).
Examples of these can be seen in (8.274) and (8.275). The copula clitics can
only be used in finite contexts and they are followed by very restricted verbal
morphology: only subject and mood marking.

(8.274) nukúɾka ʃiʋʲáɾaitʲai.
nukú-r=ka
ʃiwʲára=itʲ-a-i.
mother-1SG=TOP
Shiwiar=COP-3.S-DECL
'My mother is Shiwiar.'
'Mi mamá es shíwiar.'
(T02-S03S16-02.wav; 09:07-09:09)

(8.275) nú numíkʲa hapiáŋd͡ʒauaji.
nú
numí=kʲa hapiáŋ-t͡ʃau=a-ji.
tree=TOP
long-NEG=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'That tree was not tall.'
'Ese árbol no era alto.'
(T01-S03-06.wav; 03:39-03:41)
ANA

Given that the copula enclitics can only be used in finite contexts that
pertain to the present or the past, in some cases the copula verb is the only
viable copula (e.g. in a subordinate clause, as in (8.276)). However, in some
contexts, such as a finite past tense clause, the speaker has the choice of using
either copula type. This is exemplified in (8.277) and (8.278). In these cases,
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it is not clear what motivates a speaker to use the copula verb over a copula
enclitic or vice versa; the two options seem to be in free variation.

(8.276) ikʲám wɨáɾuka jawɨkáɾau asáɾ; ajá tɨpɨkáɾ;
ikʲám
wɨ-ár-u=ka
jawɨ-ká-ra-u
forest+LOC

a-sá-r;

go-PL-S.NMLZ=TOP

COP-SBD-3PL.SS

ajá

get.tired-PFV-PL-S.NMLZ

tɨpɨ-ká-r;

IDEO:nothing

lie-PFV-3PL.SS
'The ones who went to forest were the tired ones, so since there was
nothing (no danger), they lay down there…'
'Los que se fueron a la selva eran los cansados, así que como no había
nada (ningún peligro), se acostaron…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:06-03:09)

(8.277) ɨt͡sɨ ɾ́ ɲujaji.
ɨt͡sɨ ŕ -nʲu=ja-ji.
tell-AG.NMLZ=PST.COP-3.S+DECL
'She used to tell that.'
'Ella solía contra eso.'
(T03-S08S09-02.wav; 11:08-11:09)

(8.278) núna hṹũnɡa ɨt͡sɨ ɾ́ iɲ áɾmiaji.
nú=na
hṹũn=ka
ɨt͡sɨ ŕ -inʲ
ANA=OBJ

elder=TOP tell-AG.NMLZ
'The elders used to tell that.'
'Los mayores solían contar eso.'

á-r-mia-ji.
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL

(T03-S10-02.wav; 07:59-08:02)
In natural discourse, a copular clause can also be produced without an
overt copula by simply juxtaposing the copular subject and complement.
When this happens, the subject is marked with a topic enclitic and the
complement simply follows, as shown in (8.279).

(8.279) nuwɨŋ́ ɡa náki.
nuwɨ =́ ka
wife+1PL/2PL/3.P=TOP
'His wife was lazy.'
'Su mujer era vaga.'

náki.
lazy

(T01-S03-01.wav; 00:42-00:43)
Finally, there are two verbs, ɨkɨ- 'to sit' and waha- 'to stand', that have
stative semantics which approximate a copula. These verbs, referred to as
semi-copulas here, can also be used to express copular complements, as
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shown in (8.280) and (8.281). When used as a semi-copula, the verb waha- 'to
stand' is frequently shortened to ha-.

(8.280) túpiɲ ɨkɨ t́ wai.

túpinʲ

ɨkɨ -́ t-wa-i.

straight sit-APPL-3.S -DECL
'It’s straight.'
'Está recto.'
(T01-S01-02.wav; 11:46-11:47)

(8.281) nuhíut͡ʃiɾi nuhíwat͡ʃ hás;

nuhí-ut͡ʃi-riN

nuhí-wat͡ʃ

há-s;

nose-DIM-1PL/3.P nose-DIM
stand-PFV
‘Her little nose was a truly little nose…’
‘Su nariz era una naricita…’
(T01-S03-01.wav; 09:35-09:36)

8.13. Auxiliary verbs
There are five verbs in Shiwiar that, in addition to their normal use, can also
function as auxiliary verbs. Four of the resulting auxiliary constructions
express stative semantics, and one expresses the intention to do something.
The five constructions are summarised in Table 8.15.

Auxiliary verb

Gloss

Semantics of auxiliary
construction

a-

COP

Stative

puhu-

live

Stative

tɨpɨ-

lie

Stative (in a horizontal
position)

waha-

stand

Stative (in a vertical
position)

wɨ-

go

Intention

Table 8.15. Auxiliary verbs
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In order to form an auxiliary construction, auxiliary verbs must
immediately follow the bare root of the verb they are modifying, as shown in
(8.282). All inflectional categories are expressed on the auxiliary verb.

(8.282) namáŋ tukuáɾ; ju wɨáɾtai.

namáŋ

tuku-á-r;

ju

wɨ-ár-tai.

game
shoot-PFV-1PL.SS
eat go-PL-1PL.S:IMP
'Let’s go shoot some game and eat it.'
'Vamos a cazar animales y comerlos.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:22-00:24)
The most common type of auxiliary construction in Shiwiar is a stative
construction. Rather than describing an action, this construction paints a
static picture of a situation. The stative can be formed with any of the
following four auxiliary verbs: a- (copula), puhu- 'to live', tɨpɨ- 'to lie (down)',
and waha- 'to stand'. The copula and the verb puhu- 'to live' form a general
stative construction, as shown in (8.283) and (8.284), but the verbs tɨpɨ- 'to lie
(down)' and waha- 'to stand' also encode the position or posture of the subject:
tɨpɨ- 'to lie (down)' is used when the subject is lying down or in a horizontal
position, as in (8.285), and waha- 'to stand' is used when the subject is standing
up or in a vertical position, as in (8.286). Apart from the postural element in
the latter two verbs, the semantics of the stative in all four auxiliary
constructions does not seem to differ much and they can be used
interchangeably.

(8.283) jáund͡ʒuk íi húundɾi jáund͡ʒukka ikʲám mat͡sámɡaɾ; namaŋɡɨ ń tukuáɾ;

juáɾ; puhú áɾmiaji.
jáunt͡ʃuk íi
húunt-riN

jáunt͡ʃuk=ka

ikʲám

long.ago

long.ago=TOP

forest+LOC

1PL

elder-1PL/2PL/3.P

mat͡sám-ka-r;

namaŋkɨ=́ n

tuku-a-r;

ju-á-r;

live-PFV-3PL.SS

game=OBJ

shoot-PFV-3PL.SS

eat-PFV-3PL.SS

puhú

á-r-mia-ji.

live
COP-PL-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Long ago, our elders hunted game, ate it and lived (in the forest).'
'Antiguamente, nuestros antepasados cazaban animales, se los comían
y vivían (en la selva).'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 00:03-00:13)
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(8.284) kindʲámmaunum nujáŋɡa nuwáka iʋʲá puhúmiaji.
kintʲam-mau=num
nujáŋka
nuwá=ka
get.dark-NS.NMLZ=LOC

iwʲá

puhú-mia-ji.

COORD:then

woman=TOP

be.awake
live-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'Then, at the place where it got dark, the woman remained awake.'
'Entonces, en el lugar donde anocheció la mujer se quedó despierta.'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:01-03:03)

(8.285) andú tɨpɨ m
́ iaji.

antú

tɨpɨ -́ mia-ji.

listen
lie-DIST.PST-3.S+DECL
'She was listening (while lying down).'
'Estaba escuchando (acostada).'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:29-03:30)

(8.286) mɨŋɡá wahámdai nujáŋɡa;

mɨŋká

wahá-mtaiN

nujáŋɡa;

linger
stand-1/3.ds
COORD:then
'He was lingering (while standing up)…'
'Estaba demorando (de pie)…'
(T01-S02-04.wav; 03:29-03:30)
The remaining auxiliary construction is formed with the verb wɨ- 'to
go', and it expresses an intention to do something, as shown in (8.287). Much
like the corresponding expressions in English (e.g. they’re going to eat) and
Spanish (e.g. van a comer), this Shiwiar construction likely originated in
situations when speakers were physically moving towards the location of the
intended action. For example, in (8.288), the speaker produces this clause as
he begins to walk towards the tree that he intends to cut. However, over time,
the notion of intent seems to have been generalised even to situations where
there is no movement involved.

(8.287) jú wɨ ń awai.

jú

wɨ -́ na-wa-i.

eat
go-IPFV:PL-3.S-DECL
'They’re going to eat it.'
'Van a comérselo.'
(T01-S03-01.wav; 03:20-03:21)

Auxiliary verbs

(8.288) ʋíʃt͡ʃin hatɨ ́ wɨá hai.
wíʃt͡ʃi=n
hatɨ ́
cow.tree=OBJ
cut.with.axe
'I’m going cut some cow tree.'
'Voy a sacar leche de caucho.'
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wɨ-́ a-ha-i.
go-IPFV-1SG.S-DECL

(T01-S02-04.wav; 07:35-07:36)
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Summary in English
A Grammatical Description of Shiwiar

This dissertation is a grammar of Shiwiar, a Chicham (Jivaroan) language
spoken by around 1,200 people in the Amazonian lowlands of eastern
Ecuador and northern Peru. This work is the first grammatical description of
the language, and it is based on a 30-hour audio-visual corpus of natural
speech data, collected over 12 months of fieldwork between 2011 and 2016 in
the Pastaza province of Ecuador. The main goal of this dissertation is to
provide an analysis of all major areas of linguistic structure in Shiwiar, and
also to engage with areal and typological literature to shed light on the
diachronic development of those structures and their functions.
In Chapter 1, the theoretical premises of this work are explained. This
dissertation is the outcome of a data-driven, bottom-up approach to
researching language. It is based on the assumption that formal linguistic
structures are moulded over time by communicative, social, cognitive and
anatomical pressures. Therefore, in this work, the Shiwiar language is
considered within its social and cultural context, and it is studied by means of
real data that were produced in an interactive and discursive environment.
Furthermore, this work is committed to a high standard of data transparency:
every example in the text is cited to its original source recording, so that the
reader can evaluate the entire analytic process.
In Chapter 2, the Shiwiar language is introduced. From a typological
perspective, Shiwiar exhibits features that are typical of other Andean and
western Amazonian languages, including a small phoneme inventory, highly
synthetic morphology, predicate-final constituent order, a small class of
numerals, complex tense-aspect-mood marking in verbs and extensive use of
clause chaining. Shiwiar is a member of the Chicham language family, and it
is closely related to its 4 sister languages. However, it has also had close
contact with unrelated languages of the region, particularly Quechuan
languages and Kandozi-Chapra, which has left clear traces in the Shiwiar
lexicon, phonology, morphology and syntax. More recently, Shiwiar has
come into contact with Spanish and, although Shiwiar is still spoken by
virtually everyone in the Shiwiar community, there are initial indications that
younger people may shift to preferentially using Spanish in the future.
Chapter 3 is an ethnographic sketch of the Shiwiar people. The Shiwiar
Nation is one of the fifteen officially recognised Indigenous nations in
Ecuador, and the vast majority of Shiwiar people live in one of fourteen
villages in the Pastaza province, within a territory that is approximately the
size of Luxembourg. Traditionally, Shiwiar people have sustained themselves
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through hunting, horticulture, fishing and gathering, but their lifestyle is
currently undergoing rapid change through increasing contact to Ecuadorean
mainstream culture. Ritual songs are an important part of Shiwiar oral
tradition, and during celebrations they are often accompanied by flutes,
drums and bow instruments. Most Shiwiar marriages are exogamous (i.e.
they involve people from different ethnic groups), and children inherit ethnic
identity from their fathers. Exogamous marriage traditions have resulted in
long-term multilingualism in the entire region, which is reinforced in every
new generation. It is not unusual for Shiwiar people to speak three or more
languages.
Chapter 4 is a detailed description of the methodology and sources that
were used in this work. The data was collected through collaborative
fieldwork with the Shiwiar community in three main sites: Juyuintsa, Puyo
and Shell. Over six field trips, 110 recordings were made of diverse speech
genres, including traditional narratives, personal anecdotes, village
conversations, political speeches and media interviews. Over thirty Shiwiar
collaborators were involved in the recording and annotation of the data. In
the interest of scientific transparency, the entire corpus is being deposited into
the Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA).
Chapter 5 is an analysis of Shiwiar phonetics and phonology. The
phonemic inventory of the language includes 14 consonants and 8 vowels.
Additionally, there are loan phonemes that only occur in Spanish loanwords,
and a marginal phoneme, namely the glottal stop, which only occurs in a
small number of words. A subset of seven consonants – /p, t, k, m, n, h, w/ –
are palatalised when they follow a high front vowel. Nasality spreads from
nasal vowels in both directions until the nearest obstruent or up to the word
boundary. Although syllables were historically made up of a single consonant
and a vowel, the language currently allows syllables with complex onsets and
codas, which were formed as a result of three historic elision processes: vowel
apocope, consonant apocope and vowel syncope. Some elision processes are
still at work in the language today: for example, word final nasal stops are
optionally elided in fast speech. Phonological words in Shiwiar may not have
fewer than two vowels; if an unbound morpheme only has one vowel, the
vowel needs to be doubled when the morpheme is uttered in isolation.
Finally, all Shiwiar words exhibit a single prosodic prominence that shares
the characteristics of both stress (e.g. it is manifested by higher pitch, longer
duration and increased amplitude) and tone (e.g. the prominence can spread
over multiple syllables), but its placement is not predictable and it varies from
word to word.
Chapter 6 is an overview of Shiwiar morphology, syntax and
information structure. There are six word classes in the language: nominals,
verbs, adverbs, quantifiers, discourse particles and ideophones. These word
classes can be differentiated by their semantic properties, their morphological
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behaviour and their syntactic distribution. Shiwiar morphology is highly
synthetic, and it tends towards agglutination although there are also some
cases of fusion. Morphemes differ greatly in the degree of boundedness that
they exhibit, ranging from unbound roots that can appear on their own to
clitics and affixes that never appear unless they are combined with a root. The
order of constituents in a Shiwiar clause is not fixed and it can be manipulated
to express information structure, but there is a strong tendency towards SOV
order. Shiwiar has strict nominative-accusative alignment, and grammatical
relations in the language primarily revolve around the distinction between
subject and object. This distinction is morphologically marked on both the
predicate and its arguments: verbs have pronominal indexation and nominals
are flagged by case. Shiwiar exhibits a typologically rare form of differential
object marking, whereby the case marking of an object in a clause is
determined by a property of the subject. A very prominent syntactic structure
in the language is the so-called clause chain, whereby semantically dependent
clauses combine with each other into a large chain, and the marking of tense,
subject and mood is only found on the final verb. Finally, Shiwiar speakers
can employ a rich array of strategies – prosodic, syntactic and/or
morphological – to mark information structure, like focus and topic.
Chapter 7 deals with nominal morphology and the noun phrase.
Nominals can be subdivided into nouns, adjectives and pronouns. These can
either appear on their own or they can combine to form compounds.
Nominals can be modified by derivational morphology, such as a diminutive
marker or negation. Possessed nouns are inflected for the person and number
of the possessor. Nominals can also be inflected for six grammatical cases:
object case, genitive case, locative case, ablative case, comitative case and
temporal case. Some of the morphological marking on nominals, for example
the vocative, the interrogative marker or topic and focus marking, have
semantics that are rooted to discourse and interaction. Nominals can be used
predicatively if they combine with a copula enclitic. Although there are no
productive class-changing derivation processes for nominals in the currentday language, there are indications in the lexicon that nominals could be
verbalised historically. In syntactic terms, when nominals function as
arguments in a clause, they appear in noun phrases. A noun phrase is
minimally made up of a single nominal, but it can also be complex. In
complex noun phrases, nominals are modified by determiners (such as
demonstrative pronouns), adjectives or relative clauses. Nominals can also be
coordinated within a noun phrase by simple juxtaposition or by the use of
comitative case.
Chapter 8 deals with the most intricate morphological domain in the
language: verbal morphology. Valency is lexically defined for Shiwiar verbs:
every verb in the language is inherently intransitive, transitive or ditransitive.
However, valency can be increased by applicative and causative morphology,
or it can be decreased by reflexive and reciprocal morphology. Shiwiar verbs
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are obligatorily marked for aspect in almost every grammatical context, and
there are three aspectual categories: perfective, imperfective and durative.
Perfective and imperfective aspect are contrastive in present and past tense
finite clauses, and in some participant nominalisations. In all other contexts,
the choice of a perfective or imperfective verb stem depends on another
morphological category expressed on the verb: for example, future tense verbs
may only be formed with a perfective stem, and simultaneous subordinate
verbs may only be formed with an imperfective stem. Durative aspect is only
ever expressed in imperative clauses, where it contrasts with perfective
aspect. Both negation and plural number marking are sensitive to aspect:
different allomorphs are used if depending on the aspect of the verb. Shiwiar
verbs have obligatory pronominal suffixes for both subject and object
arguments, but the markers used are different in finite and non-finite verbs.
In finite verbs, five tenses (present, recent past, distant past, immediate future
and general future) and four moods (declarative, interrogative, imperative
and exclamative) are distinguished. There are five different strategies to
derive a noun from a Shiwiar verb: two processes that produce subject
nominalisations, two processes that produce object or location
nominalisations and one process that produces action/state nominalisations.
These nominalisations can be used referentially as nouns, or predicatively if
they are combined with a copula enclitic. Finally, there are four auxiliary
verbs in the language that express stative semantics and one further auxiliary
verb which expresses the intention to do something.
In the narrowest sense, this dissertation provides description and
analysis for all major grammatical structures in the Shiwiar language. But in
a broader sense, by highlighting in what ways Shiwiar grammar is similar to
other languages and in what ways it is unique, this dissertation contributes to
our general understanding of human languages, how they are used, how they
change over time and how they are intrinsically shaped by their socio-cultural
context.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Een grammaticale beschrijving van het Shiwiar

Dit proefschrift behelst een grammatica van het Shiwiar, een Chichamtaal
(ook wel Jivaroaanse taal) met ongeveer 1200 sprekers in het laaggelegen
Amazonegebied van Oost-Ecuador en Noord-Peru. Dit werk is de eerste
grammaticale beschrijving van deze taal en is gebaseerd op een corpus van 30
uur aan natuurlijk gesproken taaldata dat verzameld is tijdens 12 maanden
veldwerk tussen 2011 en 2016 in de Ecuadoriaanse provincie Pastaza. Dit
proefschrift heeft in de eerste plaats het doel om een analyse te verschaffen
van alle belangrijke domeinen van taalkundige structuur van het Shiwiar.
Daarnaast biedt het, met behulp van areale en typologische literatuur, inzicht
in de diachrone ontwikkeling van deze structuren en hun functies.
In Hoofdstuk 1 worden de theoretische beginselen van deze
grammatica uitgelegd. Dit proefschrift is het resultaat van een taalkundige
methode waarbij de data leidend zijn. Het is gebaseerd op de aanname dat
formele taalkundige structuren mettertijd worden gevormd door druk van
communicatieve, sociale, cognitieve en anatomische aard. Daarom wordt het
Shiwiar in dit werk beschouwd in zijn sociale en culturele context en wordt
het onderzocht aan de hand van daadwerkelijke taaldata die geproduceerd
zijn in een interactief discours. Bovendien streeft dit werk een hoge mate van
datatransparantie na: elk voorbeeld in de tekst is geciteerd en bevat een
verwijzing naar de originele opname, zodat de lezer elke stap van het
analytische proces kan nagaan.
Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een inleiding tot het Shiwiar. Vanuit typologisch
perspectief toont het Shiwiar eigenschappen die typisch zijn voor andere
Andes- en Amazonetalen: een kleine foneeminventaris, sterk synthetische
morfologie, een constituentenvolgorde met het predicaat aan het einde, een
kleine verzameling telwoorden, complexe morfologie van tijd, aspect en
modus, en een uitgebreid gebruik van clause chaining. Het Shiwiar maakt deel
uit van de Chichamfamilie, en is nauw verwant met zijn 4 zustertalen. Het
heeft echter intensief contact gehad met niet-verwante talen in de regio, zoals
Quechuatalen en Kandozi-Chapra, die duidelijk sporen hebben achtergelaten
in de woordenschat, fonologie, morfologie en syntaxis van het Shiwiar.
Recenter is het Shiwiar in contact gekomen met het Spaans en hoewel het
Shiwiar nog steeds door nagenoeg iedereen in de Shiwiargemeenschap wordt
gesproken, zijn er indicaties dat de jongere generaties in de toekomst
voorkeur zullen geven aan het Spaans.
Hoofdstuk 3 is een korte etnografische beschrijving van het
Shiwiarvolk. De Shiwiar zijn een van de 15 officieel erkende inheemse
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volkeren van Ecuador, en de overgrote meerderheid van de Shiwiar leeft in
een van veertien dorpen in de provincie Pastaza, in een gebied ongeveer ter
grootte van Luxemburg. Zij onderhouden zich van oudsher met jagen en
verzamelen, tuinbouw en visvangst. Hun manier van leven ondergaat
momenteel echter een snelle verandering door het toenemende contact met
de mainstream cultuur van Ecuador. Rituele liederen zijn een belangrijk
onderdeel van de orale traditie van de Shiwiar, die tijdens feestelijke
aangelegenheden
worden
begeleid
op
fluiten,
trommels
en
strijkinstrumenten. De meeste huwelijken van de Shiwiar zijn exogaam (dat
wil zeggen, er zijn mensen van andere etnische groepen bij betrokken), en
kinderen nemen de etnische identiteit over van hun vaders. Deze exogamie
heeft geresulteerd in een langdurige meertaligheid in de hele regio, hetgeen
wordt versterkt met de komst van elke nieuwe generatie. Het is niet
ongebruikelijk voor een Shiwiar om drie of meer talen te spreken.
Hoofstuk 4 is een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de methodologie en
de bronnen die in dit werkt zijn gebruikt. De data zijn verzameld door middel
van collaboratief veldwerk met de Shiwiargemeenschap, voornamelijk op
drie plekken: Juyuintsa, Puyo en Shell. Gedurende zes bezoeken werden 110
opnames gemaakt van verschillende genres, waaronder traditionele
vertellingen,
persoonlijke
anekdotes,
dorpsgesprekken,
politieke
redevoeringen en media-interviews. Meer dan dertig Shiwiar waren
betrokken bij het opnemen en het annoteren van de data. Met het oog op
wetenschappelijke transparantie is het gehele corpus beschikbaar gesteld in
het Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA).
Hoofdstuk 5 betreft een analyse van Shiwiar fonetiek en fonologie. De
foneeminventaris van de taal bevat 14 medeklinkers en 8 klinkers. Daarbij
bestaan er geleende fonemen die alleen voorkomen in Spaanse leenwoorden,
en een marginaal foneem, de glottisslag, dat alleen in een klein aantal
woorden voorkomt. Een deel van de medeklinkers - /p, t, k, m, n, h, w/ - wordt
gepalataliseerd als ze na een hoge voorklinker staan. Nasaliteit verspreidt zich
vanuit nasale klinkers in twee richtingen tot de eerstvolgende obstruent of tot
de woordgrens. Hoewel lettergrepen historisch gezien bestonden uit een
enkele medeklinker en een klinker, staat de taal nu complexe onsets en coda’s
toe, die gevormd zijn door drie historische processen van elisie:
vokaalapocope,
consonantapocope
en
vokaalsyncope.
Sommige
elisieprocessen zijn vandaag de dag nog steeds actief in de taal: nasale stops
aan het woordeinde worden bijvoorbeeld optioneel geëlideerd wanneer snel
gesproken wordt. Fonologische woorden in het Shiwiar kunnen niet minder
dan twee klinkers hebben; als een ongebonden morfeem slechts één klinker
bevat, moet deze klinker verdubbeld worden als het morfeem in isolatie
uitgesproken wordt. Ten slotte hebben Shiwiar woorden een enkele
prosodische piek die eigenschappen vertoont van zowel klemtoon (die wordt
namelijk uitgedrukt door middel van toonhoogte, lengte en een verhoogde
amplitude) en toon (de prosodische piek kan zich verspreiden over meerdere
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lettergrepen). De plaats van deze piek is echter niet voorspelbaar en verschilt
van woord tot woord.
Hoofdstuk 6 is een overzicht van Shiwiar morfologie, syntaxis en
informatiestructuur. Er zijn zes woordsoorten in de taal: naamwoorden,
werkwoorden, bijwoorden, kwantificatoren, discourspartikels en ideofonen.
Deze woordsoorten kunnen van elkaar onderscheiden worden door hun
semantische eigenschappen, hun morfologische patronen en hun syntactische
distributie. Shiwiar morfologie is sterk synthetisch, en neigt naar een
agglutinerend type, hoewel er ook voorbeelden zijn van fusie. Morfemen
vertonen een grote verscheidenheid in hun mate van gebondenheid,
variërend van ongebonden wortels die in isolatie kunnen voorkomen tot
clitica en affixen die enkel en alleen in combinatie met een wortel voorkomen.
De volgorde van constituenten in het Shiwiar staat niet vast en kan worden
gebruikt om informatiestructuur uit te drukken, maar er is een sterke
voorkeur voor de volgorde SOV. Het gebruik van naamvallen wordt in het
Shiwiar gedicteerd door een streng nominatief-accusatief systeem en
grammaticale verhoudingen draaien voornamelijk om het onderscheid tussen
subject en object. Dit onderscheid wordt morfologisch aangegeven in zowel
het predicaat als diens argumenten: werkwoorden vertonen pronominale
indexatie en naamwoorden worden verbogen in naamval. Het Shiwiar
vertoont een typologisch zeldzame vorm van differentiële objectmarkering,
waarbij de naamval van het zinsobject wordt bepaald door een eigenschap
van het subject. Een erg prominente syntactische structuur in de taal is de
zogenaamde clause chain (zinsketen), waarbij meerdere bijzinnen
gecombineerd worden tot een lange keten, en de noties tijd, subject en modus
uit worden gedrukt in het laatste werkwoord. Ten slotte gebruiken sprekers
van het Shiwiar een rijk scala aan strategieën – prosodisch, syntactisch en/of
morfologisch – om informatiestructuur zoals focus en topic uit te drukken.
Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt de nominale morfologie en de nominale frase.
Naamwoorden kunnen worden opgedeeld in zelfstandige en bijvoeglijke
naamwoorden en voornaamwoorden. Deze kunnen op zichzelf voorkomen
of kunnen worden gecombineerd tot samenstellingen. Naamwoorden
kunnen worden gecombineerd met derivationele morfologie, zoals
verkleining of ontkenning. Bezeten zelfstandige naamwoorden worden
verbogen naargelang persoon en getal van de bezitter. Naamwoorden
worden ook verbogen naar naamval: objectnaamval, genitief, locatief, ablatief,
comitatief en temporaal. Sommige morfologische markering op
naamwoorden, zoals de vocatief, de interrogatief en de topic/focus‑markering,
zijn semantisch gestoeld op discours en interactie. Naamwoorden kunnen
predicatief gebruikt worden wanneer ze gecombineerd woorden met het
copulaencliticum. Hoewel er geen productieve derivationele processen in de
hedendaagse taal geattesteerd zijn die de woordsoort van een naamwoord
veranderen, zijn er indicaties in de woordenschat dat werkwoorden in het
verleden van naamwoorden konden worden afgeleid. Syntactisch gezien
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komen naamwoorden voor in nominale frases zodra ze als argument gebruikt
worden in een zin. Een nominale frase bestaat uit ten minste één naamwoord,
maar kan ook complex zijn. In complexe nominale frases wordt een
naamwoord gecombineerd met determinatoren (zoals aanwijzende
voornaamwoorden), bijvoeglijke naamwoorden of bijvoeglijke bijzinnen.
Naamwoorden kunnen worden samengevoegd tot een nominale frase,
simpelweg door juxtapositie of met gebruik van de comitatieve naamval.
Hoofdstuk 8 behandelt het meest complexe morfologische domein in
de taal: de verbale morfologie. De valentie van Shiwiar werkwoorden wordt
op lexicaal niveau vastgesteld: elk werkwoord in de taal is van zichzelf
intransitief, transitief of ditransitief. De valentie kan echter verhoogd worden
door applicatieve en causatieve morfologie, of kan worden verlaagd door
reflexieve en reciproque morfologie. Shiwiar werkwoorden vertonen
aspectmarkering in bijna elke grammaticale context, en er zijn drie aspectuele
waardes: perfectief, imperfectief en duratief. Het perfectieve en imperfectieve
aspect zijn contrastief in zinnen met een finiet werkwoord in de
tegenwoordige of verleden tijd, en ook in sommige nominalisaties op basis
van participant. In alle andere contexten hangt de keuze van een perfectieve
of imperfectieve werkwoordstam af van een andere morfologische categorie
die in het werkwoord wordt uitgedrukt. Bijvoorbeeld, de toekomende tijd kan
alleen worden gevormd op basis van een imperfectieve stam, en simultaan
ondergeschikte werkwoorden kunnen alleen worden gevormd van een
imperfectieve stam. Het duratieve aspect wordt enkel en alleen uitgedrukt in
zinnen in de gebiedende wijs, waar het contrasteert met het perfectieve aspect.
Bij zowel ontkenning als de meervoudsvorm worden verschillende
allomorfen gebruikt, afhankelijk van het aspect. Shiwiar werkwoorden
vertonen altijd suffixen voor zowel het subject als het object, maar de
morfemen zijn verschillend in finiete en nonfiniete werkwoorden. In finiete
werkwoorden worden vijf tijdsvormen (tegenwoordig, recent verleden, ver
verleden, nabije toekomst en algemene toekomst) en vier modi (bewerend,
vragend, gebiedend en uitroepend) onderscheiden. Er zijn vijf strategieën om
een zelfstandig naamwoord van een Shiwiar werkwoord af te leiden: twee
processen produceren een nominalisatie op basis van subject, twee op basis
van object of locatie, en een op basis van handeling of toestand. Deze
nominalisaties kunnen referentieel (als zelfstandige naamwoord), of
predicatief (in combinatie met een copulaencliticum) worden gebruikt. Ten
slotte zijn er vier hulpwerkwoorden in de taal die semantisch gezien statief
zijn en één hulpwerkwoord dat intentie uitdrukt.
In engere zin voorziet dit proefschrift in een beschrijving en analyse
van alle belangrijke grammaticale structuren van het Shiwiar. In ruimere zin
echter, door licht te schijnen op zowel de overeenkomsten van Shiwiar
grammatica met grammatica’s van andere talen als op haar unieke
eigenschappen, draagt dit proefschrift bij aan onze algemene kennis van
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menselijke talen, hoe ze worden gebruikt, hoe ze mettertijd veranderen en hoe
ze intrinsiek worden gevormd door hun socio-culturele context.
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